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INTRODUCTION 

This examination of Jewish Argentine literature centers on the analysis of 
eight selected works whose publication dates range from 1910 to 1977, half 
of them from the 1970s. The eight texts have been chosen to represent the 
diversity of the literary treatments accorded Jewish Argentine issues over a 
period of swift and profound historical change. Whereas some of the works 
claim attention by offering an account of historical issues, it is also impor
tant to recognize the more hidden and oblique ways in which literature 
implies a commentary on aspects of society. To give these subtler forms 
their due, this study will examine poetry, typically more veiled in its 
presentation, and a novel of seemingly abstract aestheticism, as well as 
novels overtly concerned with social history. 

This introductory chapter surveys major tendencies in Jewish Argentine 
literature together with the events of Argentine social history that most 
affected Jewish writers, their work, and its reception. The eight featured 
authors are introduced through a narrative designed to emphasize the way 
in which they form part of a developing literature and a changing society. 
This chronological account combines elements of social events, literary 
history, and a description of the careers and original contributions of the 
eight, as well as briefer discussion of major representative figures and a 
sampling of works that indicate the chief tendencies in Jewish Argentine 
literature. Following the eight chapters of commentary on the selected 

-works, a postface will survey Jewish Argentine writing as it has developed 
since the mid-1970S. Its recent past is distinguished by two phenomena: the 
exile literature that arose during the repressive military regime of 1976-1983 
and, with the 1983 return to civilian government, the renewal of overt social 
criticism in internal intellectual discussion and literary expression. 

Jewish Argentine writing has potentially a great deal to reveal about 
history: Argentine social history, the history of attitudes toward cultural 
variety, the history of Jewish thought, and other factors that have changed 
rapidly over the course of the century. Yet the writers of this literature have 
at times been reluctant witnesses, leaving unsaid or denying the most 
powerful statements their work might have made. Though circumstances 
have given these authors a significant vantage point, their testimony may be 
cryptic, vague, or distorted, betraying a deep-seated and understandable 
fear of arousing hostility by appearing unenthusiastic about the Argentine 
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2 Introduction 

nation. The dilemma that results from this insecurity-an exceptional 
capacity for criticism, inhibited by a tenacious disinclination to criticize-is 
one of the principal concerns of this study. 

Also traced is an allied secondary development: the gradually increasing 
freedom with which Jewish Argentine authors may display cultural particu
larism, to use the term long associated with the issue. Jewish immigrants to 
Argentina had received encouragement, both through the official rhetoric 
of patriotism and through the general culture, to diminish those features of 
their identity that distinguished them from the long-standing, largely Cath
olic Mediterranean population. The earliest Jewish authors provide reas
surance that these newcomers are less other than they might seem and 
growing less so. In subsequent generations, writers show a sense that they 
must speak for a group whose identity is undeniably marked. They come to 

concede a long-avoided point: that certain Jewish ways are ineluctably 
strange to those outside the group and cannot, without surrender and 
falsification, be diminished to minor variants on Christian patterns. It 
becomes increasingly acceptable to bring to the discussion of national 
problems, which have proven refractory to established forms of analysis, 
help from Jewish traditions of critical thought. To do so means to overcome 
the old anxiety that a discussant whose outlook is identified as Jewish will 
be perceived as insufficiently Argentine to speak of national affairs. 

Whether to achieve a salutary frankness as critics of society or to man
ifest confidence in the group's entitlement to distinctive traits and intellec
tual resources, these authors have had to overcome a set of attitudes crudely 
but effectively summed up in the question "Can a good Jew be a good 
Argentine?" From its inception, Jewish Argentine literature has had little 
choice but to respond in some fashion to this potentially paralyzing 
dilemma. For the earliest writers, the problem was essentially one of 
answering the question in the terms in which it was posed. Later authors 
challenged the3 presuppositions behind the question and suggested that it 
served to discourage groups other than the dominant one from expressing 
their needs and views. 

Before there could be a Jewish Argentine literature and, indeed, before 
the above question could even arise, there had first to exist a Jewish 
population substantial and visible enough for its role in national life to be a 
matter of public discussion. Such a situation came about only early in the 
present century. To be sure, Jews had always been among the Europeans 
arriving in what is now Argentina. But since Jewish immigration into the 
New World colonies was forbidden, as was also any deviation from Catholi
cism in land under the Spanish crown, these early Sephardic arrivals were 
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understandably quick to blend into the general population. The Jewish 
immigrants who succeeded this shadowy Sephardic presence were not the 
result of any organized movement or campaign but rather of scattered 
journeys from various countries, especially France, Germany, and England. 
Partly because of their isolation from European ties and partly because they 
represented an emancipated, considerably secularized Western Jewry, the 
members of this community made no strenuous effort to retain Jewish 
religious ways, legal thought, or other areas of special knowledge or forms 
of behavior. By the time of the massive immigration of Eastern European 
Jews-the group that would give Argentina its markedly Jewish popula
tion-the long-standing Sephardic presence consisted of perhaps a few 
hundred individuals who offered, in many cases, little contrast to the 
dOlilinant culture. They did maintain a temple, appoint a rabbi, and 
establish Jewish social services, but to the next Jewish immigrants, the 
Eastern European arrivals of 1881-1910, all these existing institutions ap
peared to be mere vestiges of a virtually abandoned Judaism. I 

The Jewish immigration that gave ,rise to a distinctive community cul
tural life and, eventually, to a literature was the result of the Argentine 
government's drive to settle and regulate the pampas. The longtime popula
tion of the area, composed in large part of Indians and racially mixed 
gauchos, was deemed innately unequipped to help the nation progress. 
Contemporary racial theories held that Europeans, particularly those from 
cold climates, possessed the greatest industry and capacity for orderly 
development. In addition, the government was eager to eliminate fully the 
nomadism and communal land tenure typical both of the culture of the 
Indians and that of the gauchos, fierce defenders of open range during the 
government's drive to fence the pampas. European immigrants would 
devote themselves to the settlement and cultivation of assigned lands and 
would have no choice but to uphold this "modem" system against the 
continuing hostilities of the displaced natives. 

Although immigration and land-assignment policies originated at govern
mental level, their implementation was the work of a complex and some
times disorganized web of public, philanthropic, and profit-making agen
cies. In the caSe of Eastern European Jewry the Bavarian-born Maurice de 
Hirsch (1831-1896) was most responsible for the promotion of immigration' 
to Argentina. Concerned over the renewed anti-Jewish activities in Russia 
beginning in 1881, the baron arrived at the conclusion that the Argentine 
plains would offer not only a refuge from pogroms but also, eventually, a 
new Jewish homeland. The many variants of Zionism in nineteenth-cen
tury Jewish thought were far from unanimous in urging the return to 
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Palestine; Hirsch supported the Palestine effort but believed that Zion could 
be equally well established in Argentina. The equation of Argentina with 
the new Zion came to enjoy almost official status as part of the nation's 
patriotic rhetoric owing in large measure to its promulgation through the 
writings and statements of Alberto Gerchunoff (1884-1950), the first Jewish 
Argentine to achieve prominence as a man of letters. 

The baron was not the initiator of the immigration of Jews from Europe 
to the Argentine interior; indeed, there is evidence of scattered settlements 
at least as early as the 1860s. But it was Hirsch's Jewish Colonization 
Association that systematized the process. In 1891, Hirsch underwrote his 
first settlement, popuiating it with the survivors of an ill-fated previous 
attempt.:>. The founding of this colony, Moisesville, is generally considered 
to mark the beginning of the massive Jewish immigration to Argentina that 
diminished only when, in 1914, World War I impeded virtually all immigra
tion. Different statistics illustrate various aspects of the phenomenon, but 
an especially indicative figure is the count of 158,167 Russian immigrants 
entering Argentina between 1889 and 1914. Whereas Argentina did not 
necessarily prove to be the final destination for these arrivals, their large 
number, together with the historically justified assumption that most of 
them were Jewish, is impressive. 

These events, and the interpretation of them favored by the Argentine 
government, supply the subject matter of the earliest work of Jewish Argen
tine literature to claim a broad readership, still the best-known example of 
this literature as well as the first text analyzed in this study: Gerchunoff's 
Los gauchos judfos (The Jewish Gauchos, 1910; English translation, The 
Jewish Gauchos of the Pampas, 1955), first published beginning in 1908 in 
the prestigious Buenos Aires newspaper La Naci6n. Its sumptuous style 
reflects'l:he ideal of the harmonious, self-consciously artistic prose inherent 
in Modernism, the dominant literary mode in contemporary Buenos Aires. 

Los gauchos judfos offers, in its way, a participant'S account of life in the 
colonies, where the author had spent his childhood: arriving from Pros
kuroff, Russia, Gerchunoff's family had first been assigned to Moisesville, 
later moving to Rajil in Entre Rios province. Yet, two factors distance this 
retelling from the documentary realism one might associate with an in
volved witness to history. First, the lyricized version of life in the agri
cultural settlement is in startling contrast to the harshness of the actual 
events. The elegant prose portrays life on the pampas as the realization of a 
rapturous dream and as the way Jews could best become part of the 
Argentine nation's existence and the creators of Zion. The novel accords a 
complex poetic treatment to social realities not inherently amenable to such 
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rhapsodizing. The commentary on Los gauchos judios contained here will 
center on its insistent lyricization and the underlying motives of the rhet
oric, rooted largely in contemporary Eastern European Jewish thought. 

However, the element of artistic distortion tends to disconcert present
day readers less than does the deformation arising from the author's nation
alistic ideology and acritically progovernment stance. The work assumes 
that the long-standing Hispanic Catholic population of Argentina are the 
hosts, whereas the new Argentines coming from Eastern European Jewry 
are guests who must take care not to disrupt preexisting national life with 
their alien ways. Russian Jews appear to be refugees sheltered by a magnan
imous nation, rather than immigrants recruited from their longtime homes 
by representatives of various interested parties. 

The glorification of Argentine immigration policy and its implementa
tion is not surprising given the author's deep gratitude toward the nation 
and the circumstances under which his novel appeared. Los gauchos judios, 
offered in homage to the Argentine nation on its centennial, could not do 
other than promote an agreeable vision of the country. By transforming the 
settlers' experiences to suit aesthetic and tendentious motives, Los gauchos 
judios stands far from the artlessness of testimony (a point made plain 
when aging settlers began to write or dictate their recollections for the 
historical record). Further, the novel is so removed from the raw material 
that provides its subject matter because its author had distanced himself 
from his rural background, mastering the cosmopolitanism of Buenos 
Aires. 

The urbanity of the novel as literary art and of its author as man of letters 
testifies to a shift already profoundly affecting Jewish Argentines and their 
place in the nation's life. Though Los gauchos judios proclaims the mission 
of these new Argentines to be the tilling of the soil, Gerchunoff had to 
become part of the metropolis not only to write such a work but also to see 
it to successful publication. Inevitably, to participate fully in national life, 
this population would need to shift toward the capital, with its centralized 
resources for cultural activities, public affairs, and the achievement of 
visibility. Concentration in Buenos Aires was a prerequisite to Jewish entry 
into national cultural life, as seen. in the route Gerchunoff traveled between 
the experiences described in his famous novel and the successful launching 
of that work. 

In 1895, the young Gerchunoff left the settlements to make his way to 
Buenos Aires. There he held jobs in workshops and factories and was a 
street vendor. He came to the attention of Enrique Dickmann, a member of 
the active and prominent Dickmann faI?ily. The Dickmanns were the first 
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Eastern European Jewish Argentines to win major public office, albeit not 
as "identified" Jews, for the Socialist party opposed all religious affiliation. 
As the Dickmanns rose to national prominence, they continued to take an 
interest in the Jewish population of Buenos Aires and its most promising 
members. Although the concern of some publicly prominent Jews was with 
strengthening bonds of Jewish community, the Dickmanns were more eager 
to draw the group toward participation in socialist politics and the pro
gressive cultural and literary sct''1e. 

It was Enrique Dickmann who brought Gerchunoff into the Socialist 
party and introduced him to its founder and leader, Juan B. Justo (1865-
1928). Whereas Dickmann avoided the extremes of socialist antiparticular
ism, Justo took his anti particularist and antireligious position to such an 
extreme that many of his statements on Jewish issues are difficult to 
distinguish from those of an anti-Semite. Its leader's excesses apart, the 
Socialist party had a clearly enunciated position on the role Jews were to 
play in national social history. Because of their relative sophistication
many were skilled industrial proletarians and had been exposed to contem
porary radical tendencies-Jewish Argentines were considered especially 
useful recruits in building a progressive movement. However, their poten
tial utility could be tapped fully only, according to this line of thought, if 
they were willing to leave behind their religious culture.3 

The young Gerchunoff benefited from his connections with major non
Jewish figures on the leftist cultural scene: Francisco Grandmontagne, 
Alfredo J. Palacios, Roberto J. Payro, an important mentor, and Leopoldo 
Lugones (1874-1938), who would shortly gain a leading role in the cultural 
establishment and who would become Gerchunoff's most important men
tor. In 1900, Gerchunoff began publishing humorous sketches in the widely 
distributed magazine Caras y Caretas (Faces and Masks) and developed a 
reputation as a lively, Bohemian asset to literary life.4 

Admission to the writing staff of the elite newspaper La Nacion in 1908, 
then considered consecration for a man of letters, distanced Gerchunoff 
from his youthful radicalism and high spirits. Gerchunoff was designated to 
write the official centennial portrait of Argentine Jewry through his friend
ship with Lugones, who took a profound, if erratic, interest in Jewish 
matters. As organizer of cultural commemorations, Lugones encouraged 
Gerchunoff to write a specifically Jewish entry; he himself was composing 
the Odas seculares (Centennial Odes, 1910), which celebrated in pastoral 
verse the nation-building labors of various ethnicities. Current-day readers 
may be troubled by Gerchunoff's and Lugones's appropriation of the immi
grant experience to produce a likeness pleasing to the dominant group. 
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Nonetheless, one should consider that before these strenuously agreeable 
works, the only major Jewish character in Argentine literature was the 
sinister dealer Glow in LA Bolsa (The Stock Market). The exact target of 
this 1891 novel by Julian Martel (1867-1896, real name Jose Maria Mira) 
has been the subject of critical debate: The work may blame Jews specifi
cally for Argentina's involvement in high-stakes capitalistic ventures, or it 
may express a more general fear that new immigrant groups were coarsen
ing, cheapening, and commercializing the nation.5 Whether anti-Jewish or 
xenophobic, LA Bolsa exposed considerable numbers of readers to a nega
tive and pessimistic vision of immigrants and their impact on the country. 
Liberal Argentines, among whom Lugones then numbered, found such 
notions embarrassingly unworthy of an enlightened nation. The dog
matically celebratory centenmal writings hastened to supplant this type of 
outlook with its inverse. Lugones, who had long been interested in Ger
chunoff's simultaneous Jewishn~ss and adaptability to mainstream ways, 
spotted the younger man as a useful source of positive and unchallenging 
images of Argentine Jewry. 

The designation of Gerchunoff as the centennial figure of patriotic Ar
gentine Jewishness raises a set of interrelated issues that, with the passage of 
time, have come to make the author seem problematic as a progressive force 
in the nation's cultural climate. With some necessary simplification, the 
problem could be summed up as follows: Had Gerchunoff, having achieved 
a prominence unprecedented for a Jew, become a writer and public figure 
more beneficial to the non-Jewish establishment than to the Jewish commu
nity for whom he appeared to speak? To raise this question is not to cast 
doubt on the decency or Gerchunoff's intentions. Those critics of his words 
and actions who have ventured to reconstruct the underlying motives have 
deemed Gerchunoff a sincere man led to regrettable stances by such factors 
as the "longing to join [the elite]" and the "misdirected sense of gratitude 
and loyalty to his adopted country," which Saul Sosnowski diagnoses.6 

Leonardo Senkman has conducted the most detailed inquiry to date into 
the forces that impelled Gerchunoff to assume his various, and often tor
tuous, positions on Jewish Argentine issues. Though undisguisedly re
pulsed · by many of this celebrated figure's statements and implications, 
Senkman finds Gerchunoff a well-meaning man struggling under such 
constraints as his perceived debt of loyalty to Lugones and the latter's 
insistence on a positive view of national matters. 7 

Intentions apart, words Gerchunoff wrote or spoke, considered together 
with the occasion of their publication or utterance, tend to suggest an 
author eager to reach and please a non-J~ish public. Looking at Ger-
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chunoff's early career, one may be struck perhaps too easily by his reliance 
on the Hispanic Catholic establishment. Whereas this could suggest indif
ference to reaching the Jewish community and an obsession with winning 
the approval of a non-Jewish audience, the contemporary cultural resources 
available must be taken into account. Although it is true that Gerchunoff 
was an advocate of Jewish entry into mainstream cultural life, his integra
tionist beliefs were not the only motive for his early pattern of publication 
and association. At the time Los gauchos judios appeared, Jewish cultural 
life in Buenos Aires had few coordinating organizations. Gerchunoff would 
have been hard pressed to reach a specifically Jewish readership of signifi
cant size. There were certainly many organizations within the contempo
rary Jewish community, but many of these were localized or were con
cerned with providing such services as burial or charity or with spreading 
utopian, socialist, anarchist, or Zionist thought. For example, the associa
tion that would later become the wide-ranging Asociacion Mutual Israelita 
Argentina was, at its 1894 inception, simply the burial society; by 1940, 
when it became AMIA, it was the most important vehicle for coordinating 
Jewish Argentine philanthropic, educational, and other agencies and pro
grams. During the 1900S and accelerating during the 1910S, larger associa
tions began to form, in many cases to unite pockets of radicalized Jews into 
voting blocs and to maintain relations with the Socialist party, whose 
candidates often attracted such support. Yet cultural life lagged in its 
organization. The 1908 Federacion Israelita Argentina, an attempt at coor
dination, illustrated in its short life the difficulty of such a task.8 

Even such outlets as Yiddish newspapers, which now seem an insepara
ble part of the history of Jewish Buenos Aires, tended to serve limited 
functions-often advocacy of a political tendency-with the great commu
nity papers ' still to come. Di Yidishe Tsaitung, foremost among these 
(1914-1972), was yet to be founded by the active organizer and entrepreneur 
Jacob Simon Liachovitzky. Di Presse was founded in 1918 by Pinie Katz, who 
would become a friend and colleague of Gerchunoff's and who would 
translate Los gauchos judios into Yiddish. 

Publications in Spanish, more directly germane to Gerchunoff's case, had 
not yet come to include periodicals focused on Jewish affairs. Especially 
significant is the 1923 launching of the long-running weekly Mundo Isra
elita, whose famous editor-the philosopher, student of Jewish thought, 
and community leader Leon Dujovne-would become another close Ger
chunoff associate. 

Such notable magazines as Juventud ( Youth) and Vida Nuestra (Our Life) 
would, during their relatively brief lifespans, perform an important service 
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in bringing together dispersed sources and channels of information within 
the community.9 But in 1910, the city's fragmented Jewish population was 
difficult to reach by any means. The large umbrella organizations, which 
would later spread word of cultural and social activities and speak on 
behalf of Jewish Argentines, would emerge over the course of the century. 

Even given the lack of Jewish outlets in the 1910S, Gerchunoff was not 
alien to a Jewish audience. One should be careful not to be too categorical 
in calling Los gauchos judios a work for a non-Jewish public. It is true that 
Lugones initially promoted the novel through mainstream channels and 
that it explains Jewish allusions to its readers and omits any "ungrateful" 
mention of the less exalted motives behind the welcoming of immigrants. 
But Los gauchos judios was an object of commentary in Jewish circles as 
well. The flourishing career of its author and his public statements were of 
great interest to members of the Jewish community who looked to Ger
chunoff for representation. 

Gerchunoff's desire to see Jews benefit from assimilation, and his fear lest 
the chance to join the Argentine nation be lost, motivated many of his 
actions ahd positions. A clear example was his unusually persistent reluc
tance to voice support for the Jewish state in Palestine. Gerchunoff was the 
most prominent contributor to Argentine public discussion of Zionism and 
related issues. Yet his anxiety lest he offend Argentine nationalists and his 
concern for the sensitivities of his non-Jewish public made him too cautious 
to represent the community with due force. For example, when the revived 
discussion of a Palestine homeland, culminating in the Balfour Declaration 
(1917), stirred fresh controversy over the issue of a Jewish nation or people, 
it was Enrique Dickmann, from his position as a Socialist party con
gressman and as the most prominent Jew in public affairs, who gave 
addresses defending the compatibility of international socialism with Zion
ism. Gerchunoff, with his wide influence in the cultural realm, maintained 
that Argentina should be the homeland for all except a few ultrareligious 
Jews. In the years to follow, Enrique and his brother Adolfo Dickmann, 
also a congressman and leading figure of socialism, frequently argued in 
favor of a traditionally situated Jewish homeland. Yet until the establisn
ment of modern Israel, Gerchunoff either kept silent or held to the view that 
Jewish Argentines could best find Zion on Argentine soil. 10 

There were many signs that strict melting-pot ideology was losing the 
hold it had had during the period of massive immigration. For example, 
Justo, the Socialist party leader who was one of Gerchunoff's first sponsors 
and mentors, had set as policy that Jewish socialists renounce their religious 
or cultural identity; time proved, though, that this rigid principle could not 
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be uniformly implanted on the Argentine Left. Socialist candidates often 
relied on members of Zionist associations who, though particularistic, 
constituted a valuable pool of voters with an understanding of the plat
form. The breakdown of the anti particularistic line became especially 
evident after Alfredo Palacios's 1915 split with Justo's Socialist party and 
Palacios's founding of a variant Argentine Socialist party. Palacios was 
consistently friendly to the Jewish community, seeing in it a reservoir of 
advanced social thought. His version of socialism was distinguished, among 
other things, by a programmatic and well-articulated defense of Argentine 
Jews and a willingness not merely to draw support from but to express 
admiration for an ethnically marked group. This stance did not replace 
antiparticularism, but demonstrated an alternative. 

Gerchunoff does not seem to have fully appreciated the relaxation of 
rigid assimilationism; as the 1920S approached, he was still cautious about 
any remark that might sound too categorically Jewish. Though Gerchunoff 
was extreme in his reticence, there were still good historical grounds for 
uncertainty. Jews had many reminders of their less than complete accep
tance in Argentine society. One of the most deeply traumatic was the anti
Jewish violence of the Semana Tragica, the "Tragic Week" of 7-12 January 
1919. These disturbances began with the repression of a strike at the Vasena 
metal-working plant and the government's efforts to cast blame on anar
chist and socialist immigrants from Russia. Ruso (Russian) was a term 
popularly applied to all Eastern European Jews, and in the general percep
tion, all Russians were easily imagined to harbor revolutionary tendencies. 
Vigilante actions quickly became widespread, resulting in the burning of 
Jewish-owned businesses and violence against members of the Jewish com
munity. Lugones, as spokesman for Argentine culture, criticized the anti
Jewish actions but considered them no cause for profound concern. He 
pronounced them an anomaly, not part of Argentine life and unlike the 
anti-Semitism of the Old World. Gerchunoff's unprecedented success in 
penetrating mainstream cultural institutions put him in a good position to 
make a significant statement, but he was restrained in his comments. Even 
as Enrique Dickmann and many others denounced the events of the Tragic 
Week, Gerchunoff accepted Lugones's analysis and declined to acknowl
edge prejudice as a feature of Argentine society. 

The events of the Tragic Week prompted many non-Jewish intellectuals, 
especially those of liberal or leftist tendency, to express public solidarity 
with the Jewish community and its right to distinctive ways. Such affirma
tions appear in the two issues (Nos. 7 and 8 of 1919) that Vida Nuestra 
dedicated to commentary on the still recent disturbances. Lugones and 
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socialist leader Palacios were among the public figures who made a dual 
assertion by extending their support from the pages of a Jewish Argentine 
periodical. 

Amid this widespread recognition by influential figures that the Jewish 
community needed special support, Justo found Argentine anti-Semitism 
no reason to diminish his attacks on Jewish particularism. In a famous 
position statement of 1923, Justo expressed offense at the request to write a 
piece for Vida Nuestra, which often solicited commentary from prominent 
non-Jewish figures on issues of concern to its readership. Justo responded 
with an editorial explaining why the invitation, and indeed why the exis
tence of such a periodical, disturbed him. The resulting position statement, 
"Por que no me gusta escribir en una hoja que se dice israelita" ("Why I 
Don't Like to Write for a Publication that Calls Itself Israelite") sums up the 
antiparticularistic stance that has long held its place on the Argentine Left. II 

The delicate pioneering role Gerchunoff played underwent changes as 
more Jewish Argentines achieved national recognition in the arts and hu
manities. Though still anomalous in his membership in elite media and 
literary circles, he no longer bore alone such responsibility for exemplifying 
in his person the Jewish Argentine presence. Now Gerchunoff could serve 
as the most generally recognized member of a nucleus of prominent Jewish 
intellectuals and professionals concerned with leading the community 
toward a more polished and cultivated collective identity and toward better 
relations with the non-Jewish cultural and social organizations. Able to rely 
on Jewish colleagues for support and no longer singled out as the sole figure 
representing the community on the cultural scene, Gerchunoff began to 
relax, in various ways, his earlier rule that Jewish Argentines must live 
prepared to sacrifice their particularistic ways. His involvement with the 
Sociedad Hebraica Argentina, to be discussed shortly, and his fascination 
with figures from Jewish cultural history are two signs of this growing 
sense of freedom to be unmistakably Jewish in one's pattern of associations 
and intellectual style. 

Despite the greater ease with which he publicly displayed his distinctively 
Jewish identity, Gerchunoff remained inhibited about voicing opinions that 
might stir fresh suspicion concerning Jewish Argentines' patriotism or their 
belonging to the nation. Eagerness to promote fraternity and to secure for 
the Jews a firm place in Argentine society led Gerchunoff to employ Chris
tian references, even to Jewish audiences who at times found this accom
modation disturbing. For all his impressive access to both elite and popular 
publics, his ability to speak for the Jewish population was marred by his 
persistent overstatement of the compatibility of Christianity and Judaism. I2 
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Further complicating his situation, Gerchunoff maintained friendships 
with two non-Jewish cultural leaders whose views on national identity were 
undergoing confusing transitions. Lugones and the novelist Manuel Galvez 
(1881-1962) were becoming staunch defenders of traditional Argentine 
values, that is, those from the Hispanic Catholic past. Both were moving 
toward spectacular renewals of their Catholicism and were growing politi
cally conservative. Lugones would eventually, in the period leading up to 
his 1938 suicide, adopt an apocalyptic fascist vision. Yet both men retained 
from their progressive pasts (Lugones had been an anarchist and Galvez a 
reform-minded liberal) the notion of indudingJews in national life. Galvez 
drew a friendly caricature of Gerchunoff in his 1922 novel El mal metafisico 
(The Metaphysical Malaise) and frequently considered, in both his nar
rative work and his journalism, what the Jewish presence meant to the 
nation. 1 3 Though Galvez has been charged with perpetuating a number of 
stereotypical notions about Jews, he considered himself to be welcoming 
members of this recently arrived group into national intellectual and artistic 
life. 

For purposes of this brief overview, the Jewish cultural figures who came 
to share the public attention that earlier had focused on Gerchunoff can be 
divided into two categories. Most generally known were the young writers 
and editors, most of them born around the turn of the century, whose 
primary association was with the Buenos Aires experimentalist and social 
literature movements of the 1920S. These literary newcomers, with their 
youthfully rebellious image, will be discussed during the presentation of 
Cesar Tiempo (Israel Zeitlin), the most prominent Jewish participant in the 
movement. Gerchunoff developed friendly relations with this new cohort of 
writers; however, Gerchunoff's own writing only fitfully reflected the liter
ary innovations of the young writers. He did strive to be part of the 
changing literary times, as shown by such actions as his 1931 resignation 
from the chair accorded him in the Argentine Academy of Letters. His 
belief that academy membership would imply an endorsement of unchang
ing use of language shows him to have understood at least part of the 1920S 
cultural rebellion. 14 

More similar to Gerchunoff in their image and actions were the dis
tinguished intellectuals and professionals on whom the famous writer came 
to depend for support as he increased his involvement with the Jewish 
community and his liaison work between this group and the general cul
tural establishment. These associates of Gerchunoff's did not constitute an 
assemblage either as literary or as generally known as the youthful avant
gardists. Gerchunoff remained unique: in his generation. He never had a 
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contemporary creative writer from his background, although many of his 
Jewish colleagues, such as Dujovne, were in publishing. 

Dujovne, who shared Gerchunoff's concern for ties between the Jewish 
community and non-Jewish intellectual and political figures, would become 
known for his diplomatic and learned persona and his ability to represent 
the Jewish community in many public roles, as well as for his editorial 
work. His essays and addresses, which continue to be reissued, provide 
valuable testimony to a style of thought and expression typical of the 
1920S-1940s. 15 

In 1926 the Sociedad Hebraica Argentina was founded. Gerchunoff was 
among the number of prominent Jewish intellectuals involved with this 
project. He elicited expressions of support from many non-Jewish cultural 
figures. With his excellent network of intellectual friendships, and buoyed 
by the progressive 1920S intellectual culture, Gerchunoff was able to draw 
leading writers and thinkers. No earlier Jewish organization had ap
proached the scale of the SHA or its extensive relations with major figures 
of national life. The encouraging presence of non-Jewish figures was a 
typical feature of the book-signing parties, commemorative events, and 
other ceremonial functions of the SHA. GerchtlDoff's eagerness to make 
Jewish Argentine culture fully part of national life determined the SHA's 
orientation. Though the SHA was noted for the creative artists and per
formers associated with it, its administrative roster tended to be drawn 
from the liberal professions, from scholarship, and from the networks of 
finance and commerce. Its first president was Marcos Satanowski, an 
expert in commercial law who personified the original SHA plan by his 
success both in gaining access to the mainstream and in organizing Jewish 
community undertakings. 

Iri recent times, the SHA has had a less than bold image, owing in part to 

caution prompted by resurgences of anti-Jewish activities, in part to what is 
sometimes perceived as an emphasis on local social life. Nonetheless, the 
public announcement of its initial premises-that Argentine Jews could be 
part of the nation while maintaining distinctive forms of community-was, 
for its time, a daring move requiring forethought and diplomacy. Also 
worth bearing in mind is the SHA's long record of pJ:eserving information 
concerning Argentine Jewry and Jewish issues generally; although its li
brary is the most visible evidence of this effort, the SHA has also sponsored 
or cosponsored a number of research and.documentation projects. 

After the SHA was launched, Gerchunoff's bonds to the Jewish commu
nity became more dearly marked. In 1933 Jose Mendelsohn produced, with 
the author's cooperation, a Yiddish translation of Gerchunoff's novelized 
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biography of Spinoza; the SHA published this version. There were other 
signs of Gerchunoff's lessened fear of provoking hostility by the public 
display of Jewish community ties. He published in such Jewish cultural 
journals as Judaica (1933-1946; Salomon Resnick, ed.), which stressed both 
world and national Jewish literature, and Davar, which appeared in 1945 
under the editorship of Bernardo Verbitsky, a man Gerchunoff mentored 
and the third author considered in this introduction. 

By the 1930S, Gerchunoff's career was less that of an imaginative writer 
than that of a statesman, giving addresses and carrying out liaison work 
between cultural agencies and associations. He continued to earn his live
lihood in journalism, much of his work consisting of brief items giving 
national and international cultural news, with fewer extended original 
pieces. He wrote many obituaries, salutations to visiting intellectual digni
taries, and words of homage for commemorative occasions-in short, texts 
meant to meet the needs of a given moment. With his prefaces to other 
people's books and his friendly book reviews, Gerchunoff at times seemed 
more eager to present lesser-known writers than to continue his own career. 

Gerchunoff remained highly influential in the SHA, whose valuable 
library today bears his name. His son-in-law Manuel Kantor, himself a 
writer, became Gerchunoff's literary executor and oversaw the production 
of posthumous collections of occasional pieces. 

*** 

Cesar Tiempo (Israel Zeitlin, 1906-1980) is the second major figure of 
Jewish Argentine literature considered here. Tiempo is best known for his 
enthusiastic participation in the Buenos Aires literary avant-garde of the 
1920S and 1930S. While still in his teens he helped to organize events for 
both the experimentalist and the social-literature factions of the decade's 
younger writer'S. In 1926 he perpetrated the famous Clara Beter hoax, 
convincing many among the literary public that he had discovered a pros
titute-poet and her collection, Versos de una . .. (Verses of a . .. ), which 
quickly ran through five editions before the public learned that it was 
Tiempo's own work. ,6 With Pedro-Juan Vignale, he coedited the 1927 
Exposicion de la actual poesia argentina (I922- I927) (Exposition of Con
temporary Argentine Poetry, [ I922- I927 J), the historically valuable compi
lation of poetry and position statements by young writers of both camps. 17 

He was editor of the social-literature Vanguardia . Self-consciously literary 
and cosmopolitan, Tiempo and his work clearly represent a later, more self
assured, moment of the Jewish Argentine expenence. However, his is early 
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work in an important sense. Tiempo still expended great effort to reassure 
non-Jewish Argentines that the Jewish immigrants were not an alien, in
comprehensible, and potentially risky people residing in their country but 
rather were fellow Argentine patriots sharing a large number of charac
teristics with the majority population. 

Tiempo had arrived at two years of age from Ekaterinoslav, the Ukraine, 
to live in Buenos Aires. Tiempo's father was known as a theatrically expres
sive man unable to retain a job for long; his mother was exceptionally 
literate. To maintain themselves, the members of this household took up, 
among other employments, acting, miscellaneous theatrical and newspaper 
jobs, and the printing and selling of books. This early background, intri
cately tied up with the city's cultural life, gave Tiempo a sense of sureness. 
He fascinated the avant-gardists by having at his disposal a repertory of 
cultural information new to them despite their typically elite education. 
Tiempo had little in the way of organized studies, whereas established men 
of letters, as indeed avant-gardists, usually had a high level of education; 
many held professional credentials. 

Tiempo's cycle of Sabbath poems is his most sustained effort toward a 
new Jewish Argentine writing. This verse, centered on the topics of the 
Sabbath and Buenos Aires ghetto life, appears in four linked volumes 
published between 1930 and 1952. The publication dates are misleading, for 
Tiempo's Sabbath cycle was already making its impact in the 1920S as 
individual poems appeared. Even subsequent poems maintained their 
1920S ambience through allusions to Buenos Aires as it had been during 
that decade. Of the collections; Sabati6n argentino (Great Argentine Sab
bath, 1933), the second work analyzed here, best coordinates all the hetero
geneous aspects of the cycle: secular, pious, modem, traditional, social 
realist, and avant-garde. 

The author's allusions range from the great Jewish sages and poets to 
such popular figures as Al Jolson and Charlie Chaplin. Tiempo was eager 
for the Jewish community of Buenos Aires to constitute a culturally aware 
and sophisticated public, drawing full advantage from a multicultural 
background. Sabati6n argentino often urges readers to know world Jewish 
culture even while caught up in the life of the Argentine capital. An 
example is a much-cited poem in the 1938 collection Sabadomingo (Sab
bathSunday, also translatable as SaturdaySunday). "Arenga en la muerte de 
Jaim Najman Bialik" ("Harangue on the De.ath of Chaim Nachman Bialik") 
reproaches the Jewish community of Buenos Aires for its indifference to the 
landmarks of Jewish literature, here epitomized by the revival of Hebrew as 
a poetic language, and for its fixation on local social news. Tiempo posits 
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an ideal community that enjoys neighborly intimacy and the easy pleasures 
of popular culture yet is able to appreciate the intricacies of Jewish cultural 
history and twentieth-century innovations. By extension, Tiempo promotes 
this goal for all those, whether Jewish or not, who have the pluralistic 
modern city at their disposition. 

Although he could become fascinated with religious culture, like most 
prominent Jewish Argentine writers Tiempo was not formally religious and 
did not anticipate that his readership would be. He took care not to posit 
traditional Judaism's superiority to the Christian and secular culture with 
which it coexisted in Buenos Aires. The Sabbath poems celebrate the 
prospect, in the cosmopolitan setting of Buenos Aires, for interfaith and 
interethnic exchange. The thematic focus of the Sabbath was chosen, in 
great measure, because the consecration of one day of the week is common 
to Christians and Jews. Other shared characteristics, such as certain words 
and phrases of liturgical and biblical origin, appealed to Tiempo as rec
ognizable to readers of both religious traditions. In emphasizing these 
common bonds, however, Tiempo never went so far as to assert, as had Ger
chunoff, that Jews could accept Christian language and practices whose 
purpose was to affirm the messianic status of Jesus. He did not delude 
himself or his readers that essential differences could be willed away 
through good feeling. 

Frequent allusions to real-world events mark Sabati6n as poetry of the 
1920S. This was the last decade of Argentina's sanguine progressive period, 
before the military coup of 1930 and the world depression undermined 
national confidence. The economy appeared solid, however fragile its un
derpinnings would prove, and open expression of ideas was taken for 
granted. Under these relatively relaxed circumstances, Tiempo called for 
the maintenance of whatever Jewish ways provided greatest personal satis
faction, togetber with a freedom to experiment in the culturally open 
environment of Buenos Aires. Tiempo's use of the term ghetto could have 
alarmed nationalists unwilling to see parallels between the situation of Jews 
in the Old World and their status in the New, where all citizens were to be 
strictly Argentine. The allusions to a ghetto, though, are complicated with 
irony, since the inhabitants were free to enter other parts of the city at will. 
Indeed, this anomaly is crucial to those poems that emphasize the inhabi
tants' excited forays in search of non-Jewish women and adventures off 
limits to the truly ghetto-bound Jews of Eastern Europe. Even as Tiempo's 
ghetto poems appeared in collections, Jewish residents once concentrated 
in particular blocks of Buenos Aires were already becoming dispersed. 
Tiempo's ghetto really refers to a stage iiI Jewish Argentine history: lower-
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middle-class Jews, now urbanized, establishing an ethnic enclave in Buenos 
Aires, still poor but sufficiently assured of survival to devote time to the 
frivolous pleasures of city life. 

Tiempo the poet is seldom overtly a social critic, but his selection of 
subject matter implies a populist stance tinged with cultural radicalism. He 
is particularly eager to relax the constraints of decorum, typically tightened 
by authors uncertain of their welcome. Consider the limits of the expression 
of sexuality in the diffident Los gauchos judios: young women settlers 
described with an emphasis on hearty wholesomeness rather than on any 
seductive allure. Tiempo's references to the element of flirtation inherent 
in everyday interactions and to explicitly forbidden behaviors have the 
lighthearted, bemused tone with which the avant-garde characteristically 
treated these sensitive issues. He joins the avant-garde's attack on the 
general primness of Argentine letters while demonstrating that writers need 
no longer be so cautious as to show Jews invariably asJigures of dignity. He 
celebrates both classical and vernacular forms of Jewish culture, in contrast 
to Gerchunoff's preference for such elevated manifestations as biblical 
allusions and fragments of prayer-book Hebrew. Tiempo demonstrates 
enough assurance to display elements of Jewish culture concerned with 
show business, commerce, the skilled trades, and raillery. The use of Yid
dish-a language strictly unacknowledged in Los gauchos judios-is per
haps the foremost sign of Tiempo's daringly informal populism. 

On the whole, Tiempo's pOetry moves toward a sense of freedom to be as 
Jewish as one wishes without fearing to seem less than Argentine. Yet the 
poetry is characterized by omissions and reticences that betray its genesis in 
uncertain times. Most notably, the existence of Argentine anti-Semitism is 
nearly denied, putting the best face on interethnic matters. Tiempo recog
nizes the poverty of the Jewish ghetto, but he treats it with unremitting 
cheer. IS 

Sabati6n's extraordinary optimism may have resulted both from the 
spirit of the age and from the ease with which its author had gained access 
to the sparkling cultural high life of 1920S Buenos Aires. Tiempo was 
constantly on stage as a representative of Argentine Jewry. His creative 
writings and public statements were subject to scrutiny by observers eager . 
to monitor the Jewish community's satisfaction with Argentina and willing
ness to join mainstream national life. Implications concerning the status of 
Jews in Argentine society certainly abound in Tiempo's poetic representa
tion of the ghetto, and readers were quick to draw inferences on this topic. 
Reading between the lines and second-guessing were invited by the poetry's 
tantalizingly oblique and metaphorical allusions to a matter of widespread 
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concern and curiosity: the relation of the new Jewish population to Buenos 
Aires. Tiempo's reluctance to offer direct statements on this set of issues 
was not simply the result of caution or uncertainty, though these may have 
been factors. The 1920S avant-garde held that any social commentary in 
literature should be masked and unobtrusive. 

Though the literary public perceived Tiempo as the paradigmatic Jewish 
figure of his generation, he was by no means isolated, as the young Ger
chunoff had been. There was a sizable Jewish contribution to the 1920S 
scene, with its avant-garde and social-realist movements and new surge of 
interest in foreign literatures. Several of the Jewish participants were known 
more for their editing and publishing than for their writing. Manuel 
Gleizer, through the publishing house that bore his name, brought out 
editions of innovative and sometimes difficult-to-promote works. He was 
closely associated with the Florida group of experimental writers, whom he 
befriended and promoted through his publishing house and bookstore. 
Gleizer published works, both Jewish and non-Jewish, that he considered in 
the forefront of current literary and social thought. He ran a special series, 
"Jewish Topics," of both imaginative writings and essays on Jewish issues 
by an international selection of authors. He was one of Gerchunoff's pub
lishers in the 1920S, brought out the 1930 Libro para la pausa del sdbado 
(Book/or the Sabbath Pause) by Tiempo, and published the first reissue of 
Los gauchos judios in 1936. Samuel Glusberg (1898-1987; also known as 
Enrique Espinoza) directed the publishing house B.A.B.E.L. (Biblioteca 
Argentina de Buenas Ediciones Literarias). Although chiefly known as an 
avant-garde concern, B.A.B.E.L. also reached out to Jewish authors and 
readers. For example, throughout the 1920S B.A.B.E.L. maintained titles 
by Gerchunoff in its catalogue. 

Glusberg's creative writing won notice in 1924 with the publication of his 
LA levita gris (The Gray Frockcoat), "Jewish stories set in Buenos Aires" as 
the subtitle charaf:terizes them. Among these are stories centering on issues 
of special concern to contemporary Jewish Argentines. One narrative deals 
with the situation of the Jewish child in a classroom in which Catholic 
religious instruction is compulsory; another chronicles the life of a hard
working immigrant, culminating in his killing in the 1919 disturbances. In 
contrast to this critical view, the lyrical, patriotic celebration of Jewish 
immigrant life characterizes Glusberg's Ruth y Noemi (Ruth and Naomi), 
which B.A.B.E.L. published in 1934. 

Glusberg was a part of the now legendary camaraderie of 1920S Argen
tine literary life and was a friend of such luminaries as Lugones and 
Ezequiel Martinez Estrada. He and his br9ther and colleague, Santiago, 
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were famously supportive of the imaginative but troubled short-story writer 
Horacio Quiroga. The tabloid Martin Fierro (1924-1927; Evar Mendez, 
ed.), crucial to the avant-garde, had Glusberg as printer and technical 
advisor. Jacobo Samet, who flourished in the same period, published a 
number of avant-garde poets. Many other Jewish men of letters contrib
uted to 1920S literary activity through their expertise in editorial work and 
the book trade. 

The most profoundly avant-garde of the Jewish poets of this generation 
is Jacobo Fijman (b. Bessarabia, 1898; emigrated to Argentina, 1902; d. 
1970). He first emerged as one of the poets associated with Martin Fierro 
and with the search for new metaphors. However well he fit in with the 
1920S youth movements that renewed literary Buenos Aires, Fijman stood 
out as being more personally than aesthetically fixated on irrational jux
tapositions and images. His attraction to the extremes experienced by 
Christian mystics and to their metaphorical conventions, as well as to the 
writings of the church fathers and the scholastic philosophers, led to his 
1929 baptism. Whereas Fijman's move toward Catholicism may seem a 
bizarre action, spectacular conversions and renewals of piety were a rela
tively common occurrence in contemporary cultural life, as witness the 
celebrated examples of Lugones and Galvez. Indeed, Fijman entered reli
gious instruction with close friends, though his Jewishness and difficulties 
in dealing with life made his case more complex. He became progressively 
disorganized and was hospitalized during his last years (1945-1970), in part 
simply as a way of caring for the now destitute and unemployed poet. 
Fijman is the prototype of Samuel Tessler, the wild, sarcastic, and critically 
aware philosopher of Leopoldo Marechal's famous novel Adan Buenos
ayres (1948) . 

. Fijman produced only three collections of poetry: Molino rajo (Red Mill, 
1926), Hecho de estampas (Made Up of Images, 1930), and Estrella de la 
manana (Morning Star, 1931). Until the I~S movement to rediscover ne
glected figures of Argentine literature, Fijman was for many years scarcely 
more than a legend of literary Buenos Aires. In the late 1960s, the poet 
Vicente Zito Lema sought out Fijman and persuaded him to break his long 
silence. Zito Lema's edition of his tape-recorded sessions with Fijman 
appeared in 1970 as El pensamiento de Jacobo Fijman; 0, el viaje hacia fa 
otra realidad (The Thought of Jacobo Fijman; or, The Journey to the Other 
Reality), the poet's only expression during his last four decades. This 
collection of aphorisms, self-explanations, and free-form meditations en
couraged readers to look for the overall program of ideas that unifies 
Fijman's writing. 
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It is too easy to view this poet's work as simply a prolonged attempt to 
deal with disturbed thoughts and images and an obsession with religion. 
Fijman's metaphorical innovations, his cryptic pronouncements, and his 
efforts to reach the mystical side of Catholicism from a Jewish basis all can 
look demented and chaotic. Nonetheless, the effort toward a new mystical 
expression provides the orienting principle of the poetry. As Zito Lema has 
emphasized, Fijman's experimentation was organized by an identifiable 
system of thought. Of the issues raised by Fijman's life and work, that of his 
Christianity continues to be one of the most complex. Clearly, many of the 
elements of Fijman's mystical poetic language were patterned on the work 
of Catholic poets, especially St. John of the Cross. Yet Fijman emphasized 
to Zito Lema that his conversion had in no way diminished his Jewish self, 
and he gave as one of the clues to his thought "e1 misterio de la unidad 
divina" (the mystery of divine unity) whose source was "e1 pueblo de Israel" 
(the people of Israel). 19 

In another area of 1920S innovation, that of theatrical experimentation, 
Tiempo's friend Samuel Eichelbaum (1894-1967) especially deserves men
tion as a prominent creative figure who maintained certain Jewish elements 
in his public identity. He followed the development of Jewish culture and on 
occasion wrote on Jewish themes, although he is associated more with the 
theatrical depiction of psychological states. His 1926 play Na(Jie la conoci6 
nunca (No One Ever Knew Her) touches on the prostitution of Eastern 
European Jewish women in Buenos Aires, the anti-Semitism that surfaced 
during the Tragic Week, and the eagerness of some Jews to mask their 
origin. These themes come together in the story of an elegant kept woman 
who, shaken by her lover's participation in the anti-Jewish actions of 1919, 
reveals her past as a poor Jewish prostitute. 2.0 A less-noted Eichelbaum play 
from the same year, El judfo Aar6n (Aaron the Jew), also features a Jewish 
protagonist forced to confront issues of identity when those around him 
display anti-Semitism. 

More readily associated with Jewish subject matter is Lazaro Liacho 
(Jacobo Simon Liachovitsky, 1898-1969), the poet and essayist who gave a 
classically bucolic treatment to the idea of the Argentine interior as the site 
of the new Zion in Si6nidas desde la pampa (Odes of Zion from the Pampa), 
collected in 1969 with his Sonata judfa de Nueva York (Jewish Sonata of 
New York)Y At the same time that Liacho spread a pastoral vision of 
Jewish immigrant life in one thematic current of his verse, in another mode 
he celebrated the long-standing criollo culture of Buenos Aires, maintaining 
the biculturalism that characterized his career. 

Carlos M. Grunberg (1903-1968), who held a degree in philosophy and 
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one in law, was one of the first of the university-educated, professionally 
trained Jewish intellectuals to come to prominence in Argentina. Grun
berg, one of Tiempo's generation of younger, experimental poets, was 
probably the most identified with Jewish Argentine themes. Grunberg's 
verse of the 1920S and 1930S typically laments the disadvantages suffered by 
Argentine Jews. Yet his verse cannot qualify as social criticism in any 
comprehensive sense, since anti-Semitism is treated in isolation from the 
tensions that bring it forth in a society. In 1940 Grunberg's Jewish-theme 
poems were issued as a volume entitled Mester de juderia (Minstrelsy of the 
Jewish People), to which Jorge Luis Borges wrote an encomiastic preface.>.>. 
As do many early Jewish Argentine texts aimed at a general audience, this 
work vigorously expresses loyalty to the Argentine nation and asserts that 
Jews find it a worthy home. A number of poems reassure the reader that 
however persistent the signs of anti-Semitism are in the here-and-now 
country of Argentina, these lapses do not represent or diminish the view of 
Argentina as the patria or homeland . . 

In a notable shift of outlook, Grunberg's 1965 collection Junto a un rio de 
Babel (By a River of Babel) expresses a sense of not belonging to any land. >'3 

It reflects Grunberg'S disappointment over the years that had elapsed be
tween the two books of poetry. Despite his enthusiastic work as an advocate 
and official spokesman for the state of Israel, Grunberg publicly acknowl
edged that he could never feel at home there. The poems reiterate with 
nearly obsessive insistence an inability to overcome the feeling of foreign
ness, either in Argentina or in Israel. 

The drive in the 1920S to break away from the publishing industry's 
predictable patterns of acquisition, in which French literature dominated 
the lists of translations, was aided by the new knowledge brought by Jewish 
editors, translators, and consultants. Slavic and Germanic languages, with 
their associated literatures, were naturally more apt to fall within the 
expertise of literary intellectuals of Eastern European background. Grun
berg, for instance, translated the work of Heinrich Heine, a poet who 
enjoyed a considerable vogue in entreguerre Buenos Aires, owing partly to 
the efforts of Gerchunoff. Max Dickmann. (1902-), whose social realist 
novels were the subject of much commentary during the 1930S, specialized 
in the translation of English-language works, including the stilliess-than
prestigious writings from the United States. In the previous generation, 
Gerchunoff, Dujovne, and Katz were active in the spread of Germanic- and 
Slavic-language literatures. In addition to these and other celebrities, many 
less-visible Jewish Argentines carried on the translation and liaison work 
that made Buenos Aires an international literary capital. Spanish-to-Yid-
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dish and Yiddish-to-Spanish translation became, of necessity, a local spe
cialty. 

Tiempo, in particular, had a hand in the selection and preparation of 
foreign acquisitions. He was involved in the editorial effort to spread the 
discussion of contemporary social thought, often limited to immigrant and, 
in many cases, Yiddish-language circles, to a broader Spanish-language 
population. Interest in these tendencies and the literary work that reflected 
them had been heightened by the reorganization of Soviet society. Tiempo 
collaborated with radical publishing concerns toward this end. The dra
matic events in Soviet society and the great vogue of the new "proletarian" 
literature (translations from both the Russian and the Argentine social 
literature promoted by the Claridad publishing house) were relayed to the 
Argentine public in part through Tiempo's efforts. 

Tiempo's combination of editorial, journalistic, theatrical, and creative 
skills enabled him to flourish through the 1930S, when fewer could live from 
cultural activity and when experimental writing was less in favor. During 
this period, Tiempo continued to publish collections of the Sabbath poems, 
with their typically 1920S ambience and manner, but his commentary on 
the present day appeared in his work for the theater. Because Tiempo was 
identified as a representative of both Jewishness and literary daring, and 
was visible to diverse publics, his new undertakings of the 1930S often 
elicited responses symptomatic of attitudes toward the Jewish presence in 
Argentina. An example is the controversy stirred by Tiempo's 1933 play El 
teatro soy yo (l Am the Theater). The topic of ethnic and racial prejudice 
here appears through the story of a black playwright and his Jewish rival. It 
is a complicated, meditative play that generates a number of statements 
about racial and ethnic prejudice. The Jewish playwright learns, among 
other. things, that blacks, whose "otherness" is evident, suffer graver disad
vantages than Jews and that she should take pride when her work is cited 
for its embodiment of a Jewish ~utlook. Seen from a present-day perspec
tive, the work seems tentative in presenting the issue of Argentine anti
Semitism. Nonetheless, a number of critics at the time reacted strongly to 
the very suggestion of prejudice in Argentina. Senkman's survey of contem
porary reviews shows that, in both Jewish and general-public periodicals, 
commentators were eager to deny the existence of or the severity of Argen~ 
tine anti-Semitism.24 Such refutation, which often dominates the reviewer's 
response to the play, reflects the persistent belief that Argentina would offer 
a new beginning and a meltinKPot to all peoples and testifies to Tiempo's 
daring in suggesting otherwise. 

With the emergence in the 1930S of fascism and renewed anti-Semitism, a 
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number of Jewish leaders and intellectuals began to show a greater read
iness to admit publicly that the Argentine Jewish community needed special 
care and advocacy beyond the general protection offered by the pluralism of 
the national melting pot. The DAIA, Delegacion de Asociaciones Israelitas 
Argentinas, founded in 1936 as an umbrella association through which 
Jewish groups could express concern over anti-Semitism, evolved from the 
1933 Comite contra el Antisemitismo y el Racismo, with Simon Mirelman 
as president. Whereas the original committee's purpose was to oppose 
European anti-Jewish activity, the organization soon focused on Argentine 
problems as well. In 1935 it assumed its present name as a sign of concern 
over matters in the New World. The aim of this large, active group is to 
encourage sensitivity to needs and entitlements of Jewish Argentines and 
Jewish populations elsewhere. It has taken up such issues as Israel, incidents 
of anti-Semitism, and compulsory Catholic instruction in the public schools. 
Historically, this organization has been more cautious in its criticism of 
anti-Jewish occurrences within Argentina than elsewhere. This pattern 
reflects a reluctance to contradict the long-favored belief that there could be 
no Argentine anti-Semitism, though the decadent influence of the Old 
World could contaminate the New. 

In 1937, Tiempo provoked another rush to interpret his statements about 
the role of Jews in Argentine society. The occasion was the success of his 
play Pan crio/Jo (Homegrown Argentine Bread), which won the National 
Theater Prize and enjoyed a notable run. This work shows a Jewish judge 
accommodating to the absorption of his family by the larger society. The 

. central character suffers crises of assimilation: his daughter marries a 
Christian, and Jewish litigants in his court face difficulties in adapting to 
the Argentine environment. Nonetheless, it was the protagonist'S ultimate 
acceptance of assimilation that left the greatest impression. The play was 
greeted as an endorsement of the need to abandon Jewish particularism to 
enter fully into national life. It is notable that Tiempo's earlier, much less 
sanguine dramatization of a similar theme, the 1935 Alfarda (an archaic 
word for penalties levied from the Jewish population of Moorish Spain), 
failed to achieve the wide success of Pan criO/JO.2.5 

In 1938, Tiempo set forth his frankest statement yet on anti-Semitism. In 
a pamphlet published by Mundo Israeiita, Tiempo responded to two novels 
of 1938, EI Kahal (The Kahal) and Oro (Gold), that had seized the popular 
imagination with lurid fictional revelations of a vast Jewish conspiracy. 
Alarmingly, these novels were the work of Gustavo Martinez Zuviria (1883-
1962, pen name Hugo Wast) a solid member of the establishment. The 
notion of a worldwide Jewish conspiracy followed a pattern of defamation 
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already familiar from European fascism and The Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion. The title of Tiempo's response, La campana antisemita y el Director 
de la Biblioteca Nacional (The Anti-Semitic Campaign and the Director of 
the National Library, 1938), pointed to a deliberate and organized anti
Semitism, not the isolated outbreaks of interethnic tension widely cited as 
the motive for the Tragic Week some twenty years earlier, and to the 
disturbing fact that the anti-Jewish novels were known to be the pseudony
mous work of the director of the National Library. In fact, from this post 
and his seat in the Argentine Academy of Letters, Martinez Zuviria drew a 
prestige that augmented his power as a writer with a mass readership. He 
was also able, both as an elected legislator and as a political appointee, to 
exercise governmental power. In 1943, Martinez Zuviria would assume the 
cabinet post of Justice and Public Schooling, which he would use to 
strengthen compulsory instruction in Catholic doctrine. 

The polemical reply to Martinez Zuviria marks the virtual end of Tiem
po's boldness as a writer. From the early 1940S onward, he grew involved 
with the burgeoning Argentine film industry, for which he wrote or co
wrote a great number of screenplays. His essays and journalism became 
whimsical and nostalgic. Only one more significant work appeared, the 
1955 Sabado pleno (Full Sabbath), completing the cycle of Sabbath poetry. 
Its date of publication, though, suggests that it was one of the numerous 
previously composed works belatedly made available in the 1955-1956 rush 
to display pluralistic and critical views. This and other effects of the 
1946-1955 Peronist regime, with which Tiempo maintained affable but 
guarded relations, will be discussed in the characterization of the 1940S and 
1950S Jewish Argentine intellectual culture. On the whole, Tiempo steadily 
drew away from activities that could enmesh him in public debate and 
conflicts, leaving this endeavor to the next generation of discussants. 

*** 

The third work analyzed, the 1941 Es dijlcil empezar a vivir (It's Hard to 
Start Living) brought in this new wave. The first novel of Bernardo Ver
bitsky (1907-1979), it reflects the uncertainty and questioning that marked 
Argentina as the 1930S wore on without improvement in the economic or 
political climate. Es difleil brought Verbitsky to prominence as a novelist, 
won him the Losada Prize, and helped the Jewish-theme Argentine novel to 
move away from an acritical and often ahistorical vision of society. How
ever, it would be a mistake t9 think of Verbitsky as a figure of harsh 
opposition. A literary critic for some time before Es diflcil's publication, he 
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always discussed Gerchunoff and his literary work with approval and 
respect. His own career, though, brought him considerably less into contact 
with powerful, often nationalistic-conservative cultural leaders than was 
the case with Gerchunoff or Tiempo. Verbitsky's wide appeal was based 
partly on his view that the traditional elite ha& faltered in its pursuit of 
European high civilization and had allowed the country to sink into eco
nomic depression and a stagnating military government. He represented 
the tastes of a socially conscious readership revolted by excessive gentility. 

Verbitsky presented an alternative to the genteel critics of the past not by 
a more aggressive or polemical tone but largely by virtue of the authors on 
whom he chose to focus. During the 1920S, European literature concerned 
with formal innovation tended to receive considerable attention in Argen
tina, whereas only certain movements and works of socially conscious 
writing had previously roused the interest of Argentine critics. Verbitsky 
ranged widely in his search for social criticism in literature. He built on the 
1920S vogue for Russian and Soviet writing to expand Argentines' aware
ness of literature written in Russjan. Among native Argentine enthusiasts of 
this writing, he was one of the few to read it in the original and keep current 
on Soviet cultural life through readings and travel. In Argentine literature as 
well, Verbitsky, essentially a realist, had a pattern of preferences. Formal 
experimentation or stylistic brilliance carried less weight than ability to 
provoke insight into human character and society. 

Although Verbitsky's essays show his vision of society and its problems, 
he does not articulate this understanding in his novels. Instead, he takes 
readers through his characters' struggles to perceive the pattern of social 
history in the confusing welter of events. A typical Verbitsky hero is 
sensitive to and deeply affected by the grave and disturbing news with 
which the media assault him. Such characters gradually emerge as critical 
thinkers as they take a skeptical look at the accepted account of how 
Argentine, and world, society functions. This novelistic design, evident in 
the work examined in this study, can make Verbitsky's writing look tenta
tive, since his characters are seldom confident in their assessment of society. 
Nonetheless, these hesitant and tongue-tied protagonists often are blunder
ing toward a new freedom to criticize. For example, the hero of Es dijleil, 
through his vacillations and missteps, is learning to question the assimila
tionism that is unthinkingly practiCed in his environment. The late thirties 
shake his belief that anti-Semitism belongs to the past or to nations less 
progressive than Argentina. 

Verbitsky's novelistic career overlapped those of several other prominent 
writers with concern for social ethics and with Jewish backgrounds that 
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only occasionally surface in their work. Max Dickmann, mentioned earlier, 
with his socialist position and concern for immigrant proletarians, continued 
his extraordinarily lengthy and productive life as a realist novelist. Samuel 
Eichelbaum, cited as a member of the 1920S theatrical scene, remained 
active, still mixing psychological exploration and realistic presentation of 
social environments. These long-standing figures were joined by newer 
contributors to Argentine social writing. For instance, Bernardo Kordon 
(1915-), like Verbitsky, observed an Argentina that had lost its ability to 
offer opportunities to newcomers. These realists treat issues that are part of 
but not exclusive to the Jewish experience in Argentina: the relations of 
immigrants and their Argentine-born children; the shift of the population 
from rural areas to the city; the difficulty of maintaining a professional or 
artisan's status during the depression. Only here and there in their writings 
do these questions directly entail that of Jewish identity. 

Kordon's short story "Kid Nandubay," collected in his 1971 A punto de 
reventar Uust About Had It), exemplifies the way in which social realism 
made Jewish subject matter serve to convey more general statements about 
society.2.6 Its protagonist is a second-generation Jewish Argentine who, 
during the thirties, finds no place in the working class and becomes an 
itinerant boxer. Because of his childhood experiences of anti-Semitism and 
his conviction that a boxer should have an aggressive "homeboy" persona, 
the hero fights under a name suggesting both U.S. popular culture and the 
much mythified indigenous past. Kordon's story follows Kid Nandubay 
through a crisis, brought on by late-1930s anti-Jewish activities and by 
diminishing earnings and status, that impels him to reclaim his name. With 
the name restored, the boxer begins to regain his dignity and to see 
Jewishness as compatible with a hardy and rugged image. The point made 
about Jewish identity remains ancillary to a statement concerning the need 
k>r critical thought. To recover, the boxer must abandon the notion that 
unquestioning capitulation to the prejudices of his society might bring him 
into the land of opportunity promised to immigrants. 

Another example is Pablo Palant (1914-), the dramatist and lawyer whose 
1939 play Jan es antisemita Uan Is an Anti-Semite) not only helped to secure 
his reputation as a social dramatist but also was important as a public 
statement of concern over the rise of anti-Jewish activity. This message play 
is in essence a warning against racial and ethnic bias, with Jews the timely 
case in point. There are possible explanations for the low frequency of 
Jewish allusions in the works of these social writers. The authors may have 
been uncertain of their ability to make bold and frank statements about the 
situation of Jewish Argentines, or uncertain of their readers' willingness to 
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absorb such assertions. Perhaps more likely, given contemporary progres
sive social thought, is that these writers chose to concentrate attention on 
problems whose origins lay in the class structure and the distribution of 
material resources rather than on problems of a particularistic group. Every 
movement toward realism in literature includes an agenda of topics consid
ered most urgent. The treatment of specific ethnic and religious groups was 
not in the program of Argentine social literature. Only with authors born in 
the 1940S does one find a belief that the specific treatment of Jewish identity 
could further, rather than detract from, the analysis of unfolding social 
history. 

Verbitsky's Jewishness became more evidently a part of his literary career 
when, in 1945, he was named editor of Davar, the journal produced by the 
Sociedad Hebraica Argentina. Editorial policies reflected in many ways the 
SHA's double emphasis on Jewish cultural unity and relations with main
stream figures. Under Verbitsky's editorship, Davar included imaginative 
writing as well as discussion of Jewish issues. As was usual SHA policy, the 
participation of distinguis~ed non-Jewish intellectuals was encouraged. 
One result of this policy was that Davar became a valuable repository of 
literary treatments of Jewish themes and characters by Argentine writers 
who were not themselves Jewish. 

Although it is common to think of Bernardo Verbitsky as the novelist and 
his brother Gregorio as the journalist and historical essayist, the former 
continued all his life to write and edit literary journalism, editorials, reflec
tions on politics, and other nonfiction work. Working for the paper Critica 
(Criticism), he provided much relied-upon reportage on cultural affairs. 
Having been a student of law, medicine, and literature at various times, he 
was well acquainted with the university system and was able to comment on 
the often intricate issues of university governance and educational policy. 
New developments in Argentine political culture, especially efforts to 
supersede traditional parties and campaigning, occupied his attention. A 
present-day reader, surveying Verbitsky's essays and literary journalism, 
may find them difficult to appreciate as being groundbreakingly progres
sive. Though coherent in his own social thought, Verbitsky is slow to 
criticize the contradictions of others and tends to praise even confused and 
inconsistent writers, so long as a desire to show social problems is evident. 
He showed a respect for elders-most notably, for Gerchunoff-that would 
today be astonishing from a discussant of Verbitsky's youth and political 
convictions. Only in the post-1955 period does one find extensive public 
criticism of Gerchunoff from Jewish Argentine writers, who, willingly or 
not, are his heirs. In comparison to the more aggressive manner of the 
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post-1955 generation, Verbitsky's approach seems uncertain. Nonetheless, 
the choice of authors treated and the relative attention accorded writers of 
pronounced social tendency constitute a dramatic statement. 

Verbitsky assumed the editorship of Davar as a crucial period was getting 
under way. No account of twentieth-century Argentine life can omit men
tion of the 1946-1955 presidency of Juan Domingo Peron. Peronism is 
notoriously difficult to characterize by allusion to other political systems 
because it is so intricately bound up with the specifics of Argentine history 
and with two individuals, Peron and his charismatic wife, Eva. The long 
period of Peronist rule affected Jewish Argentine life and letters, and all 
other national matters, in ways that remain difficult to assess. Peronism's 
positive and negative effects on the Jewish community provide an inex
haustible theme for debate. With its populist programs and determination 
to redistribute national wealth and open high posts to nonelite appointees, 
Peronism won support from Argentine Socialist party members, Jewish and 
otherwise, who had grown impatient with the latter group's progress in 
transferring power from the country's elite to outsider groups. 

Yet despite isolated cases of pro-Peronism, on the whole Jewish Argentine 
intellectuals, like their non-Jewish counterparts, had an uneasy time under 
Peronism. (Tiempo's editorship of a Peronist-owned publication, the most 
public link between Peron and a Jewish intellectual, has excited decades of 
rumor and conjecture.27 ) Peron had poor relations with the intellectual 
community for a number of reasons, the most important being his admin
istration's inhibiting effect on open discussion. Fearing reprisals or the 
many forms of censorship, most writers were careful either to exclude their 
opinions on public affairs from their work or to convey them through 
allegorical and allusive modes. Given this set of circumstances, it is under
standable that Argentine imaginative writing and essays of this period 
should be poor in direct critical discussion of social problems. However, 
Davar and Comentario (1952-1971) treated a variety of matters, with em
phasis on the Jewish contribution to current culture . 

...... 

The post-Peronist era is represented by the noted 1962 novel Dar la car a 
(Making a Stand) by David Vinas (1929-). Vinas has been a public figure 
since his twenties, setting a new style of hard-hitting social criticism and 
polemic and writing influential works of history, literary studies, fiction, 
and theater. He first made his name as a leader in the student anti-Peronist 
underground. In 1953, he founded and coedited Contorno (Context), the 
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magazine that came to emblematize a generation of aggressive young intel
lectuals and their confrontational, or-to use the designation that Emir 
Rodriguez Monegal popularized-parricidal, criticism.:z.8 

After Peron's fall in 1955, Vinas quickly emerged as the most charismatic 
young contributor to the newly open discussion of social problems. He 
organized and headed the Argentine Movement of National Liberation, 
intended to move beyond traditional party politics. These public activities 
gave him a high visibility; his bluntness, undisguised anger over injustice, 
and criticism of national cultural heroes aroused controversy on many 
occasions. His two main goals were a revisionist interpretation of the 
nation's development, including the growth of its literature, and the mainte
nance of a climate of open intellectual discussion. He was quick to recog
nize that his personal identity and history summed up sensitive aspects of 
Argentine society, and he accordingly made rhetorical use of his image. 
Important features included his half-Jewish status, his identification with 
the Jewish tradition of dialectic and disputation, and his evaluation of social 
history against ethical stan~ards. However, Vinas's individual distinctions 
were less significant than the new critical tendency he signaled. 

The writers associated with Contorno were not predominantly con
cerned with Jewish matters, although Jewish Argentines were well repre
sented in the group's composition. Rather, the parricides' massive effort to 

understand the processes at work in the formation of Argentine society 
entailed the examination of Jewish issues. Of particular interest were the 
relations of the Jewish population both with the long-standing crioLJo (that 
is, of Iberian ancestry) elite and with those working- and middle-class non
Jews with whom the Jews directly interacted and competed. The point of 
this type of discussion was to obtain an overall picture of Argentine society 
and of the rival groups striving for access to wealth, power, and status. The 
question of Jewish identity and its maintenance became part of the larger 
issue of becoming aware of the historical processes at work in society and 
avoiding a mindless accession to them. For example, Jewish traditions of 
critical social thought and commentary were considered valuable as an 
alternative to the Argentine liberalism that the parricides distrusted. Assim
ilationism came in for harsh questioning because of the ideological presup
positions it contained and helped to mask. However, an interest in Jewish 
ways and concepts as such was little encouraged. 

Vifias's interpretation of Argentine history includes the idea that the 
country's Jews, as other less-prestigious immigrants and their descendants, 
are in a special position to question its development as a nation, once they 
overcome their hesitancy to speak out. He has drawn attention to the 
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significance of the 1880s and 1890S, when elite liberalism became en
trenched and immigrant workers were sought. For the descendants of these 
Jews to raise issues about the dogmas of the late nineteenth century and the 
results is a doubly meaningful act of assertion. In 1958 Vinas brought these 
ideas together in a novel that gave him a major literary success and brought 
a great deal of controversy. Los duenos de fa tierra (The Owners of the 
Land) provides a thorough challenge to official interpretations of Argentine 
history. It succeeds, among other things, in broadening what has sometimes 
been isolated as "the Jewish question" into one aspect of the analysis of the 
nation's development. This celebrated novel relates an anarchist-led ranch 
hands' strike in the far south of Argentina. Immigrant groups appear both 
among the strikers (radicalized newer Spanish emigres, Italians, and Jews) 
and among the opposing forces-the government representatives and the 
landowners (Germans and British). The heroine represents the secularized 
Eastern European Jewish intellectual, dedicated to critical analysis of soci
ety and culture. This background enables her to identify the Radical 
government's bad faith in dealing with the striking ranch workers. Her 
husband, schooled in traditional Argentine values, has great difficulty com
prehending the collusion between government and ranchers. The novel, in 
effect, recommends that Argentines develop the critical scrutiny of social 
arrangements that is a hallmark of the politicized forms of Eastern Euro
pean Jewish thought. The work contains a graphic reminder that Indian 
tribes were exterminated to make way for "advanced" immigrant popula
tions. Hence all the currently competing factions-including the scions of 
long-established Hispanic families-are relative newcomers vying for the 
benefits of the land. The novel offers an unambiguous political analysis and 
interpretation of the events surrounding the Patagonian strikes, with special 
emphasis on the roles played by groups of varying ethnic origin and date of 
immigration. 

The 1962 Dar fa cara, the novel discussed in detail here, reflects Vinas's 
support of the Radical presidential candidate Arturo Frondizi and his 
disappointment over the latter's post-victory compromises and party pol
itics in general. The aggressive realism of this novel breaks many of the 
conventions of good taste that had been widely observed in Argentina'S 
sometimes surprisingly prim literature. Its rough language is a statement of 
entitlement far exceeding that found in Tiempo's poetry. Both in its choice 
of thematic material and in its novelistic construction, the work serves to 

heighten awareness of the cultur:al contradictions of the society under 
critical scrutiny. It not only brings social and cultural problems to the fore 
and diagnoses them but also proposes a detailed historical interpretation of 
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their origin. Its analysis of national perplexities includes examination of the 
confusion surrounding Jewish identity. 

Around the time Dar la cara was published, the outlines of Vinas's 
literary activity altered. Previously he had been known as the author of 
lengthy realist novels containing fairly explicit, discursive explication of 
Argentine history. Though he continued to produce novels, Vinas increas
ingly turned to other forms. His 1964 Literatura argentina y realidad politi
ca (Argentine Literature and Political Reality) launched the reaction against 
Gerchunoff's centennial version of Jewish Argentine history. The rhetoric 
employed might seem more fiery than required to reveal the idealizing, 
progovernmental tendencies of a novel without pretensions to realism and 
unabashedly part of a patriotic celebration. Yet such force was, in a sense, 
called for, considering the hold the novel's vision still exerted. For many 
years, Argentine intellectuals had refrained from criticizing a work with 
which they could scarcely be in sympathy. A persistent vein of writing has 
perpetuated the rosy outlook of 1910, as witness the dates of such Ger
chunoff-style works as Natalio Budasoff's 1962 Lluvias salvajes (Savage 
Rains) and Pablo Schvartzman's 1967 Cuentos criollos (Downhome Argen
tine Tales), the latter exceptionally euphemistic in its suppression of evi
dence of ethnic conflict.:t9 

The move away from the centennial version of events did not necessarily 
take forms as vehement as Vinas's work. A gently lyrical corrective to 
Gerchunoff's work appears in the novels Dios era verde (God Was Green) of 
1963 and the 1967 Pueblo pan (People of Bread) by Jose Chudnovsky 
(1916-1966).30 Chudnovsky, who was from Gerchunoff's area, had grown 
up hearing of the events narrated in Los gauchos judios. He brought to the 
task of retelling this story a revisionist's sense of history. For example, Los 
gauchos judios transforms the murder of Gerchunoff's father by a drunken 
gaucho into an occasion for understanding acceptance; Chudnovsky re
minds readers that the Jews lynched the murderer. In his frank new version, 
immigrant settlement is a profitable as well as an idealistic undertaking, 
with Jews delivered to designated sites by labor-contracting agencies. 
Though full of such reminders of the exploitation, grief, and disappoint
ment immigration entailed, the novels suggest that a hard look at the past 
can initiate a reinvigoration of Jewish Argentine life. 

During this period, a work of theater succeeded in arousing discussion of 
Jewish interpersonal issues in contemporary national life. This drama was 
the 1964 Requiem para un viernes a /a noche (Requiem for a Saturday 
Night), the widely debated drama by German Rozenmacher (1936-1971).JI 
Requiem drew attention not only because it showed Rozenmacher to be a 
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young Jewish-theme playwright of promise but also because it highlighted 
the sensitive issues of intermarriage and abandonment of Jewish obser
vance by a younger generation. In this case, Sabbath ritual makes no sense 
to a young man who has taken up his peers' habit of socializing on weekend 
evenings. The father's struggle to return his son to Jewish ways succeeds 
only in convincing the young man that Judaism is constraining and repres
sive. By the play's end, the young character is announcing with relief his 
intention to marry a young Christian woman and to place even more 
distance between himself and the ritual requirements of Jewish law. 

As Sosnowski has noted, Rozenmacher's play in many ways denigrates 
the maintenance of Jewish ways. Though the father is shown with sympa
thy, his notion of how a Jew should live appears abhorrently dull, and 
Jewish family life has little appeal.J2. When writing analyses of Argentine 
political culture, Rozenmacher was quick to identify unexamined assump
tions and their ideological implications. Yet he brings little of this critical 
awareness to his literary treatment of Jewish themes. Sosnowski suggests 
that this disturbing separation is symptomatic of Rozenmacher's general 
inability to see Jewish life as part of, and as an eloquent sign of, the nation's 
social history or, indeed, to see himself simultaneously as a Jew and as an 
Argentine. Despite these negative features, the work was frequently per
formed in Jewish centers, seeming to attest to a general shortage of contem
porary cultural works capable of sparking discussion over the central 
dilemmas of Jewish life in Argentina. The work would have been more 
effective for this purpose, though, if it had raised a larger question than the 
family conflict presented: What social forces would drive young people like 
the hero of Requiem to perceive their inherited traditions as a stigmatizing 
burden? 

Rounmacher also produced a number of short stories; as Sosnowski's 
analysis shows, he began to move away from the facile rejection of Jewish 
life. His early death in a motor accident prevented further extension of the 
path he appeared to be taking toward a more comprehensive view of 
Argentine Jewry. 

In the discussion of public affairs, Jewish issues assumed sudden promi
nence at various moments during the 1960s. For example, Adolf Eich
mann's 1960 apprehension in Buenos Aires, with the resulting friction . 
between Argentina (whose officials complained of lack of due consultation) 
and Israel, raised a flurry of commentary. A longer-running and more 
thoughtful debate occupied the politically aware public during the last years 
of the 1960s and the first half of the 1970s. A fresh outbreak of the old 
polemic over the compatibility of Zionism, or "particularism," and a pro-
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gressive political position was rekindled by the Six-Day War of 1967- The 
Israeli occupation of previously Arab-held territory, together with the 
newly popularized concept of a Third World struggle for liberation from 
capitalist and capitalist-backed countries, gave rise to a massive questioning 
of the propriety of liberal and leftist support for the Jewish homeland in 
Palestine. 

The most obvious effect of this shift in the political climate was the 
spread of a new variant of anti-Zionism based on the association or equiv
alence of pro-Israeli sentiment with colonialism and a desire to see cap
italism penetrate the Third World. However, the debate over Zionism 
almost inevitably entailed the old question of whether Jews' loyalty to their 
cultural identity might not interfere with their ability to perceive universal 
questions of social justice. In Argentina, there was a suddenly renewed 
distrust of the retention of what might be considered markedly Jewish 
behavior and outlook. Increasingly, associations and coalitions on the Left 
pressed Jewish colleagues to disassociate themselves not simply from the 
defense of Israel but from their Jewishness. As the rhetoric escalated, 
concern over the occupied lands and their inhabitants escalated to anti
Zionism, antiparticularism, and in some cases outright distrust of Jews. 
Jewish intellectuals on the Left were driven to devise rejoinders to demon
strate that Jewish thought should properly augment, rather than diminish, a 
progressive stance on social issues. A line of critical argumentation devel
oped, eventually producing such essays as those carried in the journal 
Nueva Presencia (New Presence; 1977-19~h, 1983-). Nonetheless, many 
Jewish Argentines, especially younger ones and those immersed in campus 
life, capitulated to contemporary trends and detached themselves from the 
Israeli cause and their own cultural identity. 

Among the parricidal critics was Leon Rozitchner (1924-). Rozitchner 
merits discussion here for his 1967 essay Ser judio (To Be a Jew), a stimulus 
to thought and commentary on the situation of Jewish Argentines and the 
reflections on the general society.33 The essay combines existential thought 
with an essentially Marxist examination of social history and the new 
concern with colonized attitudes. Developed during the post-Pero~ist fer
ment of social criticism in Argenti.na, the arguments presented in Ser judio 
continue to be stimulating to discussants seeking a larger historical frame
work for Jewish Argentine issues. Ser judio is, among other things, an 
assertion of the Jews' entitlement to be part of Argentine national life and of 
national territory. Rozitchner observes that when he is singled out as "a 
Jew," distinct from the scene around him, he is made discontinuous with 
national territory. He then can claim as, his own no more than the room 
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taken up by his own body. He must regain the right, enjoyed by others, to 
belong to the land and to extend his space beyond his physical self. 

Rozitchner owes a clearly acknowledged debt to the Tunisian Albert 
Memmi (1920-), known for his engagement of Jewish social ethics with 
such present-day issues as cultural autonomy and dependency.34 Portrait 
d'un juif (1962; English translation, Portrait of a Jew, 1971), and even more 
so his further commentary in the essay La Liberation du juif (1966; English 
translation, The Liberation of the Jew, 1966), not only are models for 
situating the "Jewish question" as part of overall social history but also are 
especially interesting as treatments of Jewishness in a society removed from 
areas that are thought of as centers of Jewish culture. Though it was 
Rozitchner who expanded Memmi's concerns and applied them to the 
Argentine context, he was by no means an isolated case of influence. 
Memmi's La Liberation du juif provoked considerable discussion in Argen
tina; Argentine editions of this and others of his essays have been success
fully marketed by firms aimed at a general intellectual reading public 
(Ediciones de la Flor) and by those with a typically Jewish distribution 
(Candelabro, Ediciones O.S.A.). 

From the same generation of social critics as Vinas and Rozitchner is Juan 
Jose Sebreli, editor of the 1968 La cuesti6n judia en La Argentina (The Jewish 
Question in Argentina).35 Although this work is an anthology of diverse texts 
with little critical commentary, the selection indicates the issues that con
cerned these writers. The debate on the Left over whether Jewish identity 
diminishes dedication to socialism receives substantial attention. Sebreli also 
displays examples of old-line Liberal rhetoric, with its unquestioned assimila
tionism and expressions of confidence in Argentina's ability to transcend the 
ethnic conflicts of the Old World. Right-wing nationalism and its extension 
into anti-Semitism also appear in the exemplary texts. Notably lacking is a 
type of writing that would fully emerge only during the 1970s: meditations on 
Argentine society that reveal an interest in Jewish identity, thought, and 
outlook uninhibited by anxiety over appearing narrowly parochial or, to use 
the long-standing word, particularistic. 

Of the many contributors to Zionist discussion, two of the most promi
nent were literary men: Verbitsky and the psychoanalyst and writer Marcos 
Aguinis (1935-). The Six-Day War and new anti-Zionism spurred Verbitsky 
to a vigorous effort that spilled over from his public statements and jour
nalism to his fiction . His efforts to reconcile Israel's new situation in the 
Middle East with his general outlook appear in his journalistic writings and 
public remarks. Readers of Verbitsky's novels can gain an idea of his 
polemical exertions from his 1972 Etiquetas a los hombres (Labels on 
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Men}. It contains long, dialectical exchanges in which a Jewish intellectual 
representing the old Left defends Israel against the fashionable , unexam
ined anti-Zionism of the young. 

Marcos Aguinis enters the debate from a considerably different back
ground. He brings to his work a much cooler analysis of historical pro
cesses and an application of psychoanalytic thought. Like Rozitchner, he is 
influenced by Albert Memmi. Aguinis works with many of the parricide 
ideas but is as tactful as the parricides were aggressive; he is the great 
diplomat of progressive Jewish social thought in Argentina. He has espe
cially sought to spread an understanding of the idea of a Jewish homeland 
in Palestine, using the terms most current among younger discussants. In 
essays and fiction that examine the Palestine question, Aguinis reviews the 
history of this uneasy region and points out that a number of parties
capitalist, socialist, and nonaligned nations among them-have had occa
sion to benefit from the perpetually volatile situation. Aguinis develops a 
view of the matter that is sympathetic to the Palestinian Arabs, whom he 
considers to have been poorly treated by both European and Arab coun
tries, but that at the same time retains the principle of Israel's right to exist. 

There is a common purpose to Aguinis's novel Refugiados, first pub
lished in 1969 and reissued in revised form in 1976 as Refugiados: Cronica 
de un palestino (Refugees: The Chronicle of a Palestinian), and his 1974 essay 
La cuestion judi a vista desde el Tercer Mundo (The Jewish Question Seen 
from the Third World). Through critical argument and the presentation of 
historical evidence, these two works defend the idea of a Jewish homeland 
in the Palestine area (though not necessarily all actions taken by Israeli 
officials) to those uncertain of its validity.36 At the same time, these writings 
provide readers already sympathetic to Israel with an articulate set of 
arguments for their position. The novel has as its narrator a young displaced 
Palestinian on scholarship in Europe. He falls in love with a young woman 
whose early history is intricately involved with the Holocaust and the 
founding of the modem state of Israel. Through his friendship with her and 
with a learned mentor, he comes to perceive modem Israeli history as part 
of, rather than an impediment to, the· struggle for Third World lib~ration. 
The work's lengthy dialogues reflect the conflicting world opinion over the 
Six-Day War and Israel's changed relations with its Arab neighbors. The 
essay is not only about conflicts in the Middle East, however. It is also about 
how to sustain an Argentine position that might be considered Jewish or 
pro-Jewish in a political culture grown hostile to such an outlook. Aguinis 
was concerned that intimidation might prevent Jewish Argentines, and 
others who might support Israel's right t(I exist, from stating their views. 
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*** 

The last four works studied in detail were chosen to show the diversity of 
Jewish Argentine writmg as the 1970S progressed. Th~ first two are by 
poets: Jose Rabinovich (1903-1978) and Jose Isaacson (1922-). The work of 
the immigrant Rabinovich, even after crossing over to a Spanish-language 
readership, represents a historic Yiddish-language literature and journal
ism in Buenos Aires, preserved in the 1970 El violinista bajo el tejado (The 
Fiddler Under the Roof). Isaacson, of Sephardic ancestry, stands out for his 
skillful composition of Jewish-theme verse and his integration into main
stream Argentine poetry. His 1977 Cuaderno Spinoza (Spinoza Notebook) 
exemplifies veiled, allusive forms of social commentary often published 
under constraining circumstances. 

Jose Rabinovich was born near Bialystok, West Russia (later Polish 
national territory), a center of transportation and commerce and hence of 
the fusion of cultural and ideological tendencies. He emerged from an 
intellectual scene in which Yiddish was the operant medium and discussion 
drew freely on both religious and secular forms of thought. However 
dramatically respect for Yiddish culture has risen in recent years, the 
intellectual framework and rhetorical style on which El violinista relies are 
coming to require preservation, increasing the importance of Rabinovich's 
work as testimony to a cultural milieu and an intellectual style. The 
collection of his poetry examined here includes texts that comment, as 
would a newspaper editorial, on contemporary events, as well as on issues 
of a more meditative and timeless nature. This poetry, though original to 
Rabinovich, shows a readily identifiable set of cultural sources: interpretive 
and mor~lizing commentary on texts and anecdotes, rabbinical-style dis
putation, biblical conventions of speech (the prophetic harangue), and the 
passionate debates about society that once characterized Eastern European 
intellectual life. 

Rabinovich emigrated to Argentina in 1924, remaining until his death. 
He first came to the attention of literary figures through his poems, short 
stories, and journalism published in Di Presse and other Yiddish outlets. 
Today his name evokes an era when Buenos Aires harbored an active, still 
youthful Yiddish cultural scene with lectures, musicals, melodramas, re
vues, commemorative celebrations, polemics between political tendencies, 
and such fabled celebrities as the acq·ess Berta Singerman. Although there is 
documentation through such institutions as the YIWO (Yidisher Wisn
shaftlecher Institut) Archives and Library, the Yiddish culture of 1920S-
1940S Buenos Aires is known largely through legend.3? 
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Rabinovich is the most famous Argentine Yiddish writer, but he owes his 
fame to his successful crossover into Spanish-language letters. Argentine 
realists of the early 1940S discovered him, admired his direct way of infus
ing literature with social commentary, and persuaded him to reach out to a 
Spanish-language audience, first through a translator and then by writing 
directly in Spanish. Since the proletarian literature movement of the 1920S, 

realists had worried that Argentine social-consciousness writing was too 
literary, that is, too lyrical, picturesque, and concerned with aesthetics. 
Rabinovich brought a bluntness more typical of oral disputation, edi
torials, open letters, and other nonliterary forms. Not only was his style of 
commentary, dialectic, and disputation new to Spanish-language Argentine 
letters, but so also was his use of these undisguised forms of rhetoric in 
poetry and narrative prose. 

Rabinovich was overtly interested not only in the uses of Jewish exposi
tory style but also in Jewish characters as representatives of society's disad
vantaged strata. A characteristic concern in Rabinovich's prose and poetry 
is the ability of outcast groups to withstand the humiliations society inflicts. 
The title of his Tercera clase (Third Class), the 1944 collection of short 
stories promoted by the social realists, hints at one aspect of this theme. 
Many of the characters in these narratives have, after years of degrading 
treatment, come to feel that they are inherently third class; they have ceased 
to demand a more dignified status and better conditions. The narrators and 
characters of these stories, however, are explicit in attributing this defeatism 
to, among other factors, the long history of Jewish persecutions. 

Although such treatment of Jewish themes is among the most evident 
features of Rabinovich's work, his admirers among the social realists were 
little concerned with ethnicity, celebrating instead the discovery of a pro
letarian writer. Elias Castelnuovo and his colleagues took a great interest 
not only in the social class of Rabinovich's characters but also in the class 
background of the author. He incarnated the ideal, widespread among the 
Russophile social realists, of a radicalized industrial proletarian. Senkman 
places Rabinovich as part of the wave" of Jewish Polish proletariam; and 
craftsmen who, beginning in the 1920S, entered the Buenos Aires labor 
force in such areas as the manufacture of textiles, garments, and furniture 
and the printing trade. These arrivals were characteristically from such 
highly industrialized cities as Lodz, Warsaw, or Krakow (the last, in Rabin
ovich's case) and were sophisticated in their skills and knowledge. 38 More 
than any previous type of immigrant, this skilled laborer fit an image the 
social writers had admired in Russian liter;tture: the industrial proletarian 
who, if not radicalized, was at least familiar with socialist-anarchist thought. 
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Moreover, Rabinovich was still a member of this group while producing the 
literary work that so interested the social realists. Ricardo Baeza's 1947 
introduction to the Spanish version of Rabinovich's Los acusados (The 
Accused) draws attention to the circumstances of its composition, with its 
author working long hours setting type and only writing on Sundays and 
holidays. 

The particular emphasis of the social realists gave Rabinovich the image 
of a writer concerned only with the documentation of social realities, and it 
turned attention away from his form of expression. Critical discussion of 
his work tended to make Rabinovich's literary activity, whether short 
stories or poems, more socially than artistically important. Luis Emilio 
Soto, for example, notes Rabinovich's "piercing realism" and foregoes 
discussion of the author's mode of presentation in favor of consideration of 
the subject matter.39 

The realists' discovery of Rabinovich as a proletarian cultural worker 
launched his career in Spanish-language letters but did not sustain public 
interest for long. It was not until the late 1960s that Rabinovich's work had 
a second discovery and a flurry of new and reprinted editions. To these 
rediscoverers, Rabinovich no longer appeared as the street-corner agitator 
that the realists had promoted. Now interest arose in his ability to repre
sent, through his subject matter and rhetorical style, a nearly lost portion of 
cultural history. There was a greater acknowledgment that Rabinovich 
possessed a fund of cultural information acquired through study, whereas 
his radicalized outlook received less attention. Rabinovich's freethinking 
humanism seemed, with the passage of time, more likely to produce nostal
gia than revolution. His work began to appear in such publications as the 
literary supplement of La Naci6n, known to favor cultural and aesthetic 
issues over social ones. 

The 1960s revival of interest in Rabinovich has several implications. On 
the one hand, it is a move away from the often scant representation of 
diasporic culture in Jewish education in Argentina and, in many cases, in 
the presentation of Jewish culture to the non-Jewish public. Yiddish and 
Eastern European Jewish culture have been important in real life, but their 
significance has often been downplayed in favor of the more prestigious 
traditions of Palestine-area antiquity. This tendency was exacerbated with 
the founding of the state of Israel and the establishment of modern Hebrew, 
which could then supplant the already faltering Yiddish in Jewish educa
tion. It becomes inherently a populist statement to extend recognition to a 
poet rooted in local Yiddish journalism with its fiery editorials, invective
filled debates, and impassioned responses to current events. 
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Rabinovich's renewed acclaim may also be linked to what Dorothy 
Seidman Bilik calls post-Holocaust consciousness, referring to concern over 
the loss of cultural resources. Such a preoccupation, in the literary world, is 
expressed by giving high significance to the unique ways of European 
Jewish immigrants. Rabinovich promoted a strengthening of interest in the 
preservation of Yiddish culture. Bilik states that "renewed concern for the 
Jewish immigrant and immigrant-survivor reflects the delayed expression 
by Jewish American writers of a post-Holocaust consciousness."40 As the 
significance of the events became clear, so did the importance of Jewish 
ways and traditions that were in danger of extinction. 

In his last major undertaking, Rabinovich appears to have recognized 
and validated the more aesthetic and cultural concerns of his second wave of 
Spanish-language readers. The boyhood memoir Sobras de una juventud 
(Leftovers of a Youth, 1976) gives an insistently unsentimental account of 
early-twentieth-century Jewish Russian life. Rejecting the popular idealiza
tion of a unified, pious shtetl, Rabinovich takes care to note the diverse and 
often improvised Jewish life in the region near Bialystok where he spent his 
youth. His own family included Jews who either were simply not religious 
or developed their own forms of piety outside religious law. These free
thinkers excited his admiration but so did the rabbinical thought also found 
in the family. Rabinovich, moving away from his image as a realist indif
ferent to expressive questions, in this work publicly considers the sources of 
his style. Though essentially a freethinker, he learned cantoring and bibli
cal recitation and with them the stylistic conventions of biblical discourse. 
His account of how this expressive tradition can convey secular meanings 
helps to illuminate his own poetry, whose adaptation of biblical modes will 
be examined in detail in the chapter on Rabinovich. 

Jose Isaacson in Cuaderno Spinoza (Spinoza Notebook, 1977), which 
presents its statements in an artful and allusive form, raises the issue of a 
masked, cryptic approach to social and cultural commentary. The inclusion 
of a work by Isaacson in this study might, at first glance, seem to represent a 
turning away from the critical frankness that distinguishes some of the most 
notable Jewish Argentine writing. Yet subtle and covert commentary on 
social and cultural issues characteristically accompanies an era of great 
caution-as indeed was the case here. 

Argentine political life had become progressively disorganized following 
the victory of one of Peron's loyalists in the presidential election of 1973. 
Peron himself had come back from exile, and he a~sumed the post quickly 
vacated by the winner but was too infirm to regularize the new government. 
After his death in 1974, his widow, Isabel, presided until 1976 when the 
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military instituted its rule, alleging a state of national emergency. The years 
of this second Peronist regime featured relatively little inhibition of the 
expression of ideas and encouraged a climate of intellectual experimenta
tion. Difficulties arose not from official constraints but from the social 
disintegration whose most disturbing sign was the rise of guerrilla militias 
specializing in urban actions, as well as right-wing vigilante, parapolice, 
and paramilitary operations. The diverse factions resorting to political 
violence generated a chronic state of undeclared or, in the contemporary 
phrase, "dirty" war. 

These circumstances did not result in such obvious consequences as the 
massive exile of intellectuals, particularly Jewish intellectuals, that oc
curred during the subsequent military regime. Yet they made it difficult to 
practice social criticism drawing on the resources of Jewish thought. The 
Radical Left continued to distrust signs of Jewishness, associating them 
with Zionism and hence with imperialism, as well as with a possible check 
on revolutionary loyalty. If identifiably Jewish style was often suppressed 
among social critics, so was social criticism among those identified with the 
Jewish community. Jewish Argentine associations had long been cautious in 
commenting on national affairs, and the disorder of the early 1970S and the 
subsequent repression exacerbated this tendency. The community, aware of 
the widespread tendency to equate Jewishness with dissent, pursued a 
strategy of attempting to distance and disassociate itself from the crisis 
wracking Argentine society. Though understandable, this effort cannot be 
considered very efficacious, since the Jewish population, especially young 
adults, proved exceptionally vulnerable during this period, constituting an 
especially high proporti9n of the suspected subversives who were detained 
and later disappeared. The postface to this study, which examines exile 
literature during the military regime and the writing that accompanied 
redemocratization, considers the attempt to remedy this unnatural separa
tion of critical social thought from Jewish cultural life. 

In 1977, the year of Spinoza's publication, the American Jewish Commit
tee announced that it was forced to close its office in Buenos Aires because 
of anti-Semitic activity. The undisguised preoccupation with problems of 
personal identity and with their aesthetic expression in Spinoza, published 
amid the terror and disorder of Argentine society, suggests the refuge taken 
in private concerns. Moreover, Isaacson's public persona as a man of letters 
lacks a confrontational, challenging style, tending instead toward the com
fortable integration into establishment circles sought earlier by the pro
totype of an undisturbing cultural Je~ishness, Gerchunoff. For example, 
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Isaacson is a regular contributor to the La Nacion literary supplement, in 
which Los gauchos judios originally appeared. 

These very considerations are reasons to examine Isaacson's poetry of 
this period. It would be misleading to suggest that forthright criticism is the 
only route open to the further growth of Jewish Argentine writing. The 
alternative, flying under essentially establishment colors while delivering a 
diffuse and veiled set of comments, also continues to serve well certain 
purposes. Isaacson remained in and published in Argentina during a period 
when frankness about questions of public concern was ill-advised. This 
circumstance distinguishes Isaacson's approach from that of contemporary 
exile writers. Spinoza provides such strategies as an ostensible retreat into 
private obsession; these can help maintain a conduit for critical reflection 
and discussion. 

The examination of Isaacson's work also offers a salutary reminder that 
poetry, including the skilled and refined poetry that wins Isaacson main
stream acclaim, continues to be a vehicle for the expression of beliefs about 
and attitudes toward real-world problems. The explicitness of recently 
prominent novelists, especially Mario Szichman (1945-), Alicia Steimberg 
(1933-), Gerardo Mario GoloQoff (1939-), and Pedro Orgambide (1928-) in 
the second part of his career, owes much to the conventions of their chosen 
genre, in which a great deal can be stated "in so many words." Steimberg, 
Cecilia Absatz (1943-), and Nora Glickman, whose work began to win 
notice in the 1970s, will be discussed in this introduction along with 
Szichman. Work by Goloboff and Orgambide is discussed in the postface 
along with that of others whose writing careers flourished somewhat later . 

. Spinoza is an apt text to read because its avowed subject matter
Isaacson's thoughts on reading Spinoza-raises the suspicion that writing is 
a way of treating issues one can neither confront nor dismiss. Isaacson takes 
Spinoza's words as a displaced statement on the Sephardic past, the varieties 
of diaspora, the outcast status, and the relations between the individual's 
cultural identity and the well- or ill-functioning social mechanisms that 
should allow this identity to coalesce. In so doing, he invites in tum a 
similar between-the-lines scrutiny of his own poetry. Isaacson's reliance on 
cryptic allusions and metaphors inevitably.also stands for a contemporary 
reticence, and the need for it, that have become painful to remember. 

Of interest too is Isaacson's public · persona. He has characteristically 
worked within organizational patterns in his participation in both the 
literary world and Jewish community activities. He has contributed to the 
poetic scene not only by his own work but also with anthologies of Argen-
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tine poetry that help to consolidate readers' understanding of the traditions 
and innovative tendencies at work. His cooperation with organized Jewish 
efforts is typified by his work on yearbooks of the Argentine community 
(see bibliography). This persona makes Isaacson distinctive among the 
recent Jewish Argentine writers examined here, the others all assuming, in 
various ways, alienated or countercultural stances. 

The last two writers selected, both born in the mid-1940S, provide a 
remarkable contrast. Marcos Ricardo Barnatan (1946-) is a writer con
cerned with formal experimentation and subject matters that may seem too 
ethereal to permit social commentary. Part of the interest of his work, 
though, is that on examination it reveals profound continuities with Argen
tine literature and, in its oblique fashion, generates statements about Jewish 
tradition and its possibilities as part of modem culture. The work of Mario 
Szichman is indicative of the paths being taken by other young Jewish 
Argentine writers. It is Szichman who clearly continues, adapted to a new 
generation, Vinas's project of reconsidering, through fiction, the patterns 
and motivations behind Argentine social history. 

Marcos Ricardo Barnatan might seem to be, of the eight authors, the one 
least concerned with the issues whose treatment is traced in this study. To 
cite an obvious biographical circumstance, Barnatan, born in Argentina in 
1946, has lived primarily in Madrid since 1965. His novel discussed here, the 
1971 El laberinto de Si6n (The Labyrinth 0/ Zion; the first in a trilogy 
including the 1973 Gor and the 1982 Diano), portrays a Jewish Argentine 
family whose shifts of residence have weakened its attachment to real-world 
countries, leaving only a mythified homeland in Jewish Spain. Whereas the 
other authors refer to social history, Barnatan prefers to speak overtly only 
of the development of cultural forms. His historical understanding of 
society is expressed in oblique ways that are easy to overlook amid the 
apparently ethereal aestheticism of his novel, as is the case with poetry. 
Adding to the effect of detachment from Jewish Argentine issues is the 
image Barnatan presents, that of an otherworldly individual disengaged 
from public issues in order to pursue art and veiled forms of knowledge. 

Nonetheless, Barnatan is a Jewish writer, and an Argentine one, in ways 
that justify his inclusion. First, it is important to recognize that commentary 
on Jewish Argentine issues can arise from a novel that is oblique in its 
reference to real-world matters and that is wide-ranging in its cultural 
allusions. (The similar case of Mario Satz, born in 1944 in Argentina and a 
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resident of Spain since 1976, will receive brief consideration in the post
face.) Second, Barnatan covers aspects of the Jewish Argentine experience 
seldom touched on by authors more easily identified with this subject 
matter. Together with Isaacson and Humberto Costantini, he is one of the 
few writers to supply a Sephardic subject matter little presented in Jewish 
Argentine writing. Reconstruction of the Sephardic past, often fragmentary 
and interested accounts, has been a significant and delicate task for scholars 
and imaginative writers in Spanish-speaking countries. In El laberinto de 
Si6n, Barnatan has joined this effort through an exceptionally risky experi
ment, working with information he clearly does not have under expert 
control and using as much gossip and speculation as he does verifiable 
material. By the author's own testimony, the 1971 novel was an extreme case 
of construction out of uncertain and incomplete information; he wrote it at 
a time when his knowledge of Kabbalah was tenuous indeedY The re
sulting precarious web of hearsay and imaginings contrasts with the doc
umentary foundation relied on by authors treating Eastern European 
immigration. 

Barnatan also touches on other less-noted aspects of the Jewish Argen
tine experience: for example, that many immigrants to Argentina, far from 
constructing Zion or "making America," found only a provisional home. 
Further, Barnatan treats Jewish elites, who fail to interest either early 
authors with a sentimental, populist concern for the perseverance of the 
Jewish poor or later ones eager to study Jews as a group struggling up the 
class ladder. 

Particularly interesting for this study, which traces the slow overcoming 
of inhibitions on the part of Jewish Argentine writers, is Barnatan's willing
ness to draw attention to those aspects of Jewish history most apt to be 
perceived as exotic and alien to mainstream ways. One should appreciate 
the distance traveled from Gerchunoff's and Tiempo's anxious efforts to 
reassure Christian readers that Jews are transparently similar to the domi
nant population, uncomplicated by hidden lore or intricate private codes. In 
contrast to this display of wholesomeness, Barnatan conflates his literary 
Judaica with the oracular revelations of the pagan mystery cults and the 
black knowledge of medieval necromancers. His collections of poetry, the 
1973 Arcana mayor (Major Arcana) and the 1984 El oraculo invocad~ (The 
Oracle Invoked), place Jewish-theme texts under volume titles referring to 
dangerous secrets, whereas Diana, the last novel in the trilogy, is boldly 
named to evoke the hermaphroditism prized by devotees of mystery cults. 

In his relation with the literary tradition too, Barnatan represents certain 
tendencies deserving attention. Of the eight authors, he is the only one to 
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draw significantly on the Bohemian subcultures of this century and to give 
countercultural qualities to his literary version of Jewishness. An expert on 
such movements asfin-de-siecle decadence, the Beats (whom he has anthol
ogized), and late-I96os street culture, Barnatan has merged these currents 
with certain subcultural aspects of Jewish life, such as the schools of 
Kabbalism and the Jewish theatrical milieu of the belle epoque. 

Barnatan's literary criticism also confirms his belonging to Argentine 
letters. His understanding of the possible meanings of Jewish identity is 
closely tied to his way of reading and discussing Argentine and, more 
generally, New World writing. Barnatan has written several commentaries 
on the work of Jorge Luis Borges, emphasizing how the latter recognizes 
literature's debt to forms of Jewish thought (see bibliography). Although 
Borges, famous for giving Argentine literature a Kabbalistic tinge and for 
popularizing Jewish themes, has most often drawn Barnatan's critical scru
tiny, Barnatan's other efforts as a critic and anthologist also tend to portray 
literature as a transformation of mysticism. 

Barnatan's literary concerns also indicate a preoccupation with the New 
World's perspective on the long-running cultural continuities of Europe and 
the Eastern Mediterranean. In this respect too, Borges has been his essen
tial reference, with other Latin American and u.s. writers also coming in 
for study. Such a shift of attention toward the Americas, often occurring in 
subtle ways, is typical of Barnatan's novel as well. Despite the frequency of 
European settings, characters who are unproblematically European arouse 
little interest, whereas transatlantic figures and the culture they devise for 
themselves offer considerable material for exploration. In showing Euro
pean scenes as registered by immigrants doubly transplanted, Barnatan is 
altogether part of Argentine literature, a valuable source of commentary on 
the New World's reencounter with the Old. The expatriate Barnatan is the 
onlY one of the eight authors studied to bring this set of concerns to Jewish 
Argentine literature. 

In Bamatan's literary vision, Latin American new narrative becomes 
itself a way of extending mystical concerns into the realm of aesthetic 
elaboration. El laberinto de Si6n, as a work of imaginative writing with an 
implicit element of literary criticism, promotes the notion that Latin Ameri
can nueva narrativa bears such a resemblance to Jewish linguistic mysticism 
as to provide a point of entry for those seeking an initial understanding of 
this occult tradition. The coming together of Barnatan's Kabbalistic preoc
cupations and his distinctive perception of Latin American narrative expres
sion is the focus of the reading of El laberinto included here. 
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Mario Szichman has been chosen to represent those fiction writers who, 
in works published during the 1970S and 19BOS, have been unflinchingly 
frank in their depiction of Jewish Argentine life and the social forces that 
have shaped it, at times unattractively. For these authors, of whom Gerardo 
Mario Goloboff and Alicia Steimberg are also prime examples, exposure of 
less than admirable aspects of the Jewish presence in Argentina reveals the 
social processes being played out as Jews were first entering various sectors 
of national life. Having barely attained access to prestigious forms of 
livelihood and association, the Jewish characters throw themselves into a 
frenzy of contradictory behaviors, alternating mimicry of Christian ways 
with an awkwardly sporadic retention of Jewish patterns. Goloboff, early 
known as a poet, would eventually integrate the above-described concerns, 
among others, into one of the most accomplished works of 1970S exile 
literature. This outstanding text, the 1976 Caballos por el fondo de los ojos 
(Horses in the Depths of the Eyes), will be discussed in the postface along 
with other eloquent writings of exiled intellectuals. 42-

Part of this examination of Jewish life in Argentine society came from 
women writers able to present a fresh view through the eyes of articulate, 
disillusioned female characters. Of these women, Steimberg is the most 
clearly established as part of contemporary Argentine writing. Whether 
directly engaged with Jewish issues or not, her writing has been excep
tionally able to represent the contemporary moment, both in its formal 
construction and in its insights into society. She embeds her critical com
mentary in seemingly pitiless revelations concerning the lives of women in 
middle-class Jewish Argentine households. Especially distinctive are two 
novels-De musicos y relojeros (Musicians and Watchmakers) and early 
passages of Su espiritu inocente (Your Innocent Spirit)-giving the outlook 
of a girl who is precociously wise to the maneuvers of the women she 
observes yet is childish in her confusion over growing up Jewish in a 
Christian environment. 43 In the former novel, the sharp-eyed child narrator 
details the advantage-seeking rul~s that determine when the women of her 
family disguise traits distinguishing them from non-Jewish contemporaries 
and when they display these features. Games of one-upmanship between 
Jews and Christians and between those who play down their Jewishness 
and those who emphasize it come in for an undisguisedly resentful portrait. 
The result is an aggrieved refutation of the mindless celebration of ethnic 
and religious diversity. The 19BI novel shifts the scenario in which cultural 
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and religious identity is stage managed, concentrating on the child as she 
presents herself to teachers and schoolmates. Its first sections relate an 
elaborate masking of her Jewish background to rise in the hierarchy of her 
school. 

Another participant in the frank depiction of Argentine Jewish family life 
is Cecilia Absatz. She has developed a distinctive female variant of the first
person account of postimmigrant Jewish Argentine life. Although her suc
cess in mass-circulation magazines and her sometimes flippant tone might 
seem to mark her as a "pop" writer, she has developed original texts 
composed of narratives by worldly-wise-to the point of being jaded
urban Jewish adolescent girls and women. Absatz, who has a long record in 
women's magazine work, made her name known when she launched and 
edited the first Playboy-type magazine in Argentina, Status. She quickly 
became known as an exponent of a less-decorous norm of expression. Her 
own work draws attention to itself for its uninhibited exposition of the 
confused sexuality of female adolescents, especially in the title story of the 
1976 Feiguele y otras mujeres (Feiguele and Other Women) and in the short 
novel of 1982 Te con canela (Tea With Cinnamon).44 Another noteworthy 
specialty is her versions of detached, city women who are aggressively 
sexual beings. The wry heroines are Jewish, giving a sharp detachment to 
their outlook and an added complication to the personal issues they must 
manage. 

Although Steimberg and Absatz have been singled out here for their 
distinctive ways of bringing together women's and Jewish issues in liter
ature, many other writers have worked toward such an integration. Tamara 
Kamenszain (1947-), who has a strong record of adapting new literary 
theory in her creative writing and commentary, was early in her career 
known for coordinating Jewish cultural repertories with her textual experi
mentation. 45 In the 198os, she expressed a renewed concern with the marks 
that Jewish identity inscribes in literature. This preoccupation, shared by a 
number of contemporaries, will be discussed in the postface. Eugenia Calny 
(1928-), in her 1972 novel Clara al amanecer (Clara at Dawn), exposes 
conventional notions of courtship and marriage as they prove treacherous 
to a present-day Jewish Argentine woman.46 U.S.-based Nora Glickman 
evokes both the settlements and the present-day urban confusions in the 
stories that, in 1983, were collected as Uno de sus Juanes (One of Her 
Juans).47 

Of fiction following the above-described tendencies, Szichman's novels, 
and particularly his 1971 Los judios del Mar Dulce (The Jews of the Fresh
Water Sea), stand out as most directly in the progression begun with Los 
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gauchos judios. One may see the work of Tiempo, Verbitsky, and Vinas as 
constituting, in various ways, rejoinders to the centennial novel. Each of 
these authors strives to inject into Jewish Argentine writing qualities most 
disturbingly absent in the founding text of 1910: criticism, frankness, 
historical accuracy, and the acknowledgment of such human realities as 
sexuality, ambition, urbanity, and loyalty to one's source of identity. Gradu
ally the bucolically high-minded Jewish gauchos, unquestioningly ready to 
sacrifice their long-standing ways, are replaced by Jewish characters who 
suffer disillusionment in their new country, seek out urban satisfactions, 
voice dissent, and maintain various forms of Jewish thought and behavior. 
Vinas becomes especially direct in countering the statements and inferences 
of Los gauchos judios. Whereas the 1910 work assures readers of the Jews' 
eagerness to discard any traits that might bring them into conflict with the 
custom of the land, Vinas's Dar La cara closes by affirming the Jewish 
tradition of critical thought as a force to disrupt regressive tendencies in 
society. 

Los judios del Mar DuLce has been chosen from Szichman's novels 
chronicling, through the story of the contentious Pechof family, Jewish 
Argentine and national history from the 1910S to the 1950S. His novels are, 
in effect, variations on the same fictional family saga and episodes from 
national history. The 1972 La verdadera cr6nica falsa (The True FaLse 
Chronicle) reworks material from the 1971 novel and the 1969 La cr6nica 
faLsa (The FaLse Chronicle). A Las 20.25, La senora entr6 en La inmortaLidad 
(19~h; English translation, At 8.25, Evita Became ImmortaL, 1983), one of 
the many contemporary Argentine works published in exile by authors 
critical of society, adds further twists to the Pechofs' complicated family 
history. Of these versions, Los judios del Mar DuLce most directly reprises 
Los gauchos judios. Its very title reiterates the name of the 1910 novel, 
altered to refer now to the urban setting (Mar DuLce, or Fresh- Water Sea, an 
early term for the River Plate, mocking Gerchunoff's reliance on elevated
sounding anachronisms). The framing device with which the novel opens, 
the screening of an unsuccessfully lyricized pseudodocumentary on Jewish 
immigration, again proclaims the need to challenge this euphemistic ac
count to achieve a historical understanding of the events. 

In placing Szichman in this line of increasingly bold Jewish Argentine 
expression, one may perhaps be . too easily impressed by his debt to the 
historical insights formulated by Vinas and the generation of the parricides. 
Szichman acknowledges Vinas's critical vision of Argentine history through 
such tributes as the dedication to La verdadera cr6nica falsa and his 1972 
interview of Vinas, in which he shows a thorough knowledge of the older 
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writer's thought. Szichman's refutation of the patriotic version of Jewish 
Argentine immigration is, in a sense, the novelistic counterpart of Vinas's 
polemical essay "Gerchunoff: Jewish Gauchos and Xenophobia." 

New to Szichman and his generation, though, are certain displays of 
audacity with no precedent in the critical essays and fiction of Vinas and his 
colleagues. The most evident of these is an uninhibited expression of 
interest in the questions of Jewish identity and of recognizably Jewish 
modes of thought and expression. As the Pechof family struggles to present 
its identity and background to greatest advantage, it encounters difficulties 
specific to Jews in a predominantly Christian society. Its problems are 
not necessarily, as in the previously prevailing treatment of the question, 
problems common to some larger segment-such as immigrants, members 
of a given social class, or all marginalized groups. There is a frank admis
sion that Jews differ more profoundly from the old Hispanic Catholic norm 
than do other immigrant groups and, moreover, that their difference in 
itself deserves examination. The more specifically Jewish focus is signaled 
by such markers as the characters' free use of Yiddish and the narrator's 
black humor. The persistence of these and other signals serves to drive home 
the idea that an unmistakably Jewish novel can be a commentary on the 
entire nation's social history. 

Szichman is worth including too for the stance and persona he brings to 
the consideration of sensitive social issues, whether as a novelist or a 
discussant. As the "angry young" Vinas did in his generation, Szichman 
contributes to intellectual exchange a personal style that is itself a statement 
concerning culture and society. Among the features of this style is a talent 
for raucous mimicry, especially of the self-serving and all-accommodating 
rhetorics that have arisen as evasions of the need to confront and analyze the 
course of national life. Los judi os del Mar Dulce showcases this ability, 
particularly in Szichman's burlesque of the old-line Liberal talk of oppor
tunity for all, the rhetoric that ushered in Jewish immigration. 

In his citations of history, Szichman makes good use of a detailed 
knowledge of the most shameful episodes in national life, such as the more 
disreputable tactics employed in the recruitment and delivery of immigrant 
labor, the prostitution network that once flourished in the Jewish commu
nity of Buenos Aires, and the massacre of working-class detainees in the 
vindictive euphoria that followed the fall of Peron. Szichman brings a new 
detachment to the depiction of Peron's decade of rule, treating these matters 
with a detached mockery not found in the preceding generation. His 
recourse to mundane vulgari~y also distinguishes his critical expression 
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from the sober anger with which the parricides set forth their historical 
thought. 

As the story of Jewish Argentine writing approaches the 1980s with 
works published by Szichman, Barnatan, Rabinovich, and Isaacson, a ques
tion arises: What do these works indicate about the possibilities still open 
for the future development of this literature? Conversely, what tendencies 
have begun to lose their potential for further elaboration, either because 
they belong to a vanishing cultural orientation or because they represent 
attitudes and concepts from which current writers are pulling away? Two 
of the works from the 1970s-Rabinovich's and Isaacson's-represent cur
rents that have already begun to lose vigor. In Rabinovich's case, the reason 
for the decline is the attrition of the generations with firsthand knowledge 
of Eastern European Jewish life and thought of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries and their continuation in Argentina. The exhaus
tion of a different type of tradition is suggested by Isaacson's Cuaderno 
Spinoza. For all the craft apparent in this cycle of poems, one cannot easily 
imagine a younger writer taking it as a guide to the writing of Jewish 
Argentine literature. The reserve with which it expresses social commen
tary runs somewhat counter to the current drive toward plain, or even 
painfully bald, statement. Certainly Isaacson's reticence shows an impres
sive independence of mind when compared to the avowals of indebtedness 
toward official Argentina that today strike Gerchunoff's readers as abject. 
Nonetheless, it is a reminder of the historical pressures to remain silent on 
sensitive issues and of the decades during which Jewish Argentine writers 
often masked their most important assertions and as such is likely to be put 
aside while the right to insistent boldness is established. 

Barnatan's writing, though it could hardly be called a direct form of 
expression, is daring in ways that engage it with the present cultural 
moment. It frequently alludes to conventionally hidden aspects of sexuality. 
For example, the protagonist, in drawing close to his aunt, in some sense 
becomes the captive of a powerfully charged lunar goddess or priestess, 
whereas less ethereal characters have connections to the elegant demi
monde. Just as modem as the allusions to the variant forms of sexuality is 
Barnatan's drive to display issues of religious, ethnic, and national identity 
in all their bewildering complexity. This theme permeates his treatment of 
cultural history, beginning with the acknowledgment of the embarrassingly 
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pagan strains in Judaism and continuing up to the era of fast travel and mass 
communications, where personal identity may easily be tailored to the most 
prestigious model. Although no writer can be called Barnatao's counter
part, the exploration of the more baffling realms of sexuality and identity, 
carried out by a writer with Jewish concerns in mind, is far from exhaus
tion. In the postface to this work, one newly prominent writer, the expatri
ate Edgardo Cozarinsky, is discussed for his work along these general lines. 

Szichman's 1971 novel, though, is the work most illustrative of the major 
tendencies Jewish Argentine writing will pursue in subsequent years. From 
the outset, the work makes it clear that the Jewish experience is undergoing 
a fresh scrutiny in the hope of understanding history, particularly its dis
tressing and bewildering aspects. The language is rough, bitter statements 
are made flatly, and the satirical treatment often deprives the characters of 
their dignity. These severe and brutal tones are in reaction to the conven
tions that have often blunted the ability of Jewish Argentine literature to 
generate insights into the processes at work in culture and society. 



1 ALBERfO GERCHUNOFF 

Rhapsodizing a Jewish New World 

Los gauchos jud{os (The Jewish Gauchos) is, as noted in the introduction, 
the novel to which Alberto Gerchunoff (1884-195°) owes his fame and is as 
well the work of Jewish Argentine literature most widely read and best 
accepted as part of the national literature. Yet present-day critics find it 
difficult to appreciate. ' The book's ideological presuppositions have drawn 
adverse commentary from David Vinas, Saul Sosnowski, Gladys Onega, 
and others. They object to rhetorical features of the novel that betray its 
effort to recount Jewish Argentine immigration in a way favorable to 
official national policy.2-

A major complaint about Gerchunoff's work is that it inaccurately shows 
Eastern European Jewish im~igrants receiving an unreserved welcome and 
adapting easily to Argentine life. Gerchunoff omits historical realities that 
would add a negative note. He understates the conflicts between Jewish 
settlers and the long-standing population. At the same time, he exaggerates 
the human ability to discard, without ill effects, behaviors that help sustain 
personal and group identity. His characters cheerfully abandon Jewish 
observances and folkways. Criticism has also pointed to the flattering 
portrayal of Argentine immigration policy. The novel exalts the benefits of 
immigration for the Jews but masks the government's eagerness for Euro
pean farmers to settle and "civilize" lands that previously were the open 
range of the gauchos. In the novel, these recruited immigrants, who often 
came as contracted labor, are the recipients of charitable refuge. (No author 
of the period, however, dealt adequately with these issues.) 

This officially approved picture of immigration is really less a work of 
representation than of celebration. In the most literal sense, the novel is part 
of the patriotic commemoration of the Argentine centennial, to which it is 
overtly dedicated. Less evidently, .. it is the rhapsodic treatment of one 
variant of the Zionist ideal that had gained such a hold on the Eastern 
European Jewish intellectual imagination. Immigration to Argentina ap
pears not as a fortunate relocation but as the natural fulfillment of the 
Zionist dream, a blissful adventure, and a great gift to the Jews from an 
uncorrupted New World nation.3 

It is possible to recognize the novel's bias and inaccuracy yet still find it to 
be valuable literary proof of the transfer of Eastern European cultural 
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tendencies to the Argentine scene and of their adaptation to local ideologi
cal needs. Kessel Schwartz provides a point of departure. Without holding 
the work to criteria of verisimilitude, Schwartz calls it "romantic" and 
"idyllic."4 These terms suggest that Los gauchos judfos, unreliable as docu
mentation of social conditions, may offer testimony to the dreams that 
shape social thought. 

To pursue this insight, one should remember that Los gauchos judfos is 
not only aOn Argentine centennial noveLs It is also a projection of the 
intellectual and expressive tendencies that swept through Eastern European 
Jewry during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As a refer
ence to this context, the novel is here examined jointly with a poem by Saul 
Tchernihowsky (1875-1943). Juxtaposition of the two authors' works is 
intended only to make evident significant commonalities of background 
and outlook and not to deny the differences between their approaches. The 
celebrated Hebrew-revival poet was a rebel who frequently set out to shock. 
Gerchunoff is known for the sedative qualities of his novel, in which even 
the rejection of tradition is presented gently. 

These divergences notwithstanding, Tchernihowsky and Gerchunoff 
share important concepts. They celebrate a radical transformation occur
ring, or about to occur, among oppressed Eastern European Jewry. The 
great renewal demands an intensely lyricizing literary treatment. The drear
iness of pogrom-ridden Russia contrasts with the vitality of the New World. 
The remade Jewish realm may be the messianic era, the restored Jewish 
homeland, or Tchernihowsky's neopagan utopia. It is the fruition of some 
great ideal, some project capable of recreating all things for the Jewish 
people. 

For an example of these common elements, it is helpful to place the 
speecb a village rabbi gives in Gerchunoff's opening chapter beside Tcher
nihowsky's "They Say There Is a Country ... "; this is the exalted language 
Tchernihowsky uses to evoke a land of promise: 

They say there is a country 
A land that flows with sunlight 
Where is that country? 
Where is that sunlight? 

They say there is a country 
Where seven pillars are 
There bloom on every hilltop 
Seven wandering stars 
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A land where is fulfilled 
All a man can hope 
Everyone who enters
Akiba must approach 

"Shalom to you, Akiba 
Peace be with you, Rabbi 
Where are they, the holy? 
Where are the Maccabee?" 

Answers him Akiba 
Says to him the Rabbi 
"All Israel is holy, 
You are the Maccabee."6 
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This visionary moment is close to the rabbi's rousing description of 
Argentina. In lyrical prose, the rabbi exhorts the shtetl population to 
emigrate to Argentina: "Es una tierra donde todos trabajan y donde el 
cristiano no nos odiara, porque alIi el cielo es distinto, y en su alma habitan 
la piedad y la justicia" (It's a land where everyone works and where the 
Christian won't hate us, because there the heavens are different and in the 
soul dwell piety and justice) (15). 

Although the rabbi has a pragmatic goal-a move to the Argentine 
pampas-his oratory rises to a level of abstraction similar to the "all Israel is 
holy" of Tchernihowsky's poem. The rabbi says he now sees that Zion can 
exist anywhere; the Jewish homeland transcends the specifics of history and 
geography. He argues against a return to either Palestine or the urban high 
civilization typified by the Sephardic Golden Age in Spain. As in Tcher
nihowsky, Jewish exile is to end through collective self-renewal, not exter
nal circumstance. For the rabbi, leaving pogrom-beset Russia is not the goal 
of emigration. To flee oppression is only the first step toward a revigorated 
peoplehood. 

These themes, similar in Gerchunoff and Tchernihowsky, arise from an 
environment abounding in projects for Jewish transformation. The situa
tion in post-I88I Russia convinced many that it was time to remake Jewish 
life. This notion surfaced as one of a number of contemporary tendencies of 
thought, among them the varieties of Zionist, socialist, anarchist, and 
utopian programs and Jewish apocalypticism. Tchernihowsky's neopagan
ism and Gerchunoff's belief in salvation through agriculture are only two 
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examples of a larger phenomenon. Each author represents, in his way, the 
ferment of (broadly speaking) Zionist activity: 

The ground for the pioneering spirit in Israel was fertilized first by Jewish thinkers 
like Dr. Leo Pinsker (1821-1891), author of the famous treatise, Auto-Emanzipation 
(1881) in which he proposed a plan for a Jewish homeland, be it in Palestine or 
somewhere else, a territory inhabited by Jews and governed by them as the only 
solution to the Jewish problem .... The atmosphere was pervaded with the idea of 
national regeneration through self-help. 7 

The two authors describe natural life according to their ideologies of 
transformation. For Gerchunoff's rabbi, "the heavens are different" because 
a new life is possible. In Tchernihowsky's poem "There bloom on every 
hilltop / seven wandering stars" as a sign of the new age. In this reading of 
Los gauchos judfos, the portrayal of nature will receive special examination 
for what it can reveal about the currents of thought that went into the novel, 
giving it a distinctive form. 

Gerchunoff at first seems intent on directing attention from the inherent 
wonders of nature toward the goodness of agriculture. This is a charac
teristic of the rabbi who serves as his spokesman. Arguing against a Zion in 
Spain, he faults the Golden-Age Sephardim for their urban, commercial 
ways. After evoking the horrors of the Inquisition, he notes: "Fue en Espana 
donde los judfos dejaron de cultivar la tierra y cuidar sus ganados" (It was in 
Spain that the Jews ceased to cultivate the land and raise their herds) (16). 
The rabbi stops just short of saying that urban worldliness brought God's 
wrath upon the Spanish Jews. This is the first of many passages that invoke 
the authority of Jewish tradition, alternatively biblical, talmudic, and 
vaguely folkloric, to support an agricultural imperative. The narrator, like 
the,rabbi, favors the notion that rural settlement and farming have been the 
norm in Jewish life. His historical allusions are chosen to give the impres
sion of a people almost continuously engaged in working the land. He 
avoids the tradition of urban Jewish life and thought, from the highest 
moments of Jerusalem to, in Gerchunoff's day, the intellectual ferment of 
the Central European capitals. This distortion of history is by no means 
peculiar to Gerchunoff; as Irving Louis Horowitz notes, the rural settle
ment program was accompanied by effort to "reconstitute the myth of the 
Jew as a man of the soil as an answer to anti-Semitic charges of the 
'commercial Jew.'''8 

The rabbi's evocation of farming as the glorious fulfillment of Jewish 
destiny dominates the first segment of the novel, the only segment set in the 
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Old World. His speech establishes a framework for understanding the 
entire work. The rabbi is providing his congregation with postulates to 
make sense of the experience of the pampas. The shtetl dwellers, beyond 
any doubt, find comfort and guidance in the rabbi's interpretation of nature 
and their relation to it. For the reader, though, their leader's insistence that 
nature means agriculture is not altogether useful in understanding the 
presentation of the natural world in Los gauchos judios. 

Vinas's observations are helpful in examining the inconsistencies in the 
depiction of nature. For this analysis, the features Vinas notes are positive 
characteristics of the text. They increase its complexity and bond it to an 
Eastern European imaginative tradition, thus creating an innovative fusion 
with Argentine literature. For Vinas, though, these traits are negative in that 
they provide false reassurance and give an impression of peace while de
scribing a historically conflictive movement of peoples. 

Vinas observes that nature is often shown as motionless. Not only is 
agricultural work often nowhere to be seen, but all activity seems magically 
to cease during lyrical passages. In Vinas's analysis, depicting nature in 
absolute repose conveys a pantheistic sense of the world: "smells, above all 
the smells of nature, identified and embodied, bring to mind perfumes or 
ritual aromas perme~ting space .... All of nature thus acquires something 
of the character of a temple: calm, sumptuous, fragrant and brimming full, 
tepid or warm, but never for a moment losing its harmony. And ponderous, 
because for Gerchunoff peace, as well as being religious, is slow."9 

The type of passage to which Vinas refers, in which the narrator speaks 
of "ritmo tranquilo" (tranquil rhythm) and "margaritas en denso plantio" 
(thickly clustered daisies), illustrates another point. The description of 
ornamental (from the point of view of the settlers) elements of nature
nonagricultural plants and animals, stars, clouds, fragrances-moves the 
reader away from the notion of the earth as something the Jews must work. 
The fact that nothing is being accomplished, not even a crop passively 
ripening, confers on the world a religious or magical quality. The reitera
tion of such terms as banar (to bathe) and saturar (to saturate), criticized by 
Vinas for too strong a suggestion of "relaxation" and "peace," falls into this 
same pattern.1o These words, conveying the image of something (sunlight, 
fragrance) penetrating the na~ral world, imply that pantheistic forces 

. pervade the countryside and bring it into harmony. This ~upernatural 
wholeness is entirely independent of the efforts of the Jewish settlers. The 
Jews' struggles to survive, to earn their welcome in Argentina, and to 
transform their lives have no place in this effortless perfection. The nar
rator's favored term beatitud, to which Vinas objects, is the proper one to 
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account for the peace unobtainable by human striving. Only a special 
working of numinous powers can bring it about. 

The scenes of pantheistic stillness mark a veering away from the novel's 
announced program of ideas. After the rabbi has propounded a doctrine of 
nature as the scene of regenerative work, a very different figure of nature 
appears in the lyrical descriptions. Still, the magical notion of nature does 
not displace the principle of self-renewal through labor. The two ideas 
compete for dominance throughout the novel, neither succeeding in upstag
ing the other for long. 

As well as numerous passages of the type Vinas considers nature worship, 
the novel offers descriptions exemplary of the bond between nature and 
redemptive farm work. For instance, when the narrator observes that "un 
sol fuerte nos ahogaba y desparramaba su llamarada por la camp ina 
segada, que pareda un inmenso cepillo de oro" (a strong sun was drowning 
us and spreading its flames all through the newly mown countryside, which 
looked like an immense golden bristle brush) (33), the glory of the fields is 
the effect not only of reflected sunlight but also of the just-finished harvest. 
The narrator takes a more than aesthetic pleasure in the scene. He is one of 
the harvesters admiring the evidence of their industry. The passage high
lights the marks agriculture leaves on nature: 

Era un dfa caluroso y limpio. A ambos lados de la aldea, los sembrados verdeaban 
en las eras in mensas, onduladas levemente por un viento suave. En el vasto potrero 
que separaba las dos hileras de casas, los muchachos apartaban el ganado para 
conducirlo al pastoreo. 

(It was a warm, clean day. On both sides of the village, the planted soil was 
sprouting green in the immense vegetable plots, stirred slightly by a gentle wind. In 
the vast enclosure that ran between the two rows of houses, the boys were separating 
out the cattle to take them to pasture) (36). 

When the fieldwork is that of neighboring gauchos, not Jewish settlers, 
the praise of agriculture is most salient. The narrator describes in detail the 
house and grounds of Don Estanislao Benitez, a rich gaucho friendly to 
Jewish neighbors. Far around the man's house, "su campo se extendia 
surcado en arroyos y manchado de cardales" (his land stretched out fur
rowed with gulleys and splotched with thistle bushes) (83). The emphasis OR 

this vast farm property, whose thornbushes betray its recent wildness, links 
Don Estanislao's personal value to his triumphant wresting of farmland 
from open range. Don Estanislao sides with the Jewish newcomers largely 
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through this shared bond. Like him, they derive personal worth from 
farming lands they have won from savagery. Just as the gauchos judfos are 
superior to Jews who, forsaking talmudic precepts, neglected agriculture 
(16), so Don Estanislao is better than nomadic gauchos. 

In Los gauchos judfos, visual evidence of fieldwork betokens the remade 
world where "e1 cielo es distinto" (the heavens are different) (15). Spiritual 
regeneration through farming has spread from Jews, for whom (in 
Gerchunoff's thought) it was mandated, to gauchos, who thus become 
colleagues of the Jews. To achieve this picture of land-rooted interethnic 
community, the novel must deny the nomadism central to gaucho culture. 

Even as he insists that the good gaucho works the land, Gerchunoff 
delights in the romantic figure of the gaucho, whose panache derives from 
his roaming life. The immigrants find it exciting to wear the typical garb 
and accoutrements of the gaucho, invested as these articles are with the 
glamour of freedom. References to gaucho tradition, especially its deco
rative elements and legends, thrill the Jewish settlers. 

Clearly, Gerchunoff is benefiting both from a concept of nature in which 
stability and cultivation are most valued and from the contradictory ideal of 
nature as wild freedom. Jorge Luis Borges, in his irascible remarks on the 
novel, draws attention to this duality: "That book by Gerchunoff, Los 
gauchos judfos, has a title that doesn't fit the text. Because, when you read 
the book, you realize that those immigrants weren't gauchos, but rather 
farmers. And that's apparent in the very chapters, which are entitled 'Plow
ing,' 'Threshing,' etc. That has nothing to do with the gaucho, who was a 
horseman, and not a farmer."11 

Borges makes a valid point, albeit through overstatement. To be just, he 
should have mentioned chapter titles that move away from the agricultural 
theme. "La lechuza" ("The Owl") and "Las brujas" ("The Witches"), for 
example, refer to magical entities. If these chapters appear isolated as short 
stories-as "La lechuza" at times does-the resulting texts are fantastical 
literature. "La lechuza" offers a further swerve into wildness. The charac
ters, disturbed by events in their environment, seek explanations from both 
Jewish and gaucho lore. The former source at first appears safer: 

Grazn6 otra vez la lechuza, y mir6" a las mujeres, en cuyo espfritu sus oj os 
produjeron la misma sugesti6n agorera. 
-Dicen que es de mal agiiero. 
-Dicen asf, pero no creo. i,Que saben los campesinos? 
-i,No decimos nosotros, los judfos, que el cuervo anuncia la muerte? 
-jAb, es otra cosa! 
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(The owl screeched again, and looked at the women, its eyes arousing the same sense 
of foreboding in all their spirits. 
"They say it's an ill omen." 
"They say so, but I don't believe it. What do the peasants know?" 
"Don't we Jews say that the crow announces death?" 
"Oh, that's a whole different matter!") (66). 

In the end, though, gaucho legend-superstition-offers the most satisfac
tory account of matters. The story endorses values that are far from the 
rational work and European-style civilization that it overtly celebrates. 

These fantastical tales confer a new meaning on the term gauchos judios. 
Usually, the phrase refers to the Jews' adoption of useful items from the 
gauchos' cultural repertory. Here, though, the Jews find the gauchos' imagi
native products stimulating. These episodes bring relief from the novel's 
insistence on hard work and discipline. They honor a world beyond civi
lized regulation. This other world is undisguisedly that of the pre-European 
pampas. The eruption of its magical strength promotes the notion that the 
Jewish settlers are involved in an enthralling adventure as they create Zion 
in a New World full of unknown beings and forces. 

By such shifts, the novel continues to support a doctrine of work and 
stability yet allows enjoyment of fantasy, magic, and the pleasingly irra
tional. One perhaps obvious explanation for these fluctuations is that Los 
gauchos judios works to draw the reader into a fascinating imaginative 
realm of ritualism, a central point in Viftas's complaint against the novel. 
According to this line of thought, the text lyricizes and embellishes histor
ical realities the better to lull readers into accepting a falsified version. A 
less imaginative rendering would not require such vigorous demythification 
~Y critics because readers could easily spot and reject its ideological distor
tions. 

Although the persuasive function of Los gauchos judios is certainly 
significant, its vacillations also stem from its origins in the contemporary 
notion of Jewish renewal. Things become possible that would previously 
have been too much to hope for. Among these possibilities is the reconcilia
tion of a natural, free-roaming life with the settlement of farmlands. It is 
well known that the real-life gaucho population suffered violence to its way 
of life when government programs sought to fence and develop the pampas. 
This unhappy circumstance need not appear in Los gauchos judios because 
the novel presents a world in which conflicts need not be such. However 
long-standing the conflict between wildness and stability or between open 
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rangers and farmers, it is dissolved when life undergoes transformation into 
a seamless, harmonious whole. 

The novel's fluctuation between the praise of farm work and the worship 
of wild nature is only one of its vacillations. A duality also exists between 
assimilation and retention of Jewish behaviors and outlook. Again, the 
dissensions that could arise from competing claims are lyrically smoothed 
over. Schwartz has remarked on Gerchunoff's admiration for talmudic 
learning and argumentation as a factor keeping him from complete assim
ilationism. 12 Los gauchos judios shows the abandonment of Jewish obser
vance and draws the conclusion that Jewish tradition must cede before the 
practical necessities of Argentine life. Yet the novel dedicates an entire 
chapter to the celebration of Jewish legal thought and practice, as the 
deliberations for the granting of a divorce are given in detail. Admiration 
for the subtlety and flexibility of Jewish legal tradition is the dominant 
note. This chapter is exempt from the novel's official tenet that immigrants 
should learn to follow the customs of their new land. The granting of a 
divorce under religious law-not an annulment but the dissolution of a 
properly contracted bond-is shown as a just and ethical solution. Yet 
Argentina's legal code made no provision for civil divorce, and the Roman 
Catholic church considered such legislation an incitation to moral decline. 
Again, passages of the novel enjoy an exemption from the dominant mes
sage that gratitude to the Argentine nation should inspire patriotic sacrifice 
of particularistic ways. Such rules can be suspended in the remade world, 
with its ability to make all things possible. 

As a result of these shifts and "magical" exceptions to its own ideological 
rules, Los gauchos judios is more complex than the single-minded centen
nial celebration of immigration that is its most evident aspect. It owes this 
complexity, in great measure, to the infusion of constituents originating in 
the Eastern European Jewish culture of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. These components engage with the novel's Argentine 
elements-the lyrical prose of Modernism and the prodevelopment, melt
ing-pot rhetoric of traditional liberalism. The resulting fusion presents an 
impressive innovation in Argentine literature and lightens the ideological 
burden the work carries by ifitroducing a rapturously utopian vein of 
thought and expression. . 

Whereas Los gauchos jud(os offers these notable literary features and 
bears valuable witness to the continuation of Eastern European thought in 
Argentine culture, it is still a problematic beginning place for Jewish Argen
tine literature. Its progovernment apologetics are tempered with fantasy 
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and imagination and are embedded in an unusually variegated novelistic 
construction. Yet the work's statements discourage readers from question
ing the government's noble intentions in recruiting Jews to settle the pam
pas. The omission of portions of history, such as the expropriation of these 
lands from the original Indian population and the open-ranging gauchos, is 
less disturbing than the novel's implications about Jewish immigrants in 
Argentine society. These new arrivals appear as the objects of charity, as 
guests who ought not to disturb the existing arrangements of the household 
or criticize its governance. As the subsequent development of Jewish Argen
tine writing shows, overcoming the presuppositions embodied in Los gau
chos jud(os required a lengthy and painful effort. 



2 CESAR TIEMPO 

Worldly Lyricization of the Urban Jewish Experience 

It is easy to be struck by the celebratory treatment that Cesar Tiempo 
(1906-1980) accords to Jewish immigrant life in Argentina. To say that his 
work is positive and cheerful, though, does not convey the full originality of 
Tiempo's poetic good news. Other writers had depicted excellent prospects 
for the new immigrants; particularly vivid examples are the two bucolic 
centennial works on this theme, Leopoldo Lugones's Odas secuLares and 
Gerchunoff's Los gauchos judios. A significant contrast emerges between 
these pastoral visions and Tiempo's hoped-for future. Tiempo develops a 
characteristic poetic to promote a belief in the compatibility of life in the 
Argentine capital and the maintenance of Jewish life. 

This chapter focuses on strategies in Tiempo's 1933 Sabati6n argentino 
(Great Argentine Sabbath), which incorporates also the contents of the 1930 
collection Libro para La pausa del stibado (Book for the Sabbath Pause).I 
Analyses of selected poems emphasize the use Tiempo made of poetic 
innovations pioneered in Argentina by the 1920S avant-garde. This is not to 
claim for Tiempo a cultural radicalism equivalent to that of a Macedonio 
Fernandez or an Oliverio Girondo. Rather, it is to note that Tiempo could 
maintain his traditional interest in poetry as lyrical expression, his social 
interest in proletarian poetry, and his role as Jewish poet without foregoing 
the exuberant and often playful new approach of the avant-garde poets. 

Tiempo, like many poets of the 1920S, believed that poetry needed a new 
language to maintain its importance as a human activity. As the "Manifesto 
de Martin Fierro" (published in the tabloid review of that name in 1924 and 
authored by Girondo) put it, the vanguard poet needed "new eyes," "new 
sensibility," "new expression," and the ability to convey through his poetic 
language that "all things are new under the sun."2. 

This obsession with new expressive systems coincided with Tiempo's 
search for a poetry that would both affirm identity for the Jewish commu
nity in Argentina and help to create bonds of understanding between this 
special group and the much larger population of Argentme non-Jews. As 
well as carrying a message of brotherhood in the overt, traditional sense, 
the poetry was to form a space between the two cultures where this commu
nality, or set of shared cultural characteristics, might be made manifest. 

Following these ideas, Tiempo worked to devise a language that would 
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emphasize what the Jewish and the mainstream Christian population held 
in common while not disregarding the distinctive features of the former. He 
did so by looking for signs that would carry an essentially equivalent 
semantic weight for both groups (most typically, the Sabbath) as well as 
signs that could be used in contrasting patterns. By appealingly displaying 
these charged signs, or symbols, in his poetry, he sought to convince readers 
that the bicultural situation was a salutary one, affording both human 
communalities and an aesthetically pleasing variegation. 

Tiempo often relies on the reader's understanding of elements of both 
Christian and Jewish culture. As much as possible, he avoids explanatory 
material, such as glosses or in-text comments. Such assistance would draw 
attention to the fact that Christian readers really do not know many things 
about Jewish life. Tiempo prefers to proceed as if the Argentine (or any 
Spanish-language) reader ought to be comfortable with references to both 
traditions. 

Secondary to this Christian-Jewish conjunction is a pattern of borrowing 
from other mythic, magical, and religious traditions. For example, one 
poem draws on the Central European lore of vampires and werewolves, 
paradoxically and amusingly grafted onto Christian hagiography. Other 
allusions bring into Tiempo's eclectic system borrowings from gaucho, 
peasant, and Native American cultures. 

The most obvious explanation for the juxtaposition of diverse cultural 
elements is that Tiempo is a poet of universal fraternity. But beyond the 
topic of brotherhood, Tiempo is working with the avant-garde idea of 
assembling a new medium not dependent on old orthodoxies yet capable of 
expressing the supernatural or transcendental dimension of experience. 

The astrological-Kabbalistic-Catholic languages of Xul Solar (Alejandro. 
Schulz Solari), Oliverio Girondo's collection of totems and fetishes, and 
Norah Lange's presentation of herself as a mythic being of Scandinavia are 
all examples of avant-gardists' efforts at a new religious and mythical 
synthesis. Luis Borges's famous, ironic fascination with systems of belief 
emerged from this milieu.3 On the whole, such eclecticism was a trait of a 
number of the more profoundly avant-garde contemporary poets and paint
ers, whereas those colleagues who favored a particular system tended to 
aesthetic caution (as the overtly Catholic poet Eduardo Gonzalez Lanuza). 

In rejecting the supposed dichotomy between Jewish and Argentine 
loyalty, Tiempo questions other presumed incompatibilities. The implica-
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tion is that many forms of civilization have already begun to mesh and 
become synthesized. The task now is not to bring cultures together but to 
increase readers' awareness of a process of coalescence already under way. 

Sabati6n leaves unanswered a question that may well arise in the minds of 
readers: How literally should one understand the allusions to the most 
traditional concepts of Judaism? At times, Sabati6n appears to espouse 
such time-honored notions as a personal deity who intervenes in human 
affairs, a Jewish people or nation with an exceptional place in the creation, 
the absolute significance of every occurrence in Jewish history, and the 
necessity of performing ritual or cuI tic commandments. It would be con
trary to good sense to see Sabati6n as any absolute endorsement of tradi
tional, particularistic beliefs. Tiempo was part of the worldly culture of 
Buenos Aires and was an experimentalist who tested the limits of literary 
propriety. Sabati6n contains many elements of secular culture and modem 
Jewish-Christian rapprochement. Tiempo's modernity does not, however, 
preclude his poetically entertaining traditional concepts. It is of importance 
that Tiempo gives equal and conjoint representation to beliefs that are, in 
great measure, irreconcilable under real-world circumstances. 

Sabati6n most clearly manifests its variable, indeterminate stance in the 
treatment of the religious. However great his absorption in the modem 
world, Tiempo is drawn to Judaism as a religious civilization developing 
through history (Mordecai M. Kaplan's celebrated definition is especially 
appropriate in this case).4 This concern sometimes intermingles with an 
interest in Judaism as religion or cult. However, the two outlooks are not 
opposed to or evaluated against one another. Tactfully, Sabati6n does not 
urge on readers a single approach to Judaism. The poems go no further 
than the artistic display of aspects of Jewish tradition. The implicit recom
mendation is that readers appreciate and examine the full variety but 
respond by their own lights. 

Before a detailed analysis of the poems "Noche hiemal en eI ghetto" 
("Winter Night in the Ghetto") (87-88) and "Sabati6n porteno" ("Great 
Buenos Aires Sabbath") (49-50), three of Tiempo's strategies will be dis
cussed and exemplified. The first is a form of humor that subtly demonu
mentalizes the heights of piety. -A second procedure is the poetic evaluation 
of the lives of Jews faithful or unfaithful to their heritage. Shifts in tone and 
register of speech are centnll to the third technique. 

A prankish, irreverent style characterized avant-garde humor. Sabati6n 
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modifies this boisterous mode. A change is necessary because the avant
garde tends to make tradition and old age automatic targets of scorn. In the 
"Manifiesto de Martin Fierro," for example, mockery of the literary estab
lishment shows a horror of aging and of convention. The elder poets are 
said to suffer from hardening of the arteries, both in their persons and in 
their work. Such an outlook would not serve in a collection of poems 
celebrating the accumulation of tradition and learning that built up Jewish 
civilization. 

Sabati6n resolves this dilemma by avoiding direct satire of figures repre
senting piety. For example, an item of traditional Judaism may be paired 
with a modem-day equivalent. The juxtaposition is in itself humorous 
because unexpected, but more important, it is the modem element in the 
pair that receives any overtly mocking treatment, leaving the traditional 
item apparently unscathed. Though Tiempo undoubtedly finds something 
comical in the utter dedication of scribes and judges, such an observation 
never becomes overt in the text. "Meier Dreier Ave Negra" ("Meier Dreier, 
Legal Eagle") shows how this displacement works. It is not the devoted, 
learned scribe who receives the parody but rather the modem lawyer who 
shares his zealous application. Such sly humor hints that one need not feel 
awe at human accomplishments. Parallels with trivial matters make the 
feats of holy men less intimidating. Another juxtaposition pairs a patriarch 
with modem lottery-ticket vendors. Although both are able to wield power 
over the community, deal with matters of fortune and destiny, and devote 
themselves to their work, only the lottery-ticket vendors are direct targets of 
satire. 

If humor allows a lighthearted look at piety, it can also promote tradi- . 
tional religious virtues. Just as Tiempo avoids actually mocking holy men, 
he uses figurative displacements to escape preaching in verse. This··indi
rectness characterizes "Versos para nosotros dos y mis amigos" ("Verses for 
the Two of Us and My Friends") (71-72). The speaker in this poem is 
courting a restaurateur's daughter. He feigns approval of her father's estab
lishment while knowing it does not give customers good value. This simple, 
understandable case of hypocrisy becomes complicated because of the 
metaphorical language used by the suitor. He involves the issues of faith and 
skepticism, which emerge as the real themes of the poem. The suitor 
identifies himself as an agnostic. He then describes how he was able to 
muster a vigorous show of faith. When the speaker falls in love, "tom6 mi 
agnosticismo funcional" (my agnosticism came in handy). His courtship 
requires him to accept fare that is watered down or filled with extenders. 
Even as he professes f~ith in the restaurant's practices, he demonstrates his 
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continuing skepticism by providing more instances of sub-standard opera
tions. 

The line "torn6 mi agnosticismo funcional" (my agnosticism came in 
handy) raises suspicions about agnosticism, here implied to be an accep
tance of the relativism of truths. In this poem, agnosticism reveals itself as 
opportunism. The hero uses it to find the restaurant both adequate and 
inadequate, basing himself alternatively on his love of the daughter and the 
evidence of his senses. Amid its humorous turns, the poem does not support 
the speaker's professed relativism. It makes the point that the restaurant is 
dishonestly run and that the speaker knows this to be the case. 

The poem echoes the ideals behind Jewish dietary laws, though without 
direct reference to them. The restaurateur has not been caught selling 
nonkosher items; he is violating standards common to all. The owner fails 
to provide clean linen and adulterates the fare. These are offenses against 
the principle, basic to kashrut regulations, that humans should have their 
consumption of food elevated by protocols of purity. Here Tiempo does not 
praise or advocate Jewish dietary laws but rather the universal concept that 
motivates them. 

The closing verse gives the speaker an opportunity to show that he is 
really not as amoral or acritical as he has playfully claimed to be. He is 
merely placating his future father-in-law and harbors plans to bring the 
restaurant into line with standards of good practice. Though the joking 
tone is maintained throughout, there is no doubt that the poem depicts 
agnosticism as leading to an absence of moral bearings . 

...... 

Several biographical poems assess the life and work of exemplary Jews. 
The cases illustrate how certain public figures either manage or fail to 
maintain the special legacy of Jewish civilization in the modern world. A 
comparison of "AI Jolson" (105-6) and "Versos en la muerte de Larry 
Semon" ("Verses on the Death of Larry Semon") (131-34) is useful. Each 
concerns a Jewish performer in the worldly film industry, but the two 
entertainers receive very different treatment. "AI Jolson," an open letter in 
verse, reproaches Jolson for deteriorating from traditional Jewish song to 
mere show business.-"Larry Semon" is a eulogy, prai~ing Semon's cartoon 
art, film animation, and comic acting.s 

"AI Jolson" may surprise readers of Sabati6n who assume Tiempo's 
stance to be unfailingly promodern. The case against Jolson appears to be 
very like the complaint made against the character Jolson plays in The Jazz 
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Singer. The protagonist of this well-known film outrages his cantor father 
by turning from liturgical song to jazz. The poem, though, is not directed 
against the character but against the real-world Jol5On; it uses biographical 
information about him and his original name, Iasha Yoelsen. The theme is 
Jolson's decline, emphasized through the reiteration of the phrase "No 
cantas como entonces" (You don't sing the way you did then) at the outset of 
each of the three stanzas. The past referred to is Jolson's youth, during 
which he sang traditional folk songs and cantored. The fourth stanza hints 
at a religious definition of Jewish duty: 

Iasha Y 6elsen: ahora tu voz tallada en llanto 
sobre el ciliz del mundo vuelca en vano su son. 
Jehova ya no preside la magia de tu canto 
que es como un dulce rostro pero sin corazon. 

(Iasha Yoelsen: now your voice carven in weeping 
pours its sound out vainly over the chalice of the world. 
Jehovah no longer rules over the magic of your song 
that is like a sweet face but without any heart.) 

Given the eclecticism of thought in the Sabati6n poems, "AI Jolson" 
cannot be a condemnation of secularization and modernization as such. 
These features are not what makes Jolson's song "sweet but heartless." 
"Larry Semon" helps to clarify the problem. Semon also came from a 
ghetto background and made his name in Hollywood. But Semon's move to 
worldly sophistication appears as an enrichment, not a loss, for Jewish . 
civilization. His career is eulogized: "Despues a la pantalla / de un pro
digio5O saIto" (Then onto the screen / in a prodigious leap) and' "En 
Hollywood se hizo / senor dellienzo palido" (In Hollywood he became / 
lord of the pale screen). What virtue has Semon maintained and Jolson 
bartered away? 

Tiempo emphasizes Semon's uninterrupted contact with the Jewish com
munity. He was "fiel a su amor judfo" (faithful to his Jewish love). The 
poem mutes Semon's reliance on impersonal, commercial media to make 
him a figure of the folk entertainer, "acrobata y payaso" (acrobat and 
clown). Semon's art is not directed to a Jewish audience and does .not draw 
on anyone tradition, but the poem attributes to it Jewish "magia" (magic) 
and "corazon" (heart). The implication is that these diffusely Jewish 
qualities may persist in art after specific ethnic traits disappear but only if 
the creator maintains a trace of Jewish spirit in work and life. The idea that 
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modem, worldly endeavors may retain this element appears elsewhere in 
Tiempo, particularly in his tribute to Chaplin.6 

"Equipaje" ("Baggage") (10) is plainly an urging to the creative person
who is directly addressed (perhaps the poet is speaking to himself)-to 
keep a certain cultural rootedness. Here a poet begins as an undifferenti
ated member of the poetic culture. His work has "monotonia como un 
reloj" (clockwork monotony) and an "opaco son" (opaque sound) until he 
listens to the everyday speech of ghetto dwellers. Tiempo tells this poet: 
"Pero hall6 [tu poesia] en la juderia ... musica en su algarabia" (But [your 
poetry] found among the Jews ... music in their patchwork of a language). 

Noche hiemal en el ghetto 

Tiritan las tres Marias 
en su oscuro y vano lecho. 

Atraviesan lentas sombras 
la calle muerta de sueiio. 

EI frio impacta en la piel 
sus aguijones violentos. 

La luna ni(va y sus tenues 
vellones cubren el ghetto. 

En el metal de los gallos 
la noche templa su celo. 

Guiiia un cartelluminoso 
-vox clamantis in deserto
sobre las turbias vidrieras 
de los fondines hebreos. 

Surcan los rios de asfalto 
los Lacrozes soiiolientos. 

Transgresores circuncisos 
del septimo mandamielJto 
naufragan en la luz fatua 
de los zaguanes magneticos. 

La noche luce en Pasteur 
zapatos de terciopelo. 
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Bocinas desesperadas 
en la plea mar del silencio 
rasgan su voz y se pierden 
aullando en un tunel negro. 

Un gato gime de amor 
desde eI alar de su imperio. 

Jehova sonde piadoso 
bajo sus barbas de cielo. 

(Winter Night in the Ghetto 

The three Marys shiver 
in their dark and fruitless bed. 

Slow shadows cross 
the street half-dead with sleep. 

The cold strikes the skin 
with its violent needles. 

The moon is snowing and its tenuous 
fleece spreads over the ghetto. 

On the metal of the weathercocks 
the night tempers its heat. 

A neon sign winks 
-vox clamantis in deserto
over the murky windows 
of the Hebrew eateries. 

Sleepy Lacrozes furrow 
the Qvers of asphalt. 

Circumcised transgressors 
of the seventh commandment 
flounder in the fool's light 
of the magnetizing doorways. 

On Pasteur the night 
wears velvet shoes. 

Desperate car horns 
in the high tide of silence 
shred their voices and are lost 
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howling down a black tunnel. 

A cat moans with love 
from the eaves of its empire. 

Jehovah smiles compassionately 
under his beard of sky. ) 
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"Noche hiemal en el ghetto" (87-88) describes the Jewish district on a 
weekday night, not the numinous Sabbath to which Tiempo often refers. 
However, the night gains specialness from being called hiemal; Tiempo has 
passed over the common adjectival form invernal and the routine phrase 
noehe de invierno. Just as the simple night in the shabby ghetto can merit 
such a noble adjective, the poem that describes that night can reach to all 
levels of speech for its lexicon. In this poem, it is possible to bring a term 
like Laeroze, the popular name for streetcars, together with the timeless, 
highly figurative pleamar (high tide).7 

This eclecticism of wording corresponds to Sabati6n's view of modern 
urban existence, in whick diverse possibilities coexist. The lexical variety 
makes the point that this pocket of Jewish culture is set inside a city that is 
not only predominantly Christian but also multicultural and that will 
necessarily make Jewish life more heterogeneous. Although the title sounds 
a Jewish note with ghetto, the first line contains a reminder that this area is 
not separate from its largely Christian surroundings. The lyrical I speaks 
from inside Jewish culture, as witnessed by his knowledge of the ghetto and 
his allusion to Jehova. Yet to refer to the stars, he uses a term of markedly 
Christian origin, "las tres Marias" (the three Marys). This allusion is 
seconded by a later citation from gospel narrative, transcribed in the Latin 
associated with Catholic liturgy. These clues show the speaker, for all his 
Jewish frame of reference, to have a mastery of the mainstream Christian 
culture. 

Worthy of attention is Tiempo's use of ghetto. Though the term hardly 
has the surprise effect of hiemal, it is marked by its European quality. 
Consider, for example, that Bernardo Verbitsky's I94I novel Es difieil 
empezar a vivir (It's Hard to Start Living), set in Jewish areas of the city, 
avoids ghetto and shows its hero disapproving of the term as a Euro-
peanized affectation. 8 . 

Tiempo's rapid shifts in tone and register are clearly the result of a 
conscious set of choices. The poet draws attention to his eclecticism on 
many occasions. One poem, "Versos a un lexicon y a las corbatas" ("Verses 
to a Lexicon and the Neckties") (79-80) self-mockingly exaggerates the 
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wild diversity of his lexical preferences. Poems often carry serious state
ments of the poet's right to mix and borrow (for example, the defense of 
Yiddish on page 54). 

Tiempo chooses the lexicon of Sabati6n, in all its diversity, to make 
certain statements. Some lexical choices celebrate the international speech 
of the cosmopolitan city. Tiempo favors terms that are by now widely 
internationalized, such as vodka andjargon. Elite loan words, though, are 
avoided in accord with the work's populist aesthetic. Technological addi
tions to the lexicon, such as as/alto, are favored as a tribute to the modem 
era. 

"Noche hiemal" displays a feature of Tiempo's writing much noted in his 
time: the inclusion of erotic references. Tiempo's referring in this vein to the 
Jewish population, which had been rigorously desexualized in Gerchu
noff's treatment, lent an extra element of daring. This poem first hints of 
erotic desire in the figure of the cold stars, isolated not only in heatless space 
but also in their "vano lecho" (fruitless bed). The stars thus appear to be 
deprived of sexual, as well as physical, warmth. This metaphorical sug
gestion of desire is strengthened by the succeeding image of the night in heat 
pressing against the ghetto'S weathervanes, which become the equivalent of 
live roosters. Before assuming the figure of a female in heat, the night has 
been strongly associated with the Jewish neighborhood it envelops. Now, 
with a dark, aroused female substance rubbing against it, the ghetto loses 
its innocent air. 

The eighth stanza presents the strongest references to the excitation 
gripping the neighborhood. As notable as the boldness of the allusion is the 
poe!ic speaker's implied forgiveness of the brothel goers featured in this 
stanza. The lighthearted invocation of the Ten Commandments and the 
mock formality of "transgresores circuncisos" (circumcised transgressors) 
suggest that the sin in question, though indeed a sin, here is regarded with 
benign empathy for the ghetto dwellers and their human tendencies. This 
stanza makes the point that the men described are under Jewish law and for 
that reason can be characterized as transgressing it. The ghetto contains 
forces designed to both check and subdue human impulses and the errant 
urges that give rise to, and sometimes overcome, these controls. The biblical 
tradition of relating sexual misbehavior matter-of-factly-which Tiempo 
admired-here finds a modem correlative. 

The final two stanzas confirm the benevolent character of the ghetto's 
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collective eroticization. Directly after alluding to a cat's mating cries that fill 
the night air, the poem concludes: "Jehova sonne piadoso / bajo sus barbas 
de cielo" (Jehovah smiles compassionately / under his beard of sky). By 
referring to God in such a markedly Jewish way, and with such assurance of 
divine tolerance for a degree of transgression, Tiempo promotes his version 
of Jewish conventions for the expression of sexuality and at the same time 
works to make this subject matter at home in Argentine literature. Like 
many of his generation, he sees relief from constraints of propriety as a 
means of literary revitalization.9 

A survey of Tiempo's poetry quickly reveals the cultural sign with which 
he works most extensively: the Sabbath. The titles of his poetry collec
tions-the 1930 Libra para La pausa del sabado (Book for the Sabbath 
Pause), winner of that year's Municipal Prize for Poetry; the 1933 Sabati6n 
argentino; the 1938 Sabadomingo (SabbathSunday, also translatable as 
SaturdaySunday); and the 1955 Sabado pLeno (Full Sabbath)-carry the 
term, as do the titles of individual poems. Moreover, in the poems frequent 
use is made of the word sabado, its adjectival form, and other terms 
referring to the Sabbath spch as pausa (pause) and descanso (rest). In 
addition, following Tiempo's cross-cultural system, references to the Chris
tian Sabbath second the ones signaling the Jewish Sabbath. The highlight
ing of the concept of the Sabbath is also accomplished by making the 
epigraph to Sabati6n argentino a cryptic meditation on the meaning of this 
exceptional day and by subtitling the collection "Antiguas y nuevas donas 
para la pausa del saba do" ("New and Old Songs for the Sabbath Pause"). 

To see how Tiempo elaborates his modem, secular poetry around the 
essentially religious concept of the Sabbath, one may usefully start with 
Robert Alter's remarks on contemporary Jewish poetry in languages other 
than Hebrew and Yiddish. In Alter's analysis, the lack of an inherently 
Jewish medium can drive a poet to monotonous reliance on religious 
allusions, producing "a dense cluster of old rabbis, bearded Jews swaying in 
prayer shawls, flickering Sabbath candles, wailing walls, open Talmud 
folios, Torah scrolls, angular Hebrew letters floating through the air or 
tangled in burning bushes, a la Ben Shawn." The resulting narrow range of 
subject matter and imagery impresses Alter as an unfortunate deviation 
from the openness to secular experience of Hebrew poets who, by long 
tradition, "write of spring gardens, breasts that invite caresses,.the pleasures 
of drinking, the misery of old whores, the evils of patronage, the squalor of 
prison, the boisterousness of common inns, claiming as their natural right 
of experience everything from humble cabbages to the grandeur of 
kings."Io 
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Sabati6n shows the same desire Alter here expresses: to maintain a wide 
scope of themes and images. The poetry of the volume does rely on 
references to religious ways. Sabbath observance, particularly, comes in for 
close attention, with Tiempo defending the idea of a period of limited 
activity. Yet there is also evidence of an effort to insure that worldly poetic 
elements-and readers of secular outlook-will be equally at home in these 
texts . 

••• 

Sabati6n porteiio 

Oleaje rubio. Vertigo. Folia. 
Bajo eI hitigo azul de las auroras 
bullen las calles de la judena. 

Pasan lentas muchachas seductoras, 
zumba la jerga de los trafagones 
y entre la vibraci6n de las sonoras 

risas estallan las interjecciones 
cuando los hijos de Israel realizan 
con eI agua solar sus abluciones. 

Banderas de humo los tejados izan, 
cunden las horas y la baraunda, 
mientras tus vanos sueiios aterrizan 

entre la grey aunvora que inunda 
. feria y zaguanes con su mercancfa 
pregonada con frase gemebunda. 

En la humana pleamar padecena 
-como yo entre morcones y buhoneros
San Francisco de Asis: licantropia. 

Pena de verse en todos los senderos 
y en el espejo m6vil de los nos: 
lobo de hermanos, lobo de corderos. 

Pero lIegan los sabados judios, 
misericordia y luz de las semanas 
para tus sueiios y los sueiios mios. 

Y abre eI ghetto sus timidas ventanas 
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por donde irrumpe generosamente 
la lluvia celestial de las mananas. 

jSennacherib! jSennacherib! la ardiente 
voz de los muros imant6 la espada 
que trunca desde 10 alto la corriente 
del Sabati6n. Yes nuestra la jornada. 

(Great Buenos Aires Sabbath 

Blond waves. Vertigo. Madness. 
Under the blue whip of the dawns 
the streets of the Jewish quarter bustle. 

Slow, seductive girls pass by, 
the jargon of street vendors buzzes 
and amid the vibration of the sounding 

laughter interjections explode 
when the children of Israel perform 
their ablutions with the water of the sun. 

The rooftops raise banners of smoke, 
the hours and the noisy crush spread out 
as your useless dreams come down to earth 

amid the gold-crazed herd that inundates 
the market stalls and doorways with its merchandise 
ctied out in a moaning phrase. 

In the human high tide, St. Francis 
of Assisi-like me among the slobs 
and hawkers-would suffer from lycanthropy. 

The pain of seeing yourself down every pathway 
and in the moving mirror of the rivers: 
wolf to brothers, wolf to lambs. 

But the Jewish Sabbaths come around, 
mercy and light of the weeks 
for your dreams and these dreams of mine. 

And the ghetto opens its timid windows 
into which there bursts, generously, 
the heavenly rain of the mornings. 

Sennecherib! Sennacherib! the burning 
voice of the walls magnetically drew down the sword 
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that cuts off, from on high, the current 
of the great Sabbath. And the day is ours.) 

"Sabati6n porteno" is, as the title correctly notes, a poem centered on the 
Sabbath. Yet to open up the possibilities of meaning he sees inherent in the 
term and concept, Tiempo assigns the greater part of the poem to that 
which is not the Sabbath. The poem is in three segments: seven tercets, two 
further but distinct tercets, and a concluding quatrain. Especially notable is 
Tiempo's reliance on conventions of terza rima, a form indissolubly linked 
to Christian tradition through its use in the Divina Commedia. The qua
train stands apart from the rest of the poem with its liturgical-scriptural 
language and high level of abstraction. The tercets, though, are similar in 
their form and relatively colloquial expression, so that the shift between the 
first seven and the last two tercets is entirely a function of the poem's praise 
of the Sabbath. The first seven stanzas describe what occurs in the absence 
of the Sabbath, whereas the last three show the privileged day itself. 

The justification for this unequal distribution is twofold. As the poem 
points out, it is the overstimulation typical of weekdays that makes the 
Sabbath necessary and meaningful. On the other hand, the bustling street 
scenes provide livelier images than does the evocation of the Sabbath, 
dominated by the cessation of activity. It should be recalled that Tiempo 
had developed as one of his literary trademarks the lyrical vignette of busy 
street life. 

The poem's opening line, a series of isolated nouns, appears to mimic the 
fragments of speech heard in the street. Only one of these units is extended 
by the addition of an adjective. The resemblance to staccato bursts of street 
sound is furthered by the periods that set full stops between the three 
elements. The words presented in this choppy series carry the meanings 
already expressed in the construction, alluding to the chaotic forces of the 
street and their effects on the human beings involved in the scene. Perhaps 
the most spectacular and innovative twist in the poem occurs in the sixth 
stanza, with its variant version of the legend of St. Francis. With his 
characteristic fondness for intersplicing cultural traditions, Tiempo mixes 
the saint's story with the werewolf lore. 

This conjunction permits a playful turnabout. The poem does not con
tradict the traditional belief that Francis attained an exceptional tran~ 
quillity that he could impart to wild creatures. The conventional image of 
the saint fraternizing with wolves is assumed as a given. Tiempo adds a 
speculation, in the conditional. mode, about how Francis might behave if 
immersed in the "human a pleamar" (human high tide) of the crowded 
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ghetto. Overstimulated by the congested street, Francis retains his fabled 
closeness to wolves. But now, instead of communicating to the animals his 
peaceful holiness, he acquires their rapacity and turns to lycanthropy. 
Adding a further whimsical twist, the speaker in the poem claims himself to 
suffer from this improbable disorder. Lycanthropy here arises from immer
sion among street merchants, which suggests that it is a metaphor for the 
misanthropy and lack of charity provoked by seeing people in oppressive 
proximity and at their most aggressive. 

This reversal provides the occasion for further surprising turns. The 
conventional epithet for Francis, "hermano de lobos" (brother to wolves) 
becomes "lobo de hermanos" (wolf to brothers), as the saint, his charity 
exhausted, now preys on his fellow men. The seventh stanza continues the 
subtly bitter series of jokes, employing the pastoral imagery of Francis 
legends (sheep, wolves, paths, and rivers) to complain of the urban horror of 
seeing other human beings ("seeing yourself," as the poem puts it) in 
constant closeness. 

With the opening of the eighth stanza, the poem shifts away from the 
noisy street and from the playful experimentation it has so far displayed. 
The eighth and ninth verses convey the sobriety of the Sabbath in coher
ently arranged sentences, each occupying a complete stanza to itself. (Com
pare this order to the unexpected division of the sentence that runs from 
stanza two to three.) Enhancing this propriety is the lack of any eccentric 
metaphors thatmight tinge this ending with avant-gardism. 

In his sudden restraint, the speaker in the poem parallels the individual 
who observes the Sabbath. Obviously, the parallel is not very literal, since 
the writing of secular poetry would have no place in a strictly observed 
Sabbath. But Sabbath restraint is poetically simulated by renouncing, for a 
given stretch of text, the pleasures, obviously dear to this poet, of describing 
urbanites amid their worldly pursuits and of creating a language full of 
jokes and whimsical metaphors. 

The eighth and ninth stanzas are further marked as Sabbath by the 
biblical and liturgical shadings of the characterization of this special time as 
"misericordia y luz de las seman as" (mercy and light of the weeks). Mis
ericordia can be counted on to evoke Catholic liturgical expression, vir
tually its only context in . Spanish. The allusion to light draws on the 
metaphorical convention whereby humankind is sunken in darkness except 
when brought into the light through exertions of the spirit. 

Despite the pious restraint of these stanzas, a return to the world is 
already under way. The first clue occurs when the poem divulges that 
ghetto residents actually enjoy a relaxed Sabbath observance. Rather than 
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devote themselves entirely to religious concerns, they take advantage of the 
free time to allow their imaginations to flourish. With the line "para tus 
sueiios y os sueiios mios" (for your dreams and these dreams of mine), 
Tiempo moves irremediably toward a modem understanding of ritual time. 
Both you and I are benefiting from the exempt period to examine our own 
ideas and feelings. 

The ninth stanza continues this tendency by returning to the street, now 
shown on the Sabbath. The previously frenetic residents now take no more 
vigorous action than opening a window to savor the fine weather. The 
figurative language remains modest, limited to a classical hypallage, "abre 
el ghetto sus timidas ventanas" (the ghetto opens its timid windows), and to 
a trope in which rain and sunshine become interchangeable transforms of 
one another. The religious reference grows vaguely pantheistic, the weather 
containing or conveying the essence of the Sabbath: "lluvia celestial" (heav
enly rain). 

The last quatrain is the most liturgical. It begins with the public crying of 
a formula that separates the Sabbath from weekdays. In the poem's con
struction too, the cry effects this transition, bringing to an end Tiempo's 
poetic version of the Sabbath period. 

Much of the novelty and interest of the concluding quatrain is in the 
crying out of a meaning-laden word, a typical resource in liturgical lan
guage. Tiempo gives a literary variant of this tradition of "calling out" in a 
language of biblical resonance. Here, in a complicated series of figures, the 
crying out of the name of the historical enemy of Jewish observance is 
performed by "la ardiente / voz de los muros" (the burning / voice of the 
walls), instead of merely echoing off the walls. The utterance then draws 
down a sword, cutting off the current that held together the heavens and the 
earth for the duration of the Sabbath. 

Tllis display of metaphors bears many traces of conventional religious 
discourse, particularly in the sword wielded "desde 10 alto" (from on high) 
to alter life on earth. Yet in other ways, Tiempo moves away from religious 
thought. He avoids identifying the entity that wields the sword. "Lo alto" is 
one of his many diffuse and nonspecific terms that appear where a reference 
to the divinity might be expected. Moreover, the explanation of the Sabbath 
as a flow of current between this unspecified force and the observant Jews 
has a decidedly modem cast. A current that can be cut off (albeit with a 
sword from on high) and reconnected belongs to the era of technology. 
Whereas magnets are a long-standing part of human civilization, the idea of 
crying out as a magnetic force attracting the instrument of a higher will is 
also a mechanical, and therefore to some degree modem, notion. Tiempo, 
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like other followers of avant-garde poetic thought, favored mechanical 
images as a way of making his verse strikingly contemporary. 

The final stanza is, for these reasons, exemplary of Tiempo's efforts to 
unite the traditional with the modern, Jewish spirituality with some undif
ferentiated variety, and Jewish religious heritage with a secular, cosmopoli
tan conception of Jewishness. The stanza also achieves a balance within the 
poem itself, standing midway between the brash experimentalism of the 
first seven stanzas and the conservative, respectful tone of the following 
two. Although the conclusion displays touches of modernity in its allusions 
and its emphasis on innovative metaphor, it stops short of the earlier playful 
tampering with religious tradition. 

Tiempo views the Sabbath, in essence, as do modernizers of Jewish 
thought who seek to retain meaning in ritual observances into the present 
era. His poetic presentation of the Sabbath resembles, for example, Abra
ham Joshua Heschel's interpretation, described as follows: 

What is the Sabbath, Heschel asks . ... Mankind, he suggests, lives in the realm of 
time. Man constantly fights the elements; he seeks to change the empirical world so 
that it will produce more goods for him. Beyond the realm of time, however, is the 
sphere of eternity. Eternity, for Heschel, symbolizes perfect reality. It lies above all 
our efforts in time and by the perfection of its vision it directs them. The Sabbath 
does, it is true, consist of laws and obligations. Sabbath observance includes the 
ritual activities of lighting candles, refraining from work, changing one's behavior 
pattern .... All that, however, is not essential. The essential power of the Sabbath 
lies in the glimpse it gives of a world beyond strife, of a period of peace and 
tranquility. II 

.... 
Tiempo's Sabbath poetry represents an accommodation of diverse stan

dards: those of the avant-garde, those of social poetry, and those Tiempo 
set for himself as a poet of Jewish tradition and as a defender of the modern 
transformations of Jewish life. It is necessarily a compromise between 
divergent criteria. The poetic language is far from the "new expression" 
advocated by the avant-garde. Its conservatism is not from any failure of 

. imagination but from a desire to temper experimentation with-both respect 
for tradition and concern for the portrayal of social realities. Tiempo's roles 
as a poet of Jewish tradition and an observer of ghetto life rule out any 
language so spectacularly innovative as to obscure the comment his poetry 
makes. 
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Though showing the ghetto dwellers in a worldly setting, the poems 
speak favorably of the maintenance of Jewish ways. Tiempo avoids any 
suggestion that Jews must choose between Jewish and Argentine ways; 
however, neither does he confront and challenge this widely held assump
tion, as later writers will do. He takes care to downplay the differences 
between Jewish ways and those of the long-established Argentine popula
tion. This edited vision offers an alternative to the popular argument that 
Jews must sacrifice ethnic and religious tradition to be good Argentines. 
Just as these two identities are compatible, so other supposed opposites 
prove complementary. High art harmonizes with popular culture, and 
religious concerns accord with worldly ones. Alternatively an avant-gardist, 
a realist, a neotraditionalist, and a modernizer, Tiempo celebrates the 
cosmopolitan environment as a space of new, hybrid cultural forms. 



3 BERNARDO VERBITSKY 

Toward a Critical Discussion of Jewish Argentine Issues 

Bernardo Verbitsky (19°7-1979) came to prominence with his 1941 novel Es 
di!fcil empezar a vivir (It's Hard to Start Living).' It is considered an 
important example of the realism that flourished in Argentina in the 1930S 
and 1940s. Criticism of the work has extolled its ability to bear witness to 
the social realities of its time. Juan Pinto, for example, lists it as one of the 
two works indispensable to an understanding of Argentina in the 1930s.2-

This study examines the novel as an appeal for a more critical discussion 
of Jewish Argentine issues. The text offers itself as a starting point for such 
a discussion . At the same time the text shows, through the example of its 
hesitant protagonist, some of the difficulties that must be overcome to start 
up a critical dialogue. Verbitsky encourages, in particular, a revival of the 
Jewish tradition of examination and debate of social ethics. The novel 
makes the point that this heritage has become debilitated among Jewish 
Argentines. For historical reasons, this population has been reluctant to 
criticize society and, as is shown in the novel, has lost the skills needed to 
articulate such concerns. Es di!fcil also shows its protagonist learning how 
to overcome this inarticulate condition and acquire an ability to comment 
on events in society. 

When Verbitsky's novel appeared, Jewish Argentine writing had still not 
moved far from its initial acritical mode. Gerchunoffhad promoted a belief 
that Jewish Argentines should gratefully praise the nation, not subject it to 
critical questioning. Tiempo avoided some of the more objectionable fea
tures of Gerchunoff's approach, but Tiempo's celebratory lyricism did not 
offer much of a basis for questioning and evaluating social arrangements. 
Saul Sosnowski has noted how difficult it was for such a model to emerge. 
In his analysis of the problem he shows that as late as the 1960s, the young 
playwright German Rozenmacher (1936-1971) still shied away from criti
cizing the social structure. Sosnowski suggests that to look at concerns 
within the Jewish family or community, as Rozenmacher attempted to do, 
the writer must be willing to examine and judge the entire national society. 
Verbitsky's novel began the move toward a society-wide analysis of Jewish 
issues in the light of social history.3 

Es diftcil has been pointed out as an example of Jewish subject matter in 
Kessel Schwartz's overview of Jewish Argentine writing. Nora Glickman 

79 
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raises the more analytical issue of how these themes are embedded in the 
overall nove1.4 The integration of Jewish concerns into a larger picture, a 
crucial matter in the novel, occurs through three basic procedures. The first 
is the use of symmetrical constructions. For example, episodes in the novel 
that are similar in structure and rhetorical function deal, in some cases, with 
Jewish issues and, in others, with problems of concern to any member of 
society. These parallel constructions make the point that Jewish issues are, 
in many cases, aspects of difficulties affecting the entire social structure. 

Second, Verbitsky urges the reader to think about the possibilities for a 
revitalized Jewish discourse, beyond that established by tradition. The 
novel contains considerable discussion of the relevance or irrelevance of 
modem, secular imaginative writing, essays, and journalism. The pro
tagonist, in his search for a better formulation of his inchoate ideas, turns to 
various forms of writing, both as author and as reader. The ways in which 
these modes frustrate him or bring him insight reveal what is most needed 
in future writing. In particular, Verbitsky makes a case for thoughtful 
discussion of such pressing Jewish issues as the maintenance of identity in a 
secular context. He stresses the point that a Jewish Argentine literature 
striving for official acceptability cannot meet the needs of reflective, ques
tioningJewish readers.5 

Third, the novel is full of eloquent silences. It pulls back from making too 
definitive a statement about contemporary Jewish Argentines or their situa
tion, identity, and needs. Major aspects of the plot remain unresolved or 
unclarified because any less equivocal treatment would implicitly constitute 
a form of editorializing commentary. The goal is not to deliver the last word 
on issues facing Argentine Jewry but to help begin what should be an 
extensive and lengthy discussion. To gain an idea of the novel's reticence, 
consider that over half the work has transpired before the Jewish subject 
matter for which it is so noted receives more than passing treatment . 

...... 
Es dij(cii chronicles a confused period in the life of Pablo Levinson. 

Though Pablo is vaguely a medical student, a newsman, a writer, and a Jew, 
he finds it "difficult to start living" as any of these. In establishing parallels 
between Pablo's recovery of his Jewishness and his search for a meaningful 
occupation, the novel forges its structural unity. Uncertain of belonging in 
any of his possible roles, Pablo repeatedly puts himself through tests. The 
most notable such episodes are his resolutions to take his medical school 
examination and to observe Yom Kippur. The examination requires a fee 
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and the risk of failure, both difficult for the poor and uneasy Pablo. 
However, it offers the chance to affirm himself as a student and future 
physician. The High Holy Days do not demand the same investment; Pablo 
makes this resolution without disclosing it. Yet it also provides a means to 
establish a currently imperiled aspect of himself, his Jewish identity. 

Pablo fails both trials. The examiners call his name, but Pablo, who has 
been inattentive to his studies, remains seated instead of presenting himself 
for questioning. Pablo fails to observe Yom Kippur, forgetting that the 
Jewish day begins at sundown. Whether the issue is medical expertise or 
familiarity with Jewish tradition, the hero has neglected to acquire informa
tion he needs. The fact that the needed knowledge is easy to obtain-Pablo 
has the required textbooks and a pious friend-points to self-imposed 
defeat. Pablo cannot prepare himself for trials because he is too uncertain 
that he belongs in the very roles he seeks to master. 

The portrayal of Pablo's insecure bonds to Jewishness and to society 
gains complexity through his friendship with Leo. Leo shares with Pablo 
the roles of medical student, and contemporary urban Jew. However, for 
Leo neither is problematic; this stolid character is interesting only for the 
contrast he provides with Pablo and for the way he exemplifies, even with all 
his outward success, the failure of critical tradition. His unreflectively 
serene performance in completing his medical studies and in maintaining 
specifically Jewish behaviors contrasts with Pablo's floundering attempts. 
The interactions of the two bring to the fore Pablo's greater need and 
willingness to think about Jewishness and his lack of preparation for doing 
so; he does not know even the most common and banal terms of discussion. 
For example, he has never heard it suggested that the Jewish people have 
made a special contribution to the arts. Leo is almost monotonously correct 
in his knowledge of Jewish matters but seems to feel no drive to reflect on 
issues. He has acquired a Jewish education and now owns the resulting fund 
of knowledge like an inert possession. 

The contrast between the two reaches an extreme during what is for 
Pablo the crisis of the holy days. Leo's observance is a matter of course; he 
knows what is required of him and gives it no further consideration. Pablo 
has precipitously taken up the unaccustomed holidays in response to a 
chance remark. He devotes vigorous, lengthy thought to the matter, his 
mind roiling with conflicting emotions, vague memories, and half-formed 
opinions; but he does not extend his efforts to the acquisition of knowl
edge. 

When Pablo and Leo both study for the examination, the same contrast 
emerges. Pablo's thoughts during this period receive extensive coverage and 
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in fact deserve such attention for their complexity and dynamic mutability. 
Observation of a clinical session sends him into a series of reflections 
(2°9-12). Indirect interior monologue reveals a mind fraught with doubts 
and conflicts. Pablo questions his own motivations in entering medicine, 
the concept of a medical priesthood, and the efficacy of current training 
practices. He succeeds in locating and exploring the most troubling areas of 
the medical profession, but in so doing, he ruins his concentration on the 
immediate subject matter (215-18). During the same period, Leo's intellec
tual and emotional response to the same stimuli is apparently not worth 
mentioning. The narrator sums up: "Leo rindi6 bien su examen. Intensific6 
su dedicaci6n en las ultimas semanas al enterarse . . . [del] puesto" (Leo did 
well on his examination. He intensified his dedication in the last weeks after 
he found out about ... [the] opening) (215). 

Leo is in some senses more positively presented than Pablo. He avoids the 
shameful failures that plague his friend. Leo's ingrained Jewish concern for 
knowledge and intellectually satisfying forms of livelihood stands him in 
good stead. Still, he is undeniably the lesser of the two, according to the 
criteria implicit in the novel. Leo seems to have mastered tradition, but the 
essential dynamic element is missing. He has failed to develop the spirit of 
analytical questioning that is historically part of Jewish thought. 

Pablo, in contrast, has a restlessness of mind that makes him a good 
candidate to carryon Jewish traditions of evaluative analysis of and inquiry 
into society, although his present ignorance inhibits this ability. Because he 
is always in a process of development, as the title notes, he is at the 
beginning of his moral and intellectual life. He is potentially able to remedy 
his deficiencies, something that cannot be said of the already fully formed 
Leo. Moreover, Pablo understands the need for interpretation and debate. 
Leo sees no point in intellectual argument; he evades it even when Pablo 
goes to fengths to provoke him. The more adept and knowledgeable char
acter cannot question the worth of the cultural legacy he appears to repre
sent and for this reason is not a fitting representative. Leo's accepting 
placidity disqualifies him as an exemplary figure in a novel whose highest 
values-and the highest values it assigns to Jewish tradition-are critical 
awareness and discussion of society's ethics. 

*** 

Reading, as a way to raise critical awareness, is a major topic in Es dilieil. 
In hopes of clarifying his thought, Pablo reads a broad selection of mate
rials. His progress as a self-taught reader of literature will be discussed 
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shortly, but first one should note that Pablo is deeply affected by his 
nonliterary readings, and these sources receive close attention in the novel. 

The nonliterary materials that so impress Pablo come to him unsought, in 
contrast to the literature he struggles to master. He must monitor news 
dispatches as part of his journalistic work, whereas political leaflets and 
manifestoes are pressed on him by student activists. When he reads news
papers, his mind is involuntarily drawn to advertisements for medical 
services, which fascinate him with their simultaneous euphemism and cru
dity. These readings, powerfully stimulating to Pablo's imagination, appear 
reproduced verbatim in the text of Es diliei/. For example, news items from 
a wire service, bringing word of Hitler's rise, appear on pages 254-59, 
medical advertisements on pages 2IO-II, and the leaflets of student pro
testers on pages 282-85. The inclusion of these texts in their raw form 
carries the suggestion that a literary treatment of events, in which language 
is refined and themes are clarified, is inadequate to the task of conveying the 
harshness and confusion of many contemporary phenomena. This notion 
in tum helps to account for the form of Es difieil, at times vague, inconclu
sive, and full of gaps. 

In this novel, which often gives little indication where it is leading, the 
scenes in which the hero reads literature offer a degree of guidance. Pablo 
makes an effort to become a critical reader of literature, though his back
ground is scanty. His insights always appear to be essentially valid, but his 
ability to articulate them is weak. The reader of the novel is frequently the 
one to complete an observation that Pablo has left partially formulated. 

A good instance is the scene (86-87) in which Pablo discovers, on his 
own, the realist aesthetic that is his literary ideal. Not too surprisingly, he 
favors the workmanly, specifically Argentine realism that Verbitsky recom
mended to the nation's writers. These ideas arise while Pablo examines and 
judges a small literary review. He carries out this evaluation while sitting 
among the journal's contributors, whose conversation also comes in for 
critical assessment. Like the famous library scene in Don Quixote, this 
episode contains novelistic clues to what is most needed in literature. 

Pablo's severest judgment falls on an essay giving the author's ethereal 
impressions while listening to a piece by Chopin. Pablo first reacts with 
vague revulsion, thinking "todo 10 vulgar y ramplon estaba" (it was as 
cheap and overdone as could be) (86), but soon develops his inchoate 
rejection into the beginnings of a realist aesthetic. The author's exaltation 
of the refinement of Chopin's work and his own responses to it has avoided 
the responsibilities Pablo sees as most incumbent on writers: observation 
(he doubts that any real listening occurred) and straightforward representa-
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tion. These principles become clearer to Pablo, as to the reader, when he 
next approves of an unaffected description of scenes of Jewish Argentine 
life. 

Pablo's only complaint about the latter essay is the too evident influence 
its author has received from Israel Zangwill. Further pursuing the idea of 
fidelity to the cultural setting in which the writer works, Pablo internally 
objects to the writers around him using the term ghetto for Jewish neigh
borhoods in Buenos Aires. To his mind, this lexical choice is a European 
affectation that could distort the experience these writers aspire to express. 
Verbitsky himself avoids the word ghetto throughout the novel, except in 
the dialogue of the journal's writing staff, and seldom employs lexical 
borrowings that would stand out from the plain Spanish of his text. 

Although this scene makes the case for an Argentine literature faithful to 
national realities, no doctrine of cultural nationalism is being propounded. 
Indeed, Pablo obtains his self-guided education from a broad selection of 
authors, Argentine and foreign, populists and practitioners of high art. The 
pattern of his readings parallels Verbitsky's own set of preferences as a 
reviewer and critic. Notably, Pablo finds it useful in establishing his own 
personal identity and outlook to read modern, cosmopolitan Jewish writ
ers. Verbitsky consistently promoted the best among such authors in his 
literary criticism and wrote monographic studies on Stefan Zweig and 
Arthur Miller (see the bibliography for a listing of Verbitsky's criticism). In 
Pablo's literary experiences, as in Verbitsky's commentary, these writers 
prove most interesting when they show Jewish characters engaged with the 
secular, urban world and when they are themselves fully part of the liter
ature of their respective countries . 

...... 
Es dil(eil, with its relatively few narrative events, is a long novel. Its length 

is in part a result of the narrator's practice of allowing the reader to observe 
Pablo in the slow process of reaching his own conclusions. With his vague 
and often acritical mind, the protagonist needs exposure to a variety of 
experiences before he can draw a suitable generalization. The narrator is 
under strict constraints in the information he can provide about Pablo. 
Though he may reveal the protagonist's thoughts of the present moment, 
the narrator cannot anticipate the future development of the young man's 
ideas. Nor can he offer an analysis and interpretation of these half-formed 
notions. 

The past, which might illuminate Pablo's present state of mind, is closed 
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to the reader unless the protagonist himself recalls it. Es dij(cii not only 
dispenses with the once conventional initial summary of the hero's relevant 
past experiences but also never interrupts the chronicle of his present 
confusion to supply background information. These rules of narration 
place the novel firmly in the here and now and give it its fragmentary 
construction.6 The paucity of connecting and contextualizing material, and 
the narrator's reluctance to draw conclusions, help to account for the 
impression the novel makes on some readers. Carmelo M. Bonet gives 
characteristic expressions of this impression that the narrative does not 
coalesce into a novel: "More than a novel, it is the chronicle of a life"; "No 
story line is developed; there's no central conflict or denouement."7 

Perhaps the most outstanding example of the novel's reticence is its 
silence concerning the questions one would be most apt to ask about a 
young person confused over his Jewish identity. The reader may quite 
reasonably wonder how extensive Pablo's Jewish background has been. 
Typically vague is one of the few references to his childhood, when he 
suddenly remembers holidays: 

Se entretenfa en su vision, que de pronto entronco con el recuerdo de muchos dfas 
de perdon que habfa pasado de chico en el campo. . . . Esa neblina blanca 
recordaba la sinagoga llena de hombres en una tarde calurosa de un dfa del perdon; 
faltaban pocas horas para el termino del ayuno y allf segufan todos desde el 
comienzo de la manana, con sus "tales" colgando desde los hombros. Ya era una 
escena marchita. Debiles, cansados, prosegufan animosamente. Rostros amarillos 
transparentes de debilidad .... Por sobre los reunidos flotaba una neblina, un vaho 
pesado y agrio. 

(He became absorbed in his vision, which suddenly came together with the memory 
of many Days of Repentance that he had spent as a child in the country. . . . That 
white mist was reminiscent of the synagogue full of men on the warm afternoon of a 
Day of Repentance; it was only a few hours till the end of the fast, and everyone had 
been going on since early morning, with his talit drooping down from his shoul
ders. It was already a withered scene. Weak, tired, they went on spiritedly. Yellow 
faces transparent with weakness. . . . Above the gathering there floated a mist, a 
heavy, bitter exhalation) (190-91). 

This scene, hazy and befogged in Pablo's mind, veils his own degree of 
involvement in or understanding of these observances. Pablo's present fam
ily life affords even fewer indications. His sole family contact is an uncle so 
un forthcoming as to discourage inquiry. The family'S past remains inac
cessible; even its present is difficult to know about. Pablo himself is 
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astonished by the scant flow of information. In one scene, his uncle tells 
him of his plans to move to the country only when arrangements are 
already under way. Pablo recognizes that his uncle's move would leave him 
"sin casa" (homeless) (231) but cannot inquire more closely into his part in 
the sketchily divulged plans. When the novel ends, Pablo still has no 
information on two important points: whether his exclusion from his 
family is permanent and why the separation is taking place. 

Other indications signal the uninformative quality of talk within the 
family. His uncle and aunt are silent concerning Pablo's virtual abandon
ment of medical studies and his sudden surge of Jewishness. In their 
conversation, the shared past is not recalled; the reader can abstract from 
these exchanges very little information about family members. This pattern 
does not suggest that the characters are reserved but that they are inade
quately bonded as a family. Since the family bears major responsibility for 
maintaining Jewish identity, together with imparting the knowledge re
quired to continue tradition, Pablo is at a great disadvantage. He cannot 
obtain insight from a family unwilling to discuss either Jewish topics or its 
own unity. 

Orphaned from the Jewish tradition of critical discussion, Pablo tries one 
measure after another to become part of such an exchange. He carries 
around in his mind an agenda of issues he desperately cares to argue over 
and analyze: Jewish immigration, the Radical government of the 1920S, the 
military coup of 1930, and university governance. Still, instead of worth
while sessions of interpretive discussion, Pablo finds himself provoking 
aimless, acritical conversations. Samples of these frustrating exchanges 
appear throughout the novel, as when Pablo attempts to engage an old-line 
Radical party member in a polemical exchange: 

-Yo-Ie dijo inesperadamente-, siempre fui radical ... 
-Sin saber por que, por supuesto-Ie dijo Pablo buscando todavia eI modo de 
pelearle. 
-No, al contrario. Me siento muy c6modo en eI radicalismo. 
-i,Muy c6modo? 
-Sf. Ademas, i,que otra cosa se puede ser sino radical? i,Socialista? 
-Por ejemplo. 
-Pero es que eI socialismo, a mi juicio, es demasiado dogmatico. 
EI hombre tenia evidentemente sus ideas politicas 0 disponia por 10 menos de 
terminos que empleaba incurriendo en confusiones tipicamente irigoyenistas y de 
antes de la revoluci6n. 

("I," he said unexpectedly, "was always a Radical ... " 
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"Without knowing why, of course," said Pablo, still trying to get into a dispute with 
him. 
"No, not that at all. I feel very comfortable with Radicalism." 
"Very comfortable?" 
"Right. Besides, what else is there to be besides a Radical? A Socialist?" 
"Well, that, for one thing." 
"But socialism, as far as I'm concerned, is too dogmatic." 
The man evidently had his political ideas or at least a stock of phrases he used falling 
into the typical confusions of precoup Irigoyen followers) (163). 

Notably, even after the old Radical's inadequacies are obvious, the ex
change continues. The prolongation of the tedious discussion would be a 
tactless imposition on the reader's patience, except that it testifies to Pablo's 
desperate search for critical dialogue. 

*** 

Pablo's difficulties as a slow peginner give the novel its characteristic 
form. The plan of Es dijleil is to follow Pablo's faltering steps toward a 
knowledgeable articulation of his concerns. The narrator is not permitted 
to intervene and accelerate the exposition by explaining to the reader what 
Pablo perceived but was unable to bring into clear focus. Nor can summa
ries by the narrator be used to bridge those lengthy periods when Pablo 
makes little headway. These ground rules slow the novel's development; at 
times its pace is frustratingly sluggish. Yet this hesitant unfolding of the 
story works to convey the point that when the lively tradition of critical 
thought fails into disuse, it is indeed difficult to resuscitate. 



4 DAVID VINAS 

The Novelistics of Cultural Contradiction 

David Vinas (1929-) is best known for his ambitious critical undertaking 
Literatura argentina y realidad polftica (Argentine Literature and Political 
Reality), designed to provide an analysis of the historical forces that have 
shaped Argentine literary culture. ' At the same time, he has attracted 
critical attention for his dramatic and narrative writings. 2. Previous criticism 
has noted that Vinas's fiction conveys the same ideas expounded in his 
essays.3 This circumstance is hardly surprising, and the work of identifying 
Viiias's social ideas in his fiction is too easy a task to require critical 
commentary. A more complex issue is the way in which Vinas's characters 
become interpreters of Argentine history and current political realities. Just 
as the audience for Vinas's writings (fiction or essay) either learns to 
understand his overall picture of Argentine society or fails to gain insight, 
his characters either learn to spot the cultural contradictions around them 
or absorb no new understanding. The failure to read and interpret Argen
tine political realities is most typically, in Viiias's writings, attributable to a 
mythified view consonant with ruling-class interests. 

In Viiias's works, the myths that need to be unlearned and the historical 
realities that need to be learned are many. This study of his 1962 novel Dar 
fa car a (Making a Stand) concentrates on one area in which the reader, and 
with him the characters, ought to acquire new insights. 4 This area is 
ethnicity, strongly associated with social class, and it includes the special 
ethnic issue of Jewishness. As Humberto Rasi has observed, "Vinas con
ceives of Argentine history as a continuum within which different classes in 
conflict compete successively to play the leading role in politics. "s To look at 
any question of ethnicity, the student of society must first recognize that 
immigrant groups in Argentine society counted as a threat to the traditional 
elite formed during the 1880s. 

Whereas the establishment group encouraged immigration to European
ize and "civilize" the country, particularly its interior, too much upward 
mobility on the part of immigrants or their children met with determined 
resistance. The ethnic person's understanding of his relation to society will 
be inaccurate unless this overall model of groups in conflict is basic in his 
mind. Yet, as analysis of the novel shows, the fundamental notion that the 
elite seeks to control the destinies and images of less prestigious groups is a 

88 
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difficult concept for Vinas's more myth-minded characters to grasp. The 
contradictions arising from a failure to learn the historical competition 
among groups create much of the matter of the narrative; in addition, they 
serve as a warning to the reader who may be liable to reject the conflict 
model. 

Seconding this struggle between rising immigrants and entrenched old 
stock is a concept of the historical mission of the Jewish people. Dar La cara 
promotes an understanding of Jewish election or mission in which the 
designated task of the people is to take active responsibility for the just 
working of society. Vinas, basing himself substantially on certain of the 
traditional notions of Jewishness, extends the Jew's heightened responsibil
ity to the community to include an obligatory dissident stance.6 Whereas 
the idea of Jews as questioners and dissenters fits the notion of ethnicities in 
antagonism, the novel's two basic concepts about Jewishness also give rise 
to conflict. As immigrant latecomers competing for power, the Jewish 
characters may be misled by a dream of mainstream success that distracts 
them from their commitment to a just society. 

In Vinas's Dar La cara, one basic feature of the novel's construction serves 
to present the many contradictions of the social and cultural situation. A 
character and his circumstance first appear as if they were not especially 
difficult to classify and comprehend. Most typical, a character makes his 
entrance in the novel behaving in a seemingly consistent, coherent fashion. 
Subsequent developments then uncover the disguised contradictions and 
incongruities of the matter, revealing a host of interrelated cultural prob
lems and the myths that function to explain them away. What seems 
recognizable and easily assimilable proves more and more problematic and 
disquieting. As the complexity of the issue increases there is a correspond
ing accretion of information about the matter, some of it difficult to recon
cile with other portions. The most desirable outcome of these novelistic 
procedures is to stimulate the reader to look beyond coherent appearances 
to see the interacting historical forces and long-standing cultural conflicts 
that shape society and individuals. -

The following analysis focuses on two characters whose exposition fol
lows this pattern of increasing complication. Each has a life filled with 
incongruities and contradictions strongly associated with a nonelite ethnic 
identity. The Syrian-Lebanese-Argentine Sabul is notable for his own in
ability to recognize the massive conflicts that influence his behavior and the 
responses of others to him. Bernardo Carman is the novel's most fully 
developed character. Unlike Sabul, he begins to examine his conflict-filled 
situation, just as the reader is expected to do. Bernardo begins to think 
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through not only his outsider status as an immigrant family's son but also 
the special historical mission of the Jewish people with regard to social 
responsibility. 

The inconspicuous ethnicity of Bernardo stands in contrast to the con
stantly visible Middle Eastern origin of his friend Sabul. Bernardo's ap
pearance does not draw attention to his Jewishness; rather, those around 
him are reminded of his cultural identity only when his behavior coincides 
with the Jewish stereotype. Sabul, though, finds his markedly nonstandard 
features a target of frequent commentary. He is often addressed as turco or 
turquito, terms that in p('pular Argentine usage cover a host of vaguely 
related ethnicities. Moreover, the type of attention his ethnic identity elicits 
is of a remarkably unintelligent nature. On one occasion, an interlocutor 
breaks off an unrelated conversation to inquire whether Sabul is turco, then 
discards Sabul's reply that he is siriolibanes by telling him the distinction is 
of no importance. Even the protagonist, Bernardo, who attempts to think 
in an independent fashion, frequently finds stereotypical associations run
ning through his mind at the sight of Sabul. For instance, Sabul often 
reminds Bernardo of an exotic prophet (140). 

Sabul, like other characters and phenomena in the novel, initially presents 
a more coherent image than his subsequent thoughts and acts reveal. The 
characteristics he first displays are youthful impetuosity and a fondness for 
highly abstract social criticism. He celebrates his army discharge by aiming 
a seltzer-water siphon at both things and people; in a more restrained 
mood, he pronounces sententiously on the Argentine national character. 
This early evidence tends to establish Sabul as an uncomplicated indi
vidual-rash, not always well considered in his remarks, and disdainful of 
standard notions of propriety. Though this preliminary picture of Sabul fits 
well with his self-definition, it does not account for information later 
revealed about him. The romantic-spontaneous myth of Sabul covers a host 
of contradictions. The reader gradually learns to see in the young man and 
his theories the illusory reconciliation of antiestablishment feelings with 
adoring reverence toward the elite. 

The first clue to Sabul's gravely askew mode of thought is the persistence 
with which he denies the materialist basis of various social arrangements. 
This tendency results in, for example, his statement that prostitutes are not 
interested in earning money from their activities: "son aecon6micas" (they 
are noneconomic) (138). Although such improbable statements may at first 
seem a young man's ploy to startle his listeners, the repetition of this 
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antimaterialist note soon shows that Sabul is genuinely obsessed with a 
spiritualized myth of society. 

A secondary set of disparities arises from Sabul's efforts to explain his 
own relation to the elite. His theories prevent him from seeing society as a 
scenario of various groups warring for prestige and power, relying on such 
considerations as class and ethnicity to disparage competing groups. In
stead, he seeks to understand his career frustrations through a romantic 
rhetoric of "angry young men" versus noninnovative established writers. An 
example is his visit to the offices of a prestigious magazine. Although the 
circumstances of his encounters with the staff strongly hint that his prob
lem is his outsider status, Sabul continues to think of himself as intellec
tually too daring for the staid review. The fact that his social status prevents 
his ideas from even obtaining a hearing is obscured by this rhetoric of 
romantic rebellion. The narrator conveys Sabul's thoughts: "El los uti
lizaba, los utilizaria: eran ellos quienes quedaban por debajo de el, de sus 
proyectos inalterablemente 16cidos ... los viejos afrancesados" (He was 
using them, he would use them; they were the ones below him, below his 
unswervingly lucid projects ... those old Frenchified guys) (195). 

Sabul's ethnic markedness allows for one of the book's most vivid incon
gruities. This young man, in his person, is a constant reminder of the 
"avalanche" of immigration that Argentina received from the 1880s on
ward. The reactions Sabul elicits demonstrate the widespread awareness of 
who is and who is not of immigrant stock, with associated stratification. 

If Sabul were aware of the complexities of immigrant-group status in 
Argentina, including the troubled, contradictory history of official policy, 
his own experiences could provide him with many insights into the phe
nomenon. Consider Sabul's efforts to secure entry into establishment pub
lishing. As an outsider, the young man stands scarcely a chance of entering 
a circle limited to an elite of individuals of long-standing "good" family. A 
staff member expertly destroys his pretensions to upward social mobility: 
"la condescencia del Secretario Ie resultaba desvergonzada y se sentia una 
muchachita que tenia que quitarse la ropa" (the condescending attitude of 
the Secretary seemed shameless to him, and he felt like a girl who had to 
take her clothes off) (212). Yet, only the reader is allowed to learn from 
Sabul's experiences. The young man himself remains resolutely 'closed to 
any accurate understanding of his situation as the product of an outsider 
immigrant group or any understanding of the historical forces that have 
produced that situation. Sabul adheres to a dangerously mythified view of 
Argentina. His theories on national character closely resemble those of the 
real-life social critic Julio Mafud and ignore uncomfortable historical forces. 

The notion of rootedness is central to Sabul's social thought. To his way 
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of thinking, Argentines are not properly in touch with their cultural heri
tage. He sees the construction of a uniform cultural patrimony for all 
Argentines, regardless of class or other social grouping; Argentines descend 
from the gauchos who lived nomadically on the unfenced pampas before 
the drive toward Europeanization. 

Here Vinas has found the opportunity to expose, through his narrative of 
contradictions, a myth he has also attacked in his critical essays. In Vinas's 
analysis, the image of the gaucho has been reformulated to fit the needs of 
the dominant class. During the intense drive to "civilize" the pampas, the 
gaucho was a figure of barbarity, inferior to the hard-working and literate 
immigrants who were to populate the interior. However, once the real
world gaucho was displaced and European immigrants were rising in 
society, the balance shifted. Now the gaucho received a higher value for 
such traits as purity, nobility of spirit, independence, and non-European 
qualities: "Lo que desde 1854 habfa sido una explfcita apelacion al inmi
grante como reemplazo del gaucho, hacia 1902 es puesto al reves; eliminado 
el gaucho, su mitificacion se inaugura" (What since 1854 had been an 
explicit designation of the immigrant as the replacement for the gaucho, 
around 1902 becomes reversed; now that the gaucho has been eliminated, 
his mythification begins).? The point of this new myth is to deprive the 
immigrant of status and to curb his rise to a higher social position, hence 
the absurdity of the gaucho-pampas myth being so vigorously expounded 
by an ambitious son of immigrants. 

The narrator, when not representing Sabul's thoughts through some 
form of interior monologue, maintains a deadpan sobriety of language in 
referring to this character. For example, he describes in objective terms 
Sabul's .continuing difficulties in obtaining an interview: "Tendrfa que 
esperar al empleado. Esperar, porque esa era la cuarta vez que habfa subido 
a LA Revista" (He would have to wait for the clerk. Wait, since that was the 
fourth time he had gone up to The Review) (195). In contrast to this plain 
statement is the romantic language that is the natural medium for Sabul's 
myth. Sabul tries to find Argentine social reality in "las esencias ... [e]so 
que se siente cuando uno camina por Corrientes y mira hacia arriba . . . 
algo que viene desde abajo ... desde 10 primario ... [e]sas fuerzas 
imponderables que predeterminan al argentino . . . al hombre raigal que 
siente el tango" (the essences ... [w]hat you feel when you walk down 
Corrientes and look up. . . sometl:ting that comes up from below. . . from 
the primordial depths ... [t]hose imponderable forces that make the 
Argentine what he is ... the man of roots who feels the tango) (141). 
Sabul's profound incongruity is not simply the disparity between his beliefs 
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and the existing social reality; the dramatic irony of his outsider status is 
seconded by the inappropriateness of the language he utilizes. 

He uses this romantic rhetoric to account for his rejection by the elite 
despite such signs as the open disdain a La Revista staff member shows 
toward his obscure and foreign-sounding family name (210). Indeed, all 
three staff members with whom Sabul interacts allude to his undistin
guished origins and single out his last name for emphasis. 

As Sabul fumes at the editorial staff for reiterated delays in receiving him, 
he views them as "Viejos sin sensibilidad para el pais" (Old guys with no 
feeling for the country) (195). The narrator cuts into Sabul's romanticizing 
of his situation with a reminder of the cruder underlying realities. Noting 
Sabul's "pelo de africano" (hair like an African's) (195), the narrator reintro
duces the factors of ethnicity, associated class status, and lack of elite 
affiliation. These are factors that the young man himself persistently denies 
through his rhapsodic notions an~ rhetoric. 

The plot line concerned with Sabul also allows Vinas to insert into the 
novel a critique of certain bourgeois notions of writing.8 As noted, Sabul 
believes that he writes in a way contrary to established tendencies and that 
his writing is capable of disturbing stodgy readers and writers; this belief 
does not, however, prevent him from greatly exerting himself to enter the 
most sedate of magazines. He can be found variously awed by the names on 
its roster (211) and "casi agradecido" (almost grateful) for any attention 
from its staff (213). The suspicion that Sabul is no threat to entrenched 
interests is fully confirmed when the reader receives an opportunity to 
observe him actually engaged in the work of writing. 

Vinas's narrator describes Sabul at work before the reader has any 
opportunity to penetrate the young man's thoughts. The narrator empha
sizes that writing is work, in line with the Marxist imperative not to disguise 
the labor involved in all production, no matter how intellectual or creative: 
"coloc6la hoja en la maquina, tecle6 un poco, se frot6la frente" (he placed 
the sheet of paper in the machine, he tapped on the keys a bit, he rubbed his 
forehead) (367). Sabul, though, has an .exalted notion of the act of writing, 
and particularly of himself as inspired writer. He describes his work to 
himself in ludicrously inflated terins: "estaba haciendo otra cosa: antes 
como poeta, ahora como periodista; alii como voz individual, univoca" (he 
was doing something else: before as a poet, now as a journalist; there as an 
individual, single voice) (370). Amid all these high-flown thoughts about 
the nature of his mission and his voice, Sabul avoids the fact he is working 
hard to make his writing fit a certain standard. 

The comicality of this scene resides in ·the standard that Sabul strives to 
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attain. His model is obviously the elaborate rhetoric used by genteel Latin 
American journalists. The reader will be properly horrified and amused by 
Sabul's fondness for hackneyed, high-flown speech: "Repaso magistral y se 
quedo conforme, tacho sendos que siempre se emplea mal. Pristino 10 
entusiasmaba, pero no habfa forma de colocarlo. Ya habfa usado corus
cante que era una de sus preferidas" (He went back to masterly and felt 
satisfied with it, he scratched out of each, which is always used wrong. He 
especially liked pristine, but there was no place for it to go. He had already 
used shimmering, one of his favorites) (370). Sabul's fondness for the self
consciously Latinizing coruscante, particularly, shows his adherence to a 
fetishistically puristic ideal of Spanish. As well as favoring pretentious word 
choices, Sabul has a fussy, pedantic horror of stylistic "sins": "Y se descub
rio haciendo una mueca: un que afrancesado" (And he found himself 
making a face: a Frenchified superfluous que) (370).9 

The final incongruity to the story of Sabul is his inability to discern that 
this hypergenteel concept of language is as establishment as the Frenchified 
expression he denounces. The reader is clearly expected to find humor in 
Sabul's sense of linguistic superiority. Sabul, though, makes his picayune 
purism into a sign of his supposed rebellion. Excising the offending que 
from his writing, he claims a victory over the establishment: "Y a los viejos 
afrancesados habfa que liquidarlos. Sobre todo despues de 10 de La Revis
ta" (And those old Frenchified guys had got to go. Especially after what 
happened at The Review) (370). His personal myth of rootedness and revolt 
versus Europeanized conservatism allows him to dismiss the greatest con
tradictions in his own ideas and form of expression. 

After the reader finds Sabul perpetuating a pretentious rhetoric, the 
character has no further role to play in the novel. The implication is that just 
as Sabul cannot learn, he cannot teach. Sabul's vague suspicion that he is 
fundamentally favorable to the elite (for example, see page 199) has not led 
to insights into the nature of this attraction or into its relation to his myth of 
Argentine history. Sabul and his ideas are static, unable to change. The 
narrator gives a sign of this dead end by refusing to allow Sabul to continue 
in the story. 

*** 

Whereas Sabul is a determined misreader of social realities, Bernardo 
appears as a nonreader, or superficial reader, of matters that require inter
pretation. In consequence, he is not a figure of ridicule, as Sabl.Jl increas
ingly comes to be through his successive misinterpretations of events. 
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Rather, Bernardo figures as an individual essentially like the reader of the 
novel in that he is expected to see the larger historical pattern in social 
issues. However, his initial frivolity, ambition, and near acceptance by the 
elite group impede development of an historical consciousness, retarding 
the growth of his understanding. The process of his gaining insight into his 
situation-that of himself as immigrant-stock outsider and the Jews as 
bearers of social-ethical responsibility-takes from the beginning of the 
novel to its ending nearly six hundred pages later. 

As do other figures and phenomena in the novel, Bernardo first presents a 
more coherent image than fits his state of development. He appears as a 
responsible member and leader of the community-in this case a multi
ethnic community comprised of an army outfit just then being discharged. 
Bernardo initially gives signs of possessing several virtues that contribute to 
the overall ideal of a socially aware and responsible community member. In 
this sense, he seems to be complying with the Jewish notion of ethics, in 
which there is a recognized need to'be alert to what is happening in society 
and to seek to steer the community on the right course. Bernardo's seem
ingly positive characteristics include his ability to establish himself as a 
leader, his history of involvement in student affairs, his capacity to converse 
on social and political themes, and his apparent altruism. 

However, the reader, judging Bernardo against the ideal of responsible 
community involvement, learns to question the worth of these qualities and 
the assumption that the character is morally responsible for others. The 
rescue of a friend, Mariano, from his fellow conscripts gives a first impres

. sion of altruism, since Bernardo must risk social disapproval to stop the 
hazing. But as the novel presents more scenes involving Mariano and 
Bernardo, it becomes evident that their relation is a highly ritualized one in 
which Bernardo is continually succoring his wealthy, dependent friend. 
The idiosyncratic nature of their bond becomes more apparent in a scene in 
which Bernardo urges Mariano to confess his personal problems, repeat
edly incites him to weep, and then comforts him (187-93). There are 
persistent hints at a homosexual link between the two young men and at an 
entrapment in the stereotyped roles of sufferer and altruist. Mari;mo, 
unmarked by ethnicity, suggests the . theatrical nature of their interaction 
when he accuses Bernardo of creating occasions to play "el Judio Virtuoso" 
(the Virtuous Jew) (192). This reproof is of interest not only because 
Mariano uses reference to Bernardo's less prestigious ethnicity to compen
sate for his own loss of face but also because, however crudely formulated, 
Mariano's jibe does point accurately to Bernardo's superficial mastery of 
his role as moral leader. 
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Following the opening scene, Bernardo's persona as a moral leader again 
comes in for questioning as the narrator presents information far less 
favorable to the character. On his release from the army, Bernardo spends a 
good deal of time carousing with his fellow recent dischargees. In brief 
scenes, he appears wandering the streets with his friends, playing childish 
pranks, urging a young man to approach a young woman, and in general 
falling into a pattern of youthful frivolity with machista overtones. During 
this portion of the novel, there are only occasional reminders that Bernardo 
may harbor a special moral sense. At one point he does pause to reflect that 
he is unlike his companions in his occasional disgust at their mindless 
pursuit of easy women (138). Such flashes of incipient insight are quickly 
extinguished; Bernardo concludes that his reluctance to pursue unknown 
women is an advantage because it masks his lack of social skills (138). 

Particularly interesting are Bernardo's sporadic attempts to defend wom
en's entitlement to be considered thinking beings. Bernardo is able to 
appreciate the intelligence and independence of Mariano's girlfriend, Pel
usa, and to recognize that women are penalized for displaying these quali
ties. However, he expresses his empathy with her deviance only when he 
can count on an assenting audience, that is, Pelusa and Mariano. When 
with his other friends, he appears willing to accept a standard machista 
view of women. 

As Bernardo moves away from the euphoric first days of his discharge, a 
new set of clues emerges, promising new revelations about his troubled 
relation to society. This promise seems especially strong when the young 
man resumes his contact with student politics. As before, Bernardo makes a 
strong initial impression. He has spent time in the student movement and is 
able to win the ear of his contemporaries. Though his ardor for political 
action seems low, there is an apparently complete explanation for this 
reluctance. ifhe narrator provides a transcription of Bernardo's thoughts 
on the issue, including phrases the young man has heard from others. These 
comments indicate that Bernardo is simply suffering from the widespread 
disappointment over the presidency of Arturo Frondizi but should not be 
counted out as a political person because of this temporary blow (50-51). It 
also appears that his inability to support a current student strike is rooted in 
a belief that this action is ill-conceived. Despite his disillusionment, Ber
nardo is able to maintain an interest in discussing political events of the 
immediate post-Peronist period. 

This image of a politically aware individual gradually fragments as more 
and more shortcomings appear in Bernardo's grasp of society and his 
relation to it. The most fundamental of these is his inability to take an 
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interest in history. Proficient as the man may seem at analyzing the politics 
of the day, he does not inform himself about the antecedents of current 
affairs. 

History, with its forces in conflict, is available to Bernardo in a fragmen
tary text that he refuses to read. The "text" consists not only of historical 
analyses but also of the historical testimony of people who could further 
the young man's understanding. Bernardo's landlord is an exiled Spanish 
Republican; his father, an offspring of the Jewish colonies of the interior 
and a longtime devotee of Juan B. Justo, is a leader of Argentine socialism. 
The hero's lack of interest in these witnesses to history is not the result of 
any well-considered doubts about the value of their political experiences or 
testimony. He is prepared to listen to lengthy, trivial discussions of present
day matters. But Bernardo considers the past to be no concern of his. This 
attitude is summed up in his rejection of David Vinas. The narrator relays 
Bernardo's thoughts on seeing the name on a theater advertisement. After 
some childish jibes at Vinas's "bigotes excesivos, un poco ridfculos" (over
grown moustache, a bit ridiculous) (99) and his ambiguous ethnic identity, 
Bernardo reveals his disaffection with the older man's continual efforts to 
promote a historical consciousness: 

Vinas, sf, sigui6 Bernardo, uno de esos veteranos que siempre daban la lata con 10 
del 1945 esto y 10 del 1945 aquello. Bueno, hicieron 10 suyo ... diez anos inflandolo 
a un Mayor que escribfa sabre filosoffa y a una colecci6n de viejos liberales que 
crefan en la Republica Espanola, el poeta Alberti y Haya de la Torre. "Pobres." 

("Oh yeah, Vinas," Bernardo went on, "one of those guys who go way back and are 
always going on about how in 1945 this and in 1945 that. Well, they did their bit ... 
for ten years now they've been inflating a leader who wrote about philosophy and a 
collection of old liberals who believed in the Spanish Republic, the poet Alberti and 
Haya de la Torre. 'Poor old guys'") (100). 

Throughout this inconclusive section of the novel, including Bernardo's 
post-army celebrations and his gradual reentry into student affairs, Jewish 
matters receive the same treatment as Argentine history. The hero lives 
surrounded by signs that could constitute a text about the Jewish heritage 
and Argentine Jewry. He subjects these potential clues to the same nortread-. . 
ing he accords history, leaving them as isolated items. For example, he 
recalls some passionate Zionist rhetoric he has heard from a family of his 
friends, but without interest (48-49). The friends' statements raise complex 
questions, for they are supporting the idea of an incompatibility between 
Jewish and Argentine identity. Rather than question the validity of this 
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presupposition, Bernardo expresses indifference: "yo no siento ni medio de 
todo eso" (I don't feel even half of all that) (48-49). His unwillingness to 
engage in analysis of the problem is frustrating to the reader of the novel 
because Bernardo gives indications of undeveloped and unarticulated in
sights. His brief formulation of his position as an Argentine Jew is full of 
interesting implications that he declines to think through: "Irse, no; pero 
tampoco disfrazarse" (Leave, no; but not disguise yourself, either) (49). 

The novel hints that Bernardo is not merely slothful in his thinking about 
Jewish issues but that he has no model for critical discussion of them. An 
example of this inadequacy is the romantic rhetoric with which his Zionist 
friends seek to interest him in Judaica: "Kinsky se exaltaba hablandole de la 
tradici6n hebrea. Los macabeos, Varsovia, el Aleph y los asombrados ojos 
de una muchacha sefardi" (Kinsky got all excited telling him about the 
Hebrew tradition. The Maccabees, Warsaw, the Aleph, and the wide-with
wonder eyes of a Sephardic girl) (49). This emotional harping on the glories 
of the Jewish people is meaningless to the analytical-minded Bernardo. 

Bernardo's father's remarks on Jewishness offer another type of inade
quacy. The father, caught up in the land-of-opportunity notion, is fasci
nated by Jewish penetration of high circles. His son remembers with ap
parent derision his father's talk of the glories of the Jewish intellectual 
tradition, in which appear the names of Albert Einstein, Alberto Ger
chunoff, and Le6n Dujovne. The series of names sounds ridiculous and 
incongruous because of the disparity of importance among the attainments 
of those listed. Vinas has pointed out, in his essays, that Gerchunoff and 
Dujovne won their places in the world of high culture by their skill at 
pleasing and soothing the nonimmigrant establishment. Io The father's ad
miration for them, as well as his entrepreneurial rise to ownership of a 
drugstore named El Progreso, suggests that the man deserves attention as 
an exemplary case of the great myths of the liberal era. His son, though, 
grants no importance to his father's words, on the general supposition that 
older people and Jewish topics lack meaning for him.u 

The height of the student strike forces the contradictions in Bernardo's 
thought and character to manifest themselves. The full incongruity of his 
ideas and actions is conveyed by the narrator's thorough reporting of the 
young man's consciousness, which proves to be filled with thoughts he must 
hide from his contemporaries. In his role as principled leader, Bernardo 
attempts to halt the students' strike (207-9). His thoughts, revealed during 
an antistrike speech, are notably far from the issues involved. Bernardo 
focuses on the response he obtains: the face of Mariano "que 10 adoraba 
con devoci6n" (who was worshiping him devotedly) (208), and the other 
listeners whose esteem he hopes to win. In Bernardo's mind his oratorical 
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voice is like the clarinet of a performer; he judges its qualities independent 
of the message it might seek to convey: "su clarinete comenzaba. . . a soltar 
ese chirrido agudo y estupendo" (his clarinet began ... to let out that 
sharp, stupendous wail) (208). By following the student action through 
Bernardo's eyes, the reader is able to obtain a good deal of information 
about the hero's standing among his contemporaries and about the amount 
of respect and attention he can still claim. Yet it is impossible to form an 
image of the strike as a political phenomenon because the social issues at 
stake have no place in Bernardo's mind. 

The silence surrounding the strikers' issues cannot reasonably stem from 
reticence on the part of the narrator. Indeed, Vinas's novelistic narrators 
have drawn complaints for their excessively detailed revelation of all that 
happens to the characters. The inference of this silence, then, is that the 
strike means little to Bernardo except as a public performance event. 

The scenes of student unrest also serve to bring to a crisis the novel's 
previously planted theme of immigrant ambition. This question was left 
unresolved when Bernardo sneered-at his father's lionizing of Jews in the 
Argentine establishment. Because Bernardo would not think through the 
historical basis of his father's confusion between merit and social accep
tance, the entire problem comes back to disorient him. The strike now 
appears to him as a danger to the completion of his law studies and 
subsequent placement. 

As the conflict between dissent and career advancement becomes acute, 
Bernardo reveals his profound inability to recognize social-ethical prob
lems. Driven by forces he declines to analyze, he throws himself into 
frenzied and incoherent behavior. First he tries to stop the strike, then he 
petitions to take examinations during the strike, and finally in the midst of 
his petitioning he leaps up, runs outside, delivers a prostrike speech, and is 
physically attacked by a self-styled fascist. 

The pell-mell succession of disparate actions, with little connecting or 
explanatory material provided by the narrator, may well create uncertainty 
as to Bernardo's state of beliefs. The narrative aggravates this lack of clarity 
by dropping Bernardo for some time following the fascist's attack. Another 
significant silence arises, pointing again to something missing in Bernardo's 
relation with socijll issues. When the silence surrounding Bernardo's subse
quent involvement in the strike is broken, any doubts the reader may have 
had about the hero's melodramatic conversion receive confirmation. "i,Que 
pasO con la huelga?" (What happened to the strike?) (478), Bernardo is 
suddenly heard to inquire, revealing that his swift surge of commitment to 
dissent was fleeting indeed. 

Though the lightning regeneration of t~e hero's political engagement 
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proves superficial, the narrative of the student strike provides the begin
nings of his eventual enlightenment. Embedded in the frenetic events of the 
strike are moments that guide Bernardo toward his neglected social-ethical 
mission. During his period of greatest conservatism and conformity, Ber
nardo allows a friend to disparage Jews as troublemakers: "Claro, mi viejo, 
vos sos distinto, pero cuando yo te hablo de judios, me refiero a los que no 
saben que es el pais ni 10 sienten" (Of course, good buddy, you're different, 
but when I talk to you about Jews, I mean the ones who don't know what 
the country is and they don't feel it) (2.2.1). The student fascist who attacks 
Bernardo also equates Jews with political subversion; the latter scene, filled 
with violent action, allows Bernardo no opportunity to react to this notion. 

The question of Jewishness as a call to social action disappears from the 
novel after the student strike, only to reemerge with greater force at the 
novel's end. The ending is, in a sense, a second chance for Bernardo to make 
the commitment he earlier botched. Whereas the first conversion scene 
takes place in the public space of the university on strike, with protestors 
attending to Bernardo's words and actions as a student leader, the second 
allows him no appreciative audience. And whereas the hero's thought was 
previously distorted by his antihistorical worship of youth and novelty, the 
final conversion scene takes place before the Spanish Republican exile who 
represents the continuing history of dissent. 

Most significant, Bernardo's second conversion takes into account the 
contradictions and incongruities inherent in his cultural situation. His new 
consciousness arises from an antagonistic stimulus, the fascist's equation of 
Bernardo's Jewishness with his involvement in dissent. The hero is able to 
recognize this anti-Jewish slur as, paradoxically, a correct guide to an 
orienting definition of Jewishness. Looking at his graffito-smeared wall, he 
thinks: 

judfo andate. No era algo especial con el, pens6 Bernardo; no deda Carman judfo 
andate, sino simplemente judfo andate ... judfo andate. Los judios molestaban, 
por eso: era natural; los judfos hedian y nadie los tragaba. 1,0 para eso: judfos eran 
todos los demas, menos ellos? -Ustedes son judfos, vayanse. Judfos disolventes, 
judfos Iieros, judfos que siempre andan planteando cuestiones. Judios, ustedes no 
creen en 10 que hay que creer. Vayanse. 

("'Jew get out.' It didn't have anything to do with him in particular, thought 
Bernardo; it didn't say 'Jew Carman get out,' just 'Jew get out ... Jew get out.' Jews 
were a nuisance, that was it: it was natural; Jews stank and nobody could stand 
them. Or maybe the thing was this: Jews were everybody else, except them? 'You're 
Jews, get out. Divisive Jews, troublemaking Jews, Jews always going around raising 
questions. Jews, you don't believe in the things you're supposed to. Get out"') (585). 
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The ending carries through the novel's overall plan of bringing both 
reader and hero to recognize and learn from the grotesque contradictions 
of an ill-structured society. It is a fitting ending because it does not provide a 
uniform resolution of conflict, as Bernardo's earlier conversion scene ini
tially appeared to do. Bernardo's new awareness does not provide him with 
a course of action or a role to play-indeed, role playing has hindered the 
development of his consciousness. By leaving Bernardo at a moment of 
heightened consciousness, rather than showing any prescribed or ideal 
route for carrying that consciousness into action, the novel strongly sug
gests that the young man still has a great deal to work out in finding a 
conscientious response to the surrounding society whose full scope of 
contradictions he has only begun to perceive. 



5 JOSE RABINOVICH 

A Poetics of Disputation 

It is a safe conjecture that the polemical realism of Jose Rabinovich (1903-
1978) has discouraged inquiry into the literary procedures that carry his 
statements about society.J In poetry, particularly, realism has proven diffi
cult for critics to appreciate and analyze.>. Rabinovich's work increases the 
difficulty by emphasizing the ungainliness that realistic traits can impart to 
poetry. 

This chapter considers the ways in which Rabinovich's realistic tech
niques, which at times give his poems a seemingly ragged artlessness, 
promote statements about religion, ethnic identity, and ethics in society. 
The poems analyzed are from his 1970 collection El violinista bajo el tejado 
(The Fiddler Under the Roof), containing texts written over a considerable 
period of time.3 This work especially lends itself to commentary because it 
expresses two of the author's ideals: to achieve a plain, unsentimental vision 
of recent Jewish history and present-day Jewish issues and to evaluate 
problems of social organization by moral standards. It also is a good 
example of Rabinovich's effort to give his poetry a grounding in Jewish, 
especially biblical, stylistic traditions and to distance it from high art. In its 
proletarian populism Violinista reveals the extent of the author's debt to 
Eastern European cultural thought and especially in the realist tendencies 
that thrived within the early-twentieth-century avant-garde. 

This examination starts with a description of general traits, both stylistic 
and ideologi, al, of Rabinovich's writing and continues with a detailed 
consideration of a single poem, "Responso" ("Response") (158-62). Expli
cation of the prominent ideas in this poem permits analysis of how Rabino
vich's distinct formal features further the poem's argument. The conclusion 
takes up the evaluative question of how worthwhile Rabinovich's texts are 
when considered as poetry. 

01-01-01-

Perhaps the most fundamental of Rabinovich's distinguishing charac
teristics is the methodical delimitation of his subject matter. Although it is 
accurate to call him a poet of Jewish -life, his choice of sectors of reality 
discourages the fascination with folkways and tradition that the charac-

102 
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terization suggests. The life of Eastern European Jewry has claimed the 
attention of literary artists who have commemorated its uniqueness. Au
thors have been fascinated with the virtually all-Jewish environment in 
which these unemancipated Jews maintain an intense concentration of 
religious piety as well as traditions and folkways. Possibilities for rhap
sodizing over this rich and quintessentially Jewish culture evoke the lyrical 
paintings of Marc Chagall . 

In the starkest contrast to Chagall's magical vision of shtetllife is Rabin
ovich's stringently ascetic approach. He renounces the use of those elements 
of Eastern European Jewish life that would seem the most likely candidates 
for successful poetic treatment. The title EI violinista bajo el tejado extends 
a warning to the reader. It is, of course, a reworking of the phrase from 
Sholem Aleichem describing the situation of Russian Jewry in czarist times 
and popularized as the title of a musical stage and movie version of that 
author's Tevye stories. The inversion is an unusual one because whereas 
verbal turnabouts typically make a phrase more arresting, Rabinovich's 
title turns a striking image into an ordinary one. The title's abrupt veer 
toward the mundane suggests a swerve away from the presentation of 
Jewish life as folkloric, away from the musical's sentimental treatment of 
shtetl existence. Indeed, the need to perceive Jewish ways and religion in 
their workaday, routine aspects is stressed in Rabinovich's collection. It 
becomes a central argument of, for example, "Rakes" {"Roots"} {202-6}, 
which argues that Jewish identity is natural and commonplace rather than 
exotic. More broadly, the shift toward the pedestrian hints at a concern 
with persistent Jewish issues that will require hard work and thought to 
solve. 

Any general characterization of Violinista should contain an admission 
that its plain speech may prove disagreeable to readers who favor subtle and 
complex ambiguities in poetry. Rabinovich's poetry is clearly written in 
such a way that it may be declaimed. Especially melodramatic are the 
monologues spoken by an individual in the toils of some crisis, filled with 
outrage and grief over the state of the world. This theatricality tends to 

tinge Rabinovich's work with kitsch associations. 
As well as this low-status link with poetry declamation, the collection has 

a more honorable tie", one to biblical exhQrtation. From the biblical tradi- . 
tion, Rabinovich adopts the contentious exchange with God, most famous
ly present in the Book of Job, and the polemic exemplified in the prophets' 
urgings to repentance. "Excomulgado" {"Excommunicated"} {I45-49} con
sists entirely of the angry lamentations of a disgruntled sufferer who, 
following a time-honored practice, addresses the problems of theodicy by 
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declaring himself at odds with divinity. Traditional too is his contention 
that in questioning God's trustworthiness, he at the same time sets himself 
apart from the community of trusting believers. 

"Excomulgado," together with other poems concerning human-divine 
conflict and arbitration, utilizes long-standing stylistic conventions for the 
treatment of theological problems. What is more interesting here is the fact 
that Rabinovich's reader need not know the stylistic forms used in theologi
cal writing. In the case of "Excomulgado," a cursory knowledge of the 
Book of Job would be sufficient to connect the ordinary reader with the 
conventions that Rabinovich is here renewing. Indeed, the poem prompts 
the reader to recognize the Job form by stressing the bodily indignities in
flicted on the speaker's person. Hemorrhoids, among these ignoble plagues, 
are a recurring topic throughout Violinista. 

Current events discussed in prosaic language occupy a surprisingly prom
inent place in Rabinovich's poems. This undisguised factuality is apparent 
in the several poems devoted to criticizing the Catholic hierarchy. "Una 
vacante" ("A Job Opening") (154-57), a poem resembling an editorial open 
letter, illustrates this tendency. The speaker expresses a wish for a post at 
the Vatican from which to exercise a benevolent influence on that institu
tion. Among other defects that the would-be reformer perceives in the 
church is its loss or neglect of the salutary tradition of striking covenants 
and agreements with God, bargaining and entering into exchanges bene
ficial to both divine and human interests. The pope in this poem is specified 
as Paul VI and is accused in some detail of neglecting his pastoral function. 
He is seen as cut off especially from the fruitful old ways of Judeo-Christian 
religious culture. The speaker asks: 

, 
i. C6mo quiere negociar un pacto 
con el Hacedor 
o un convenio con el Senor 
un tratado de paz 
un tratado incondicional 
mientras sus tropas 
se exterminan con balas de odio 
con piedras, con gases, 
con unas y con sana? 

(How to negotiate a pact 
with the Maker 
or a treaty with the Lord 
a peace treaty 
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an unconditional treaty 
while his troops 
exterminate each other with bullets of hate 
with stones, with gases, 
with fingernails and fury?) 

105 

The use of symbolism, potentially capable of moving a text into the 
category of artistic writing, in "Una vacante" contributes to the blunt, 
newspaper-editorial effect. With disregard for subtlety, the speaker com
ments on Vatican architecture: "AI Vaticano Ie gusta las columnas, / una 
columna es un simbolo / de heroes, de poder, de mando" (The Vatican likes 
columns, / a column is a symbol/of heroes, of power, of command) (157). 
Similar observations could be made about "La devolucion" ("The Return") 
(58-61), a denunciation of the practice of giving Jewish children a Catholic 
upbringing while sheltering them from the Nazis. 

An extreme of factual content is reached in "EI Papa" ("The Pope") 
(62-65), which gives the current estimate of the number of the pope's 
followers, the specifications of the pope's garb, and descriptions of certain 
ceremonial acts carried out by the pope and other Vatican dignitaries. In 
addition to these factual matters given in detail, others are hinted at. 
Persistent allusions to the Vatican's poor record in the defense of European 
Jewry suggest that the pontiff under discussion is Pius XII. 

Overt statements of opinion give the same starkly direct, corrective
realism effect. "EI Papa" supplements its many items of information about 
Vatican affairs with a negative critique of the higher clergy. The speaker 
asserts that true confession and reconciliation with God takes place "no en 
el confesionario. . . sino con el pan en la mano / con un cubo de agua en la 
mano / hasta con una escoba en la mano / pero principalmente / con el 
corazon en la mano" (not in the confessional ... but with bread in the hand 
/ with a bucket of water in the hand / but mainly / with the heart in the 
hand) (62). The principle of "every man his own priest" is reaffirmed with 
such artlessly plain sentences as "No Ie es necesario concurrir / al Papa" 
(He doesn't need to go / see the Pope) (62). Such bald setting-forth of 
opinions makes "EI £apa" seem to belongonly partly to the realm of poetry, 
This disputatious text points to Rabinovich's two models: modern man
ifesto editorial writing, and the Bible with its many forms of polemic, 
invective, and exhortation.4 

Many of Rabinovich's lines derive their blunt quality from lexical choices 
that at first seem too modern, jargonistic, and banal for the subject matter 
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at hand. For example, the speaker in "Eclipse," in a discussion of theo
logical problems, announces "Estarfa dispuesto a firmar I un pacto de no 
agresi6n I con el Senor" (I would be inclined to sign I a nonaggression pact 
I with the Lord) (151). The harsh critic in "Una vacante" wonders if he can 
find a place on the pope's balcony "Donde la zona espaciall no esta violada 
I por ninglin ave de presa" (Where the air space I is not violated I by any 
bird of prey) (156) and reutilizes the peace negotiators' "nonaggression 
pact." Whereas these two examples involve the jargon of international 
relations, technological terms also surface unexpectedly, as in the sug
gestion of a procedure for producing "una fotocopia de Dios" (a photocopy 
of God) (199) in "Amen." 

In the case of these unusual lexical options, the initial effect is of irrever
ence; yet Rabinovich is treating serious matters with due respect. Modern
day terms of warfare and political aggression, such as treaty terms and talk 
of "air space," sound more appropriate for news reports than for meta
physical considerations. Yet it should be remembered that biblical language 
is full of contemporary terms alluding to war and to military and diplo
matic relations between groups. The difference is not in the fundamental 
referent, which in both cases is armed conflict and the questions surround
ing it, but in the modernity of Rabinovich's terms of reference. Because of 
its archaic ring, talk of "swords into plowshares" is easier for today's reader 
to accept as part of a discussion of loftily solemn matters. Nonetheless, it 
makes as much sense to speak of human beings' quarrels and covenants 
with God and with one another in modern terms as in biblical ones. 
Rabinovich is following the biblical precedent of discussing these tension
filled situations using the terminology of conflict suitable to his time. 

The curiouvllusion to photocopying God follows the same type of logic. 
Certainly the Bible tells of attempts to gain an image of, or access to, God 
by various means. For example, the Tower of Babel narrative, like Rabino
vich's remark about photocopying God, speaks of technical devices meant 
to perform a feat that can be accomplished only spiritually. The comment 
on a human tendency is essentially the same, but again the use of the 
terminology of the present moment seems jarring. The contrast between the 
apparent frivolity of these references and their justifiability is in itself a 
commentary. Rabinovich draws attention to the widespread habit of mind 
that consists of venerating the antique, alien nature of biblical expression 
rather than the biblical content, a habit reflected in the horrified reaction of 
certain groups to any attempt to modernize liturgical language. 

Rabinovich's value-laden realism has certain other set, formal proce
dures that are easy to identify from collection to collection. The convention 
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of stanzas has been virtually abandoned. The poems are all fairly long by 
present-day standards, four pages being the usual length. Invariably, single 
spacing is used. Variation in line length creates a jagged, erose right edge. 
The poet makes frequent use of the period for purposes other than ending a 
sentence. Often a phrase is set off from the surrounding text by being 
punctuated as if it were a complete sentence. "Eclipse" has "Luz de cre
pusculo." (Twilight.) (151) and, even more oddly, the isolated dependent 
clause "Cuando me identifico." (When I identify myself.) (150). At the same 
time, some complete sentences are left without any ending mark. 

Stranger yet, to the educated reader's eyes, is the use of periods within a 
sentence, as in "Fuera de la medida" ("Outsize") (91-96). Here one finds 
"hasta donde llega / la pluma que lleva el viento. / Para el concurso del 
cielo" (as far as / the feather goes, borne on the wind. / For the contest of 
the heavens) (95). Even when a period seems to end a conventionally 
acceptable sentence, the sentence in question may not remain ended. The 
continuation of the utterance after the period then starts without a capital 
letter: "y con una carcajada / satanica / me dio la bienvenida. / quise 
prenderle fuego" (and with a Satanic / laugh / he welcomed me. / i tried to 
set him on fire), from the poem ('Culpable" ("Guilty") (171). As one might 
expect, these striking violations of grammatical rules occur alongside less 
disturbing ones. The run-on sentence, for example, is hardly a daring 
exercise of poetic license, yet in Rabinovich's work it furthers his anar
chistic statement by offending the purist's sense of what constitutes a 
correct sentence. 

The resulting texts do not look entirely like poems. Rabinovich, by trade 
a typesetter, was undoubtedly aware that his preferred format made his 
poetry resemble less prestigious genres, such as broadsides and leaflets. The 
similarity to nonart forms corresponds to an antielitist ideal whose sources 
in Eastern European aesthetic thought will be discussed in the conclusion of 
this chapter. The layout of the poems in Violinista sustains the proposition 
that poetry is written for the hard work of making assertions, and at the 
same time the layout masks the fact that the poetic form in itself has 
required attention, care, and deliberate choices to assume such a definitive 
character . 

...... 

An example of Rabinovich's ruggedly antisentimental depiction of Jew
ish life is "Responso" (158-62). Like many of the poems of Violinista, 
"Responso" is a dramatic, polemical monologue. The speaker in this text is 
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the grandson of its protagonist, an altruistic Jewish blacksmith. Reminisc
ing about his grandfather's virtuous behavior, the speaker defends an ideal 
of natural, unritualized religiosity, the contrary of which-the prescription 
of exercises of piety-is denounced through unfavorable comparison with 
the free-form, heartfelt worship of the smith. The formalistic side of 
Christianity, especially Catholicism with its officials, titles, and other appa
ratus, comes in for Rabinovich's usual sarcastic dismissal, as does the Jewish 
Orthodox insistence on the exact observance of ritual commandments. 
"Responso" bears the same essential message as "EI Papa." Just as the 
Christian in "EI Papa" can reconcile himself with God while going about 
his everyday work, the Jew in "Responso" need not follow a clerically 
dictated ritual or artificially separate labor from communion with God. 

What first claims the reader's attention is the juxtaposition of Christian 
language with the description of the life of a Jewish blacksmith. From its 
very title, "Responso" provokes curiosity by its appropriation of language 
typical of Christian worship. A puzzle is set forth in the title and the poem's 
opening with the speaker's announced intention to describe his grand
father. How can a poetic evocation of a thoroughly Jewish individual be 
classified as a "response," a characteristically Christian liturgical form? The 
reader is led toward an unraveling of this unexpected tie between the 
grandfather and Christian tradition. 

The first clue to the correspondence between title and text comes in the 
opening sentence. The blacksmith was, according to his grandson, widely 
renowned as a holy individual. The lexical choice is not inherently Chris
tian as opposed to Jewish, for holy and saintly people, and even saints, exist 
in Judaism as well as Christianity. The difference in the two traditions' 
concept of saintliness, though, becomes a significant point. Whereas Ca
tholicism features highly formalized definitions of sainthood, epitomized 
by canonization proceedings, the great Jewish saints and holy men are 
recognized by general acclamation, by a widespread perception of their 
piety and altruism. The blacksmith of the poem is clearly in this latter 
tradition of saintliness, for the opening lines celebrate the far-reaching fame 
of this holy man. 

The contrast between Catholic formalism and Jewish reliance on com
munity consensus becomes an issue in the text that follows. The principle 
that human saintliness manifests itself in concrete behavior is part of 
Rabinovich's poetic statement. This here-and-now concept of saintliness is 
always imperiled by officially imposed (especially Catholic) ones. To assign 
praise and blame, "Responso" adopts features of the biblical formula of 
blessing and curse. At the same time, in urging the reader to feel free of 
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purely ritual requirements and to attend to the meaning of religious acts, the 
poem draws on the stylistic conventions of exhortation.! 

With "Su herreria era una capilla judfa" (His smithy was a Jewish chapel) 
(158), the text resumes its play of oppositions. The disparity that most 
quickly strikes the eye is between the Christian term capilla and its immedi
ately adjoining modifier, jud£a. Beyond this readily apparent contrast of 
noun and modifying adjective, an unusual equivalence is established be
tween herreria and capilla. Though here linked in a relation of inter
changeability, the two terms in real-world use are almost always confined 
to their respective realms, the secular and the religious. The secular / 
religious dichotomy and the speaker's presumable desire to challenge its 
value are by no means Jewish vs. Christian problems. The following line 
brings this point home by substituting for capilla the closest Jewish term, 
templo. As well as calling the smithy / chapel "quiza un templo" (perhaps a 
temple), this next line violates the secular / religious boundary in another 
way. The activity found in the temple is tempering (literal and figurative): 
"un templo donde se templaba" (a temple for tempering). The consecrated 
temple is linked by similarity of fortn to workaday tempering. Jewish laws 
pertaining to worship, though, make the occasions on which one would go 
to temple the very times when labor is proscribed. The poem has begun to 
develop a challenge to the ritual commandments of Judaism, since these 
place work on a lower level than study and worship, excluding useful labor 
from the realm of piety. 

The intermingling of realms next surprises the reader by blurring a 
division normally maintained between human beings and other animals . 

. The blacksmith deserves the respect conventionally due members of the 
clergy. He is a parroco (parish priest) charged with the care of a congrega
tion, but the congregants whose spiritual life he directs are all horses. These 
are, by common reckoning, beyond the reach of religious ministry, "pro
fanados hijos del Senor" (profaned children of the Lord) (158), and are 
further diminished in dignity by their rough treatment as workhorses. The 
blacksmith's achievement is, through the respect and empathy he gives these 
devalued creatures, to encourage whatever spark of spirituality they may 
unknowingly harbor. In measuring his success, the grandson claims the 
blacksmith could both transmit divinely inspired messages to his flock (he 
is a nuncio) and receive messages from them concerning their spiritual 
condition (he hears confessions), the two great communicative tasks re
served for well-recognized religious spokesmen and most typically for 
clergy. 

Rabinovich's treatment usually entails a renunciation of the potential for 
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lyricizing the subject matter. This poem does not cleave, however, to the 
plodding realism Rabinovich frequently employs to fully realize the stating 
of opinion. The boundary that must be crossed to minister spiritually to 
horses has led the blacksmith to violate an even stronger category division. 
Animated by the smith's powerful empathy, his tools acquire understanding 
and agree not to hurt the horses. The main rhetorical point is not that the 
objects managed to bargain but that the smith vitalized them with con
sciousness. This extraordinary feat is proof of the saintly and priestly 
quality the poem has been attributing to him. The blacksmith's eagerness to 
care for fellow creatures and his spiritualization of his craft have put him so 
at peace with the world that he can negotiate pacts with portions of that 
world, crossing the divisions between human and lower beings and between 
animate and inanimate items. 

"Responso" displays no nostalgic urge to celebrate such unique sectors of 
Jewish culture as the irreparably lost world of the shtetl. 6 Instead, it concen
trates on those aspects of the blacksmith's behavior that can be duplicated 
by any virtuous and conscientious worker. When the grandson says that the 
blacksmith could not think of his tools as pieces of metal because he prayed 
together with them, he establishes a principle applicable to all forms of 
human labor. The picture projected in "Responso" must remain free of any 
culture-specific clutter in order to draw attention to the human issues that 
are at the core of the poem. Chamuscado (singed), the typical epithet 
repeatedly assigned the grandfather, alludes to a universally encountered 
characteristic of metalworkers. The blacksmith's work is noble not because 
of his ethnicity, or because his task is rural, old-fashioned, or physically 
strenuous, but entirely because of his holistic attitude toward labor. 7 

The blacksmith's artless gift for communing with nature and manufac
tured objects gives, in tum, a clue to Rabinovich's persistent use of terms 
derived from institutional Christianity. The formalized manifestations of 
piety, such as chapel attendance, confessions, and the famously elaborate 
bell system of Notre Dame Cathedral, all stand for unnecessary institu
tionalization of the religious impulse. The poem mentions them to reveal 
their needlessness. The argument against them is the example of the black
smith, who accomplishes all the supposed goals of a tightly organized 
religious life without any reliance on its structuring conventions. The 
rhetorical result is to cast the terms chapel, nuncio, confessional, as well as 
their referents in real-world religion, into disrepute. 

The most marked formal characteristics of "Responso," such as the 
avoidance of stanzaic organization, originate in the same set of ideas that 
provide the content of the poem. The lack of stanzaic division certainly 
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follows the antiformalist imperative of the poem. Just as the blacksmith 
need not interrupt his labors, begun before dawn, to pray in strictly ritual 
style, the poem need not break for conventional spacing. The smith's 
everyday worship is a totality. The continuous flow of text follows a like 
principle. 

"Responso" also shows Rabinovich's idiosyncratic definition of d.e sen
tence. Two independent clauses appear end to end without either transi
tional matter or a capital to indicate a fresh start. The end of the second 
clause would seem to be the end of the sentence because of a period. Yet, the 
next line adds a third independent clause parallel in construction to the first 
two, without a capitalized first letter to signal a new sentence. In his 
disregard for the rules that produce educated-sounding discourse, Rabino
vich resembles early-twentieth-century Soviet graphic artists from the real
ist faction of the avant-garde, who predicted "the destruction of everything 
connected with classical style, orthography, syntax and verse construction" 
and claimed "proportion and composition of type. . . are not independent 
of the substance being conveyed."8 

*** 

An entire book could be devoted to specifying and tracing the substratum 
of ideas from which Rabinovich texts have arisen. It is likely that they 
reflect the utopian current of Eastern European intellectual life of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. To cite a celebrated instance, one 
may point to the late religious-social thought of Leo Tolstoy. The novelist's 
ideal of manual labor combined with unreflective, unritualized piety is 
certainly embodied in the smith of "Responso." Tolstoy found religious 
spirit in the careful craftsmanship of simple people. Just so, the speaker in 
"Responso" justifies the smith's habit of praying at work by saying "Oran
do, el puno se pone piadoso" (In prayer, the fist becomes pious) (159) and by 
stating that the smith and his equipment prayed together. 

In the Russian-Jewish milieu, closer to Rabinovich's experience, it is easy 
to identify examples of antiauthoritarian and anti formalist thought, partic
ularly in strong anarchist tendencies with their reliance on inherent human 
capacities of self-governance. In the artistic realm, the poetry of Saul 
Tchernihowsky may be cited for its frequent attacks on the ritualistic 
commandments so tightly enforced in Orthodox practice.9 Consider one of 
Tchernihowsky's most frequent targets: the set of prescribed procedures 
surrounding Jewish men's prayer. A recurring image is the once observant 
individual bursting free of his phylacteries on perceiving them as an instru-
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ment of bondage. Tchernihowsky's recommendation for transcending the 
limitations of ritualism is a drastic one involving a revival of "paganism," 
whereas Rabinovich more moderately praises such homemade modifica
tions of observance as the smith's fusion of prayer and work. Yet both show 
parallel signs of a desire to abandon hierarchically determined forms. 

The special circumstances of Rabinovich's writing should give any evalu
ator pause. The poetry at issue is clearly not designed to meet certain cri
teria commonly used in judging poetry. It would not be reasonable to apply 
a criterion of subtlety to Rabinovich's writing. The most hortatory stylistic 
forms, from the denunciatory broadside to the prophetic call to repentance, 
provide the organizing conventions for many Rabinovich poems. When he 
turns away from established models of grammar, he has the backing of the 
utilitarian-minded Russian precursors of social realism. It would be fair to 
judge his work by saying it has dual citizenship, belonging foremost to a 
category of writings with a directly pragmatic purpose. Rabinovich's texts 
belong both to poetry and to the tradition of polemical discourse running 
from biblical curse and invective to modem proclamations. 



6 JOSE ISAACSON 

An Open Letter to Spinoza 

Rather than a sampling of poems, the 1977 Cuaderno Spinoza (Spinoza 
Notebook) by the well-established Argentine poet Jose Isaacson (1922-) is a 
single, if complex, communicative act. I The work's unity is manifest above 
all in its overriding preoccupation. The modern-day poet Isaacson (his 
poetic persona, as it appears in the work, will be designated as Isaacson) 
seeks rapport with the seventeenth-century philosopher Benedict de [Bar
uch] Spinoza. The effort to reach out across the centuries is more than a 
theme running through the poems. This quest for connection with Spinoza 
determines the construction of the book and supplies its reason to exist. It 
also gives rise to two problematic, but highly dynamic, features of the 
collection. These two troubling points will be the focus of the following 
analysis of Cuaderno Spinoza. , 

The first difficult question Cuaderno Spinoza poses is that of its status as 
an act of speech, as speaking to a hearer or interlocutor. The poems are the 
linguistic means of turning to Spinoza and developing an imaginative link 
with him. The most obvious sign of this communicative situation is the 
large number of poems directly addressed to Spinoza, as are several entitled 
"A Baruch Spinoza" ("To Baruch Spinoza"), and the frequent practice of 
calling out to Spinoza by name. Moreover, poems not linguistically cast in 
the Isaacson-to-Spinoza mode still form part of Isaacson's overall address to 
Spinoia. For example, when Isaacson poetically rewrites Spinoza's corres
pondence, the focus is still Isaacson's attempt to attune himself and the 
reader to Spinoza's mind and thus to enter into communion with him, to 
"quebrar el silencio" (break the silence) (156). 

However accurate it is to call Cuaderno Spinoza a communication from 
Isaacson to Spinoza, such an account of the work is incomplete. The fact of 
the book's publication places it in a category unlike the private journal its 
title suggests. Cuaderno Spinoza is like one of those texts that make the 
reader a concerned third party examining corr~spondence not addressed to 
him. Yet this third party is no spy, for the material exists to provide him 
with insights. The exemplary case of this arrangement, and a useful model 
to which to compare Cuaderno Spinoza, is the open letter. The open letter 
has a putative addressee (who mayor may not ever notice it) but, to be 
successful, must speak to its most likely public of readers. 2. 

113 
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In this analysis of Cuaderno Spinoza, the entire collection, whatever the 
format of individual poems, will be considered as an open letter to Spinoza. 
Under this definition, the work must be "open" enough to allow diverse 
readers to find meanings in it. Though the messages in Cuaderno Spinoza
letters, soliloquies, and prayers-may look private, they must prove worth
while to a reader who is unlike either Isaacson or Spinoza and may not care 
intensely about Isaacson's relations with his forebear. Otherwise, Isaacson 
would be taking advantage of a public forum to air personal concerns. In 
effect, Leonardo Senkman has complained that Cuaderno Spinoza is so 
written as to confer upon the descendant of Iberian Jews a sense of "legit
imaci6n."3 

A second problematic area is the relation between Isaacson's poetry and 
Spinoza's writings. It might seem simplest to see Cuaderno Spinoza as 
reflecting, in poetic form, Spinoza's philosophy. But Cuaderno Spinoza, on 
examination, proves to be too divergent from Spinoza's work to count as a 
verse setting of the philosophy. Isaacson very freely suggests that Spinoza's 
philosophical assertions are not to be taken seriously. He frequently raises 
doubts about the philosopher's aspirations to pure rationality, and he 
expresses, through a perversely mystical reading, appreciation for Spin
oza's less rational aspects. 

Philosophical ideas are not Cuaderno Spinoza's main attraction. Rather, 
Cuaderno Spinoza draws attention to emotionally significant features of its 
subject's life and work. As will become apparent in the study of particular 
poems, Isaacson turns to Spinoza as a figure of the great Sephardic civiliza
tion that, after its Golden Age in Moorish Spain, continued to sustain itself 
in Diasporic communities throughout Europe. The troubled career of the 
philosopher and his enormous difficulty in remaining within any commu
nity provide materia~ for Isaacson's poetry. 

Isaacson draws further away from Spinoza's philosophy as such by 
questioning the value of the form in which it is couched. The philosopher 
designed a form of discourse so rigorous as to resemble geometrical proofs. 
This innovation is often regarded as a misstep. Mortimer J. Adler gives the 
negative consensus concerning Spinoza's pseudogeometrical exposition: 
"His Ethics is written in strict mathematical form, with propositions, 
proofs, corollaries, lemmas, scholia, and the like. However, the subject 
matter of metaphysics and of morals is not very satisfactorily handled in this 
manner, which is more appropriate for geometry and other mathematical 
subjects than for philosophical ones. . . . Spinoza . . . failed to some 
extent to communicate . . . and it seems likely that the form . . . was a 
major reason for failure."4 Isaacson, who as a poet represents and favors a 
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language without aspirations to scientific rigor, appreciates Spinoza's ex
periment only paradoxically as the symptom of an ardent desire for perfect 
knowledge. 

After examination of these two areas of difficulty, it will be possible to 
evaluate Cuaderno Spinoza's resolution of them. Two questions then arise: 
Does Cuaderno Spinoza draw the reader into communication with Spinoza, 
or does the reader often remain excluded from Isaacson's address to the 
philosopher? How worthwhile was Isaacson's against-the-grain apprecia
tion of Spinoza, in which the philosopher's most strenuously asserted rigor 
is devalued and his emotional or quasimystical significance, suppressed in 
his writings, is elevated? 

...... 

To see how Isaacson deals with the first of these issues, the need to open 
the open letter, one should examine "Benito de Sefarad" (91-94). This text 
has the format predominant in the collection, that of an intimate letter from 
Isaacson to Spinoza pleading for a greater closeJless. The terms used in this 
plea determine whether or not the reader can duly share in the work of 
reaching out to Spinoza and in the sought-after empathetic bond with the 
philosopher. 

"Benito de Sefarad" is typical of those poems in which Isaacson utilizes 
one of his personal characteristics as a possible key to contacting Spinoza, 
in this case, that of his Sephardic ancestry. He argues that a shared ancestral 
experience, that of expulsion and exile from the great Judeo-Spanish civi
lization of the medieval period, provides common ground between him and 
his addresSee. He lays a claim of near-kinship on his fellow Sephard: 

Baruj, 
quiza en Orense 0 en Burgos, 
alguna vez 
nuestros abuelos cruzaron 
sus exilios, 
yyo, 
junto a este nuevo Jordan 
de antiguos mapas 

. contigo me encuentro. 

(Baruch, 
perhaps in Orense or in Burgos, 
once 
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our grandfathers' exiles 
crossed, 
and I, 
by that new Jordan 
of ancient maps 
find myself with you.) 

Jose Isaacson 

Although it would be possible to study the poet's relation to his Sephar
dic ancestry, it is more interesting to consider what value such references 
may have for Isaacson's readers. After all, Cuaderno Spinoza only feigns the 
form its title suggests, that of a private journal or personal notebook 
undertaken for the author's benefit. Readers other than Isaacson must 
derive some advantage from the devices he employs in approaching Spin
oza; otherwise, they really would be in the role of outsiders perusing a 
stranger's personal papers. 

How likely is it that readers will be part of the special community 
Isaacson is establishing through Sephardic allusions? Taken in its most 
literal sense, the question could be rephrased: How likely are readers to 

have Sephardic ancestry? Senkman, in his negative evaluation of the collec
tion, seems to see this as the question at stake. He criticizes Isaacson for 
exalting the exceptional quality of Sephardic lineage.s If he is right, then 
Isaacson is guilty not only of elitism but also of excluding a large segment of 
his readership from full appreciation of the dynamic at work in "Sefarad." 
Consider that a Jewish Argentine reader, who might well feel drawn to 
Isaacson's work on Jewish themes, is most likely of Eastern European 
origin. Those Argentines of Spanish peninsular ancestry may well have 
Sephardic forebears, but they are not apt to be fully aware of the heritage or 
to have maintained Hispano-Judaic cultural traits. These conditions apply 
to the entire Spanish:speakiog world. 

The link with Sepharad and with the Sephardic exile must be broadly 
construed to allow non-Sephardic readers to enjoy a connection with the 
legendary Jewish civilization that flourished in Spain. Such a link is possible 
because the poem makes the Sephardim representative of larger human 
groups-so many and such broad groups that the reader cannot fail to be 
included. 

In the logic of the poem, all readers have a special conduit to the Spanish
Jewish experience because they are users of the Spanish language and 
conversant with the culture associated with that language. The opening 
lines of "Sefarad"-"Cuando Espana fue / Sdarad" (When Spain was / 
Sepharad)-are a useful overstatement. Although Sepharad is undeniably 
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the Hebrew word for Spain, in practice Sepharad and Sephardim can never 
be coterminous with Spain and Spaniards. Spain is Sefarad only to those 
who thought of it as such, that is, to those with a Jewish frame of reference. 
Moreover, the terms cannot be interchangeable because the phenomena to 
which they allude are unlike. Spain may refer to the political entity, the 
geographical territory, and the civilization of that name. Sepharad, though, 
can refer only to the civilization that arose among the Jews of Spain and 
continued, to diverse degrees, in their subsequent exile. Yet, Isaacson has 
chosen to make the two seemingly equivalent rather than turn to such 
accurate, if flat, lexical choices as "When Spain contained Sefarad."6 

What is gained by the equivalence of the two terms? It draws attention to 

the fact, long neglected in the discussion of Spanish culture, that the Spanish 
Jewish Golden Age was as much a high point in Spanish as in Jewish history. 
Josef Hayim Yerushalmi, certainly a major figure in the recovery of Sephar
dic history, has stressed that until the expulsion, neither individuals nor 
cultural achievements had to belong either to Spanish or to Jewish civiliza
tion. Only later did it occur that when a creative person assumed a fully 
Jewish identity, "the Peninsula now lost another son ... reclaimed by the 
Jewish people. In a bygone age, both 'might have claimed him equally."? 
The principle that the Jewish and Spanish cultures are inextricably con
joined benefits readers of Cuaderno Spinoza. (One should note that "Sef
arad" duly reflects the blurring of the distinction between Spanish and 
Portuguese identity, especially typical of the contemporary Jewish commu
nity, subsuming both under the terms Spanish and Spain.S) The poem does 
not presuppose a reader with an explicit and well-articulated knowledge of 
Sephardic Culture, but it makes the point that a reader of Spanish is an heir 
of I~rian and hence of Sephardic civilization. 

The first stanza gives added importance to the Spanish language and to 
the Spanish reader's special advantage in understanding Spinoza's Sephar-
die exile experience. The Sephardim are credited as "forjadores ... de las 
palabras / mas viejas / que en espanol se pronunciaron" (smiths ... of the 
/ most ancient words / ever uttered in Spanish). They were, that is, shapers 
of the very language through which Isaacson and the reader hope to contact 
them now. 

Up to this point, "Sefara4" might seem merely to extol the virtues of the 
Sephardim (for example, their excellence as silversmiths). But the second 
and third stanzas reveal that the non-Sephardic reader has a point of entry 
into this privileged culture. It is his sensitive and nuanced grasp of Spanish 
and Iberian culture that allows him to appreciate the variants of Spinoza's 
name. Only one of the names is entirely within the domain of Judaica: the 
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Hebrew name Baruch. Another, the Latinate Benedictus de Spinoza, is 
outside Iberia; stripped of its national markings, it reflects Spinoza's assim
ilation into general Western European intellectual life. All the other names, 
though, are Iberian: Espinoza de los Monteros, Benito orensano (a term 
that requires a recognition of Spanish place-name adjectives), Benito, and 
Bento Despiiioza. The reader is encouraged to see that his awareness of the 
values of these variants is a beginning toward understanding the seemingly 
exotic Spinoza. The same appeal recurs in the poem's closing aphorism: 
"Hasta los nombres / tienen su exilio" (Even names / have their exile). 

Moreover, the second stanza offers a peculiarly linguistic clue into the 
mystery of Spinoza. A pun on his name brings to the fore his prickly 
personality and thorny system of thought. Although this comment involves 
a Jewish reference (the burning bush), it is worth noting that the allusion is 
a familiar part of Christian culture. The use of a pun to approach a difficult 
issue may well lead the reader unaware into a traditionally Jewish tum of 
thought. The idea that there are powerfully magic meanings hidden in the 
supposed accidents of language is central to the Kabbalistic notion of 
hermeneutics. A reliance on the secret significances of words, and especially 
of names, is especially well suited to the period in which Spinoza developed. 
It was an era characterized by mystical extravagances: "A generation filled 
with the east wind of mystical ravings hungered after signs and wonders, 
and signs and wonders came without stint."9 

...... 

As well as these linguistic connections, a second factor binds the Argen
tine, New World, and human groups to the phenomenon of Spinoza and the 
.exile he incarnates. In. the above-cited stanzas, directly following his most 
specific reference to Sephardic Spain, "Baruch / perhaps in Orense or 
Burgos," Isaacson rapidly shifts his reference to his own time and place, 
where his encounter with Spinoza occurs. 

The "new Jordan" by which he now stands is the Rio de la Plata, an identi
fication reinforced later in the poem by a physical description of the Plata: <Ote 
llevo a mi Jordan / mi barroso rio" (I take you to my Jordan / my muddy 
river). What right does the Plata have to figure as a new Jordan? The clue is in 
the phrase "ancient maps." Isaacson supplies a facsimile of a 1507 map 
displaying the very feature that concerns him. In his gloss to the reproduc
tion, he notes that the river labeled as the Jordan is, in fact, the Rio de la Plata. 

The Plata as a figure of the Jordan suggests several propositions. The 
Jordan is, of course, the river to cross to transform exile into redemption. 
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Early cartography, in placing the Jordan in the New World, expressed the 
pervasive, if confused, conviction that the new continent would fulfill the 
sweeping promises of Bible and of legend-in this case, the recovery of the 
promised land. A longing for such a return indicates a feeling that one is 
wandering in exile. The condition of exile then becomes the common factor 
uniting all those implicated in the Jordan-Plata figure. The early explorers 
were displaced Europeans (including, no doubt, many Sephardim) wander
ing in a strange land. As contemporary Argentine essayists have asserted 
(for example, Hector A. Murena and Ezequiel Martinez Estrada), the 
disorientation and alienation of these early settlers may well have left a 
legacy of estrangement that persists to the present day.lo In this sense, 
Argentina itself is a locus both of exile and of a drive, sometimes bizarre in 
its manifestations, for return and redemption. 

Spinoza can best be understood by fellow exiles because he is the quintes
sential figure of expulsion and displacement. He represents in his own 
person the galut of the Jewish people, the Sephardic expulsion from the 
Iberian peninsula, and finally the excommunicatioo from the Diasporic 
Sephardic community of Amsterdam. Isaacson mediates between the two 
spheres of exile, for he is a historical emissary from the Sephardic experi
ence and a sharer in the exile that is inherent in the New World. 

Beyond these specifiable cases of exile, with their roots in historical 
circumstances, the poem evokes a more diffuse form of rootlessness. Isaac
son continues, throughout the collection, to vary and extend the meaning of 
the terms of exile and redemption. For example, in "Recorrf tus textos" ("I 
Pored Over Your Texts") (154-,;6), the treatment of the alienating vastness of 
the Argentine SOuth places Isaacson again in the tradition of the above-cited 
essayists. Less emphatically, though, a subtheme is insinuated, or the reader 
is permitted to insinuate it: that the accumulation of social injustices is 
tantamount to a form of exile. Such a proposition appears, mutedly, in the 
following stanza: 

Dolorido Sur 
mi patria maltratada, 
entre tamos mas 
soy un afligido. 

(Wounded South 
my ill-used homeland, 
along with so many others, 
I am in pain.) 
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The collection does not proceed far into this thematic area. 
More clearly brought out is the most ample conception of exile possible. 

Once the poems have raised the notion of an existential exile, such as that 
experienced by the uprooted inhabitants of the New World or the southern
ers contemplating vast, empty expanses, the notion obviously must apply to 
all readers by virtue of their human existence. In effect, the poems recog
nize this necessary possibility of an element of exile in all human lives. By 
page 196, Isaacson has sufficiently opened and amplified the terms in 
question that he can assert: "AI cabo de la historia, / todos los rios son el 
Jordan / y santas / todas las tierras / que el hombre padece y fructifica" (At 
the end of history, / every river is the Jordan / and every land / is holy / that 
man suffers with and causes to bear crops). 

To sum up, "Sefarad" is characterized by its appeal to widening and 
overlapping sets of possible readers. These sets eventually include every 
person who could conceivably read the text. At first reading, "Sefarad" may 
seem flawed by its specific emphasis on an ancestral connection readers 
may not share. Yet Isaacson generalizes the Sephardic legacy until all 
Spanish-language readers enjoy the benefit it confers: a route of access into 
the mystery of Spinoza, and hence into perennial puzzles of human identity. 
The meaning of exile is similarly expanded from the Jewish Diaspora or the 
post-Expulsion Sephardic dispersion to give the term meaning for the New 
World, for the vast expanses of Argentina, for the victims of social wrongs, 
and finally for all human beings. 

Beginning on page 177, shifts in the collection's structure increase the 
reader's involvement with Spinoza and what he represents. Previously, 
Cuaderno Spinoza was dominated by the poetic persona of Isaacson. The 
voice of Isaacson was heard calling out to Spinoza and pronouncing solilo
quies and prayers reflecting on his efforts to reach the philosopher. Now the 
collection breaks away from the Isaacson-to-Spinoza format. 

Between page 177 and page 229, interspersed with other types of text, 
one finds a poetic recreation of selections from Spinoza's famous corres
pondence. II Twenty-six of these have Spinoza as putative author, albeit a 
much poeticized Spinoza as a look at the real-world philosopher's consider
ably drier correspondence makes clear. The seven remaining pseudoletters 
are from Spinoza's correspondents, who draw hilI! out on matters he has 
previously discussed. 

The principal reason to recreate Spinoza's correspondence is, of course, 
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to bring out aspects of his personality that Isaacson finds to be repressed. 
The reconstituted Spinoza allows-often between the lines-glimpses of a 
highly emotional nature. A second justification, though, is to provide relief 
from the Isaacson-to-Spinoza arrangement. The latter always risks making 
readers mere onlookers at Isaacson's spectacular struggles to reach Spinoza 
and Sepharad. The letters eliminate the mediating figure of Isaacson, with 
his importunings, expressions of doubt, and meditations. His removal from 
the scene allows an unimpeded view of Spinoza's own expression and of the 
book's least personal topics: reason and its potential, the nature of being 
and change, and the obtaining of knowledge of ultimate matters. Even 
though it is true, outside the poems' frame of reference, that the real-world 
poet Isaacson controls Spinoza's voice, within the world of Cuaderno 
Spinoza the reader is able to contemplate Spinoza without any intermediary. 

The appearance of the letters ushers in a further change in the structure 
of Cuaderno Spinoza. In the section dedicated to correspondence, two texts 
anticipate the next segment and the innovation that will define it: poems in 
Spinoza's voice without a human correspondent. Two of the letters from 
Spinoza give rise to such new texts. Spinoza's letter to G. van Blyenbergh 
(193-94) gives rise to "Descartes y yo" ("Descartes and I") (194-95). Unlike 
the letters, this text is not derived from the real-life Spinoza's correspon
dence; it appears to be a self-addressed reverie elicited by the epistolary 
poem preceding it. The sequence and conceptual relation of the two texts 
suggest that after completing the letter to Blyenbergh, Spinoza developed fur
ther thoughts that he voiced only to himself (with the reader eavesdropping). 

Such a soliloquy-type scenario is further implied by the difference be
tween "Descartes y yo," presumably not addressed to anyone, and Spin
oza's earlier comments on his philosophical predecessors, directed to Hen
drik Oldenburg ("Bacon y Descartes," "Bacon," 179-80). In the semipublic 
commentary, Spinoza responds to Oldenburg's request to hear more of his 
comments on the two philosophers. Spinoza answers as a contentious, 
competitive professional colleague. He finds fault with Bacon's method of 
exposition-"Describe / y casi nada demuestra" (He describes / and hardly 
demonstrates anything)-and choice of subject matter. In short, he pro
vides a professional evaluation. 

"Descartes y yo" answers no 'lcuestion and appears to arise from Spin
oza's own thought processes. The emphasis shifts from Descartes's work to 
his and Spinoza's common motivation. Spinoza abandons the strenuous 
effort toward objectivity that, if one accepts Cuaderno Spinoza's analysis, 
has always masked an emotional outcry. His comment on his similarity to 
Descartes is the very one Isaacson might have made: "aunque no podamos / 
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dibujar el sentido, / el amor / nos presta las alas / y el vuelo es posible" 
(even though we can't / trace out the meaning, / love / lends us wings / and 
flight is possible) (194). With its unguarded talk of the emotional drives 
behind philosophical inquiry, this text gives the closest look at Spmoza so 
far in the collection. 

The penultimate letter brings in its wake another startlingly unmediated 
view of Spinoza. "Oraci6n entre dos luces" ("Prayer Between Two Lights") 
is an overheard prayer. Spinoza, formerly self-assured to the point of 
arrogance, now admits himself to be overwhelmed by the task at hand and 
in need of divine assistance. Moving away from his ultra-rationalist's stance, 
he appeals: "Si como el barro / en las manos del alfarero / estoy, / 
hciblame, Senor" (If I am like clay / in the hands / of the potter, / speak to 
me, Lord) (227). 

After one more letter, the collection becomes dominated by Spinoza's 
voice. The texts in the remaining segment (229-81) include prayers, reveries, 
and private reflections on Spinoza's public statements. The reader enjoys 
the greatest possible freedom to explore Spinoza's private self and thoughts. 

Though Isaacson's addresses to Spinoza continue to appear sporadically 
after page 177, their status is now changed. The Isaacson-Spinoza connec
tion is no longer the only one open to readers eager to understand the 
philosopher and the mysteries associated with him. Isaacson becomes only 
one of the seekers after Spinoza's essence, since all readers of the book can 
now examine Spinoza's correspondence, prayers and soliloquies. The im
plication is that Isaacson's vigorous efforts to summon or conjure Spinoza's 
spirit were initially necessary. Once the contact is established, the reader is 
more and more on his own in broadening the communicative link with the 
philosopher. The poetic persona of Isaacson does not fade away but loses its 
privileged character as the reader enjoys direct access to Spinoza. 

~ 

Isaacson is quick to draw attention to the paradoxical relation between 
Cuaderno Spinoza and the philosopher's writings. "De algUn modo / tus 
textos Ie trasmiten / un sentido a mi escritura" (Somehow / your texts 
transmit / a meaning to my writing), he tells Spinoza in an account of his 
idiosyncratic reading of the treatises, "Recorri tus textos" ("I Pored Over 
Your Texts") (154-56). Isaacson is least concerned with the aspects of Spin
oza's thought that the philosopher most worked to display. Even when the 
poet turns for material to the treatises, especially the Ethics, it is to reveal a 
mercurial, impassioned Spinoza behind the would-be strict rationalist. 
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One indicator of the reinvention of Spinoza is that it is not very produc
tive to compare the thematic content of Isaacson's Cuaderno Spinoza with 
that of, for example, the Ethics. A detailed comparison can only confirm 
what is immediately evident: Isaacson cares for the hidden subtext he 
discerns in the philosophy and not for the statements that are manifest for 
all to see and analyze. Another sign of his specialized preoccupation with 
Spinoza is his relative lack of interest in commentaries on and explications 
of the treatises. In the prefatory "Advertencia" ("Warning") (9-10) Isaacson 
accounts for his background in Spinoza. Among the commentators, writers 
of a more romantic and impressionistic turn (such as Israel Zangwill in his 
Dreamers of the Ghetto) are favored over scholarly explicators. More value, 
though, is given to Novalis's phrase for Spinoza, drunk with God, a charac
terization confirming Isaacson's own reading of the philosopher. Finally, 
Isaacson's feelings about the entire matter of Spinoza gain precedence over 
any type of mediating commentary. 

If the content of Cuaderno Spinoza and that of the Ethics seems almost 
too easy to characterize, that relation between the formats of the two works 
restores the needed element of complexity. Cuaderno Spinoza has paid, in 
its layout, a curious homage to Spinoza's unusual ways of organizing 
philosophical discourse supposedly to achieve maximal rigor. The collec
tion of poems undeniably mimics certain features of the Ethics and adds 
other features in the same pseudogeometrical mode. l

2. To begin with, the 
poems of the collection are not spaced in the manner conventional for 
poetry, that is, designed to call attention to the uniqueness of each poem. In 
Cuaderno Spinoza, the beginning of a poem only sometimes coincides with 

. the beginning of a new page. Titles are not placed above the text but rather 
are level with the opening line and to the left of it, running up to the left 
margin. The result is that the textual layout more closely resembles that of a 
continuous treatise with subheadings. Such a characterization also de
scribes the Ethics, though the two works are by no means identical in 
layout. 

In other cases, Isaacson has been more geometrical in form than Spinoza 
himself. This is particularly evident in the case of the correspondence. 
Consider Spinoza's "Carta II, a Enrique Oldenburg" ("Letter II, to Hendrik 
Oldenburg") (177-79). The Cuaderno Spinoza version shows Spinoza able 
to pare down complex trains of thought to their barest elements: 

Toda sustancia 
es 
infinita. 
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S6louna 
es 
la sustancia existente. 

(Every substance 
is 
infinite. 

Only one 
is 
the existing substance.) 

(178) 

Jose Isaacson 

The above, though, has been distilled out of a letter that displays no such 
severe economy but is bulky with conventionally polite turns of phrase and 
transitional or explicatory matter.'3 Cuaderno Spinoza pares the original 
letter down to its most geometrical form and at the same time adds ele
ments. Subtitles, which the real-life letter does not use, appear in its poetic 
counterpart, again suggesting austere rigor. The stanza cited above begin
ning "Only one ... " is compatible with Spinoza's pantheism and could, 
with an elegantly cryptic conceptual twist, have been fitted into the original 
letter. However, Spinoza did not make this final turn of thought and phrase; 
Cuaderno Spinoza made it on his behalf, as if salvaging a missed oppor
tunity. In its minimalistic form and parsimony of means, its treatise-like 
subheadings and nimble inclusion of cosmic unity in the discussion, the 
poetic version of the letter is more Spinoza-like than Spinoza's own work, in 
the sense of pursuing a geometrical severity. 

It would be easy to say of Cuaderno Spinoza's quasigeometrical form that 
the poems parody Spinoza's longing for rigor, or subvert it. Yet such a 
characterization is too simple to account for Isaacson's imitation of Spin
oza. the nature of the relation, whose importance is suggested by the 
prevalence of pseudogeometrical features in Cuaderno Spinoza, is further 
illuminated by the work's thematic statements about Spinoza and his ex
treme notions of rigor. 

Isaacson's judgment on Spinoza's experiment is easy to discern. Like 
Adler, cited in the introduction to this study, Isaacson finds proofs, scholia, 
and lemmas unsuitable for the .transmission of insights. In Isaacson's ex
pressed view, Spinoza deluded himself as to the efficacy of rigor: "tu amor / 
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por las lineas rectas I solia desviarte I de las ideas claras y distintas I que 
tanto amabas" (your love I for straight lines I was apt to lead you astray I 
from the clear, distinct ideas I that you loved so much) (148). Yet Spinoza's 
mistaken effort has virtues other than the intended transmission of logically 
acquired knowledge. The philosopher has left a testimony to his ardent 
longing to know God: "Las formas geometricas I fueron I el poema de tu 
razon enamorada" (Geometrical forms I were I the poem of your reason in 
love) (126). By reading this inadvertent testimony to Spinoza's spiritual and 
emotional experience, Isaacson does not learn philosophy but rather learns 
about ardor and exile, the complications of human identity and the tempta
tions of unbounded rationalism. 

Cuaderno Spinoza abounds in poems casting doubt on Spinoza's preten
sions to strict reliance on reason. "En los margenes de tus teoremas" ("In 
the Margins of Your Theorems") (II4-18), a characteristic example, shows 
Isaacson confronting Spinoza and challenging the philosopher on this very 
point. Turning around Spinoza's "Este tratado exige I lectores I libres I de 
la supersticion I yel miedo" (This treatise requires I readers I free I of 
superstition I and fear), IsaacSon subjects him to questioning: "i,Pudiste I 
acaso, Baruj, I librarte I de la supersticion y el miedo?" (Were you, perhaps 
I able, Baruch, I to free yourself I from superstition and fear?) and 
answers the question negatively. From this direct challenge in the opening 
lines, the poem goes on to present counterarguments to Spinoza's denial of 
the supernatural or mystical element in human understanding. 

"""""" 

More complex than the oppositional stance typified by "En los margenes 
de tus teoremas" is the striving toward a harmonious reconciliation. The 
poem "Amo los helechos" ("I Love Ferns") (106-9), an unusual text in 
Cuaderno Spinoza, offers just such an attempt to find a middle ground 
between Isaacson's and Spinoza's projects. The first three stanzas of "Amo 
los helechos" appear to be anomalous material within the collection of 
poems. Whereas the texts of Cuaderno Spinoza are tightly linked to one 
another and to the problem at hand, that of connecting with Spinoza, the 
beginning of "Amo los helechos" is "that of an autonomous, meditative ode. 
The poet seems to turn away from his project to admire the striking form of 
the fern. Yet it is unreasonable to suppose that the poem is truly an 
independent ode or reverie, for such goes against the entire tendency of the 
collection. 

The first three stanzas, then, form one segment of the poem not only 
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because of their common first line but also because they constitute a puzzle. 
The function of this section, with its detailed admiration of the fern, is to 
raise the question of why it belongs in Cuaderno Spinoza. 

With the fourth stanza, the appearance of the familiar-looking terms 
sustancia (substance ),forma (form), and seres (beings) marks a return to the 
book's normal subject matter. These are the terms Isaacson has been using 
as he cites, paraphrases, and comments on Spinoza's writings. Isaacson has 
now reentered Spinoza's lexicon and, in effect, the philosopher's conceptual 
realm. His concern in the fourth and fifth stanzas is philosophical and 
Spinozian: a pantheistic vital substance shared between all beings and 
deriving from an original, divine source .. But the route by which he comes 
back to Spinoza's terms and concepts is unlike any so far utilized in the 
collection. Previously, Isaacson contemplated Spinoza's life and writings. 
Now he has left Spinoza aside for the space of three stanzas and has arrived 
at consideration of his philosophical concerns through the experience of 
beings themselves, as emblematized by the fern. 

Here is an implied statement that the issues Spinoza considered are 
questions that naturally arise in the human mind. The experience of the 
world stimulates an inquiry into the nature of being. Isaacson makes the 
point that Adler summarized by calling philosophical questions "child
like."I4 If Spinoza's preoccupations are altogether understandable, what 
then of Isaacson's contention that Spinoza's efforts were wrongheaded? 
Clearly, the poem "Amo los helechos" shows that it is natural to take up 
Spinoza's favored philosophical problems and to reason about them using 
the philosopher's terms. What is misguided is the effort to ban from this 
undertaking all irrational elements. "EI milagro / excluiste de tus teoremas" 
(You left no room for miracles / in your theorems) (n6) is a typical 
complaint. "Amo los helechos" offers itself as a demonstration of how 
Spipozian problems may be entertained without the severe rationalistic 
constraints the philosopher imposed. 

The poem approaches the problem of being from an experiential and 
imaginative entry point. Isaacson arrives at the issues set forth in the fourth 
and fifth stanzas by savoring the impression made on him by the agreeable 
contemplation of the fern (stanzas 1-3). By an imaginative exercise, and one 
pleasurable to the mind, he arrives at the notion of a substance shared 
between all beings (stanza 4). The next stanza continues to utilize terms 
seemingly derived from a philosophical treatise, but a fresh irrational 
element has worked its way in. With its talk of naming as a magical act of 
bringing into being, the fifth stanza is markedly Kabbalistic. The question 
of the mature Spinoza's de~ee of involvement with this form of Jewish 
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mysticism has long been debated, both by intellectual historians and by 
such lay enthusiasts as Jorge Luis Borges. '5 Isaacson here offers no solution 
to the historical question but rather illustrates the compatibility between 
Spinoza's concerns and those of the Kabbalists. 

Following the third and fourth stanzas, with their close resemblance to 
philosophical discourse, a segment of three stanzas breaks away from 
reasoned discourse. Isaacson here does not abandon his philosophical 
subject matter but subjects it to a resolutely irrationalistic treatment. The 
language becomes antilogical in the way of surrealistic or avant-garde 
poetic language. I6 It violates commonsense semantic boundaries and cre
ates logically impossible juxtapositions. This strategy reaches its extreme in 
the highly metaphorical eighth stanza. Here the ambiguity surrounding the 
poet is characterized in a series of logically inconceivable figures, such as a 
"duro anillo / de neblina" (hard ring / of mist). 

Having made this definitive break with strict rationality, the poem brings 
back the treatise-like language that first appeared in the third and fourth 
stanzas. The terms are again common to Isaacson's and Spinoza's writing. 
Yet Isaacson resolutely maintains the right to irrationality that he has just 
established with his ·wild metaphors. However soberly philosophical the 
bulk of the terms may be-finitud (finitude), eternidad (eternity), formas 
(forms), Ser (Being)-the stanzas can be read and made sense of only by 
bringing in a considerable element of the subjective and experiential. For 
example, the figure of finitude taking solace in infinity has no meaning 
when the two terms remain as abstractions. Both must be not only person
ified through the poetic figure but also vivified with personal perception. 
Once finitude comes to mean a human experience of finitude and infinity to 

mean the individual's contemplation of the infinite, to use a perhaps crude 
paraphrase, sense is restored to the stanza. The combined illogic of such a 
statement, together with the fact that it makes sense when a subjective 
element is added, suggests a proposition about philosophy in general. 
Isaacson is demonstrating that philosophy can be successful communica
tion even when the features Spinoza most feared as contaminating influ
ences are admitted into the discussion. 

Though Spinoza is not addressed or referred to directly in the poem, 
"Amo los helechos" is one of Isaacson's most positive statements about, and 
one of his strongest expressions ·of warmth toward, the philosopher. Whereas 
many poems rebuke Spinoza for an excessive pursuit of rigor, "Amo los 
helechos" demonstrates a willingness to share his ideas and, to some extent, 
his sparely logical terminology. The issue in this poem is not to question 
what Spinoza has done but rather to supplement it with the components the 
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philosopher misguidedly edited out of his own discourse. The emphasis on 
love, dominating the four closing stanzas, harks back to Cuarderno Spin
oza's contention that Spinoza's work was really based on a fervent, not a 
logical, desire to know. Following this logic, "Amo los helechos" offers a 
form of discourse more truly Spinozian than Spinoza's own repressed 
writings-and in doing so, makes Spinoza one of the poets. 

The above commentary can serve as a guide in formulating answers to 
the evaluative questions posed at the outset of this study. First, how valid is 
the complaint that the book is designed to satisfy the needs of Isaacson, who 
self-servingly seeks "legitimaci6n" (Senkman's term) through his Sephardic 
ancestry and special relation with Spinoza? As the analysis of the collec
tion's organization makes clear, the exclusivity of the Isaacson-Spinoza 
communication is not consistently problematic through all sections of the 
book. It is primarily in the first section, up to page 177, that the poetic 
persona of Isaacson plays so prominent a role, with his letters or appeals to 
Spinoza and his prayers and meditations concerned with reaching the 
philosopher. Senkman seems chiefly interested in the Isaacson-to-Spinoza 
communications, for he speaks of the work as Isaacson's "imaginario inter
cambio epistolar con Spinoza" (imaginary exchange of letters with Spin
oza), "cartas que Isaacson escribe a Spinoza" (letters that Isaacson writes to 
Spinoza), and he several times refers to a dialogue between Isaacson and 
Spinoza.17 The portions of the work that are most accurately described by 
such phrases are vulnerable to such complaints, since they risk making the 
reader an ignored spectator at the dramatic working-out of Isaacson's 
individual problems. The fact that Isaacson is here a poetic representation 
and;lOt the real-life author of the volume can hardly be a consolation to the 
virtually excluded reader. 

However, the Isaacson-to-Spinoza communications do contain material 
efficacious in reincluding the reader. Foremost is a range of cultural allu
sions that establishes commonalities for a group that is not Sephardic or 
even Jewish but that uses the Spanish language. In some cases, the group 
referred to is defined as the totality of Argentines, Latin Americans, or the 
human race. With the coming of the correspondence, beginning on page 
177, the dominance of the Spinoza-Isaacson bond is broken and never 
reestablished. From this point on, the reader has ample access to the 
phenomenon of Spinoza, as a~ple as does anyone, including "Isaacson." 

Although it would be unfair to criticize the entire book as being too 
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dominated by the poetic person of Isaacson, such a comment could well 
apply to the first section, in which the reader must approach Spinoza 
through Isaacson's mediating efforts. Negative criticism could most justly 
center on the great length of this opening section and the long wait the 
reader must endure for reassurance that the book is for all readers. 

The question of Isaacson's work in relation to Spinoza's philosophical 
writings is easily answered using Isaacson's many challenges to the philoso
pher and his unusually harmonious approach to his writings in "Amo los 
helechos." Isaacson's interest in Spinoza is clearly very far from a philoso
pher's. He does not see Spinoza's reasoning as successful in leading readers 
to well-established truths and, in effect, is not concerned with such truths: 
"No tengo / respuestas que ofrecer" (I have no / answers to offer) (108). He 
is willing to accept certain aspects of Spinoza's writings: the basic curiosity 
about ultimate questions, the desire to think through issues of metaphysics, 
and even some of the basic terminology 'of the philosopher. However, the 
discourse Isaacson constructs with these elements, adding the emotive and 
mystical notes he detects suppressed in the philosopher's writings, is radi
cally unlike a philosophical statement of any type. Emotional and experien
tial matters are always given priority over reasoning; rational exertions are 
often seen as essentially symptoms of great passions, such as love of God. 
The synthesis Isaacson achieves between Spinoza's contribution and his 
own is sometimes a dynamically conflict-filled one and sometimes a suc
cessful unification. In either case, though, the result is hardly part of the 
philosophical enterprise and is altogether part of the poetic one. 



7 MARCOS RICARDO BARNAT AN 
The New Novel as Access to Kabbalah 

El laberinto de Si6n (The Labyrinth of Zion), the I97I novel by Marcos 
Ricardo Barnatan (I946-), is recognizably in the manner of the Latin 
American new novel. It presents diverse fragments for which the reader 
must construct a unity. I This study of the work considers it as the signs of 
the narrator-hero's effort to recover for himself and the reader the riches of 
Sephardic culture, particularly its mystical side. The protagonist seeks to 
present this culture so that it will have meaning for a modern Spanish
language reader attuned to contemporary literature, not to the specifics of 
cultural history. Deeming Kabbalah the essential contribution of Sephardic 
civilization, the hero chooses a form for his book that is markedly influ
enced by this variety of mysticism. 

As Frank Kermode has observed, texts purporting to reveal hidden 
wisdom typically make themselves difficult to construe. The hermetic text 
demands an exercise of interpretive imagination from those who would 
benefit from it. Only by making sense of the writing, sometimes quite 
arduously, does the reader become entitled to enjoy the insights the text sets 
out to display.>' However, to see the novel as organized like an esoteric 
commentary and to identify it as Kabbalistic do not resolve the problems 
Laberinto raises. Such a characterization of the work calls attention to its 
problematic relation to the already existing body of Kabbalistic texts and 
commentaries. 

Kabbalistic writing, which began as commentary directly on Torah, 
came to have its own canonical texts and centuries' worth of additiona.I 
works reelaborating its central ideas. Given this accumulation, one needs 
daring imagination to make a fresh statement. One must somehow discover 
a task left undone. Harold Bloom, in his I975 Kabbalah and Criticism, 
remarks, "Kabbalah is essentially a vision of belatedness." He observes that 
even Gershom G. Scholem, the great modern scholar of Kabbalah, could 
make a worthwhile new contribution only by first overcoming the problem 
of his late arrival on the Kabbalistic scene. He imaginatively "transformed 
his own belatedness, in regard to the necessary anteriority of his subject, 
into a surprising earliness."3 

If Scholem, for all his scholarship, faced such a struggle in justifying his 
entry into the field, what hope can there be for the hero of Laberinto? He is 
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neither pious nor truly scholarly; his preceptors are a withdrawn aunt and a 
"professor" who appears to live by amusing wealthy friends with his knowl
edge. Moreover, the 192 pages of LAberinto contain much material seem
ingly remote from Kabbalistic concerns: society gossip, childhood memo
ries, and literary commentary. 

This study views the hero's much-flaunted dilettantism as a dynamic 
feature of the novel. The hero emphasizes his casual grasp of Kabbalism 
and his love of worldly matters because they point to the originality of his 
Kabbalistic design. By fitting these disturbing elements into its system, the 
novel makes its bid to be a unique addition to Kabbalistic writing and hence 
one worth creating. 

To examine the hero's Kabbalism and his effort to present it in an 
original way, one should consider separately three contributions to his 
system. The first is what the hero obtains from his Tfa Luna, who develops 
in him a Kabbalist's understanding of language. The inchoate notions of 
Luna are then supplemented by the fully articulated teachings of Professor 
Max, who leads the hero through sacred and profane knowledge. Finally, 
there is the hero's own addition, which takes Kabbalah into the realm of 
literary writing. 4 

Tracing the specifically Kabbalistic elements requires reference to known 
standards of Kabbalah. For this purpose, I will refer to two much-noted 
modem works, one a reliable presentation of the development of Kabbalah 
and the other, like LAberinto itself, a deviant utilization of Kabbalistic 
thought. The first is Scholem's 1941 Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism; the 
second is Bloom's Kabbalah and Criticism.5 

Consideration of the novel's mixture of Kabbalism with surprising new 
elements leads to two evaluative questions. The first is the degree to which 
this lightweight treatment of Kabbalah can be considered part of Kab
balistic commentary as such. The second is whether LAberinto has suc
ceeded in justifying its existence by saying something or textually doing 
something not previously said or done or expectable. The question of the 
novel's usefulness as a commentary on the social identity and situation of 
contemporary Jewry has already been posed by Leonardo Senkman, who 
found the work "frivolous," an assessment that could hardly be refuted.6 

The first segments of LAberinto offer scant indication of how to under
stand the work's organiZation. Transcriptions of personal reflections and 
letters succeed each other, united only by their common esoteric and Seph-
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ardic themes. With the appearance of Tia Luna, however, the reader gains a 
hold on the text. The narrator-hero, in speaking of his aunt and her 
meaning for him, adopts a familiar pattern: autobiographical reminis
cence. It is fitting that Tia Luna should provide the earliest opportunity to 
glimpse the novel's order and sense, for she serves a like function as the 
hero's first guide to the world's significance. Moreover, the tenets she 
inculcates in him have a strong correspondence with the concepts that 
motivate the overall organization of Laberinto. 

Why is Tfa Luna such a source of meaning? At the most literal level, she is 
the adult most willing to spend time with the child-hero. The neurasthenic, 
sickly child and the eccentric, ethereal woman are thrown together because 
of their shared withdrawal from the sparkling social life that absorbs the 
rest of their family. Tfa Luna, though, has a far less banal explanation for 
their closeness. She believes herself to be drawn to the hero with the mission 
of pointing out to him, and to those around him, his elect status. This 
exceptional birthright consists, more overtly, of the inheritance of the finest 
Sephardic ancestry and, in a more hidden sense, of an entitlement to 
penetrate the mysteries. Here is how the hero recapitulates the understand
ing of his specialness that Tia Luna promotes: 

A TIA LUNA LE GUSTA DECIR A MIS AMIGOS QUE YO ESTOY DOBLE
MENTE ENTRONCADO CON EL LEGENDARIO APELLIDO QUE ELLA 
MANTIENE CELOSAMENTE. ES IMPORT ANTE SER HIJO DE LA HER
MANA ELEGIDA POR EL DESTINO PARA UNIRSE A UN HOMBRE QUE 
OSTENTA ENTRE LOS SUYOS AQUEL MITICO NOMBRE QUE APREN
DIO A PRONUNCIAR CON RELIGIOSA VENERACION. . . . PARA TIA 
LUNA YO SOY DOBLEMENTE PARTE DE . . . ESA SEMPITERNA PUREZA 
. . . CON SUS RITOS Y SUS ALTARES, CON TODOS SUS FABULOSOS 
SIGNOS Y SENALES SECRETAS DESDE EL INSTANTE EN QUE ABAN~ 

DONO EL PARAISO PENINSULAR DE SEFARAD. 

(TIA LUNA LIKES TO TELL MY FRIENDS THAT I'M DOUBLY RELATED 
TO THE LEGENDARY FAMILY NAME SHE JEALOUSLY MAINTAINS. IT'S 
IMPORTANT TO BE THE CHILD OF THE SISTER CHOSEN BY DESTINY 
TO BE UNITED WITH A MAN WHO PROUDLY BEARS AMONG HIS 
NAMES THAT MYTHIC NAME HE LEARNED TO UTTER WITH RELI-
GIOUS VENERATION . . . . FOR TIA LUNA I AM DOUBLY PART OF .. . 
THAT ETERNAL PURITY .. . WITH ITS RITUALS AND ITS ALTARS, WITH 
ALL ITS FABULOUS SIGNS AND SECRET SIGNALS FROM THE INSTANT 
IT ABANDONED THE PENINSULAR PARADISE OF SEPHARAD) (60). 

This summation includes the two most prominent notes in Tfa Luna's 
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idea of the hero's chosenness. First is the emphasis on the powerful magic of 
names, letters, and language in general, a typically Kabbalistic tendency. 
Second is the conviction that the hero has gifts of understanding indepen
dent of any effort he may make to acquire an education. 

Luna does not emphasize the hero's Sephardic bloodlines but rather his 
names as the means of transmission of his exceptionality. This insistence on 
linguistically contained powers bespeaks a Kabbalist's confidence in the 
word, which Luna imparts to the hero. She confers on him, to use Bloom's 
phrase, "the advantage of a magical theory of language, a theory most 
strong poets have shared, secretly, with all Kabbalists" (76). The two 
frequently join in activities best described as rendering homage to the 
written word. Although reading forms part of this tribute to the text, it is 
not a necessary component, since the forces that move through letters and 
words can be appreciated without the assignment of specific meaning to 
those signs. This principle is at work in the hero's vivid secret encounters, 
under Luna's aegis, with his grandfather's Hebrew Bible. Neither can read 
the text, but Luna deems it important for the hero to experience the 
privileged Word: 

Me resultaba dificil sostener el libro. Creo recordar sus gruesas pastas azules 
estampadas en oro .... Era el gran libro del abuelo, en el que todos ponian los 
sumos cuidados, ellibro que ocultaba ese secreto que daba luz al rostro de los que 
sufrfan. Entonces era tan s610 un catalogo de letras desconocidas, paginas de 
extraiios signoscontorsionados .... Los miraba uno a uno, maravillado en aquel 
laberinto indescrifrable pero sin embargo profundamente amado ... . Algo me 
decia ya que era el Gran Libro, el mitico receptaculo de todos los libros. 

(It was hard for me to hold the book. I think I remember its thick blue covers with 
gold embossing .. . . It was grandfather's great book, which everyone treated with 
the utmost care, the book that hid that secret that shed light on the faces of those 
who suffered. Then, it was only a catalogue of unknown letters, pages of strange 
contorted signs .... I looked at them one by one, in a state of wonder at that 
indecipherable, but still deeply beloved, labyrinth .... Something already told me 
it was the Great Book, the mythical receptacle of all books) (57). 

The manifestations of piety discussed so far involve accepted notions of 
mainstream Judaism: devotion to Torah and respect for the Hebrew lan
guage' and its very characters. Luna and her nephew simply take these 
principles to heart with a fervor that is mystic. In other rituals, Luna and the 
hero go beyond the norms to venerate reading even when the texts are 
profane. With Luna as guiding presence, always at his side as he reads, the 
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child has intensely vivid reading experiences with secular periodicals (58) 
and novels (59). The encounter with these works becomes transmuted into 
"una parsimoniosa ceremonia, un rito" (a parsimonious ceremony, a ritual) 
(59), "aquel para(so . .. donde comence a temer y a amar 10 desconocido" 
(that paradise. . . where I began to fear and to love the unknown) (59). 

The extension of traditional reverence for canonical Scripture and He
brew to include texts on worldly topics and in nonholy tongues is a 
determining principle in Laberinto. By the time Luna appears in the novel, 
the reader must already have remarked the curious care and attention that 
the hero lavishes on certain pieces of writing. For example, he presents the 
complete text of the exhibit labels in the Musee Grevin, leaving them 
couched in their original French as if not to lose any shade of meaning. Such 
reverential solicitude over the text's integrity seems out of proportion with 
the content, focused on the public lives of French celebrities. If one accepts 
the notion, associated with Luna, that the most mundane texts may serve in 
a magic ritual of extracting meaning, the inclusion of the exhibit labels 
becomes potentially justifiable. As eventually becomes more evident, the 
Musee Grevin legends do belong to one of the hero's idiosyncratic canons, 
the text formed by the legendary high life of European, and especially 
Jewish-European, society. Throughout Laberinto, other seemingly trivial 
or gossipy fragments of text will prove to have a place in the select collection 
of writings from which the hero derives mythical significance. The discus
sion of Professor Max's influence on the hero will address the question of 
why certain texts, rather than all discourse, enter into the hero's expanded 
Scripture . 

..... 
As well as convincing the hero he has inborn powers of decipherment and 

the ability to make reading canonical, Luna gives him a confidence in the 
knowledge he possesses without study. According to her understanding of 
his birthright, the hero already possesses access to hidden lore and insights 
independent of outwardly applied education. She is horrified, for example, 
that the child's father would hold him to worldly standards of reading 
ability (58) and, in her absorption with the child, shields him from the 
standardizing effects of both lessons and upbringing. Her procedure is to 
allow the child to explore and expand what is already in his mind, ho~ever 
eccentric his intellectual formation may grow. 

At a literal level, Luna may seem to be binding the child to her in a shared 
imaginative world. More productive for the comprehension of Laberinto, 
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she may be seen as espousing a view of knowledge well rooted in Kab
balistic tradition. Although principled study of Torah and commentaries is 
the chief route to illumination, certain individuals may bypass rigorous 
scholarship yet intuitively attain Kabbalistic knowledge. This tenet ac
counts for the tolerance with which Scholem treats certain amateurs of 
Kabbalah. Though his own erudition is great, Scholem welcomes the con
tributions occasionally made by ill-educated colleagues. He observes that 
"real insight into the world of Kabbalism" came from "Christian scholars of 
a mystic bent." Lacking a "critical sense as to historical and philological 
data in this field, [but with a] fine philosophical intuition and natural 
grasp," these casual scholars could make insightful statements except in 
"problems bearing on the facts" (2). 

Such an intuitive contribution is the only one the oddly educated hero 
can hope to make. Luna's insistence that the hero's inner bent determine his 
learning helps to explain the startlingly dilettantish air of LAberinto. The 
text is supposedly the hero's chosen means of exhibiting his esoteric under
standing. Yet, in it, he makes himself appear to be a most haphazard 
student of Kabbalah. The -scholarly Kabbalist should rivet his mind on 
Hebrew Scripture and characters; in Scholem's words: "Hebrew, according 
to the Kabbalists, reflects the fundamental spiritual nature of the world; in 
other words, it has a mystical value" (17). LAberinto avoids the primary 
material of Kabbalah. Hebrew script appears nowhere in the text, and 
transcriptions of Hebrew into Roman script occur rarely. French is the 
language that supplements the novel's basic Spanish, with occasional exam
ples of Ladino. The Bible and its most closely associated commentaries are 
seldom alluded to. Nor is the scholarship on Kabbalah cited in any reassur
ing way.7 Though the real-world author has dedicated his novel to Scholem, 
the narrator-hero seems to avoid respected authorities in his field. The Kab
balistic commentaries he cites are typically whatever readings his friends and 
family may bring to his attention. He cites an "extraflisima antologia" (very 
strange anthology) of writings on "Science et religion dans Carthage" 
(science and religion in Carthage) (89); "un pequeno libro de tapas de 
cart6n negras, 'El Universo de Mathurin Regnier', de O. W. Herber" (a 
small book bound in black cardboard, "The Universe of Mathurin 
Regnier," by O. W. Herber), a sometime friend of the hero's me~ltor (171); 
the private journals of his grandfather, a visionary (146); and "un fragmento 
del Idra Sura, el enigmatico comentario del Siphra Dzenniutta de Schime6n 
Ben Jochai" (a fragment of the Idra Suta, the enigmatic commentary on the 
Siphra Dzenniutta of Shimon Ben Hochai) (189), to give characteristic 
examples. These allusions reveal the hero's aleatory study of Kabbalah, 
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based on an assurance that his inherent chosen ness will attract to him the 
material he needs to know. The belief that systematic organization of 
knowledge is necessary contaminates the structure of Laberinto. The read
er's inquiry into the hero's private esoterism cannot be linearly progressive 
but must follow the same wandering and, as the title hints, mazelike pattern 
as the protagonist's quest. 

As the hero grows and becomes able to interest adults, he gains a new 
guide, Professor Max. The inarticulate Luna has always been, to the hero, 
more of a luminous presence than an actor in human society. He sees her as 
"un personaje fabuloso" (a fabulous character) (37), "MARAVILLOSA
MENTE INOCENTE Y SEPARADA DEL RESTO DE LOS HUMAN
OS" (MARVELOUSLY INNOCENT AND SET APART FROM OTHER 
HUMANS) (60). Max's Kabbalism, though, is part of his sociability. His 
occupation seems to be that of houseguest or parlor entertainer to dis
tinguished exiled Sephardim. He has ingratiated himself with the hero's 
mother, to whom he is "un autentico genio, un verdadero dios" (an authen
tic genius, a true god) (31). Numerous references build an image of Max as a 
troubling combination of entertainer and esoteric searcher. The hero 
devotes considerable space to documenting Max's convoluted thought and 
practice, apparently because the professor's eclecticism gives the pattern 
and clue to his own. 

The first question Max's behavior raises is whether he does not belong 
more to the realm of glamour than to that of spiritual quest. Max is well 
versed in society and celebrity gossip and is skilled at exalting the fabled 
style and sophistication of the great Sephardic families. However, a magical 
note persists in his showmanly services to his patrons. For example, when 
the rise of the parvenue Madame Marcamp disturbs the women of the 
hero's family, Max soothes them with damaging information about her. 
The possession of this knowledge requires him to have somehow witnessed 
Marcamp's obscure, provincial girlhood (33). The common phrase "been 
everywhere and known everyone" takes on supernatural overtones when 
applied to Max. Consider his personal knowledge of the great figures of 
European Jewry: "Max me hablaba de La pequena saLa de consultas de 
Freud en Viena como si hubiera concurrido a ella desde siempre y con. La 
frecuencia de un amigo intimo 0 de un paciente cr6nico" (Max spoke to me 
of Freud's little office in Vienna as if he had always gone there and as often 
as an intimate friend or a chronic patient) (125); Max refers to "mi querido 
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pariente Karl Marx" (my dear relative Karl Marx) (126). He claims to know 
the inner life of Walter Benjamin (27) and to have personal experience of the 
most rare or hidden works of esoteric teachings. Clearly, Max is no com
mon name-dropper; the fact that he can produce knowledge obtained from 
his preternaturally extensive connections suggests, rather, that he has occult 
ways of experiencing and learning. 

The role Max plays could be described as that of an occult teacher 
disguised as an amusing guest. Though the family may applaud Max as 
simply a "hombre de verdadero mundo" (man who has really seen the 
world) (31), the erudition and gossip with which he regales them has a 
hidden, tendentious current. On one occasion, Max is left to amuse the 
child-hero while the family is traveling. He distracts the boy by encouraging 
him to play with a Spanish deck of playing cards. The Spanish deck is, of 
course, the occultist's Tarot without the Major Arcana and may be easily 
used by Tarotists. Looking back on the episode, the now-adult narrator 
spots the secret lesson in the toy and notes that Max had written a study of 
the esoteric uses of the Spanish deck (89). In another anecdote, Max 
salvages a rained-out vacation by reading aloud passages from the Encyclo
pedia Britannica; his topics are not only Sephardic (of immediate interest to 
the family) but also mystical and occult. Whereas it could be said that 
Max's erudition is designed to amuse, a more important observation is that 
his entertaining patter is fashioned to keep alive the occult and mystical 
traditions that might otherwise die out among worldly Sephardic families. 
This subtle pedagogy is continued by the hero, whose text strives to 
fascinate and gossip with the reader while steadily making certain points 
about the mystical culture it presents. 

What is the hidden knowledge that Max seeks to communicate through 
sociable strategies? Max is a Kabbalist, but one who utilizes certain tenets 
of Kabbalah to expand its range. He takes full advantage of the Kabbalistic 
tolerance for syncretism; for substitutions in which, as Bloom notes, "mean
ing wanders" (82); and for a ritualistic, cultic approach to Judaism. He 
exercises these liberties not out of mere eccentric showmanship but to bring 

. Kabbalah to people who are as modern and secularized as is the hero of 
Laberinto and, presumably,as are its readers. It should be noted that even 
when the hero is a Kabbalistic apprentice, Max does not require of him 
pious observance, close study of Torah, or any renunciation of twentieth
century cosmgpolitan culture. 
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"Extraordinary eclecticism," according to Bloom, is so much a part of 
Kabbalistic tradition that "a reader versed deeply in the interpenetrations of 
Kabbalah with [other occult] strains learns to be very tolerant" of syn
cretisms (16-17). Max's Kabbalah is, to begin with, very much in the 
tradition of syncretistic occultism based on the supposed magic corres
pondences between all systems of hidden knowledge.8 From allusions 
scattered throughout the work, it is clear that Max, and the hero after him, 
have turned to the works of alchemists and necromancers. In addition, such 
unusual extensions as the Gilgamesh epic (II9), handreading (130), and the 
secrets cultivated in a Masonic Lodge (II7) become material for the occult
ist's search as construed by Max and his disciples. At the most lurid 
extremes, vampire lore (132) and Eliphas Levi (149), the Kabbalistic char
latan rejected even by the generally tolerant Scholem, find their places in the 
system. 

Originality, though, cannot lie in the contamination of Kabbalism with 
the magician's arts. Scholem laments the inevitability of such admixtures 
(35-36). More novel is that knowledge about the visible world is trans
formed into hidden wisdom. To effect this turnabout, Max exploits a 
tendency that Bloom has summarized: "Like poets, the Kabbalists richly 
confused rhetorical substitution with magic" (71). Bloom observes that the 
saying of one statement for another and the replacement of one meaning 
with another proceed with great license among Kabbalists. In the extreme 
case of Gematria, in which numerologically equivalent phrases become 
interchangeable, Bloom finds "interpretive freedom gone mad ... [as] any 
text may be made to mean anything" (71). Though Kabbalah rests on the 
assumption that meaning in Torah is absolute, Bloom finds it often indis
tinguishable from, for example, the critical thought of Jacques Derrida, in 
which meaning is indeterminate (52-53). In Max's set of substitutions, the 
concept of hidden becomes flexible indeed. To know about the Divinity 
may"still be the object of the search, but other bodies of occult information 
also have a place of privilege. The lives and deeds of the great figures of 
European Jewry, secularized as well as pious, are held to contain mysteries 
worthy of arduous penetration. 

An example of the extension of mystical hermeneutics is Max's commen
tary on the death of the critic Walter Benjamin. To a literal mind, Ben
jamin's attempt to enter Spain was a practical response to the persecution of 
Jews in Nazi-occupied France and the degree of protection Franco had then 
extended to them. Max's version omits all recent history. In his highly 
interpretive rendering, Benjamin was seeking to end the Sephardic exile. As 
a disciple paraphrases Max's reading: "Cruel destino el suyo, morir en el 
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desierto sediento frente a las puertas del oasis prohibido" (What a cruel fate 
befell him, to die in the thirsting desert at the gates of the forbidden oasis) 
(27). A classically mythic pattern of Exile and Redemption replaces the 
accidents of twentieth-century political history. 

The magical reading of Benjamin gives further clues to Max's procedure. 
The choice of Benjamin is telling, for this exemplar of the modern Jew's 
engagement with secular culture also studied Kabbalah and grew close to 
Scholem.9 These characteristics make him a proof of the proposition, 
central to Max's project, that Kabbalism may thrive in the absence of 
traditional piety. Moreover, the interpretation of Benjamin is from a work 
entitled La Poesie de Sepharad. References to this text indicate that its title 
refers not to Sephardic balladry but to a mysterious, spiritually poetic 
essence that Max perceives as informing all matters connected with Jewish 
Spain. Such a magic current occurs as much in apparently here-and-now 
phenomena as in those sanctified by time and religious tradition. 

By such displacements and extensions of conventional mystical and oc
cult terms, Max is able to include within his Kabbalistic program his this
worldly specialties, society gossip and the avant-garde. Whereas Max may 
be said to earn his keep with his intimate wisdom concerning great families 
and individuals, it would also be fair to say that he is the keeper of a cult that 
venerates the history of European and especially Sephardic Jews and that 
strives to venerate them by investing them with the greatest glamour. As 
noted, his knowledge of these figures is not obtained entirely through 
daylight means but requires hidden arts. The treatment he gives to them 
also forces these personages beyond the realm of gossip into that of myth 
and archetype, endlessly susceptible to such interpretations as imagination 
may provide. Such a conviction accounts for Max's study and worship of 
such celebrities as the actress Cecile Sorel. Max exalts the "unica, insupera
ble" (unique, insuperable) Sorel in an ecstatic outpouring that leaves him 
"casi muerto" (almost dead) (68). He is outraged when a listener profanes 
Sorel's legend with a mention of Rita Hayworth, a figure who cannot be 
substituted into the realm of privileged knowledge . 

...... 

. A further characteristic of Max's system is its persistent emph~is on the 
elements that have been most suppressed in the development of mainstream 
normative Judaism: magical ritual and cultic worship. To show his eccen
tricity in this regard, Max appears in contrast to the stodgy Rabbi Khaen, 
who continually-reminds the family of their transgressions of Law. Despite 
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his priestly-caste name, the rabbi avoids the cultic-celebratory side of reli
gion and is only once seen in fervor-but even then the occasion is his 
daughter's compliance with the norm of procreation (85-86). 

Far from this insistence on right behavior, Max's chief recommendation 
to disciples is to approach their endeavors as if performing a rite. He praises 
the growth of the hero's Kabbalism-"Adivino que su interes ha sido 
exclusivamente liturgico. Tan solo el hechizo, el encantamiento de 10 ritual" 
(I gather that your interest has been exclusively liturgical. Sheerly the 
enchantment, the spell cast by ritual) (126)-and he disparages the rabbi's 
Halakhic urgings as an effort to "quemarnos una verruga que nunca nos 
molesto" (burn away a wart that never gave us any trouble) (125-26). The 
hero continues the theme by appreciating his own advancement from "bus
car el rostro de Dios" (seeking the face of God) to "buscar las ceremonias de 
Dios" (seeking the ceremonies of God) (94). 

Scholem observes, with distaste, how quick Kabbalists have been to 
return to the discarded portions of Judaism that link it with "mystery in the 
sense in which the term was used by the Ancients" (30). In Scholem's 
assessment, "this revival of myth right in the heart of Judaism" is certainly 
justifiable when it "raised the Halakhah to a position of incomparable 
importance for the mystic, and strengthened its hold over the people" 
(3°).10 Such a vindication of magic rite cannot extend to Max, who never 
includes, among the many encouragements he gives the hero, an exhorta
tion to observe Law. The return to secret sacrament would fall, rather, into 
the category of Kabbalism that illustrates "the dangers which myth and 
magic present to the religious consciousness" (35). Indeed, Scholem's sum
mary of the problem could serve as a gloss on Laberinto's title: "Kabbalism, 
which set out to preserve Him, to blaze a new and glorious trail to Him, 
encountered mythology on its way and was tempted to lose itself in its 
labyrinth" (36). 

Tne effort to recover the magical forms of worship discarded by mono
theistic and ethically centered Judaism takes Max's system into the area of 
goddess cultism. Such a deviation appears in the hero's reminiscences of 
Luna, written after his apprenticeship with Max. Using information Max 
has supplied him, he identifies Luna with a recurring figure of mythical 
royalty (37). As he recalls his rapturous reading, or text-worshipping, 
sessions with Luna, he emphasizes the "LUZ QUE YO HABIA NOTADO 
EN ELLA ... EL LUMINOSO HAZ" (LIGHT I HAD PERCEIVED IN 
HER ... THE GATHERED LUMINOSITY) (60), illuminating his first 
moments of secret understanding. These comments and other similar ones 
do not identify Luna closely with anyone female deity but allow her to fill 
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several such roles. Her conceivable personae range from the Shekhina or 
Divine Presence, who holds a legitimate place in the development of main
stream judaism, to such proscribed divinities as Astarte and other moon 
goddesses.u 

A polytheistic and goddess-worshipping tendency seems common to 

Max's entire circle. Allusions of this type appear in writings attributed to 

Max, his disciples, the hero, and the hero's grandfather, particularly in 
ecstatic accounts of their mystical experiences. For example, in an unat
tributed visionary narrative are Hecate (97), a vestal virgin in a tunic (96), 
and juno with her peacock (98). Another such text makes of Mary Shelley a 
modem incarnation of the "hija del Erebo y de La noche, hermana del 
Suefto" (daughter of the Erebus and of the night, sister of Dreaming) (131) 
and refers in vague terms to a "mujer de oro" (woman of gold) (132) who, 
profaned and wounded by flashbulb-popping newsmen, finds present-day 
New York an unsuitable realm. Perhaps the most extreme of these refer
ences are those appearing in "Esposa de las tinieblas" ("Wife of Darkness") 
(146-48), supposedly an excerpt from the grandfather's journals but per
haps altered by passing through Max's hands. Here the goddess of death 
receives a privileged status indeed. Her power to subsume within herself all 
manifestations of death is daringly compared to Torah's capacity to sum up 
and complete all great writings (148). This by some lights sacrilegious 
analogy impresses on the reader how far Max's associates have gone in their 
recovery of the pagan cuI tic strains that were suppressed to form modem 
judaism. 

By the time he composes his text, the hero-narrator has already received 
two strong influences. Luna has given him a belief in the magic powers of 
language and confidence in his own innate mystical wisdom. Max's legacy 
includes a magus role for the Kabbalist, the inclusion of high-society lore in 
jewish mysticism (his original contribution), and a reversion to the pro
scribed element of pagan rite in judaism. What then, if anything, is left for 
the hero to add to this modem, freely construed Kabbalism? 

As Bloom's essays emphasize, the recipient of influence finds it not only 
painful but life-threatening to be the mere transmitter of a predecessor's 
original attainments. However grateful the recipient may be for the guid
ance he has received, he must find something lacking in his heritage that he 
can now supply, thus justifying his work.u. So, although much of the hero's 
writing seems indistinguishable from Max's, he manages to introduce an 
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unprecedented element into his own Kabbalistic mixture. His specialty is 
the intensely literary coloration he gives to LAberinto. This literariness 
involves two components. First, the hero is a commentator on European 
Jewish literature and its great innovators. Second, his text is a showily artful 
one, relying on an aesthetic of self-display and a spectacular disregard for 
real-world usefulness. 

As Max turns to the legends of Jewish life in Europe, so does the hero, 
but his search has a distinctively literary focus. The narrator's meditations 
on the fabled Jewish writers become an attempt at intuitive compenetra
tion with, and hence a recovery of, certain writers representative of Euro
pean Jewry. There is a tendency to favor those authors who, uncertain or 
troubled in their Jewish identity, most require an effort of reclamation. The 
most evident sign of this search through the literary past is LAberinto's 
undisguised mimicry of Marcel Proust's lifework and persona. Like Proust 
and like the protagonist of A La recherche du temps perdu, the hero is a 
sickly, hypersensitive child, overwhelmed by his dazzling mother. He grows 
up in a household that is less like the home described in Recherche than like 
the adult Proust's circles, full of artists, famous society hostesses, and 
entertaining guests. 

Although more Proustian repetitions could be cited, what is more note
worthy is that LAberinto performs certain functions that Proust's work 
cannot. Because it arose in a post-Proustian cultural ambience, LAberinto 
provides a look at Proust that could be obtained only after the master's 
work had become widely known. The characters in LAberinto, with their 
fetishistic admiration for the belle epoque, are aware of Proust's accom
plishment. This consciousness is revealed in, for example, the remark that 
Proust's "vii patrana" (scurrilous nonsense) (69) has blighted the name of the 
true Swans, "con una sola ene" (with just one n). But overt allusions are only 
part of the novel's "belatedness" relative to Proust, to use Bloom's (17) term. 
The hero cannot himself remember the period Proust's oeuvre reflects. His 
literary evocation of it must be an artful reconstruction, from some forty 
years' remove. He hears of its protagonists, from salon-goers to performers, 
as the fascinating, remote objects of his family's nostalgic conversation. To 
form a visual image, he must rely on the Musee Grevin, which enshrines the 
tum of the century. His insistence on revealing the mechanisms by which he 
regenerates an image of the Proustian era makes it especially clear that he is 
creating an artificial tribute to that time. 

In another sense too, the novel is set apart from, and comments on, 
Proust. The hero of LAberinto and the text he organizes are as overt in their 
Jewish identity as Proust and his writing are "in the closet." By combining a 
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thoroughly Jewish outlook with textual echoes of Proust, Laberinto offers 
itself as a possible answer to a long-standing question in the critical consid
eration of Proust: whether, and if so how, to include him among Jewish 
writers. Charles Lehrmann seems to emblematize the problem when he 
declares that "Proust does not belong to Jewish literature" yet must allude to 

him in his study Jewish Influences on European Thought. I3 Laberinto's 
response to this issue is to give a glimpse of what Proust's novelistic world 
might have been had it included a Jewish cultural component. 

Whereas the Proust allusions are the most frequent by far, other figures, 
such as Heinrich Heine with his difficult relation to Judaism, have a place in 
the system of references. Poets of the Judeo-Hispanic Golden Age and the 
anonymous Sephardic balladeers also appear. Although these latter writ
ings are certainly not lost to Jewish tradition, they are in need of reclama
tion and emphasis as part of the cultural legacy of Spanish-speakers. It is, 
after all, to a Spanish-reading public, with its typical cultural background, 
that Laberinto seems most clearly addressed, an audience whose knowl
edge of Spanish culture is pro~ably most deficient in the non-Catholic 
areas. 

Barnatan is the only ooe of the eight authors examined who focuses on 
Jewish elites-here, a leisure-class family and its intimates and legendary 
members of the entertainment world. These stylish characters live the high 
life even when their social standing and means of support are shaky. 
Seemingly remote from the concerns of livelihood and from the struggle to 

find a place in Argentine society, they could be said to make Barnatan and 
his work unrepresentative of Jewish Argentine writing. Yet they broaden 
the scope of this literature by providing intricate variants on crucial preoc
cupations. Distanced from the Argentine scene, the family members have 
only increased the anomaly and unease of their situation. They are now 
New World creatures trying to maintain their bearings in the Old while still 
striving to come to terms with their previous history of exile and displace
ment. By elegantly masking issues of class and social prestige, they set 
themselves further adrift; their circle consists in great part of persons 
difficult to situate in society'S hierarchies. It is amid this scenario of ambi
guity and disguise that the protagonisfs Kabbalistic quest, simultaneously 
a search for connection with Jewish Spain, unfolds. 

*** 

In making his text a literary piece, the hero assumes a self-revelatory, 
individualistic stance. Such a position makes him a familiar and under-
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standable type to readers accustomed to the self-display characteristic of 
artists since romanticism. At the same time, he breaks with the tradition 
summarized by Scholem: "The Kabbalists . . . are no friends of mystical 
autobiography. They aim at describing the realm of Divinity and the other 
objects of their contemplation in an impersonal way. . . . They glory in 
objective description and are deeply averse to letting their personalities 
intrude into the picture" (16). The hero of Laberinto entertains the reader 
with revelations about his unusual circle of friends, rapturous secret reading 
sessions with his otherworldly aunt, quasi-idolatrous cult of the great 
Jewish personages, and mastery of gossip. His dilettantism, neurasthenia, 
and passivity are all on display. Moreover, he includes personal accounts of 
mystical visions; as Scholem notes (16), such visionary narratives, though 
common among Christian mystics, are suppressed in Kabbalism. 

The evaluative questions now arise: Does Laberinto make an addition to 
Kabbalistic commentary as such, and can it make some other claim to 
originality? The first of these questions can now be answered. Laberinto is 
too deviant to belong even to the more luridly occultist fringe of Kabbalistic 
study and commentary. It leads away from the preoccupations that join 
Kabbalah to mainstream Judaism: concern for Law, study of Torah and its 
commentaries, and attention to the Hebrew language. With his incursions 
into neopaganism and his worship of exceptional personalities, the hero 
often appears to be an idolatrous cultist. Moreover, his continual spotlight
ing of his own unique experiences places him outside Kabbalistic tradition. 

However, in its efforts to be vivid and impressive to readers who might 
pass by more conscientious presentations of Kabbalah, the work ventures 
into unexplored areas. Professor Max is innovative, as well as bizarre, in 
making celebrity gossip pan of Kabbalism. The hero's obsessive relation 
with figures of literary Jewishness, whom he seeks to bring more fully into 
Jewish literature, provides an additional area of newness. 

If Laberinto cannot count as a commentary on Kabbalah, in what rela
tion does it stand to that mystical system? The work belongs, clearly, to 
modem writing, to the new novel. It is designed for a reader who under
stands the experimentalist's techniques, who can assemble a fragmented 
text and accept a fundamental instability of time and place. The reader is 
not, however, expected to bring to Laberinto any knowledge of Hebrew, the 
Bible and its commentaries, or Sephardic culture. The hero supplies all 
needed information. 
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These circumstances suggest that LAberinto uses the experimental new 
novel to bring an appreciation of Kabbalah to readers remote from the 
topic. It takes advantage of a fact noted by Frank Kermode in his 1979 The 
Genesis of Secrecy: Readers of innovative twentieth-century novels have 
much in common with readers of the hermetic wisdom books of earlier 
times. 14 Because the modern reader has the experience of searching for 
hidden correspondences and unities, he is prepared for the search for a 
vague, occult meaning. LAberinto takes him on such a quest, not offering 
any reliable set of information about Kabbalah but instead offering, as the 
novel's hidden knowledge, a consciousness of the special worth of the 
mystical awareness developed in the high Judeo-Hispanic culture of the 
Middle Ages. 



8 MARIO SZICHMAN 

A Questioning Eye on Jewish Argentine History 

This chapter examines an insolent novelistic challenge to prevailing ver
sions of Jewish immigration to Argentina-a challenge given in the 1971 
novel Los judfos del Mar Dulce (The Jews of the Fresh-Water Sea) by Mario 
Szichman (1945-). To obtain a view of the officialized history Szichman 
rebuts, one can counterpose his work to the 1910 novel Los gauchos judfos 
by Gerchunoff. I As Edna Aizenberg points out in "Parricide on the Pampa: 
Deconstructing Gerchunoff and His Jewish Gauchos," Szichman's work 
provides an accurate summary of the struggle later writers have carried on 
against the overwhelming presence of the elder figure of Jewish Argentine 
letters.>. 

In making this comparison, I am not stating that Szichman wrote his 
brash novel expressly to counter Los gauchos judfos. The notions that Mar 
Dulce seeks to refute may certainly be found in texts other than Gerchu
noff's. However, Los gauchos judfos provides a useful compendium of 
officially approved propositions concerning Jewish Argentine immigration 
and settlement. By virtue of its fame and its canonical stature in Argentine 
literature, it necessarily exercises an effect on subsequent efforts to render 
novelistically the Jewish Argentine experience. Written for the Argentine 
centennial, Los gauchos judfos continues to be by far the best-known work 
of Jewish Argentine literature, despite critical objections and mockery.3 

Szichman's novel disparages the official version Gerchunoff promulgates, 
through two related strategies. The first is the undoing of the lyrical 
smoothness and coherence by which Gerchunoff presents a convincing, but 
untrue, account of Jewish immigration to Argentina. Szichman utilizes the 
repertory of innovative techniques typical of twentieth-century novelistic 
experimentation to unmask the ideology of stylistic perfection. 

Szichman's second procedure is the casting of doubt on the trustworthi
ness of historical accounts. His novel reveals a massive network of distrust: 
characters do not believe each other's stories, the reader cannot believe 
characters or narrator, and the narrator is a thoroughgoing skeptic. Yet the 
novel does not urge despair over the difficulty of grasping history. Indeed, it 
urges readers toward a more rigorous examination of history with due 
attention to the class interests of its chroniclers. 

146 
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*** 

It is conventional for authors to seek to avoid a slapdash effect in their 
writing and to demonstrate their control of language and textual organiza
tion. This ideal is behind the much-noted lyrical smoothness of Los gau
chos judios . 4 Mar Dulce, in jarring contrast, stands out for its disregard for 
balance and unity. The latter novel rejects the time-honored goal of elegance 
in favor of abruptness and irregularity. 

Because of its consistency, Los gauchos judios offers readers a stable 
indication of the types of truths it presents. It never claims to be faithful 
to events by realistic documentation. From the outset, the rendering an
nounces itself as an artful, stylized one, in which the narrator sings of 
happenings: "He ahi, hermanos de la colonia y de las ciudades, que la 
Republica celebra sus grandes fiestas, las fiestas pascuales de su libera-
cion ... digamos el cantico de los canticos, que comienza asi: 'Oid morta-
les ... '" (Behold, brothers in the settlements and the cities, the Republic 
now celebrates its great holidays, the Passover holidays of its deliver-
ance ... let us say the canticle of canticles, which begins thus: "Hear ye 
mortals ... ") (II). 

Whereas Los gauchos judios disavows the intent to transcribe raw reali
ties, it claims the power to convey essential truths. The implication is that 
the unseemly, accidental, and low have been suppressed to bring forth the 
significant aspects of immigrant experience. An example is the treatment of 
characters' speech. Gerchunoff's Jewish characters are able to communicate 
in a Spanish that is not only standard but also often elevated and archaic: 
"El cielo entrerriano es protector y suave. Hallandose solo, por ejemplo, en 
medio del campo, el espiritu no sufre sugestiones de miedo; su luz es 
benigna" (The heavens over Entre Rios are sheltering and gentle. Finding 
itself alone, for example, in the middle of the countryside, the spirit feels no 
hint of fear; its light is benign) (89). This stylization smoothes over a real
life linguistic diversity that surely gave rise to confusion and awkwardness. 
Yiddish-speaking Jews had to deal with speakers of both standard Argen
tine Spanish and gaucho dialect. In the novel, Yiddish and imperfectly 
mastered Spanish do not figure. To betoken their origin, the narrator and 
Jewish characters use occasional words and phrases in the high language, 
Hebrew. They have no difficulty communicating with gauchos, though the 
latter speak dialect: "jTrai la guitarra, Juan! Entuavia se algo" (Bring the 
guitar, Juan! I still know a little something) (54). The "low" aspects of 
Argentine Span.ish permitted to the rustic characters (such as the use of the 
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voseo page 57) never affect the speech of the Jews. This departure from 
verisimilitude corresponds to the idea that immigrants are to raise the level 
of culture of the pampas areas. 

Though the perfect language of Los gauchos jud(os has drawn Vinas's 
fire,s it is consonant with Gerchunoff's smoothing over of irregular real
ities. Its internal consistency and congruence with the plan of the novel 
inspire confidence that Gerchunoff is following a well-thought-out pro
cedure in presenting only what he deems worthy. The novel is reassuring 
and convincing according to the principle of believability summarized by 
Eric S. Rabkin: 

In narratives, different sorts of events may be reported .... Such tales fit ... into 
the social fabric of believability. The tale might be better or worse told. Narratives 
that are the least susceptible to physical test must be judged most by their well
madeness.6 

As well as presenting a seamless narrative, Los gauchos judios claims a 
trustworthy and believable character by affiliating itself with canonical 
writings. Critics have often noted Gerchunoff's persistent biblical and 
talmudic touches, both in stylistic mannerisms designed to recall these 
writings and in abundant quotations and allusions, as well as in his naming 
certain chapters of his novel after books of the Bible. Though the narrator is 
supposed to be a Jewish settler, sections of the work seem narrated by an 
omniscient, God's-eye commentator.? Finally, Gerchunoff's novel not only 
alludes to the history of the Jewish people as recorded in canonical texts but 
also itself appears as a continuation of the line of writings that codify and 
give meaning to that history. Argentine immigration is presented as the 
fulfillment of God's historical promise for "Judios errantes, desgarrados 
por viejas torturas" (wandering Jews, tom by ancient tortures) now "cau
tivos redimidos" (redeemed captives) (II) in a South American Zion. 8 In the 
face of Gerchunoff's effort to present a smoothly persuasive version, mod
em-day critics have hastened to disparage his account as unreliable. Sos
nowski and Vinas have pointed out in special detail the omission of issues 
unflattering to the Argentine government, such as the pro-European racial 
theories that lay behind immigration policy.9 

...... 

Szichman's novelistic retort to the official account of history centers On a 
particular objection. Frorn the point of view implicit in Mar Dulce, a 
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presentation such as Los gauchos jud{os is blameworthy, above aU, for 
disguising the fact that it is nothing but a human version of events. Los 
gauchos jud{os offers its lyricization of history as if the treatment were 
simply suitable to the subject matter, called for by events themselves and not 
by self-serving human interests. As Szichman breaks away from this confi
dent mode, he works to destroy the assumption that any rendering of events 
can simply and innocently be the one most suitable. 

The first step in revealing the unreliability of versions is to make accounts 
of events look manifestly questionable. Szichman is like Gerchunoff in 
utilizing the above-discussed assumption that an elegantly polished, uni
form chronicle wins readers' confidence. His procedure, though, is to 

discourage trust with an irregular narrative. 
To begin to see Szichman's rewriting of Gerchunoff, consider again the 

issue of characters' speech. Szichman dwells on the linguistic awkwardness 
of immigrants and on the indecorous and confusing situations this pro
duces. In a characteristic passage, the novel's narrator ridicules the faulty 
Spanish of the protagonists, the Pechof family, as "ellenguaje de los argen
tinos, empastado de palabras en jeringonza, lleno de ademanes forzados 
que suplfan palabras olvidadas, y tergiversado por un liberrimo empleo de 
los tiempos verbales que hizo fallar a los Pechof en la predicci6n de cosas del 
futuro que ya habian sucedido" (the language of Argentines, held together 
with bits of jargon and argot, with a lot of strained gesturing filling in for 
forgotten words, and reduced to a jumble by a very free use of verb tenses 
that made the Pechofs fall into the prediction of future things that had 
already happened) (x08). 

Lack of uniformity makes a patchwork of the characters' speech. Among 
the Pechofs, Salmen has a foreign accent, Itzik has a speech defect and 
sometimes lapses into baby talk, and Dora swiftly shifts to suit her language 
to her varying identities. The Indians the Pechofs meet may speak standard 
Spanish (X79) or comic-book "savage" talk: "ru poner en circulo la carreta" 
(you put wagon in circle) (XOs). The irregularity of the linguistic situation is 
matched by its lack of decorum, with numerous vulgar expressions in 
Spanish and Yiddish. Dated catchphrases give the language a historicity far 
from the atemporality of Gerchunoff's expression . 

...... 

Another issue muted by Gerchunoff and emphasized by Szichman is the 
official version of Jewish Argentine history. Los gauchos jud{os embodies 
this account but never admits that it exists. Szichman's work includes brief 
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examples of the government version in order to ridicule its contrived self
interest. Here Mar Dulce mocks the Argentine Zionism and patriotic fervor 
typical of Gerchunoff: 

En el pais que habian preparado para enganar a la gilada inmigrante, no habia ni 
indios, ni flechas envenenadas, ni ... miserables, petisos, gordos, pajeros 0 anti
semitas . . . los inmigrantes se hacian domadores extraordinarios, ante los oj os 
primero burlones y luego asombrados de los criollos. 

(In the country they had set up to fool the immigrant dupes, there were no Indians, 
no poison arrows, . . . nobody down and out, short, fat, no wankers, no anti
Semites . . . the immigrants became great bronco busters, with the criollos looking 
on, the mockery in their eyes turning to wonder) (77). 

The passage burlesques Gerchunoff's perfect language, Promised Land 
topic, and avoidance of unpleasant matters. But beyond its value as pas
tiche, it shows Szichman's insistence on labeling all versions as such. This 
particular account constitutes a film within the novel, a government propa
ganda piece entitled "Argentina, tierra de promision" ("Argentina, Land of 
Promise"), echoing Gerchunoff's 1952 Argentina, pais del advenimiento 
(Argentina, Land of Things to Come). 

Such explicit framing devices are rare. Yet other narrative accounts 
become more subtly framed and tainted with suspicion. Such contamina
tion occurs when evidence arises that events are tailored to fit some precon
ceived pattern. An example of this implicit framing is the story of Itzik 
Pechof's dismissal from his job, told by the narrator (28). The principal 
reason not to trust this anecdote is that it too perfectly resembles a bur
lesque-type comedy routine. Because one can identify the original model, 
the suspicion follows that the use of the conventional joking format has 
ovc:,rridden considerations of veracity. The fact that the novel's central 
narrator would make use of such a standard piece, undercutting his own 
credibility, shows the novel's vigorous attempt to put readers on guard 
against all chronicles, including its own. 

The narrator often discredits characters' remarks by pointing out that 
their supposedly direct expressions are far from original. For example, 
when Jewish characters discuss Israel, the narrator betrays to the reader that 
they are repeating the editorial opinions of the Di Yidische Tzaitung (221), 
placing the conversation as a conventionalized set piece. Rebellious young 
people try to reject this model by equating Zionism with imperialism, but 
the narrator reveals that they are all parroting the same catchphrase. 

Framing and labeling devices are only the most apparent of Szichman's 
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strategies for casting doubt on accounts. The novel constantly challenges 
the versions propounded by respected figures. Indeed, the idea of the 
authority inherent in a speaker receives a brashly satirical treatment. 

As noted, Gerchunoff grants his characters the presumption of veracity. 
When one of them makes statements, his word is good. The more eminent 
the character, the more extreme statements he may make on personal 
authority alone. Consider the opening scene of Los gauchos judios. Here a 
wise rabbi persuades a congregation to leave pogrom-ridden Russia for 
Argentina. The audience knows nothing of Argentina except for the rabbi's 
assurances: 

-j Ya vereis, ya vereis! Es una tierra donde todos trabajan y donde el cristiano no 
nos odiani, porque allf el cielo es distinto, y en su alma habitan la piedad y la 
justicia. 

("You'll see, you'll see! It's a land where everyone works and where the Christians 
won't hate us, because there the heavens are different, and in their souls abide piety 
and justice") (15). 

The shted-dwellers might, realistically, wonder about these assertions, 
which run counter to their experience of Christian-Jewish relations and the 
traditional hope for a Palestine Zion. Yet their response is unquestioning: 
"Los israelitas sumidos en extasis, balbucearon: -jAmen!" (The Israelites, 
plunged into ecstasy, babbled: "Amen!") (IS). 

The rabbi is a charismatic speaker. In addition, he is able to impress the 
rural audience with his authoritative citations.1o Yet, his personal qualities 
are not the only reason to accept his assertions. His promises about the new 
land are, within the novel, true. The characters are not disappointed on 
arrival in Argentina. They interpret their experiences to fit the pattern of 
redemption the rabbi has foretold. 

A startling example of this belief in fulfillment occurs in the chapter "La 
muerte del Rabi Abraham" ("The Death of Rabbi Abraham") (60-63). The 
group's leader is killed by a drunken gaucho. The immigrants do not allow 
themselves to doubt that they are living amid "piety and justice" or to 
express unease over their situation. The narrator shows them. to be com
posed and efficient in handling the matter: "Sacaron a Rabf Abraham del 
corral y 10 dejaron tendido en el suelo, en el centro del rancho. Lo cubrieron 
con un lienzo blanco ... parecia Nuestro Senor Jesucristo" (They took 
Rabbi Abraha~ out of the corral and they laid him on the ground, in the 
center of the ranch. They covered him with white linen .. . he looked like 
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Our Lord Jesus Christ) (63)." The analogy the narrator makes adds a note 
of piety transcending religious distinctions, reinforcing the interfaith har
mony that the episode might otherwise have placed in doubt. 

Other chapters prove equally lacking in substantive signs of skepticism. 
The chapter "La revoluci6n" (147-55), the only one dealing with dissent, 
simply concerns a disagreement over minor administrative questions. Its 
inclusion seems to assert that such was the extent of dissenters' protests. 

The undoubtable solidity of the rabbi's remarks, and their subsequent 
confirmation by events, involve issues that critical readers may find highly 
questionable. These are propositions about the special meaning of Jewish 
peoplehood. The more general one is that God meant the Jews to practice 
farming. Applied, this principle implies that urban Jewish civilization, as 
exemplified by the Judeo Spanish Golden Age, represents a wrong turn in 
Jewish history: 

Fue en Espana donde los judios dejaron de cultivar la tierra y cuidar sus ganados. 
No olvide usted . .. 10 que se dice en eI Zeroim, eI primer libro del Talmud, al 
hablar de la vida del campo: Es la unica saludable y digna de la gracia de Dios. 

(It was in Spain that the Jews ceased to work the earth and raise their livestock. 
Don't forget ... what it says in the Zeroim, the first book of the Talmud, when it 
speaks of country life: It is the only way that is healthy and worthy of the grace of 
God) (16). 

It is hinted that the expulsion of the Jews and the Inquisition represented 
divine displeasure over the urbane sophistication of Spanish Jewry. u 

Such propositions are, outside the novel, bizarre. As the term shows, the 
Judeo Hispanic Golden Age is well esteemed. Charles C. Lehrmann sums 
up the common understanding: "The Spanish era is considered . . . the 
greatest accomplishment of the Jewish genius and the Semitic spirit since 
Biblical times. "13 The rabbi's ability to make absolute truths of these sh~ky 
assertions is an index of Gerchunoff's attempt to establish the novel as the 

. proper rendering of events. 14 

On the other hand, an acute awareness of the unreliability of accounts is 
dominant in Mar Dulce. IS To appreciate the emphasis on dissent, consider 
the attempts of Dora and Berele Pechof to establish a history of the family 
and of the Jewish Argentine experience. Each resembles the above-cited 
rabbi because each tries to present a certain version of matters to the 
community addressed. The rabbi never elicits a challenge, but Dora and 
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Berele are constantly subjected to querulous objections. Whereas Dora's 
versions are clearly self-seeking ones, Berele is trying to establish a reliable 
family history by compiling a semidocumentary film. With no respect for 
Berele's efforts to make accurate statements, his family disrupts the showing 
of the film, loudly disputing the accuracy of events and the significance 
given various aspects of their history. 

Dora and Berele are easy to dismiss as faulty historians. Dora is discern
ibly eager to shame her relatives with damaging stories. Berele must rely for 
information on his self-serving elders and is ingenious about his ability to 
capture history. More-skilled fabricators of history show how manipulation 
succeeds. Exemplary in this respect is El Gordo Bevilacqua. Layout editor 
of a paper, Bevilacqua savors the stage management inherent in presenting 
news. He has on hand materials for a lengthy illustrated obituary of Eva 
Peron. Awaiting her death, he amuses himself and his colleagues by rear
ranging the materials to produce different effects. 16 

Bevilacqua is, of course, reacting to the Perons' insistence on spreading a 
highly manipulated, official version of Eva's life. But even lacking this 
stimulus, the editor discovers that news events lend themselves to multiple 
and varied presentations. Meditating on this, he shows Natalio Pechof how 
the record contained' in seemingly truthful news snapshots reveals unex
pected instability. Moreover, the raw, uninterpreted compilation of pho
tographs is meaningless: 

Bevilacqua quiso mostrar que en los momentos en que estaban sacadas esas fotos, la 
historia era indecisa, y cualquiera podia llegar a ser importante. Entonces fonn6 
mazos de gabinetes con peronistas y exiliados, y todos eran igualmente probables. 
La foto de E vita surgfa entre esas figuras, y carecia de dramatismo, a menos que se 
rodeara su cabeza con un circulo de tinta y se Ie colocara encima una flecha. 

(Bevilacqua wanted to show that at the moment those pictures were taken, history 
was undecided, and anyone could become important. Then he put together cabinets 
made up of Peronists and anti-Peronist exiles, and they were all equally probable. 
The picture of Evita turned up among those images, and there was nothing 
dramatic about it, unless her head had a circle inked around it, and above, an arrow 
pointing to it) (30). 

The newsman is constantly fascinated that documentation does not 
spontaneously provide an account but that sequence and meaning come 
from a chronicler's intervention. He collects inadmissible documents, such 
as photographs of E vita before she has mastered the ability to play up to the 
camera. 
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Whereas Bevilacqua resents Eva's control of her image and personal 
chronicle, Dora envies and emulates it. In her efforts to win advantage over 
relatives, Dora would like to enjoy such mastery over her role and persona. 
In her vision, Argentine society is made up of groups vying for status. She 
seeks to assimilate herself into the highest prestige group to which she can 
aspire at any given moment, so 

camuflani su cuerpo para que coincida con los decorados por donde transite; una 
mancha marron en el menton, una naricita respingada, una voz finita, y un lenguaje 
de solterona cursi y sentimental cuando trabaje de oficinista; el pelo estirado para 
atras, los perfumes con olor a polvo facial y la voz de arrabalera cuando sea la dueiia 
del quilombo. 

(she will camouflage her body to make it coincide with the scenarios she passes 
through; a brown spot on her chin, a little upturned nose, a thin little voice, and 
talking like some spinster full of hackneyed sentimentality when she works in an 
office; her hair pulled back, perfume smelling like face powder, and a low-rent 
district voice when she becomes the owner of the brothel) (58). 

Dora fantasizes about attaining such complete dominance over her per
sona that she can transform herself into a simulacrum of Eva Peron and 
assume her place (58). Although Bevilacqua is a credible chronicler and 
Dora an obvious falsifier, their procedures are similar. Both harbor a cache 
of documentary matter potentially useful in backing up allegations. Both 
try to mask the element of artful construction in their narratives, though 
Bevilacqua enjoys showing his hand privately. Both attain certain goals. 
Though Dora's assertions are dismissed, she succeeds in shaming and 
insulting her relatives. Bevilacqua suits the government, his employers, and 
the public; he derives an artisan's pride from his management of history. 
They both represent the benefits to be gained from an opportunistic use of 
the chronicle, whereas Berele, the naive believer in accurate reporting, wins 
,only derision. 

"""""" 

Having established the manipulability of history, the novel offers a 
spectacular example of this principle in its tangled, unstable account of the 
relations between the principal characters. To examine the complexities of 
the family bonds, one may construct a simplified scheme based on the 
preponderance of evidence in the novel and omitting contradictory clues. 
The novel then features the five Pechof siblings-Dora, Salmen, Natalio, 
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Jaime, and Itzik-as well as Natalio's son Berele and Salmen's daughter 
Rifque. The first indication that this scheme is too orderly is the irregular 
status of Itzik. Itzik might be called a half-character. He is grossly under
developed in body, half-witted at times, and apparently only a half-brother. 
He is not always a character in his own right and does not always count as a 
member of the family. In Berele's film, he is initially absent. Only some time 
into the documentary film does Itzik's mother berate her husband for 
leaving Itzik back in their Polish village (15). Itzik later makes an unex
plained appearance in the story of the family's migration (58) and then 
disappears again (78-79) from the events. 

Itzik's intimacy with Natalio grows into an irresolvable confusion. The 
two at times are close, rancorous brothers, but at other times, their identi
ties are fused. The narrator, in riddling terms, speaks of their tendency to 
share a single identity: "Natalio tendra dolor de muelas e Itzik sentira olor 
del consultorio y el miedo al torno; Itzik pensara en 10m Quiper y Natalio 
se quedara en ayunas" (Natalio will have a toothache and Itzik will smell the 
dentist's office and feel the fear of the drill; Itzik will think of Yom Kippur 
and Natalio will be fasting), a circumstance capriciously attributed to 
"accidentes mutiladores" (mutilating accidents) (61). 

Rifque's parentage is a similar imponderable. Salmen presents himself as 
her widowed father but is unable to establish one definitive version of his 
marriage and widowhood. As accounts vary and multiply, the narrator 
appears to delight in exposing the artificiality of Salmen's account. Mock
ing Salmen's accent, he says: "Se inventaga una punta de paguientes de su 
mujer muertos en un accidente colectivo el dos de enero de mil novecientos 
treinta y cuatro, para encubrir su solteria y el nacimiento de Rifque" (He 
will invent a bunch of relatives of his wife who all died in one accident the 
second of January of nineteen thirty-four, to cover up for his being single 
and for the birth of Rifque) (62). 

A further complication is the occasional appearance of Itzik as Rifque's 
father and Dora as her mother (for example, see page 193). Dora's two 
principal scenes with Rifque emphasize this instability. In the earlier, she is 
Rifque's aunt, resented for her interference in the girl's affairs (113-15). In 
the later scene, she is Rifque's mother but neglects to show any concern for 
her (228-31). The most adequate explanation of Rifque's parentage is a 
fantastic one. Though impossible in real-world terms, this version accounts 
for the fact that each sibling has a different story of Rifque. As the narrator 
eX}1'lains (78-79), Rifque was invented by the siblings on the boat to Argen
tina, each one developing the variant of her that best suited his purposes. 

The pattern of variable history, remade to the needs of the moment, also 
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affects the story of the Pechofs' move to Buenos Aires from their original 
rural settlement. The narrator states that the family moved to the city in 
1932 (121). But this information soon loses any orienting usefulness. The 
Pechofs keep this item of information flexible so as not to forego the use of 
any historical material. Events that could have occurred, had they stayed in 
the country, are hoarded along with those that transpired in the city. As a 
result, the characters develop rural doubles whose phantom actions some
times appear in the narrative. 

The reader looks for a standard against which to assess competing 
stories. The third-person narrator, by convention a probable source of 
trustworthy propositions, declines to set the record straight. Refraining 
from clarification, he confronts the reader with the massive disorder of 
history after decades of self-serving versions. This is not to say, though, that 
the reader cannot become oriented. The story of Rifque's origins, for 
example, is useful in understanding the novel's tangled chronicles. The 
principle that characters invent their relations with one another to gain 
advantages explains many bizarre features of the plot. Dora appears as 
Itzik's wife to exercise a uxorious domination, but she also wishes to retain 
the power she derives from divulging her sisterly knowledge of Itzik's 
childhood shames. Itzik's status as a half-person appears to suit his brothers 
and sister, who thus have an inferior readily on hand. 

It is also possible to identify the general outlines of the Pechofs' family. 
Salmen and Dora were, for a time, involved in the management of brothels, 
though Salmen denies the story and Dora melodramatically highlights it. 
Jaime and Natalio worked as confidence men. All the brothers and their 
sister have been miserly and opportunistic in their pursuit of upward social 
mobility. These general features of their history, which stand in sharp 
contrast to the incessantly upright conduct of Los gauchos judfos, help to 
account for the characters' need to revise their personal chronicles. 

What has Mar Dulce accomplished by representing Jewish Argentine 
history with so little decorum, coherence, and narrative reliability? First, 
Szichman modernizes the treatment of the subject matter, reflecting the six 
decades that separate his novel from Gerchunoff's. Los gauchos judfos rests 
on the assumption that literary writing should display perfect smoothness. 
Mar Dulce results from a more current belief: that a fragmented form is 
necessary to reflect the character of modern life. Nicolas Calas notes a 
distrust of forms "too compact and too studied to reflect the immediacy 
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inherent in the actuality of the newspaper. . . . Immediacy is perhaps most 
strongly imparted through discontinuity. It is discontinuity that gives style. "17 

But more significant, Szichman's novel raises the issue of self-servingness 
in historical representation. Gerchunoff is mocked above all for his suppres
sion of matters embarrassing to the government or revealing of the class and 
ethnic tensions that moved history. Szichman not only parodies the earlier 
writer but also includes in Mar Dulce what is absent from Los gauchos 
judios: conflict between social groups, exploitation of immigrants, suppres
sion of indigenous peoples, historically specific Argentine popular speech, 
opportunism, and deception. But even this willingness to air painful issues 
does not make history trustworthy.18 Mar Dulce, for all its frankness, does 
not offer itself as a sure guide to history. Its narrator and characters all 
inspire distrust. 

Instead of an established account of history, Mar Dulce provides a 
questioning look at the various accounts. Readers are urged toward a 
critical outlook on all versions of history. But why should this skepticism be 
necessary? Modem works with a high degree of instability are often seen as 
promoting the idea of the relativism of truths. 19 However, Szichman's novel 
does not make the relati~e value of truths a major concern. 10 Narrative data 
are unstable not because truth itself is unsteady but because human chron
iclers, representing class and individual interests, skew them. Indeed, only 
one character in the novel, the hapless Berele, attempts to establish truths. 
The many quarrels between characters over what really happened are 
contests for the power to write history. 

The novel does not leave the reader without hope of understanding the 
story of Jewish immigration to Argentina. As accounts clash, insights 
emerge. The novel makes the point that the story of immigrants involves the 
entire struggle between diverse class and ethnic sectors of the national 
society. The novel also establishes that to rise in competitive, stratified 
society, immigrants learn to remake their identities. The particulars of the 
story of the Pechofs, or of Eva Peron, or of Jewish immigration, may never 
be set straight. Yet a critical examination of the obfuscation surrounding 
events, taking into account the interests of various sectors of society, ena
bles one to move beyond simple confusion and to perceive the larger story of 
social conflict behind the welter of competing versions. 



POSTFACE 

The 1976-1983 military government was disruptive to public discussion, the 
arts, and Jewish life. The regime's campaign to suppress left-wing guerrilla 
activity resulted in the apprehension of a broad variety of suspects and in 
many deaths among those detained. Because of the long-standing associa
tion in the public mind of Jews and socialism, Jewishness was one of the 
factors that could draw suspicion toward an individual and increase the 
severity of treatment in detention. Involvement in cultural and intellectual 
activity also carried a risk, as did being young. Many Jewish Argentine 
writers, particularly younger ones and those considered social critics, either 
curtailed their public expression or took up residence abroad during this 
period. Some who had already left the country for relief from the chaotic 
situation found it too difficult to return. In the best of cases, these writers 
produced an exile literature distinguished by frankness, possible to those 
publishing away from home, and by fresh reflections on the past century, 
expressed in hopes of understanding current repression. This exile writing, 
perhaps too new a phenomenon to permit full evaluation, is briefly surveyed 
here by discussing some of its contributions to the growth of Jewish Argen
tine literature. 

One of the earliest examples of this literature, and one vividly illustrative 
of its critical powers, is Caballos por el fondo de los ojos (Horses in the 
Depths of the Eyes). This 1976 novel by Gerardo Mario Goloboff (1939-), 
who left Argentina in 1973 and established residence in France, was pub
lished in Barcelona. The text signaled Goloboff's shift from poetry, in 
which he had earlier elaborated his concerns, to the novel, thereafter his 
preferred genre. It is a work of often lyrical prose, elliptical and discon
tinuous in its narrative arrangement. The novel refrains from presenting its 
commentary in any too explicit a form; nonetheless, it is unambiguous in 
calling for a reexamination of Jewish Argentine participation in the last 
several decades of national life. It reviews, over a span of three generations 
in one family, the various programs that have especially attracted Jewish 
Argentines, from the settlers' trust in their new nation's plans for them, 
through socialism, Peronist populism, Zionism, entrepreneurialism, and 
psychoanalysis. Though these "isms" receive a tribute as historically neces
sary stages, none is in itself a solution. Even the correct assertions of the 
protagonist's psychoanalyst do the patient no good until he can arrive at 
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these truths through his own efforts. The novel implies that programmatic 
solutions can never replace the continual process of individual thought 
required to deal with the historical problems exemplified in its central 
character's crisis. The stimulus that finally forces this character to struggle 
toward a critical reassessment is the contemplation of the blood-stained 
white sheet thrown over the body of his son, one of the many young people 
killed in the violence of the times. The implication is that the political 
situation of mid-1970S Argentina, so massively disordered as to affect even 
the stagnant mind of this character, can bring about a reconsideration of the 
Jewish Argentine experience, as well as, necessarily, that of the entire 
nation. I 

Jewish tradition provided elements especially well suited to expressing 
the crisis of those years. The subjects of persecution, social disruption, 
outcast status, and exile, long elaborated in Jewish expression, quickly 
became Argentine themes, and indeed Latin American ones. Pedro Orgam
bide (1928-) pursued the expressive possibilities of these parallelisms in his 
1977 Aventuras de Edmund Ziller en tierras del Nuevo Mundo (Adventures 
of Edmund Ziller in the New World), published in Mexico, where the 
author spent his exile. The novel's most obvious Jewish reference is its use 
of the Wandering Jew as its roguish hero. This choice entails the highlighting 
of such features as outcast status, ability to adapt to changing circum
stances, powers of improvisation, and generally living by one's wits. Wher
ever Edmund materializes in the New World, he studies the local social 
hierarchy, with special attention to those who lack land, inherited entitle
ments, or such acquired privileges as military or ecclesiastical rank. He then 
masters many of the strategies developed to survive outside the protected 
realm of the elite. When possible, he works to move the deprived beyond 
measures of simple survival and toward a struggle to abolish privilege. 
Thus, while Edmund practices the tawdry tricks of a nomadic razzle-dazzle 
artist he urges those around him to question why they are perpetually 
disadvantaged. The picaresque adventures of the Wandering Jew, which 
allow the novel's Jewish allusions to represent its pan-Latin American 
subject matter, run parallel to another set of Jewish references, one con
cerned with texts and their study. Edmund maintains the tradition of the 
scholarly scribe-preserving, emending, glossing, and generating texts. Of 
his many projects, the most significant is the compilation of documents 
concerning ,and attributed to t)le historical Ziller. The mode~ scholar 
working on these papers, who supposedly supplies Pedro Orgambide with 
the material for Edmund Ziller, is yet another of Ziller's incarnations. 
Much of this material is documentation amassed by the Inquisition. In 
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Ziller, Orgambide for the first time makes Jewish allusions overt and 
prominent, though he has long shown an interest in such related issues as 
immigrant Argentines and the Inquisitorial mind. His sometimes roisterous 
novel is clearly driven by an urge to bring out the social ethics running 
through Ziller's disjointed past and to draw a lesson for contemporary 
Latin America. 

Ziller illustrates, as does its author's career during the late 1970s, signifi
cant contemporary tendencies. It was written and published in Mexico 
City, which in the latter part of the 1970S was fast becoming a center of 
Argentine exile intellectual life. As well as representing the exiled intellec
tuals, Orgambide exemplifies in his person, as does David Vinas, the 
"mixed" population, the offspring of intermarriage that is a notable Jewish 
Argentine reality. Until the crisis of the 1970S and Edmund Ziller, though, 
Orgambide had made little literary use of Jewish awareness or knowledge. 
He was one of those creative figures who took the 1970S crisis as the 
moment to abandon any downplaying of their Jewish outlook. The pub
lication of the novel marked the integration into Orgambide's creative work 
of a repertory of Jewish cultural information and a new Latin American 
interpretation of the meanings of Jewishness. 1 

Vinas was one of the most prominent intellectuals to go into exile and to 
contribute to the associated literature. He established residence in Mexico, 
teaching, researching, and writing. Surely the boldness of Vinas's 1979 
novel fauna (Pack of Dogs) can be attributed in part to its author's distance 
from Argentina and to the use of the Mexican branch of the Siglo Veintiuno 
publishing house. Reflecting Vinas's extensive knowledge of military elites 
and officer training, the novel gives an intimate portrait of a life among 
officers that includes homosexual activities accepted as a festive release 
among men whose everyday practice is to support a repressively strict 
morality. It prefigures the intense interest in military culture that would be 
characteristic of intellectual discussion following redemocratization.3 

Mario Satz (1944-), a novelist of international reputation, might be 
considered something of an exile and something of an expatriate. The 
Argentine-born Satz had already spent extended periods abroad when, in 
1976, he took up residence in Barcelona. He is principally distinguished for 
his vast, perhaps inherently inexhaustible, novelistic undertaking. Under 
the project title of Planetarium, Satz published lyrical, metaphorical novels 
of cosmic scope: Sol, 1975 (published in English as Sol, 1979); Luna (Moon), 
1976; Tierra (Earth), 1978; Marte (Mars), 1980. The relation of these novels 
to the rest of Argentine literature presents a puzzle. Latin American allu
sions surface in Satz's work, in the elements of Aztec and Inca cosmology 
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and the story of guerrilla activity in Marte. But they coexist with a multi
tude of allusions to other diverse traditions. The sweep of Satz's enterprise, 
which goes from the elements of earthly matter out through the solar 
system, makes it inherently difficult to emphasize particular cultural strains 
running through the novels. A critical examination of Satz's work giving 
special attention to these issues would be necessary to assess the ways in 
which and the degree to which this fiction may be considered part of 
Argentine, Jewish, and Jewish Argentine letters. 

Although the issue of placing Satz's work remains unresolved, his cosmic 
novels and the ambitious project behind them deserve mention in the 
discussion of Jewish Argentine literature. Not only do the author's bio
graphical circumstances support such a connection, but also his novels, 
with their intricate construction and effort to treat a subject of cosmic 
breadth, merit further consideration from readers and critics. 4 

Humberto Costantini (1924-1987), who had been contributing to Argen
tine literature since the 1950S, became a newly significant figure during the 
period of military rule. Costantini, who resided in Mexico during this 
period, was one of the fiction writers most able to convey the mixture of 
fear and absurdity resultmg from the arbitrary identification of suspected 
subversives. His De dioses, hombrecitos y policias (1977; English transla
tion, The Gods, the Little Guys, and the Police, 1984) was well received 
internationally for its inventive novelistic presentation of the massive but 
often haphazard campaign against subversion.s As Orgambide noted, after 
rereading Costantini's work from the perspective of the exile years, this 
author's Jewish identity acquired new meaning when the national crisis 
made fresh issues of persecution, exile, and the uses of immigration. 6 

The 1980 novel Identidad (Identity), by Antonio Elio Brailovsky, deserves 
special mention for the circumstances of its publication. Though the author 
himself was in exile, the novel appeared in Buenos Aires among the offer
ings of the well-established Sudamericana publishing house. It is a classical 
example of the figurative expression that can at times elude the effects of 
repression. The novel's complicated plot involves the discovery of a Sephar
dic expedition from Inquisition-era Spain seeking the lost tribe of Israel 
rumored to have settled in the New World. Competing efforts to suppress 
and to maintain the Jewish people, along with the ideological and cultural 
principles motivating the struggle, give the novel a subject matter easily 

. applicalY:e to other situations. No parallel to contemporary Argentina 
appears overtly, but readers are given the opportunity to draw such an 
inference. 7 

The most ~ternationally known contemporary text by any Jewish Ar-
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gentine writer was not a literary work but a memoir, Prisoner Without a 
Name, Cell Without a Number (1981; first published in the United States 
and Britain), by the Buenos Aires newspaperman Jacobo Tirnerman (1923-). 
Timerman's detention while serving as editor of La Opini6n made him an 
emblematic figure of the offenses against human rights. His difficulties 
began with his apprehension by an antisubversive squad. After six months 
of detention and torture, during which his whereabouts were unknown to 
his family and friends, Timerman reappeared, still in the custody of the 
military. He then spent two years under house arrest, until international 
pressure helped to secure his release in 1979. His account increased world 
awareness of the numerous Argentines detained without word on their 
status and of the persistence of anti-Semitism of both Left and Right. 8 

As military rule extended into the 198os, literary work written and/or 
published abroad by Argentine exiles came to constitute a large category, 
including many works by Jewish Argentine authors. Mario Szichman, for 
example, composed portions of his 1981 novel A las 20.25, la senora entr6 
en la inmortalidad (English translation, At 8.25, Evita Became Immortal, 
1983) in the United States, where both the Spanish- and English-language 
versions appeared.9 A complete register of such exile publications would be 
lengthy indeed. 

By 1982, the military'S authority was being undermined by lack of public 
confidence. Public criticism began to emerge again; there was no choice but 
to call elections, bringing a return to civilian government in December 1983. 
Released from limitations on expression, and in many cases recently re
turned from exile, Argentine intellectuals were eager for public discussion 
of the events of the previous seven years. To appreciate the originality of the 
renewed discussion of Jewish Argentine issues, one should contrast it with 
the Jewish response to the crises of the early 1970s. Then, as the situation 
had become more precarious the official word from Jewish organizations 
bec~ame notably cautious, inhibited by the notion that such associations had 
no proper role in the criticism of national affairs. There was hope that by 
separating Jewish issues from Argentine ones and concentrating on the 
former, the community could avoid aggravating hostility and suspicion 
toward its members. Outside the community as such, those involved in 
dissent, whether in their writing or in their activist involvement, tended to 
deny any debt to Jewish thought. 

The intervening years showed these strategies for self-protection to haye 
been inefficacious. If anything, they had been counterproductive in that 
they prevented Jewish associations from establishing bonds with those 
groups pressing for improvements in the human rights situation and for 
restoration of representative government. In the climate of redemocratiza-
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tion, Jewish community organizations and spokesmen relaxed the con
straints on frank discussion of national matters. Not only was insularity 
being abandoned as a defense against anti-Semitism, but also a new hope 
rose that through a Jewish Argentine perspective on the nation's troubled 
history, fresh insights could emerge. This gave rise to such mid-l98os 
innovations as the discussion of Argentine literature, culture, and society 
under the aegis of the large Jewish community organization Asociaci6n 
Mutual Israelita Argentina, previously known for its caution in comment
ing on national matters. IO The long struggle not to acknowledge Argentine 
anti-Semitism began to cede to an effort to understand its historical causa
tion. This shift included a renewed effort to impress on non-Jewish Argen
tines the seriousness of the nation's long history of anti-Semitism and to 
seek to end it through such measures as the legislation, passed in August 
1988, banning discrimination on the basis of race, religion, or national 
origin. 

Strongly related to this shift in organizational policy was a new readiness 
among individual discussants to acknowledge the Jewish sources of their 
intellectual style or sense ,of social ethics. The post-1955 generation of 
intellectuals had pointed out how Jewish questions became national ones 
when seen in historical perspective. Although respecting this principle, the 
mid-l98os commentators showed a greater liberty to focus on Jewish as
pects of issues, even if they did not immediately lead to an insight applicable 
to the entire society. An analyst of the Argentine cultural situation could 
express, as did Goloboff, a resolve to cultivate the distinct outlook on 
language and society allowed by a background in Jewish thought and 
expression. I I 

At the same time, extensive efforts were made to recover elements of 
Jewish Argentine history in danger of being lost. Sara and Jose Itzigsohn, 
Leonardo and Beatriz Senkman, Jaime Barylko, Isidoro Niborski, and 
others have worked vigorously to assemble participant accounts and docu
mentary sources on Jewish Argentine culture. I1 With ever fewer living 
witnesses to the period of massive immigration and the founding of rural 
colonies, it became important to set down reliable accounts of these experi
ences. There was a flourishing of such activities as the establishment of 
documentation centers and groups, round tables, workshops, and other 
fora designed to bring about a reconsideration of Argentine history and the 
Jewish ptesence in it. In the United States, the Latin American Jewish 
Studies Association (LAJSA; Judith Laikin Elkin, founder), based in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, has coordinated meetings with other scholarly associa
tions and has h~ld its own conferences. 

The post-Peronist intellectuals, with their practice of contextualizing 
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Jewish issues in national history, have come in for a revival during this 
resurgence of social criticism. Vinas has reappeared as an active figure on 
the Buenos Aires intellectual scene. He assumed the chair in Argentine 
Literature of the Nineteenth Century at the Universidad de Buenos Aires. In 
talks and interviews, Vinas warned against premature celebration of re
democratization and insisted that retrospective commentary go beyond a 
simple airing of traumas. He has often been a dissident critic of the current 
discussion of national affairs. His concern is that Argentines may be too 
easily satisfied with the improved state of political life and, in relief at the 
relaxation of tensions, may neglect unresolved issues. The problems that 
Vinas fears may go unexamined include, from the recent past, the causes 
and aftereffects of the repression, which he considers the nation too quick 
to dismiss. In the longer historical view, he encourages an awareness of the 
lingering effects of nineteenth-century notions of progress through enlight
ened elite governance. 

Leon Rozitchner (1924-), mentioned earlier for his participation in the 
parricide movement and his 1967 essay Ser judEo (To Be a Jew), has also 
been newly visible. He continues to pursue the lines suggested by his early 
work. For example, he is still seeking a form of psychoanalytic thought 
compatible with Marxist theory and applicable to collective political behav
ior, and he still maintains a critical vigilance over the Left. 

Marcos Aguinis (1935-) entered public affairs as an appointee in the 
Ministry of Culture, heading that agency during 1986-1987- He subse
quently became head of the governmental organization instituted to pro
mote the redemocratization of national culture. The anti-Jewish sentiment 
obvious in some of the criticism he received drew attention to the per
sistence of the problem. Aguinis's speeches and occasional writings showed 
his thoughtful concern for the development of an open and pluralistic 
national culture. He brought his knowledge of geopolitics and contempo
rarl' political and psychoanalytic thought to his persuasive, tactful essays 
and journalism. Aguinis's 1983 essay Carta esperanzada a un general (Hope
ful Leuer to a General) was one of the first important works to emerge from 
the discussion opened by redemocratization. I 3 Here, Aguinis locates a 
source of the nation's troubles in the system of officer training. His com
plaint is not about anyone feature of the typical officer, such as a tendency 
to anti-Semitism or a distrust of intellectuals and artists. Rather, Aguinis 
takes a larger view and subsumes all these frequently denounced features of 
the military population to one overriding deficiency of military training: its 
inhibition of the capacity for critical questioning of social structures. Be
cause this essay sets in larger perspective the problem of the military, it is 
likely to be one of the landmarks of this period. 
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The new prominence of Aguinis, Rozitchner, and others marks a revival 
of interest in adapting psychoanalysis to the diagnosis of social ills. It is an 
area in which Jewish intellectuals have been especially able to make contri
butions, owing in part to the high incidence of professional psychoanalytic 
training among this group and in part to the contact with the European 
tradition of socially aware forms of this analysis. Rozitchner in his coordi
nation of Marxism and psychoanalytic ideas, Aguinis in his novels and 
social criticism, and Eduardo Pavlovsky in his theater and writings on 
psychodrama are three visible examples of this tendency. 

One segment of writing published since redemocratization (or, in some 
cases, even before elections became a reality) treats the events of the pre
vious decade so as to see them plainly and to avoid their recurrence. 
Aguinis's work on the military mind was one of several significant contribu
tions to this discussion by Jewish Argentine authors. One of the earliest 
works to reassert freedom of expression, even before the return to civilian 
rule, was Daniel Kon's best-selling Los chicos de La guerra (1982; English 
translation retained the original Spanish title, 1983), an expose of the ill
conceived 1982 invasion of the Falkland/Malvinas islands.l~ Kon obtained 
frank testimony from enlisted men unconcerned with defending the mili
tary command. Also' notable for its early expression of critical views was 
Santiago Kovadloff's 1982 Argentina, oscuro pais (Argentina, Dark Coun
try), heralding the many introspective essays on national history, attitudes, 
and institutions that would appear after 1983.15 A more literary treatment of 
the shameful aspects of the immediate past is Aida Bortnik's screenwriting 
for the internationally successful La historia oficiaL (The OfficiaL Story), 
published in 1985, which gave a dramatic account of the struggle to come to 

terms with the damaging effects of the antisubversive campaign. 16 In addi
tion to these new writings, works originally published abroad because of 
their critical observations on sensitive national questions now appeared in 
Argentine editions, generating fresh commentary. 

Many other newly returned or emboldened Jewish Argentine intellec
tuals took part in the renewed public discussion, by both written and oral 
means, of Argentine political culture, including Goloboff, Costantini, Ali
cia Steimberg, Ricardo Feierstein, and Saul Sosnowski. Characteristic of 
this exchange was a fresh willingness to raise Jewish-related ,aspects of 
questions. ,For example, the experimental prose writer and critic Tamara 
Kamenszain, who had not been strongly associated with Jewish forms of 
expression since early in her career, now meshed this concern with the 
feminist and deconstructionist ideas she had been working with during the 
1970S and 198os."7 

Whereas for some purposes 1983 was a fresh start for Argentine intellec-
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tual life, much writing published in this and subsequent years simply 
continued projects already under way but out of public view during the 
years when authors were unwilling or unable to publish their bolder mate
rial. Cecilia Absatz (1943-), for example, in her 1984 Los anos pares (The 
Even-Numbered Years), extended her literary commentary on the perplex
ity of middle-class women conducting their careers and amorous lives in a 
rapidly changing social environment. In this novel, though, the heroine 
leaves the usual setting of Buenos Aires. She first encounters the interior, 
where she experiences firsthand how unlike Europe Argentina is and how 
grave the divisions within the nation continue to be. Later travels into the 
Andean region force her to consider the paradox her European appearance 
and manner create when she seeks to feel part of Latin America. Though as 
witty and urbane as Absatz's earlier writing, the 1984 novel has less of the 
flippancy that has probably prevented the entry of the author's work into 
the category of more seriously regarded literature. IS 

Ricardo Feierstein (1942-), long a writer, achieved prominence in the 
mid-l98os for the trilogy of novels collectively titled La sinfonia inocente 
(The Innocent Symphony): Entre la izquierda y la pared (Between the Left 
and the Wall, the first volume, or "movement," though not published until 
1983); El caramelo descompuesto (The Spoiled Caramel, 1979); and Escala 
uno en cincuenta (One to Fifty Scale, 1984). Rather than the journey into 
exile frequently described by writers of this generation, Feierstein's novels 
center on a move intended to bring redemption from exile. Together they 
tell a story of 1960s activism, immigration to Israel, an eventually unsatis
factory attempt at kibbutz life, and the return to a professional career in 
Buenos Aires. The protagonist retains an undiminished confidence in the 
political discussion that typified left-wing student culture of the 1960s, 
characterized by a search for political meaning in personal experiences. 
Despite efforts to analyze his recent past and engage others in its interpreta
tion, he proves unable to grasp his disappointments in Israel and Argentina. 
Lengthy sections of the novels transcribe the conversations and inner mus
ings the main character carries on in the hope of clarifying his situation. 
The dialogue provides a sample of the styles adopted through the years for 
the discussion of issues the hero would most like to understand: Jewish 
identity, the nature of community, the current worth of the kibbutz ideal, 
and the geopolitical role of modem Israel. In the last of the novels, this 
character, with his intact faith in the power of shared introspection, finds 
himself isolated amid contemporaries disinclined to help him to scrutinize 
the events of his life. The novels are of greatest interest for their unusual 
structural design and for the examples they offer of shifting modes in the 
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discussion of social and political matters, especially Jewish-related ones, 
over the past two decades. The hero's quickness to succumb to shifting 
fashions in rhetoric and political style gives a human poignancy to novels 
that might otherwise be somewhat congested with dialectical exchanges 
and soliloquies. '9 

Edgardo Cozarinsky, a Jewish Argentine writer who took up residence 
in Paris during the early 1970s, presented in the 1985 Vudu urbano (Urban 
Voodoo) the fragmentary prose pieces he calls "postcards." This designa
tion draws attention to one of his central preoccupations, the isolation 
caused by the displacement of individuals and populations and by the 
commercialization of national and regional cultures. A typical Cozarinsky 
vignette presents a foreigner's growing awareness that he is viewing the 
scene around him through the eyes of an outsider and portrays his efforts to 
explore both the distortions and the insights that his alien sensibility 
imparts. However, the scenarios this distanced observer surveys are in 
themselves far from pure in their cultural makeup. They may be enclaves of 
immigrants, as are the Arabs that Cozarinsky has studied as part of the 
uneasily diverse Paris popula~ion. They may be people living in what is 
presumably their homeland but set at a remove from their own culture by 
such intervening factors as the display of exoticism for commercial pur
poses. The result is an unstable mix of the provincial, the cosmopolitan, 
and the salesmanly, creating a shifting cultural landscape wherever one may 
go-Buenos Aires, Europe, or the Eastern Mediterranean. Vudu presents a 
different, more ambiguous figure of the Argentine exile, one whose depar
ture was a response to various motives and thus one who remains displaced. 

The collection contains few, but telling, allusions to Jewish matters. 
Characters' casual discussion of Argentina'S period of political repression 
brings out the much-noted circumstance that, during the antiterrorist sweeps, 
Jewish detainees ran an increased risk of severe treatment. The Jewish 
currents running submerged throughout Argentine history make them
selves manifest in odd glimpses. In a text summarizing the nation's aristoc
racy, offspring of the elite inadvertently bring the denied past to light by 
opening an ancestral trunk containing Jewish religious articles. Such allu
sions, appearing briefly in Cozarinsky's sketches, spread the deep-reaching 
notion that Jewish issues form part of the social and cultural history, 
whether recent or remote, Argentine or European.2.0 A confirmation of 
Cozarinskfs more than passing concern with Jewish matters is his par
ticipation in events designed to further discussion of present-day Jewish 
culture, such as the encounters of Israeli and Latin American Jewish writers. 

It is still too . soon to begin assessing the achievement of the Jewish 
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Argentine writers who are writing in the immediate wake of the 1976-1983 
military government and the subsequent return of civilian rule. However, 
some of the common outstanding features of this new writing can be 
identified. There is evidently less concern that the consideration of Jewish 
issues could, if pursued too vigorously, detract from the larger view of the 
historical problems of the entire society. The converse of this tendency is a 
rejection of the possibility of discussing Jewish Argentine matters in isola
tion from the overall process of history. A powerful ideal is to make Jewish 
Argentine questions one point of entry into the larger dynamic that is the 
development of national, and in many cases international, cultural and 
social history. Indeed, this way of viewing the larger scene is considered 
exceptionally promising because it has not yet been fully explored. It 
reverses a long-standing and understandable reluctance, especially in trou
bled periods, to raise, as part of the discussion of Jewish topics, issues 
politically sensitive and painful to the mainstream society. 
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21 . Lazaro Liacho, Si6nidas desde La pampa y Sonata judia de Nueva York (Buenos Aires: 
Candelabra, 1969). 

22. Jorge Luis Borges, "Patria," preface to Carlos M . Griinberg, Mester de juderia (Bue-
nos Aires: Editorial Argiropolis, 1940). 

23. Carlos M . Griinberg, Junto a un rfo de Babel (Buenos Aires: Acervo Cultural, 1965). 
24. Senkman, La identidad, 174-75. 25. Ibid., 176-87. 
26. Bernardo Kordon, "Kid Nandubay," A punto de reventar, seguido de Kid Nandubay 

(Buenos Aires: Losada, 1971), lII-68. For further commentary on the treatment of Jewish 
themes in Kordon's work, see Senkman, La identidad, 135-37,382-84. 

27. During the 1946-1955 Peronist regime, Gerchunoff and Tiempo were by far the two 
most prominent Jewish literary intellectuals. Gerchunoffs relations with the Peronist party 
and government are easy to characterize; he shared the anti-Peron ism common among mem
bers of the cultural elite. Tiempo had more contact with the Peronists, especially through his 
editorship of the cultural supplement to the Peronist-owned La Prensa. Interpretations of 
this bond and Tiempo's attitude toward Peronism vary widely. For example, Senkman, La 
identidad, 187, says: "Cesar Tiempo backs Peronism ... and Peronism consecrates him as a 
figure of national culture ... when it designates him as editor of the prestigious cultural 
supplement of the newspaper La Prensa." The competing belief that Tiempo merely pla
cated the Peronists is summed up by Marcos Glauberman when he refers to "Cesar Tiempo, 
a Jewish writer who, despite the adversity of having to please a fascist Peronism, managed to 
become cultural editor of the newspaper La Prensa" (AMIA, Pluralismo e identidad, 168). 

28. Emir Rodrfguez Monegal, El juicio de los parricidas: La nueva generaci6n argentina y 
sus maestros (Buenos Aires: Editorial Deucalion, 1956). 

29. Natalio Budasoff, Lluvias salvajes (Buenos Aires: Mosaicos, 1962); Pablo Schvartz
man, Cuentos crioUos con judfos (Buenos Aires: Instituto de los Amigos del Libro Rio
platense, 1967). 

30. Jose Chudnovsky, Dios era verde (Buenos Aires: Americalee, 1963) and idem, Pueblo 
pan (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1967). 

31. German Rozenmacher, Requiem para un viemes a La noche (Buenos Aires: Talfa, 1971). 
32. Saul Sosnowski, "Contemporary Jewish-Argentine Writers: Tradition and Politics," 

4-7, and idem, "German Rozenmacher: Tradiciones, rupturas y desencuentros." 
33. Leon Rozitchner, Ser judfo, 2d ed. (Buenos Aires: Ediciones de la Flor, 1967; reissued 

191!8). 
34. Albert Memmi, Portrait of a Jew, ttans. Elisabeth Abbott (New York: Viking, 1971) 

and idem, The Liberation of the Jew, trans. Judy Hyun (New York: Grossman Publishers, 
1966). The original Portrait d'un juif and La liberation du juif appeared in 1962 and 1966 
respectively. . 

35. Juan Jose Sebreli, ed. , La cuesti6njudfa en La Argentina (Buenos Aires: Tiempo Con
temporaneo, 1968). 

36. Marcos Aguinis, Refugiados (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1969); revised edition, Refugi-
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ados: Cr6nica de un palestino (Buenos Aires: Planeta, 1976); and idem, La cuesti6n judfa 
vista desde el Tercer Mundo (RCo Cuarto, Argentina : Librerfa Superior Editora, 1974; rev. 
ed. , 1974). 

37. On Yiddish-language cultural activity in Buenos Aires, see Weisbrot, Jews of Argen-
tina, 76-77, 12.2.-2.3, 141-42., 2.83-89. 

38. Senkman, La identidad, 106. 
39. Luis Emilio Soto, in Arrieta, ed ., Historia de la literatura argentina, 4:359. 
40. Dorothy Seidman Bilik, Immigrant-SuTllivors: Post-Holocaust Consciousness in Re

cent Jewish American Fiction (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1981),5. 
41. Personal communication from Marcos Ricardo Barnatan to author, April 1985. 
42.. Gerardo Mario Goloboff, a lawyer by profession, attained his current fame as a novel

ist but first came to the attention of the literary public with his collection of poetry Entre la 
diaspora y octubre (Buenos Aires: Stilcograf, I~). For discussion of issues central to Golo
boff's early poetry as they are later developed in his novel Caballos por el fondo de los ojos 
(Barcelona: Seix Barral, 1976), see Saul Sosnowski, "Gerardo Mario Goloboff: Hacia el 
decimo mes en la diaspora." Senkman, La identidad, 32.9-31 , discusses the I~ collection. 

43. Alicia Steimberg, De musicos y relojeros (Buenos Aires: Centro Editor de America 
Latina, 1971) and idem, Su espfritu inocente (Buenos Aires: Pomaire, 1981). For commentary 
on Steimberg's daringly critical treatment of everyday Jewish Argentine life, see Senkman, 
La identidad, 2.83-95, and Sosnowski, "Contemporary Jewish-Argentine Writers," 8-9. 

44. Cecilia Absatz, Feiguele y otras mujeres (Buenos Aires: Ediciones de la Flor, 1976) and 
idem, Ttl con canela (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 1982.). 

45. Tamara Kamenszain fuses traditional Jewish religious culture with avant-garde con
cepts of the literary text to produce De este /ado del Mediterraneo (Buenos Aires: Ediciones 
Noe,1973)· 

46. Eugenia Calny, Clara al amanecer (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Crisol, 1972.). 
47. Nora Glickman, Uno de sus Juanes (Buenos Aires: Ediciones de la Flor, 1983). 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 1: ALBERTO GERCHUNOFF 

I. Alberto Gerchunoff, Los gauchos judfos (Santiago de Chile: Ercilla, 1940). Subsequent 
citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition . 

2.. The progovernment slant of Los gauchos judfos and its suppression of social conflict 
have been noted by critics. Gladys S. Onega, "Lugones: La tetralogfa del Centenario," La 
inmigraci6n en fa literatura argentina, 1880-1910, 12.3-2.5, criticizes both Gerchunoffs work 
and Leopoldo Lugones's Odas secufares for presenting the beleaguered immigrant as pain
lessly adapting. In both texts, the new arrivals "are perfectly integrated into the life of the 
country from which they have absorbed certain purifying essences and to which they have 
brought productive habits desirable in the new era of prosperity." David Vinas, "Gerchu
noff: gauchos judfos y xenofobia," Literatura argentina y realidad polftica: Apogeo de fa 
o/igarqu(a, finds Gerchunoffs portrayal of immigrant life tranquil to the point of torpor, 
even when treating inherently conflict-filled subject matter. 

3. An ideological analysis focused on Jewish issues is Saul Sosnowski, "Contemporary 
Jewish-Argentine Writers: Tradition and Politics," 1-4. Sosnowski observes that by sup
pressing the fact that Jewish immigration furthered the government's plan to Europeanize 
the interior, Gerchunoff's novel disguises official racism and makes the Jews appear be
holden to a disinterestedly benevolent host nation. Sosnowski objects to Gerchunoff's pro
motion of officially encouraged assimilationism. Vinas and Onega both underline the nov
el's strong connection with the patriotic celebration of the Argentine centennial; whose cul
tural observances were organized by Gerchunoff's friend Lugones. 

4. Kessel Schwartz, "The Jew in Argentine Literature," 9. 
5. Both Vinas's and Onega's analyses contain strong statements not only linking the work 
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to the centennial spirit but also calling it ideologically equivalent to Lugones's Odas secu
lares, a work conceived and elaborated as a stimulus to Argentine patriotism. An exception 
to the tendency to equate Gerchunoff's novel with Argentine centennial fervor is Hector P. 
Agosti's undeveloped reference situating the novel in the context of Jewish thought. See 
pages 54-55 of his essay "Los gauchos jud£os," in his Cantar opinando. 

6. Saul Tchernihowsky, "They Say There Is a Country ... ," translated and included by 
Esor Winer Ben-Sorek in his Poems and Poets of Israel: Selected Masterpieces, rev. ed. (Bos
ton: University of Boston Bookstores, 1967), 86-87- Of interest in this respect is the com
ment by Eisig Silberschlag that Ben-Sorek cites on page 84 of this volume, bringing to the 
fore the notion of a remade Jewish world: "It was Tchernihowsky who discovered a 'new 
realm of being' in the beginnings of the Jewish nation and reinforced modern Judaism with 
the hoary, half-mythical past." Tchernihowsky's belief that Jewish tradition once had a vitality 
that, though lost, might be recovered has strong paIallels with the speech of Gerchunoff's 
fictional rabbi, in which current Jewish life is seen as diminishing ancient strengths. 

7. Nathaniel Kravitz, 1,000 Years of Hebrew Literature (Chicago: Swallow, 1972.),482.. 
8. Irving Louis Horowitz, "Organization and Ideology of the Jewish Community of Ar

gentina," in his Israeli Ecstasies/jewish Agonies, 138. Horowitz states that this attempt at 
remaking the Jewish image and the plan to settle the Jewish immigIants in agIicultural areas 
"essentially have failed." 

9. Viiias, "Gerchunoff," 172.· 
10. Ibid. The discussion of this ritualistic and magical vision of nature continues on 171-]6. 
II. Jorge Luis Borges, as quoted in Fernando Sorrentino, Siete conversaciones con jorge 

Luis Borges (Buenos Aires: Casa Pardo, 1973), 36. 
12.. Schwartz, "Argentine Literature," 9. Though, as this study argues, Los gauchos jud£os 

resolves the conflict between' assimilation and talmudic and other traditions, Gerchunoff 
later rejected this early solution as too destructive of Jewish ways. He advocated a gIeater 
reluctance to abandon tradition for the modes of the dominant Christian culture. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 2: CESAR TIEMPO 

I. Cesar Tiempo, Sabati6n argentino: Antiguas y nuevas dones para Ia pausa del sabado 
(Buenos Aires/Montevideo: Sociedad Amigos del Libro Rioplatense, 1939). Subsequent 
citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition. 

2.. Oliverio Girondo, "Manifiesto de Martin Fierro," Martin Fierro (Buenos Aires) 4 
(192.4), unpaginated. The manifesto is currently available in Adolfo Prieto, ed., EI peri6dico 
Martfn Fierro 1924-1927 (Buenos Aires: Galerna, 1968), 13-15. 

3. Consider, for instance, that the imaginative writing on which Luis Borges's fame most 
solidly rests, the 1944 collection Ficciones, contains a number of celebrated short stories 
whose nucleus is either a theological problem or an issue of human religious behavior: "EI 
acercamiento a A1motasim," "Las ruinas circulares," "EI milagIo secreto," "Tres versiones 
de Judas," and "La secta del Fenix." 

4. Mordecai M. Kaplan summarizes the meaning he gives to his famous phrase and his 
reasons for preferring this definition of Judaism in Mordecai M. Kaplan and Arthur A. 
Cohen, If Not Now, When? Toward a Reconstitution of the jewish People (New York: 
Schocken, 1973), 2.3-2.4, 2.9-32., 100-101. Kaplan's classic presentation of his idea is his juda
ism as a Civilization: Toward a Reco~stitution of American jewish Life, rev. ed. (New York: 
T. Yoseloff, 1957). . 

5. Ti~mpo himself became involved in the early film industry and played several screen 
parts. See Pedro Orgambide, "Cesar Tiempo," in Pedro Orgambide and Roberto Yahni, 
eds., Enciclopedia de Ia literatura argentina. 

6. Cesar Tiempo, "Chaplfn," in his Clara Beter y otras fatamorganas, 51-56. 
7. Juan Pinto, Pasi6n y suma de Ia expresi6n argentina, 12.1, observes that the Lacroze 
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streetcars were, during the 1920S, "objetos de caricaturas y chistes en eI teatro y en las 
revistas por su deplorable estado de conservaci6n" (the butt of cartoons and jokes in the 
theater and magazines because of their deplorable state of disrepair). Pinto notes that Tiem
po is faithful to period details in his description of the ghetto of the 1920S. 

8. Bernardo Verbitsky, Es di/{cil empezar a vivir. The treatment of the term ghetto in the 
novel is discussed in the next chapter of this study. 

9. Tiempo favors the proposition that open discussion of "shameless" behavior can bene
fit a society afflicted with primness. His drama Quiero vivir features a schoolteacher mis
taken for the prostitute-poet Clara Beter. The resulting scandal awakens the heroine to the 
stimulating variety of life and makes her "want to live." Tiempo and Arturo Cerretani, in 
their stage version of Sarah Bernhardt's life, La dama de Las comedias, set the heroine's 
"scandalous" life in favorable contrast to the straight-laced bourgeois morality of her time. 

10. Robert Alter, "Varieties of Jewish Verse," Commentary 72, no. 1 Uuly 19BI): 55. 
II. Abraham Joshua Heschel's thought is summarized by S. Daniel Breslauer in The Ecu

menical Perspective and the Modernization 0/ Jewish Religion (Missoula, Mont.: Brown 
Judaic Studies Series, NO.5, 1978). The classic Heschel work Breslauer draws on is The 
Sabbath: Its Meaning/or Modern Man, rev. ed. (New York: Farrar, Straus, 1963). 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 3: BERNARDO VERBITSKY 

I. Bernardo Verbitsky, Es di/£cil empezar a vivir (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1941),209-12. 
Subsequent citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition. 

2. Juan Pinto, Pasi6n y suma de la expresi6n argentina, 36. Commentary on the novel 
emphasizes its documentary or testimonial quality. For Carmelo M. Bonet, "La novela," in 
Rafael Alberto Arrieta, ed., Historia de la literatura argentina, 4:2II-13, the work is a 
"chronicle" and a "realistic text." German Garda, in La novela argentina: Un itinerario, 231, 
says that the novel "documents," and he likens it to reportage and journalism. Fernando 
Alonso and Arturo Rezzano, "Bernardo Verbitsky," Novela y sociedad argentina, praise 
Verbitsky for his realistic presentation of social problems. David William Foster, in A Dic
tionary o/Contemporary Latin American Authors (Tempe, Ariz.: Center for Latin American 
Studies, 1975), 106, calls Verbitsky "along with David Vinas, perhaps the best example of an 
exponent of social realism in the Argentine novel. . . . True to the tradition of Lukacs, 
Verbitsky presents ... typical individuals, 'heroes,' who ... give specific human represen
tation to the social problems involved." Verbitsky's ability to bear witness to society's situa
tion at a given moment is the focus of Pinto's commentary in Breviario de la literatura argen
tina (Buenos Aires: La Mandragora, 1958), 121, and Jose Barcia, "Bernardo Verbitsky," in 
Pedro Orgambide and Roberto Yahni, eds. , Enciclopedia de la literatura argentina, 616-18 . 
Verbitsky's own book of commentary on Argentine literature, Literatura y concie"cia na
cional, displays the outlook of a committed social realist and stresses the writer's obligation 
to increase awareness of ethical problems confronting society. 

3. Saul Sosnowski, "German Rozenmacher: Tradiciones, rupturas y desencuentros." 
4. Kessel Schwartz, "The Jew in Twentieth-Century Argentine Literature"; Nora Glick

man, "The Image of the Jew in Brazilian and Argentine Literature," 68-72. 
5. A central concern of Robert Weisbrot in The Jews 0/ Argentina: From the Inquisition to 

Per6n, is that younger Jewish Argentines may lose their identity largely from lack of suffi
cient information about the religious and cultural tradition involved. See especially his chap
ter "Education," 137-54. 

6. The fragmented character of the narrative has elicited commentary from Pinto, Pasi6n 
y suma, and Bonet, "La novela." 

7. Bonet, "La novela," 211,213. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 4: DAVID VINAS 

I. Literatura argentina y realidad polftica is the overall tide for Vinas's projected series of 
ten volumes offering a historical analysis of Argentine literary culture in relation to social 
change. He has published the following volumes of criticism: Literatura argentina y realidad 
polftica (1964), revised as Literatura argentina y realidad polftica: De Sarmiento a Cortazar 
(1971); Laferrere: Del apogeo de Ia o/igarqu[a a Ia crisis de la ciudad liberal (1965); Literatura 
argentina y realidad politica: La crisis de la ciudad liberal (1973); Literatura argentina y 
realidad polftica: Apogeo de la o/igarqu(a (1975); and Grotesco, inmigraci6n y fracaso: Ar
mando Discepolo (1973). He edited the three-volume Obras escogidas de Armando Dis
cepolo (1969), rediscovering a technically innovative and socially aware dramatist whose 
work had been undervalued. David William Foster has examined Vinas's critical work in 
"Literatura argentina y realidad polftica: David Vinas and Sociological Literary Criticism in 
Argentina." Shorter summaries of Vinas's critical undertaking appear in David William 
Foster, "David Vinas," A Dictionary of Contemporary Latin American Writers, 107; Fran
cisco Herrera, "David Vinas," in Pedro Orgambide and Roberto Yahni, eds., Enciclopedia 
de la literatura argentina, 62.5-2.6; and Humberto Mario Rasi, "David Vinas, novelista y 
cdtico comprometido." For a characterization of the movement of socially committed crit
ics from which Vinas emerged, see Emir Rodriguez Monegal, El juicio de los parricidas: La 
nueva generaci6n argentina y sus maestros (Buenos Aires: Deucali6n, 19s6); Marfa Luisa 
Bastos, "Contorno, Ciudad, Gaceta Literaria: Tres enfoques de una realidad," Hispamerica 
4-5 (1973): 49-64; and the bibliographic compilation by Gustavo Valadez, "David Vinas y la 
generaci6n del 55. " Of interest also to a reader seeking a picture of Vinas's critical mission is 
the interview of him by Mario Szichman, "David Vinas (entrevista)," in Hispamerica, which 
provoked a statement in seU:defense from Julio Comizar, Hispamerica 2 (1972): 55-58. 

It is interesting to see Vinas's vision of history developed without emphasis on literature in 
his Rebeliones populares argentinas: De los montoneros a los anarquistas (Buenos Aires: 
Carlos Perez, 1971). 

2. General characterizations of Vinas's narrative work are available in Rasi, "David Vinas"; 
Herrera, "David Vinas"; and Emir Rodriguez Monegal, "David Vinas en su contorno," 75-84. 
Saul Sosnowski has taken a closer look at particular features of Vinas's writings in "Jauria, de 
David Vinas: Continuaci6n de un proyecto desmitificador." 

3. Rasi, "David Vinas," 2.61, states: "The assumptions that form the ideological basis for 
Vinas's narrative stand out with greater clarity in his essays in literary criticism." Whatever 
judgment may underlie this comment, one should note that as a creative writer Vinas enjoys 
the right to employ less rational and linear arguments. 

4. David Vinas, Dar la cara (Buenos Aires: Centro Editor de America Latina, 1967), 140. 
Subsequent citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition. 

5. Rasi, "David Vinas," 262. 
6. It is beyond the scope of this book to examine the relation among the traditional Jewish 

responsibility for the community's well-being, the responsiblity to maintain a special aware
ness of social injustice, and the extension of these responsibilities to include radical action. 
Suffice it to note that the idea that the exceptional mission of the Jewish people includes a 
social conscience is one with long-standing support both in mainstream surveys of Jewish 
thought and in writings with a radical tendency. See, for nonradical examples, Bernard J. 
Bamberger, "The Chosen People," The Search for Jewish Theology (New York: Behrman 
House, 1978),51-65, and Andre Chouraqui and Jean Danielou, The Jews: Views and Coun
terviews, A Dialogue (New York: Newman Press, 1967), s6. Extension 'of Jewish responsi
bility to include radical action i"s the topic of Percy Cohen, Jewish Radicals and Radical Jews 
(New York: Academic Pressllnstitute of Jewish Affairs, 1980). 

In his last writings Verbitsky, stung by the equation of Zionism with imperialism, boldly 
asserted a link between Jewish social thought and a Marxist vision of society. Verbitsky 
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promotes the critique of society. His 1972 novel Etiquetas a los hombres, 21, brings the idea 
a step further as a character articulately unites Jewish ethics and the origin of socialism: "Su 
idea era que ... debe reconocerse en la Biblia un antecedente aun mas preciso [que la 
antigiiedad clasical del socialismo. Los jucfios dieron al mundo el sentimiento y la noci6n de 
justicia, y ese es precisamente el antecedente inequlvoco de toda concepci6n del mundo 
basada en la raz6n y la justicia" (His idea was that ... the Bible should be recognized as an 
even more direct antecedent [than classical antiquity 1 of socialism. Jews gave the world the 
feeling and the idea of justice, and this is precisely the exact antecedent of every conception 
of the world based on reason and justice). 

7. Vinas, De Sarmiento a Cortazar, 53. 
8. The exclusivity of elite publications, and their cultural influence, are long-standing 

critical preoccupations of Vinas's. See his analysis of Argentina's foremost elite literary 
magazine ("Sur: Sobrevivencia y reemplazo del escritor. Mallea," De Sarmiento a Cortazar, 
83-89), as well as his remarks on the literary supplements to the newspapers La Naci6n and 
La Prensa (ibid., 57). 

9. Vinas observes that criteria of elegant expression shift continually but always benefit 
the elite that has mastered the preferred manner. See his comments on "lenguaje afran
cesado" (Frenchified language) of the 1880s in ibid., 39. Whereas Sabul sees Frenchified 
Spanish as inherently and timelessly tainted, Vinas shows that ideals of linguistic purity or 
eclecticism fit a historical moment. 

10. See David Vinas, "Gerchunoff: Gauchos judfos y xenofobia," Literatura argentina y 
realidad politica: Apogeo de la oligarqu{a. 

II. In Vinas's analysis of literary culture, he points to the concept of "generational con
flict" as a pseudoproblem masking the deeper contradictions in the relations between liter
ature and society. See his discussion in De Sarmiento a Cortazar, 19-20,62. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 5: JOSE RABINOVICH 

I. Enrique de Gandia, "Pr6logo" to Jose Rabinovich, Sobras de una juventud, 5, asserts 
that the poet is unlike contemporaries in that "he has no influences from other writers. He 
doesn't imitate and indeed he can't imitate because he doesn't read his colleagues." However 
vigorously Gandia initially asserts Rabinovich's lack of "outside pressure, be it from books, 
from schools, from doctrines, or from principles," his remarks reveal a recognition of the 
traces of theological study in the poet's work (10). Luis Emilio Soto, "Jose Rabinovich;" in 
Rafael Alberto Arrieta, ed., Historia de la literatura argentina, 4:359, finds Rabinovich · 
"showing the misfortune of the Jewish proletarian who feels the impact of the difficulty of 
assimilating to the country and the burden of racial inhibitions, and whose conflicts·gener
ate the piercing realism of his books." Ulises Petit de Murat's prologue to the first edition of 
Sobras de una juventud, memorias, 7-9, emphasizes the vivid directness with which Rabino
vich's writing appears to reflect real-world matters. Gandia, "Pr6logo," 5, remarks that 
Rabinovich was discovered by Elias Castelnuovo, a leading figure in the proletarian realist 
movement. Castelnuovo wrote promotional introductions for Rabinovich's 1943 Cabizba
jos (Heads Bowed) and 1944 Tercera clase and helped to launch Rabinovich among realists. 
Another endorsement is Ricardo Baeza's enthusiastic prologue to the 1947 Los acusados, 
reprinted in the 1969 reissue of Tercera clase. Also see Cesar Tiempo's inttoductory interview 
with Rabinovich for Rabinovich's 1968 EI perro de Maidenek (The Dog From Maidenek). 
All bring to the fore representational and documentary qualities. Rabinovich continues the 
experiment begun in the 1920S in Argentina by proletarian writers. Consider, for example, 
the relation between what Rabinovich does in EI violinista bajo el tejado and Le6nidas 
Barletta's effort toward a realistic form of verse in Canciones agrias (Buenos Aires: Editorial 
El Libro Moderno, 1924) or Tiempo's work in Versos de una . ... For two modern samp-
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lers, see Raul Gonzalez Tunon's early work as anthologized in La luna con gatillo: Selecci6n 
de poemas [(ricos, sociales y pol£ticos (Buenos Aires: Editorial Cartago, 1957) and Susana 
Pereira's Literatura testimonial de los af/os 30 (Buenos Aires: A. Pena Lillo, 1979). On the 
attempt to develop a proletarian poetry, see Adolfo Prieto's introductory essay and selection 
of examples in his Antolog{a de Boedo y Florida (Cordoba: Universidad Nacional de 
Cordoba, 1964). 

2. . C. K. Weatherhead denounces the neglect of literal types of expression in poetry and 
urges a greater respect for poems that allude more directly to real-world matters; see The 
Edge of the Image (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1968). Uriel Weisstein, "Real
ism," in Alex Preminger, ed., Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, rev. ed. (Prince
ton: Princeton University Press, 1974),685, notes the relative scarcity of realism in poetry. 
Telling is the Encyclopedia's less than one-page treatment of realism. Weisstein must charac
terize many of the instances he cites as realistic only in certain respects. Damian Grant 
describes the term realism itself as having an unmanageable "elasticity" and "chronic insta
bility"; see Realism (London: Methuen, 1970), 1-3. The bewildering variety of concepts of 
realism is well represented by George T. Becker, ed., Documents of Modern Literary Real
ism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963). One should note that early poetic realism 
in Argentina was most frequently tendentious, aimed at awakening the humanitarian con
science of readers, and little resembled realism that seeks only to reflect existing conditions. 
In addition, Rabinovich makes an undisguised use of certain techniques clearly typical of 
avant-garde or experimentalist poetry. The creation of lengthy series of innovative meta
phors, as in the figurative equivalents of the Hebrew alphabet given in "Abecedario judfo" 
("Jewish Alphabet") in Rabinovich's EI violinista bajo el tejado, 66-69, are inescapably 
reminiscent of the major Argentine avant-garde movement of the 192.0S and its less-noted 
sequel, the Generation of 1940. Such linguistic playfulness places Rabinovich outside any 
concept of realism that rejects the cultivation of aesthetically daring novelties. For a summa
tion of the argument against allowing avant-garde innovation in social realism, see Georg 
Lukacs, "The Ideology of Modernism," The Meaning of Contemporary Realism, trans. 
John and Necke Mander (London: Merlin Press, 1962.), 17-46. 

3. Jose Rabinovich, EI violinista bajo el tejado (La Plata: Platense, 1970). Subsequent 
citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition. 

4. On the stylistic forms typical of biblical argumentation, see James Muilenberg, The 
Way of Israel: Biblical Faith and Ethics (New York: Harper and Row, 1961), 2.4-2.9. Con
sider, for example, Rabinovich's denunciation of Catholic officials' insistence that the faith
ful confess by means of a priest. Such statements resemble, with due changes, the biblical 
wishing of ill upon misleading authorities and those claiming illegitimate authority. The 
encouragement to readers to communicate directly with God places the poem in the line of 
exhortation; see ibid., 2.6-2.7- In the analysis of biblical texts, it is possible to separate these 
conventional forms of aggressive argumentation. 

5. A study could well be made of Rabinovich's free adaptation and transformation of 
biblical forms. Muilenberg, ibid., 2.6, notes that "while these are stylistic forms, they under
go transformation in the course of Irael's history." In "Responso" there is a remarkable 
correspondence between Rabinovich's use of blessing and the biblical form. Muilenberg, 
ibid., 2.6, states: "In the Psalter, we receive a clear picture of who are blessed and what the 
nature of the blessing is. He is blessed (or happy) who obeys Yahway'slaw (Ps. 1:1-13), for he 
has living resources, like a tree plant~d by channels of water, and whatever he does prospers 
(d. Jer. 17:7-8)." . 

6. O"e may observe that the issues Rabinovich's poetry raises are especially close to those 
handled by the figures associated with socialist realism. See Friedrich Engels, "On Socialist 
Realism," 483-85, and Maxim Gorky et aI., "Comments on Social Realism," 486-88, both 
in Becker, ed., Documents of Modern Literary Realism. The official "Comments on Social
ist Realism," by Gorky and his colleagues, speaks of a directed, organized movement in art, 
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unlike Rabinovich's individualistic and sometimes idiosyncratic realism; yet some of their 
statements describe the functioning of the Argentine poet's work. Rabinovich's creation of 
highly exemplary figures, such as the altruistic blacksmith of "Responso," can be justified 
using the words of Gorky et al.: "Indeed a time has come when we need the heroic: everyone 
wants the stimulating, the colorful-something, you know, that would not resemble life, but 
would be higher than life, bener, more beautiful. It is absolutely necessary that today's 
literature begin to embellish life somewhat, and as soon as it does so, life will be embellished, 
i.e., people will begin to live more swiftly, more brightly." Rabinovich favors a startling 
mixture of this larger-than-Iife depiction with what W. K. Wimsan and Cleanth Brooks 
have called "drab realism"; see Literary Criticism (New York: Knopf, 1957), 102. 

7. It would be possible to argue that poems like "Responso" present a poetic adaptation of 
the idea, prevalent in Marxist thought, of nonalienated labor. See, for example, Istvan Mes
zaros, Marx's Theory of Alienation (London: Merlin, 1970), and Oilman Bertell, Aliena
tion: Marx's Conception of Man in Capitalist Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1971). 

8. Szymon Bojko, New Graphic Design in Revolutionary Russia, trans. Robert Strybel 
and Lech Zembrzuski (New York: Praeger, 1972), 13, 1]-

9. See Saul Tchernihowsky, "They Say There is a Country ... ," translated and included 
by Esor Winer Ben-Sorek in his Poems and Poets of Israel: Selected Masterpieces, rev. ed. 
(Boston: University of Boston Bookstore, 1967), 86-87; the text is transcribed in chapter 1 
of this study. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 6: JOSE ISAACSON 

I. jose Isaacson, Cuaderno Spinoza (Buenos Aires: Marymar, 1977). Subsequent citations 
in the text will give page numbers from this edition. 

2. For discussions of the audience addressed by literary work, see Walter J. Ong, "The 
Writer's Audience is Always a Fiction," PMLA, 90, no. 1 (1975): 9-21 . See also idem, The 
Presence of the Word (New Haven: Yale, 1967), especially 115-20, on the indications, man
ifest in the text, of the type of audience to be addressed and how that audience is to be 
addressed. The most famous discussion of the "mock reader," or the reader implicit in the 
text, may well be Wayne Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1961), 49-52, 363-64. 

3. Leonard Senkman, La identidad judfa en La literatura argentina (Buenos Aires: Pardes, 
1983),353. Senkman's remarks on Cuaderno Spinoza, 353-63, indicate a lack of confidence 
in the work's ability to provide readers with insights into the questions it addresses. Instead,. 
he sees the work as a symptom of the real-life Isaacson's anxieties and efforts to regain a 
feeling of worth. Senkman criticizes the work on ideological grounds as a vestige "Of out
moded liberalism, a complaint not germane to the present study. 

4. Mortimer J. Adler and Charles Van Doren, How to Read a Book, rev. ed. (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1972), 84. This very basic and general exposition of the forms of philo
sophical discourse is especially useful because it is designed to summarize the judgments 
most widely agreed on. 

5. Senkman, La identidad, 353-54. Note that Senkman makes a similar complaint against 
another writer concerned with his Sephardic roots, Marcos Ricardo Barnatan; see 341-44. 
Senkrnan's objection is to the vaunting of Sephardic ancestry over a comprehensive view of 
jewish identity. 

6. Samuel and Tamar Grand, Exploring the Jewish Heritage in Spain (Bilbao: Secretarfa 
de Estado de Turismo, 1980), start their beginner's guide to Sephardic maner with a warn
ing that Sepharad was not Spain: "Technically, the word Sephardim means Spaniards. It 
comes from Sepharad, the Hebrew word for Spain. In practice, however, the term Sephardim 
refers to jews of Spanish and Portuguese origin, whose ancestors were expelled from Spain 
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in 1492. Such an explanation of the distinction between literal and usage-determined mean
ings would be found only in the most introductory of discussions. 

7. Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, From Spanish Court to Italian Ghetto. Isaac Cardoso: A 
Study in Seventeenth-Century Marranism and Jewish Apologetics, rev. ed. (Seattle: Univer
sity of Washington Press, 19BI), 193. It should be noted that the traditional denial of the 
importance of Jewish culture as part of Spanish civilization has, in recent decades, been 
countered by a massive effort to reclaim this heritage. The name of Americo Castro should 
surely be mentioned in this respect. 

8. Frederick Pollock, Spinoza: His Life and Philosophy, 2d ed. (New York: Macmillan, 
1899), II, notes that it is impossible to ascertain Spinoza's exact mother tongue; of Spanish 
and Portuguese, "one or both . . . were native to him." Pollock's treatment is of interest 
because of its traditionally humanistic and interpretive coverage of Spinoza, unlike the more 
specific and technical discussions typical of the modem era. 

9. Ibid. , 9-10. 
10. See especially Ezequiel Martinez Estrada, Radiograj£a de la pampa (Buenos Aires: 

Babel, 1933), and Hector A. Murena, El pecado original de America (Buenos Aires: Sur, 
1954)· 

II. Spinoza's correspondence is generally available and commented on through the selec
tion and edition orginally made by E. Van Vloten and H. Land, the one clearly used by 
Isaacson in his re-creation of the letters. For an example of this selection of letters and 
typical commentary on them, see, respectively, "Spinoza's Correspondence," in The Chief 
Works of Benedict de Spinoza, trans. R. H. M . Elwes (New York: Dover, 1951), 2:273-420, 
and Frederick Pollock, "Spinoza's Correspondence," 44-75. 

12. Benedict de [Baruch) Spinoza, Ethics, in Chief Works, 2:43-81, displays the famous 
format . . 

13. Benedict de [Baruch) Spinoza, "Letter II: Spinoza to Oldenburg," in Chief Works, 
2:276-79, begins with conventional flattery: "How pleasant your friendship is to me, you 
may yourself judge, if your modesty will allow you to reflect on the abundance of your own 
excellences" (276). Spinoza makes polite protestations of modesty and expresses reluctance 
to criticize the work of his illustrious predecessors. Isaacson eliminates these manifestations 
of civility, producing a more abrupt, no-nonsense Spinoza intent on making his views known. 

14. Adler and Van Doren, How to Read, 271. 

15. The opinions of the intellectual historian Enrique Krauze and the famous amateur of 
philosophy Jorge Luis Borges are found in their dialogue on Spinoza, "Desayuno more geo
metrico," Vuelta 3, no. 29 (1979): 28-31. Borges argues that despite Spinoza's condemna
tions of Kabbalah and mysticism in general, his work is pervaded by them. Krauze is less 
willing to draw conclusions but mentions the interesting hypothesis that Spinoza's pseudo
geometrical writing was Kabbalistically inspired. 

16. Nicolas Cal as emphasizes the importance of antirationallanguage and treatment of 
media in his summary and assessment of the avant-garde, Art in the Age of Risk (New York: 
Dutton, 1968). 

17. Senkman, La identidad, 353,359. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 7: MARCOS RICARDO BARNAT AN 

I. Marcos Ricardo Bamatan, Ellaberinto de Si6n (Barcelona: Barral Editores, 1971). 
Subse<juent citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition . 

2. Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy: On the Interpretation of Narrative (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1979), emphasizes that wisdom literatures seek both to 
exclude idle readers and to reveal secrets to more arduous ones. See especially his chapter 
"Loti's Business: Why Are Narratives Obscure? ," 23-47-
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3. Harold Bloom, Kabbalah and Criticism (New York: Seabury, 1975), 17-18. Subsequent 
citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition. 

4. This is not to say that literary treatments of Kabbalism and related mystical systems are 
inherently novel but that the innovative aspect of the hero's presentation resides in the liter
ary area. Bloom, ibid ., 28, notes the diverse contemporary fiction works that have been 
deemed Kabbalistic. An especially relevant example of the critical search for Kabbalistic 
elements in literary work is Saul Sosnowski, Borges y Ia cabala, to cite only the most detailed 
treatment of Borges's borrowings from Kabbala; Sosnowski treats a utilization of Kab
balistic elements at least as idiosyncratic and deviant as that found in LAberinto. Bloom 
himself has extended his interpreter's interest in Kabbalah and Gnosticism into the writing 
of a novel, The Flight to Lucifer: A Gnostic Fantasy (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 
1979). See also Marcos Ricardo Barnatan, LA Kabala: Una mfstica dellenguaje. 

5. Gershom G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism Uerusalem: Schocken, 1941). 
Subsequent citations in the text will give page numbers from this edition. This work was 
chosen for the wide scope of phenomena treated, as well as for its renown. On Kabbalah 
alone, see idem, Kabbalah (New York: New York Times/Quadrangle Books, 1972). 

6. Leonardo Senkman, LA identidadjudfa en la literatura argentina, 341-44, expresses his 
negative judgment of Ellaberinto de Si6n and, even more severely evaluated, of Barnatan's 
Gor (Barcelona: Barral Editores, 1973). Senkman complains that Barnatan's work "is marred 
.. . by a certain showmanship, that of a Kabbalist playing at being a prestidigitador, frivo
lous to the point of camp" (344). He sees Barnatan's exaltation of distinguished Sephardic 
lineage as an obstacle to a serious comprehension of jewish identity. 

7. Since the hero's interest is not limited to Kabbalism proper but includes many forms of 
mysticism, some suspicion is raised by not finding among his abundant citations such sources 
as Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism, A Study in the Nature and Development of Man's Spiritual 
Consciousness (London: Methuen, 1911), a scholarly classic. One likewise wonders why 
none of Martin Buber's writings are cited. The answer to these and other similar questions 
seems to be that the hero does not care to know what is mainstream, central to tradition, or 
widely known to others. 

8. A zealous promotion of the tenet that correspondences link all mystical systems is 
found in Arthur Edward Waite, The Holy Kabbalah, A Study of the Secret Tradition in Israel 
(London: Williams and Norgate, 1929). 

9. See, for example, Scholem's dedication of Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism to Walter 
Benjamin. 

10. Underhill, Mysticism, stresses that great mystics tend to be fully part of major reli
gious traditions, however uneasy they may make the official representatives of those tradi· 
tions. For an example of a Kabbalistic commentary that properly exalts Halakhic obser
vance, see Adin Steinsaltz, The Thirteen-Petalled Rose, trans. Yehuda Hanegbi (New York: 
Basic Books, 1980). 

II. On the goddess cultism that was strenuously weeded out of mainstream judaism, see 
Raphael Patai, The Hebrew Goddess (New York: Ktav Publishing House, 1967). Patai is like 
the hero of LAberinto in his effort to reclaim as part of jewish culture this element of wor
ship, generally held to be idolatrous and unhealthy; but unlike the novel's narrator, he takes 
a scholarly interest in the exact identification of goddess figures. LAberinto obscures the 
issue of which goddesses are being rediscovered, except in occasional instances of clear 
labeling (for example, juno). Luna remains a generalized moon goddess, whereas the myth
ic figures that Max creates from celebrity gossip are even more vaguely identified deities. 

u . Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence (New York: Oxford, 1973). 
13. Charles C. Lehrmann, Jewish Influences on European Thought, trans." George Klin 

and Victor Carpenter (Rutherford/London: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press/ Associ
ated University Presses, 1976), 2.27 

14. Kermode, Genesis of Secrecy. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 8: MARIO SZICHMAN 

I. Mario Szichman, Los judfos del Mar Dulce (Buenos Aires/Caracas: Galema/Sintesis 
2000, 1971), and Alberto Gerchunoff, Los gauchos judfos (Santiago de Chile: Ercilla, 1940). 
Subsequent citations in the text will give page numbers from these editions. 

2 . Edna Aizenberg's very interesting analysis "Parricide on the Pampa: Deconstructing 
Gerchunoff and His Jewish Gauchos" applies Harold Bloom's concept of the newly emergent 
writer's struggle not to be overwhelmed by his predecessors. Following her line of argument, 
Szichman must naturally oppose Gerchunoff in order to establish the need for his own work's 
existence. At the same time that Aizenberg views this "parricide" as inevitable, she also sup
ports the widespread belief that Gerchunoffs distortions of history require correction. 

3. On centennial-era writings reflecting the official version of European immigration to 
Argentina, see Gladys Onega, "EI Centenario," La inmigraci6n en La literatura argentina 
I880-I9IO, 195-220. David Vinas, "Gerchunoff: Gauchos, judfos y xenofobia," Literatura 
argentina y realidad po/(tica: Apogeo de La oligarqu{a, 165-85, notes Gerchunoffs habit of 
endorsing the behavior of those in power, extending even to a royalist treatment of Spain. 
Saul Sosnowski criticizes Gerchunoffs inability to question official policy; see "Contempo
rary Jewish-Argentine Writers: Tradition and Politics." Juan Carlos Ghiano, "Una leccion 
de Gerchunoff," Relecturas argentinas: De jose Hernandez a Alberto Cirri (Buenos Aires: 
Ediciones Mar de Solfs, 1978), 98, compares Los gauchos judfos with other centennial works 
for their shared vision of Argentine social history purged of negative elements, "as if the 
celebrations had imposed a pious forgetting of the critical situations of the country, aggra
vated in the last rwo decades of the previous century and not resolved by the first decade of 
the new century." 

4. Gerchunoff's strategies to present a "perfect," sumptuously lyrical mode of expression 
reflect a Modernist ideal of literary art, which Szichman rejects as vigorously as he does the 
official version of Jewish Argentine history. 

5. Vinas, "Gerchunoff," 345-50. 
6. Eric S. Rabkin, "The Descent of Fantasy," in George E. Slusser, Eric S. Rabkin, and 

Robert Scholes, eds., Coordinates: Placing Science Fiction and Fantasy (Carbondale : South
ern Illinois University Press, 1983), 22. 

7. Gerchunoffs biblical style is noted by German Garda, "Los judfos," EI inmigrante en 
la literatura argentina, 62-64. Vinas, "Gerchunoff," 346-47, remarks on a similarity be
tween Gerchunoff's language and liturgical readings. Ghiano, "Una leccion," 95-96, finds 
Gerchunoff relying on his reading of the Bible not only for style but also for his sense of the 
meaning of history. Stephen A. Sadow, "judfos y gauchos: The Search for Identity in Jewish
Argentine Literature," finds Gerchunoff casting the gauchos in the role of biblical-era He
brews. 

The traces of rabbinic writings have also drawn attention. Kessel Schwartz notes that 
Gerchunoff's admiration for Talmud kept him from falling into an assimilationist stance; 
see "The Jew in Twentieth-Century Argentine Literature." Sadow, "judfos," 166, remarks 
on the influence of Talmudic legal commentary and Haggadic lore. 

Talmud would especially interest Gerchunoff because of his desire to understand how the 
Jews maintained their community during the Exile and the work of regathering. Andre 
Chouraqui, A History of judaism, trans. Yvette Wiener (New York: Walker and Co., 1962), 
70, explains that the "rabbis had succeeded in giving firm cohesion to Judaism in exile by 
relating its fate among the nations' to that of the revealed 'Ilbrd," accounting for the useful
ness of the Talmud to dispersed Jewry. 

8. 'Gerchunoff makes tendentious use of Jewish history, but in a sense his procedure is 
compatible with the tradition of reinterpreting this history to confer meaning on current 
events. See Elmer Berger's discussion of this polemical tradition, A Partisan History of juda
ism (New York: Devin-Adair, 1951), 7-53. 
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9. Sosnowski, "Jewish-Argentine Writers," and Vinas, "Gerchunoff." Note also that Ger
chunoff accepts the principle, fundamental to Argentine immigration policy, that Euro
peans bring civilization to areas afflicted with gaucho nomadism. However, in his idyllic 
rendering, Jews do not displace gauchos but encourage them to establish settled patterns of 
life, as illustrated in the scenes between the Jews and the land-owning gaucho Don Esta
nislao. Gerchunoff appears to be utilizing the concept of the Jews as an exemplary people, 
whose mandate "obliged Israel to heavier duties," including "in regard to the other nations," 
as summarized by Andre Chouraqui and Jean Danielou, The Jews : Views and Counter
views: A Dialogue (New York: Norman Press, 1967), sti. 

10. It is worth noting that Judah Halevi's words are here used to dismiss the need for a 
return to Palestine, whereas the normal understanding is that Halevi, himself a pilgrim to 
Jerusalem, strongly advocated a return to the biblical homeland . 

II . This episode was based on the murder of Gerchunoff's own father. Jose Chudnovsky's 
Pueblo Pan (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1967), a semidocumentary novel, gives a different ac
count of the Jewish community's response. His version has nothing of the tranquil resigna
tion that pervades Gerchunoff's but speaks of "el padre de Alberto Gerchunoff, tambien 
victima de un bebido feroz que casi extermina a la familia (luego muerto a palos por el 
vecindario)" (the father of Alberto Gerchunoff, also the victim of a fierce drunk who almost 
exterminated the family [later beaten to death by those from the area]) (186). 

12. The argument that Spanish Christians carried out a divine punishment of the Jews is 
problematical indeed . It fails to account for the simultaneous expulsion and harassment of 
peninsular Arabs, who can hardly be seen as having fallen short of specified Jewish stan
dards. Moreover, it is strange to find Jewish urban culture called a mistake or a sin. In 
accounts of Jewish cultural history, the Berlin Haskalah, Jewish Vienna in its prime, and 
Jerusalem in its moments of splendor receive special attention. The rabbi's speech, then, 
testifies to Gerchunoff's fervent desire to find a divine mandate for Jewish rural settlements 
in Argentina. 

13. Charles C. Lehrmann, Jewish Influences on European Thought (Rutherford/Lon
don : Fairleigh Dickinson University Press/ Associated University Presses, 1976), 25-26. 

14. Sosnowski, "Jewish-Argentine Writers," 4, accounts for the blatant inaccuracies of the 
novel by saying that Gerchunoff's "apparent longing to join that [ruling] class, a misdirected 
sense of gratitude and loyalty to his adopted country prevented him from an accurate read
ing." 

IS. Chudnovsky, Pueblo Pan, often covers the same subject matter as does Los gauchos 
jud{os but without the extreme idealization that characterizes the earlier novel. Although 
sanguine about the idea of Jewish life in Argentina, Pueblo Pan stresses the confusion and 
frustration of the Jews who, arriving in Argentina, found the settlement program in disor
der. The Baron Hirsch, exalted in Los gauchos judios, appears as a well-meaning benefactor 
lacking contact with the actual operations he funds, whereas those charged with implement
il18 the settlement program are often dishonest, ineffective, or both. 

16. The variability of Eva Peron's public image has drawn considerable commentary. Not 
only was Eva Peron's personal history altered in its official version, but also the woman 
herself changed aspects of her appearance and behavior to suit various purposes. Further 
multiplicity arose as stories about Eva Peron were generated by her admirers and enemies. 
For a recent examination of these issues, see E. P. Taylor, Eva Per6n: The Myths of a Woman 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977). 

17. Nicolas Calas, Art in the Age of Risk (New York: Dutton, 1968), 190. Calas makes the 
point that even Cubism was rejected, by subsequent innovators, for its excessive studiedness 
and coherence; the remarks apply even more to the ideal of polished prose implicit in Los 
gauchos jud{os. 

18. Over the six decades between Gerchunoff's and Szichman's novels, there was a period 
of widespread belief that Jewish Argentine experience could be clarified by realistic repre-
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sentation. The move toward documentary realism as a corrective to earlier obfuscations is 
discussed by Julio Nee, "La poesfa," in Rafael Alberto Arrieta, ed ., Historia de la literatura 
argentina (Buenos Aires: Peuser, 1959), 4:II7-24. It should be noted that Szichman breaks 
with the realist imperative, in which the novel illuminates the truth of matters for the reader. 
His own novel refuses to perform the work of untangling history, leaving the reader to 
attempt the task. 

19. Cal as, Age of Risk, tends to link modern innovation with a widespread conviction that 
truths are relative. 

20. The novel does touch on a related issue: the importance of the element of discourse in 
historiography. In this respect, Szichman resembles those historiographers who examine 
chronicles for their "literary" shaping of events. See Hayden V. White, Metahistory: The 
Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univer
sity Press, 1973). 

NOTES FOR POSTFACE 

I. Gerardo Mario Goloboff, Caballos por el fondo de los ojos (Barcelona: Seix Barral, 
1976). For commentary tracing the concerns key to the novel that are evident in Goloboff's 
earlier poetry, see Saul Sosnowski, "Gerardo Mario Goloboff: Hacia eI decimo mes en la 
diaspora ." 

2 . Pedro Orgambide, Aventuras de Edmund Ziller en tierras del Nuevo Mundo (Mexico 
City: Nueva Imagen, 1984; original publication, 1977). For an early response to this novel, 
see Saul Sosnowski, "i,Quien es Edmund Ziller?" Semana de Bellas Artes (Mexico) 8 (1978): 
8-11. 

3. David Vinas, Jauria (Mexico City : Siglo Veintiuno, 1979). 
4. Mario Satz, Sol (Barcelona: Noguer, 1975), English translation, Sol, trans. Helen R. 

Lane (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1979); Luna (Barcelona: Noguer, 1976); Tierra (Bar
celona: Noguer, 1978); Marte (Barcelona: Barral, 1980). 

5. Humberto Costantini, De dioses, hombrecitos y policias (Mexico City: Nueva Imagen, 
1977). This novel had a U.S. success as The Gods, the Little Guys, and the Police, trans. Toby 
Talbot (New York: Harper and Row, 1984). 

6. Pedro Orgambide, "Notas sobre un poema de Humberto Costantini," Hispamerica 36 
(1983): 45-49· 

7. Antonio Elio Brailovsky, Identidad (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 1980). 
8. Jacobo Timerman, Prisoner Without a Name, Cell Without a Number, trans. Toby 

Talbot (New York: Knopf, 1981). The original Spanish version appeared in 1982 in Buenos 
Aires, published by EI Cid Campeador with the tide El caso Camps: Punto inicial on the 
cover and Preso sin nombre, celda sin numero on the tide page . 

9. Mario Szichman, A las 20. 25, la senora entr6 en la inmortalidad (Hanover, N.H.: Edi
ciones del Norte, 1981); At 8:25, Evita Became Immortal, trans. Roberto Picciono (Han
over, N.H.: Ediciones del Norte, 1983). 

10. For example, the proceedings of a symposium sponsored by the Asociaci6n Mutual 
Israel ita Argentina and Centro Cultural San Martin were published as Santiago Kovadloff 
et a!., Pluralismo e identidad: Lo judio en la literatura argentina (Buenos Aires: Mila, 1986). 

II. Gerardo Mario Goloboff, "De una lengua impura," in ibid., 123-27. 
12. Leonardo Senkman, Ricardo Feierstein, Isidoro Niborski, and Sara Itzigsohn, eds., 

Integraci6n y marginalidad: Historias de vidas de inmigrantes judios a la Argentina (Buenos 
Aires: Par,ges, 1985) is a good example of the oral history gathered from the period when new 
immigrants were most numerous. 

13. Marcos Aguinis, Carta esperanzada a un general: Puente sobre el abismo (Buenos 
Aires: Sudamericana/Planeta, 1983). For a good example of Aguinis's public statements 
made during this period, including his commentary on anti-Semitic reactions to his work as 
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Minister of Culture, see his interview with Gerardo Yomal, "Priorizamos la lucha contra el 
autoritarismo," Nueva Presencia (Buenos Aires) 29 August 1986, 6. 

14. Daniel Kon, Los chicos de fa guerra: Hablan los soldados que estuvieron en fa guerra 
(Buenos Ailes: Galerna, 1983; original edition, 1982). 

15. Santiago Kovadloff, Argentina, oscuro pals (Buenos Aires: Torres Agiiero, 1982). 
16. Aida Bortnik and Luis Puenzo, La historia oficial (Buenos Aires: Ediciones de la 

Urraca,I985)· 
17. Tamara Kamenszain, "Toda escritura es femenina y judfa, in Kovadloff et aI., Plu

ralismo e identidad, 129-32. 
18. Cecilia Absatz, Los anos pares (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 1984). 
19. Ricardo Feierstein, Entre la izquierda y fa pared (Buenos Aires: Pardes, 1983); El ca

ramelo descompuesto (Buenos Aires: Nueva Presencia, 1979); and Escafa uno en cincuenta 
(Buenos Aires: Pardes, 1984). The 1985 joint publication of this trilogy as La sinfon(a ino
cente (Buenos Aires: Pardes) carries a prefatory study by Andres Avellaneda, "Para leer una 
trilogfa," v-xv, explicating the segmented construction . 

20. Edgardo Cozarinsky, Vudu urbano (Barcelona: Anagrama, 1985). 



SELECTED BffiLIOGRAPHY 

These items were selected to provide, most importantly, a guide to works by and 
commentary on the authors featured in this study; secondarily, an orientation to 
works on Jewish Argentine literature in general; and lastly, an indication of where to 
find background on Argentine Jewry. 

Preference has been given to items a reader might find using the U.S. library sys
tem. Only English- and Spanish-language works appear. An exception was made for 
the Yiddish translations of Alberto Gerchunoffs work, which are important in trac
ing his changing relations with specifically Jewish publics. 

Coverage of a related area, Jewish subject matter in the works of non-Jewish 
Argentine authors, has been restricted to a few items particularly able to illustrate 
this critical problem. 

GENERAL BACKGROUND ON ARGENTINE JEWRY 

Periodical Sources 

(For a full listing of magazines, annuals, and other original documents, see Leonardo Senk
man, La identidad jud£a en la literatura argentina, 475-78. Buenos Aires: Pardes, 19113.) 

American Jewish Archives Vol. 34, no. 2. (191l2.). Judith Laikin Elkin, guest ed., New Perspec
tives on Latin American Jewry. 

Comentario. Published by Instituto Judfo Argentino de Informacion, 1953-1971. 
Davar. Published by Sociedad Hebraica Argentina, Buenos Aires, 1949-1970, 1974-1976. 

Judaica. See especially 51-53 (1937), special issue on Latin American Jewry. 
Vida Nuestra (Buenos Aires). Nos. 7,8 (1919), special issues containing cultural analysis of 

recent anti-Jewish activities. 

Books 
Avni, Haim. Argentina y La historia de La inmigraci6n judEa. (1810-195°). Buenos Aires: 

AMIA/ComunidadJudfa de Buenos Aires/Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 19113. 
Beller, Jacob. Jews in Latin America. New York: Jonathan David, 1969. 
Cohen, J. X. Jewish Life in South America: A Suroey Study for the American Jewish Con

gress . New York: Bloch, 1941. 
Cohen, Martin A., ed. The Jewish Experience in Latin America: Selected Studies From the 

Publications of the American Jewish Historical Society. 2. vols. Waltham, Mass.: Ameri
can Jewish Historical Society/KTAV, 1971. 

Dujovne, Miriam S., Ana Bercz, Abraham Miller, and Jaime Barylko. Los judEos en La Ar
gentina. Buenos Aires: Betenu, 19&~ . 

Elazar, Daniel J., with Peter Medding. "Argentina." Jewish Communitie.s in Frontier Soci
eties:, Argentina, Australia, a"d South Africa, 61-134. New York: Holmes and Meier, 
19113 · 

Elkin, Judith Laikin . Jews of the Latin American Republics. Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 19110. 

---. Latin American Jewish Studies. Cincinnati : American Jewish Archives, 19110. 
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